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Language learning motivation has been a topic of interest for researchers and

teachers alike for several decades, but the theoretical grounding and most

subsequent research has been concentrated in Western second language learning

contexts using a framework that effectively recognizes only two kinds of

motivation. Research that breaks away from this framework and examines
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motivation in non-Western foreign language learning contexts are few indeed.

Because past studies into the motivation of language learners has been

conducted mostly in the West, they are often based on Western assumptions, one

of which being that the learner is an individualist. However, cultures in the East

are based on collectivistic principles where the progress of the individual is often

not as important as the progress of the group. Researchers have yet to explore

collectivists’ approaches to language learning and their motivation orientations.

This study, in attempt to expand the currently popular motivational framework,

used a questionnaire and a series of interviews with Japanese high school seniors

and English teachers in order to gain an understanding of the language learning

motivation these students possess and if they are competitive and hence more

individualistic as they try to gain ability to pass their university entrance

examinations or if they remain collectivistic and are cooperative with their

classmates in their language learning endeavors.

Results indicate that Japanese high school seniors are overall instrumentally

motivated because the closest goal at hand is their passing the examinations.

However, these students often have other long-term goals for their language

learning but are unable to concentrate on them because of the importance of the

examinations. Also because of the examinations, the students in general become

individualistic in their approach to language learning and will seek ability to pass

the examinations, thereby becoming competitive with their classmates, yet they

will not lose their cooperative stance toward others and will maintain their

friendships despite the competition they encounter.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem Central to this Research

In Japan, a great amount of importance is given to the English language and

its study. English can be found in abundance nationwide: on billboards, in

newspapers and magazines, and even in daily radio and television broadcasts.

Because of the importance the Japanese place on the English language in their

modern society, nearly all Japanese children engage in English language learning.

Most junior high school and high school students study English, and many

students receive extra English lessons via private institutions or tutors, some from

the time they are in kindergarten. The Japanese, many of whom study English

throughout their lives, also spend huge amounts of money every year on English

language learning and teaching books and materials. In fact, it was reported in

1995 that Japan spends upwards of 30 billion U.S. dollars every year on the

English language teaching industry (Bridges, 1998; Koike & Tanaka, 1995).

The study of English in Japan is especially important for Japanese students,

particularly those in high school, because they are the ones preparing to enter the

country’s universities or the job market, both of which require some proficiency

in English. For many of these students, studying English necessarily goes beyond

obtaining foreign language skills and knowledge, for the English language and the

ability to use that language also represent prestige in a country where English is

considered by many to be the unofficial “second language” of the country. It is a

subject taught to nearly all students from junior high school through the university

level, it is currently being introduced at the elementary school level, and it is a
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required area of study on nearly all university entrance examinations (Anderson,

1975; Bridges, 1998; Duke, 1986).

With English so prevalent in Japan, one may wonder if Japanese high school

students who must study English would have at least some amount of motivation

to learn what is for them a foreign language. It is easy to conceive that foreign

language learning motivation for these students would exist. One reason for this

motivation might be their having to study for and take university entrance

examinations. Possessing more motivation to learn English in order to pass the

examinations could translate into students studying harder for tests and studying

English more, all as a means to being accepted to better schools and being hired

on to good jobs after graduation.

Another reason is that the students may wish to communicate with native

English speakers. For instance, students may have friends or acquaintances abroad

who speak English, or they may chat with people abroad via the Internet. Students

may also want to communicate with foreigners in English because the Japanese

Ministry of Education continues to emphasize communication in its Course of

Study for the high school level, which translates into greater stated prominence

placed on listening and speaking skills (Bridges, 1998; Browne & Wada, 1998;

White, 1987; Yashima, 2002).

Yet another reason Japanese high school students may have motivation to

learn English is Japan’s heavy exposure to Western influences such as American

movies, Western music, and fast food restaurants. The teenage youth of Japan

may want to learn English to know more about Westerners and their culture, or
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they may wish to be able to read, digest, and hence understand more of the

English language that they see and hear all around them.

Unfortunately, whether or not these or other reasons cause or influence foreign

language learning motivation in Japanese high school students is unknown.

Nearly everything concerning foreign language learning motivation and these

students, from where their motivation may come from and to what degree they

may possess such motivation to how these students may subsequently apply their

motivation, is currently subject only to speculation. Though there has been an

increasing amount of research and literature devoted to understanding the

motivation of language learners (Dörnyei, 1990, 2001; Gardner, 1988a; Julkunen,

1992; Noels, Pelletier, Clément, & Vallerand, 2000; Oxford & Shearin, 1994;

Ramage, 1990), much of it concentrated in the last decade as interest in this topic

and other affective factors has increased, this target group of English language

learners has been overlooked in the research.

For instance, the terminology commonly used to describe language learner

motivation stems from a dualistic framework created decades ago that categorizes

learners as possessing either “instrumental” and “integrative” motivation

orientations (Gardner & Lambert, 1972). Such orientations were developed,

studied, and consequently applied in Western language learning settings. While

there has been a call to expand this framework because of its perceived limitations

(Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Dörnyei, 1994a, 1994b; Oxford & Shearin, 1994),

this dichotomy still holds a strong sway over how researchers approach the study

of language learning motivation and how practitioners view such motivation.
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Whether or not such orientations can adequately be applied to non-Western

language learning contexts, including Japanese high school students learning

English in the Japanese school system, has yet to be fully investigated.

To be sure, some authors and researchers have focused their attention on

Japanese high schools (Beauchamp, 1998; George & George, 1995; Kitao, Kitao,

Nozawa, & Yamamoto, 1985; Johnson & Johnson, 1996; Koike & Tanaka, 1995;

LeTendre, 1999; Matsumoto, 1994; Rohlen, 1983; Watanabe, 1996; White, 1987;

Wray, 1999), but most have only briefly or indirectly discussed the students and

their English language learning because the aims of these studies have included

outlining the Japanese education system, discussing the infamous university

entrance examinations, and comparing Eastern and Western education practices.

In general, those researchers who express interest in Japanese learners of English

tend to bypass high school learners and focus their attention on the processes and

factors influencing the language learning experience of college and university

students or adult learners (Ishii, Cambra, & Klopf, 1978; Mochizuki, 1999;

Nishiyama, 1995; Yashima, 2002). Even when studied, very few researchers of

Japanese EFL (English as a foreign language) learners have specifically

concentrated on their motivation (Benson, 1991; Berwick & Ross, 1989; Chihara

& Oller, 1978; Tanaka, 2001; Teweles, 1995). Researchers who have examined

Japanese high school student language learning motivation (Browne & Wada,

1998; Matsumoto, 1994) are rarer still.

There are many possible reasons why these students have not been studied as

rigorously as other groups of foreign language students, not the least of which is
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that studies on language learning motivation have traditionally focused on

learning situations where students are learning another language while surrounded

by native speakers. Immigrants to the U.S. studying ESL (English as a second

language) would be one example, as would be native English speakers learning

French in Canada.

Cultural considerations may be one reason why ESL motivation, or second

language learning motivation in general, has dominated language learning

motivation research. For example, in the case of Japan, researchers (foreign or

Japanese nationals) can have trouble gaining access to schools and students in a

society governed by social rules delineating “in” and “out” groups. Foreign

researchers may experience difficulty with the Japanese language because

Japanese is a language that is very different in almost every respect when

compared to Indo-European languages. Japanese is considered in the West to be

one of the less commonly taught languages and is not learned to the same extent

as are other languages like Spanish or French. Japanese students have also been

stereotyped as having good academic performance (especially when compared

with the academic performance of Western nations), so researchers may divert

their attention to groups of learners they presume to have lesser degrees of

motivation and who therefore appear more in need of the fruits of motivational

research.

Such cultural considerations and others can certainly impact researchers trying

to study the motivation of Japanese language students. The Japanese culture itself

may also have a direct bearing on the motivation the English students experience.
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For instance, the Japanese live in what many call a collectivistic society. They are

generally typified as a reticent people who find it socially unacceptable to express

their opinions and feelings in public (and often even in private), and they tend to

avoid situations that would disturb the harmony of the group (Fukue, 1991;

Kubota, 1999; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Triandis, 1995b; Triandis & Singelis,

1998).

As an English instructor who taught English in Japanese high schools for five

years, I noticed firsthand how the students would act in ways deemed unusual by

Western “individualistic” standards. One example is that the students would

typically not raise their hands to ask questions in class. They would remain quiet

and would look to their classmates for answers or support during lessons rather

than ask the teacher, a phenomenon not uncommon even when native Japanese

teachers conduct lessons. Having been raised in a culture that traditionally values

group togetherness and respect for social hierarchies, it is possible that there are

underlying reasons or themes behind the actions of the students that have yet to be

explored by researchers. Such reasons or themes may shape not only the

motivation of the students but also the way in which others would perceive their

motivation.

Even when taking cultural norms into consideration, as an English teacher in

the Japanese high schools it was nearly impossible for me to discern just from

observation what foreign language learning motivation, if any, the students

possessed. Motivation could have been present in the students but was partly

masked by traditional cultural behavior (e.g., listening quietly and attentively in
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class). Alternatively, motivation could have been completely absent or nearly so

in the students, but, due to the same traditional cultural behavior of paying close

attention during class and appearing to “hang on every word” the teacher says, the

students only appeared to exhibit motivation to learn English.

If cultural norms can and do influence the language learning motivation of

these students, a discussion of two specific areas beyond foreign language

learning motivation becomes necessary, namely those of the possible cultural

obligations these students feel and express toward others of their in-group because

they were raised in a collectivistic society as well as the Japanese education

system, which is in effect the socially-approved mechanism for transmitting the

Confucian-based morals upon which the foundation of Japanese society is built. It

is precisely the education system that shapes both the moral and academic

learning of the students by teaching them how to be proper Japanese. The

education system also presents them with challenges such as the university

entrance examinations. These examinations represent the pinnacle of years of

dedicated study and remain an offshoot of the revered Confucian-based ethics that,

among other things, stress effort over ability. Questions concerning how

culturally-based collectivistic obligations and obligations that originate as part of

the Japanese education system’s doctrine could impact and affect the language

learning motivation of Japanese high school students therefore become pivotal in

this study.

An argument can be made on several fronts for the need to study the

motivation of Japanese EFL learners. First, considering the possible reasons
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Japanese EFL learners may have to learn English, the traditional motivational

frameworks used extensively in past and current research on language learning

motivation may not adequately depict Japanese learners’ motivational orientations.

Because of cultural reasons, Japanese learners fall well outside of the traditional

ESL (and in and some cases, EFL) learning contexts. The reasons Japanese

learners study English and the terminology used to describe their motivational

orientations may not be easily transferred from and associated with the reasons

and orientations “uncovered” in other language learning situations. Additional or

altered motivational orientations compared to those commonly used may

potentially better describe the reasons Japanese learners (including Japanese high

school students) profess for studying English.

The second front, which is related to the first, concerns Japanese culture as

being fundamentally based on collectivistic ideals. Traditional and mainstream

motivational research in the language learning arena has overwhelmingly focused

on Western language learners studying Western languages in Western countries.

As such, it is possible that individualistic cultural ideals prevalent in the West (i.e.,

ideals that highlight and exalt the individual learner over and above the group or

society in which the learners are found) are consciously or unconsciously infused

into the framing of research questions and into the execution of motivational

research with language learners. Collectivism as part of the cultural background

of language learners has to date not been adequately addressed as a possible factor

influencing language learning motivation.

As collectivism stresses recognition of and harmony with people in in-groups
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(as opposed to individualism that stresses, among other things, self-fulfillment

and freedom of choice), it is conceivable that people from collectivistic societies

like the Japanese may consider and approach language learning in ways

completely different from people raised in individualistic societies, a fact that may

have bearing on their language learning motivation. There may be additional or

distinct dimensions to collectivistic language learners’ motivational orientations

that have not been explored and thus have not been accounted for due to a

majority of research examining motivation from a Western (i.e., individualistic)

framework. A collectivistic perspective may impact language learning motivation

in a myriad of ways, but unless research is conducted exploring this possible

dimension, the impact collectivism may have on Japanese high school student

language learning motivation will remain unknown.

Although a call can be made for research of Japanese learners of English in

general, the learners at the high school level represent a unique group of learners.

Above and beyond being an understudied group of language learners, the high

school students should be studied because they are at a point in their lives and in

their studies directly prior to the university entrance examinations, the

culmination of their years of study and what is without a doubt one of the single

most important events in a Japanese person’s life. The students have learned

English formally for several years, and the need to learn English for the

examinations is clear. One may say the pressure to learn English is equally clear.

Another reason Japanese high school students learning English should be the

focus of research is because they have been overlooked in favor of adult English
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learners. Research has been done that looks specifically at Japanese university

students (e.g., Berwick & Ross, 1989; Teweles, 1995), the results of which

suggest that language learning motivation peaks for students in high school but

then drops off substantially at the university level. The problem with these studies

lies in the fact that they only have university students as their study subjects and

rely on student memory and recall of motivation prior to matriculation to

university. High school students have yet to be approached and studied directly.

Purpose of the Study

Although there has been much research on foreign language learning

motivation, there has been little research on the motivation of Japanese learners of

English in general and on Japanese high school learners in particular. That the

latter group has not been targeted for research is perplexing because of the import

of the university entrance examinations. In this study, suspected motivation

orientations of several Japanese high school EFL students at one grade level were

first explored and verified. They were then assessed with regard to the obligations

perceived by the students in their daily and school lives.

Significance of the Study

Japanese EFL high school students have not been as rigorously examined as

other language learning groups on even the most general of topics related to

foreign language learning, and too few researchers have investigated their EFL

motivation and the possible factors that may contribute to the existence, lack, or

varying strength and type of such motivation. Also unknown are the educational

and cultural aspects on which the students may be stimulated to focus their
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attention and which may have tremendous bearing on how the students perceive

their language learning experience.

What is known is that these students generally have a number of concerns

they must attend to simultaneously: their performance in school, their upcoming

university entrance examinations, the thoughts and feelings of others such as

family members, and maintaining harmony in school, especially with their

classmates. If harmony within a group and sustaining group membership are truly

important in Japanese society as explicitly stated and reinforced by Japanese

schools, does a focus on these mean the students sacrifice their own individual

growth in the process of acquiring their education? From a Western perspective, it

would appear that many Japanese high school students should be in conflict with

regard to their obligations, where on the one hand English is a necessary and an

important subject to be mastered for the university entrance examinations (where

competition for slots at universities is often fierce), yet on the other hand the

collectivistic cultural background of the students would deemphasize the

competitive nature of university admittance in favor of immediate social harmony

(i.e., a focus on a more cooperative and harmonious learning atmosphere in the

high school classrooms).

With both academic success and Japanese societal values stressed at every

step of the way in the students’ lives, one would imagine student priorities being

split along these very academic and social lines. The question naturally arises as

to whether or not these two differing sets of priorities are compatible or if they are

in conflict with each other. Intuitively, they appear to be in conflict, for academic
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success and entrance to university are very personal and individual matters while

taking the time to be cooperative and mindful of the others in one’s in-group are

very other-oriented acts. In the Japanese context, such acts constitute culturally

appropriate endeavors that focus attention away from the individual and onto

others. It would seem difficult if not nearly impossible to focus on improving

one’s own abilities and emphasizing one’s own individual priorities while

simultaneously focusing on one’s in-group and maintaining harmony and a

cooperative spirit with the other members of that group.

There are many possible scenarios by which this apparent conflict of interest

could be resolved. At the high school level students may lose the collectivistic

orientation that had been instilled in them basically since birth as they battle for

better grades and increased competency in English (and in other course subjects).

Alternatively, the students, being part of the collectivistic culture, may not even

perceive any conflict between individual and collective goals. They may be able

to balance competitive and cooperative goals simultaneously without much

conscious effort. Yet another possibility is that the students are able to balance the

need for personal skills and abilities in their language learning with a cooperative

approach to their classmates in the classroom, but that they walk a very fine line

between the two as they do so. It may be that there are specific boundaries in the

educational setting where being competitive is acceptable and where harmonious

relations are not sacrificed. Further possibilities are conceivable, but without

research that delves into student perceptions of their obligation orientations as

they learn English, their motivation to learn the language and how they approach
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that learning from a collectivistic standpoint will remain unknown.

Research on the language learning motivation of Japanese high school

students is therefore an important area of study, and inquiries into the subject may

bring about practical applications. Too little is known about the their motivation to

learn other languages and how such motivation may relate to the setting of the

Japanese school system and the education practices of Japan. Suggestions for

changes and improvements to pedagogical practices may be offered if more is

understood concerning how students perceive group cohesion with respect to

learning a foreign language in the classroom. However, studies need to first be

conducted that take into account how students fulfill the societal obligations of

group harmony while at the same time focus on learning English as a foreign

language as individuals who have their own beliefs about the language and who

have their own personal obligations to fulfill, such as the need to pass the

university entrance examinations, the need to gain skills for a desired future

career, the need to find personal growth and satisfaction in language learning, or

the need to bring pride to their families.

In addition to pedagogical implications, the findings of this study may provide

insight in several areas. First, this study may bring some understanding of the type

of motivation these students have and where they believe English fits into their

lives – both in the present and in the future. If the students can relay what it means

to learn English in their high school English classes, a better overall awareness

can be gained concerning what the students believe about language learning and

how they approach the task of studying English, and, more importantly, whether
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or not they are motivated to do so.

Second, findings may show where students focus more of their attention in

their English language studies in relation to what they consider to be their

obligations – obligations to their in-group and/or obligations to themselves – or

even if they find themselves in conflict at times because their focus is divided

between group and individual obligations. Their deciding to focus their attention

in this or that direction may affect their language learning motivation and thus

may have a definite impact on their language learning experience.

Third, unless these students are studied and information gathered from

their perceptions of the English language learning experience in high schools, it

will be impossible to identify what in the students’ environment or in their

perceptions causes them to be motivated to learn English or to lose that

motivation if they already possess it. An identification of such motivational

influences can be applied to assist teachers and school administrators in

improving the students’ language learning situation.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

As stated in the previous chapter, addressing the topic of the foreign language

learning motivation of Japanese high school students of English necessarily

entails far more than just accepting and examining past research on language

learning motivation. Motivation as a topic of study is as complex as Japan and its

people. Over and above this complexity is the paucity of research examining the

motivation of people in societies outside of Western contexts, where a majority of

research has been carried out. The influence of specific cultural, societal, and

situational conventions and norms must be considered when examining

motivation, for if some such conventions and norms are found only in non-

Western settings, the universal applicability and generalizability of psychological

theories and models built in the West will come into immediate question (John &

Benet-Martinez, 2000).

This study will therefore take an initially broad approach by providing a

discussion of motivation that will be contextualized by background information

on Japanese culture (specifically, its collectivistic and interdependent aspects) and

the Japanese education system. The study of language learning motivation for any

age group in Japan, I argue, cannot be adequately carried out without taking these

other two areas into consideration. Each cannot help but influence and in turn be

influenced by the others. As such, this literature review intends to illustrate the

need for localized research with Japanese EFL learners, which includes Japanese

high school English students, by presenting the following:

1. The need to explore and utilize additional motivational orientation dimensions
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for the Japanese EFL case in addition to those dimensions currently in favor

with many (Western) researchers of motivation.

2. How people in collectivistic cultures may not necessarily approach their

language learning in the same manner and with the same views and goals as

people from individualistic cultures. In other words, collectivistic language

learners in general (and Japanese learners in particular) may not act, react, and

interact in the same manner as Western language learners.

3. Some background specifics of the Japanese education system that are likely to

influence student motivation and obligation orientation, not least of which are

the university entrance examinations that require the time and energy of nearly

all Japanese students and the moral education the students receive at home and

in the schools that tells students how to interact with others.

All three of these points must be expounded upon in order to make the

following cases:

1. Japanese high school EFL students may have various kinds of motivation to

learn English, some similar in respect to previously identified motivation

orientations and some different or not yet fully explored. Students’ motivation

and reasons for learning English may be related to the goals they deem most

important in the social and academic contexts found in Japan.

2. These students’ reasons for learning English may be influenced by their being

raised in a collectivistic culture and may impact their motivation in ways not

yet identified and explored by researchers.

3. As a consequence of the above-mentioned two points, there appears to be a
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clash between individual students’ reasons and motivation to learn English and

their needs to fulfill their cultural and societal obligations as members of a

collectivistic society. This final point must be emphasized because the

education system in Japan is structured to teach “proper Japanese morals” by

means of emphasizing effort and diligence, mainly but not solely to aid them in

their taking of the university entrance examinations.

The three topics of language learning motivation, collectivism as a part of

Japanese culture, and the Japanese education system will be discussed in this

order, but, as intertwined as these topics are, discussion of one will inevitably

include discussion of another.

This literature review will begin by examining general motivation, language

learning motivation, and the goals of students in classroom settings. This will

provide a rationale for the need to study the motivation of Japanese high school

students and will pave the way for a discussion of the second topic, that of the

cultural background of the Japanese people, which is more collectivistic in nature

than Western countries, has a Confucian foundation, and in general differs from

Western culture that has over the centuries built both moral and scientific

principles that until modern times bore little resemblance to their Eastern

counterparts.

Finally, this literature review will conclude with some background

information on the Japanese education system. This final section is necessary

because it is assumed that many readers will have little knowledge of the structure

of national education in Japan. Because of the major differences between the
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educational policies of Eastern and Western education, one will not be able to

consider how students’ exposure to and inculcation into the Japanese education

system can impact their opinions, perceptions, and beliefs. The structure of the

education system and what students encounter in their daily lives in this system is

therefore deemed important and cannot be overlooked, assumed to be common

knowledge, or taken for granted.

Section I: Language Learning Motivation

While research on human motivation has been conducted in a wide variety of

fields and has focused on many specific kinds of motivation in diverse settings,

there is still much to be learned about the topic (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996).

Research into one kind of motivation, language learning motivation, remains very

much in its infancy. It has only been in the last decade or so that increased interest

in language learning motivation has led to an increased awareness in research

about the reasons people have for studying other languages and the goals of these

language learners as they approach their studies. Interest in this topic has

increased mainly because learners who possess greater motivation are

hypothesized to be more successful in their linguistic endeavors (Ushioda, 1996).

It is therefore no small wonder that both researchers and practitioners alike

share interest in the motivation of language learners. Researchers have come to

assign motivation an important role in promoting success in language acquisition

and language learning (Clément & Kruidenier, 1983; Dörnyei, 1994a, 1999;

Ehrman & Oxford, 1995; Gardner, 1985; Gardner & Lambert, 1972; Spolsky,

1985), while language teachers have regarded student motivation as one factor
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that they may be able to influence. Teachers can affect motivation by developing

and implementing interventions that promote interest and continuation in

language study and can work to stave off detrimental influences that may block,

hinder, or otherwise cripple student motivation (Ramage, 1990; Williams &

Burden, 1997) and impede the development of second language skills (Oxford &

Shearin, 1994). Teachers also know firsthand how motivation in learners can

influence their success in their language learning endeavors (Iino, 1994). Because

motivation can both cause and be caused by language learning success (Skehan,

1991), motivation has come to be viewed as a crucial component of language

learning.

Motivation in learners of other languages is considered important to research,

understand, and foster because of its perceived benefits for the learner. Oxford

and Shearin (1994) state that past research has shown language learning

motivation to determine how active learners are in their learning and that

motivation directly influences learner strategy use, amount of interaction with

native speakers, performance on achievement tests, and ultimate proficiency level.

It strikes few as surprising that language learning motivation has become an area

of intense interest to so many.

The nature of motivation and its effect on human behavior has been a subject

of keen interest for centuries, both in the field of language learning and out, in

spite of the fact that motivation is not directly observable (Swezey, Meltzer, &

Salas, 1994). Being eclectic, multidimensional, inconsistent, and abstract in nature

(Dörnyei, 1994a, 2001), as well as being an often unobservable and unconscious
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phenomenon on the part of individuals (McGroarty, 1996), motivation as a

general construct is inherently problematic to research. Undaunted, researchers

have approached the study of motivation from numerous directions and

disciplines and from different theoretical bases due, in large part, to the almost

limitless number of variables to be explored that may aid in understanding

motivation and its predictive power (Belmechri & Hummel, 1998; Tremblay,

2001).

Another problem plaguing motivation research in general, noted by many

researchers in the field, is the lack of consensus surrounding how to define

motivation (Keller, 1983; Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 1981, as cited in Ford, 1992;

Oxford & Shearin, 1994). There is certainly no lack of motivational theories, and

researchers are presented with a number of rival positions, many of which are

plausible (Uguroglu & Walberg, 1986). Unfortunately, no single theory or model

to date provides a comprehensive look at the dynamic and complex circumstances

involved with language learning motivation (Dörnyei, 2001; Spolsky, 1989), and

researchers are wary to relinquish themselves to using just one.

Researchers agree that motivation is responsible for why, how long, and how

hard people will do something (Dörnyei, 1999, 2001), which is essentially

described by some in terms of direction, energy, and regulation (Ciarain, 1984) or

by direction, persistence, continuing motivation, and effort or intensity (Maehr &

Archer, 1987, as cited in Crookes & Schmidt, 1991). Some even state that theory

and research about motivation revolve around the necessity to account for choices

in behavior, individual temperament, and persistence, and that these behavioral
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manifestations reflect underlying mental events (Winne & Marx, 1989). Most

therefore concur that motivation is concerned with what arouses and energizes

behavior, the direction of that behavior, the intensity of the action involved with

that behavior, and the persistence of that behavior over time (Brophy, 1987;

Swezey et al., 1994).

While motivation has generally been understood to be related to the

underlying attitudes and goals that may produce or stimulate motivation and in

turn induce action (Ryan & Deci, 2000a), these “hidden” motivational elements

bring with them additional learning and cognitive elements (Brophy, 1987;

Pintrich & Garcia, 1991) that span a wide range of areas including academic

achievement (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000) and beliefs about success and failure in

endeavors (Dweck & Leggett, 1988).

Research into motivation that may have application in second language

acquisition (SLA) has been generated in the field of psychology, specifically

educational and social psychology (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Dörnyei, 2001),

most likely because central issues to language learning are biologically,

cognitively, and socially regulatory in nature (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). Regrettably,

there has been an omission in SLA research that takes into account potentially

beneficial psychological theories (Oxford & Shearin, 1994).

One depiction of motivation from a psychological standpoint comes from

Keller (1983), who said:

Motivation, by definition, refers to the magnitude and direction of behavior. In

other words, it refers to the choices people make as to what experiences or
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goals they will approach or avoid, and the degree of effort they will exert in

that respect. As such, motivation is influenced by myriad internal and external

characteristics. (p. 389)

Unfortunately, little has been done to uncover the interweaving of these

internal and external characteristics. Later researchers (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991;

Ford, 1992) mention this conceptual problem plaguing motivation research

because motivation is an internal psychological phenomenon affected by factors

in an individual’s external environment. While it is possible to view some of the

external features of language learning motivation to a limited extent, which

include engagement in second language (L2) learning, persistence over time, and

maintaining a high level of activity, the internal features experienced by the

language learner, which include but are not limited to interest, relevance,

expectancy, and outcomes, are all but hidden from external view and are virtually

unknowable without inquiry.

Language learning motivation researchers have therefore made increased

attempts to take into account both internal and external factors, for the internal is

shaped by the external when an individual attaches subjective value to goals and

incentives in the learning context (Ushioda, 1996). In searching for ways to

approach the inspection of such factors, it has been argued that internal processes

may be explored by considering cognitive motivational processes (Dörnyei,

1994a; Ushioda, 1998) derived via an approach situated in a cognitive view of

learning, as such a view has become one of the dominant and more useful ways of

approaching language learning research. External factors can be examined by
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addressing the sociocultural influences that impact and affect the language

learner.

Acknowledging the existence and importance of internal and external factors

creates the challenge of finding ways to meld the influences of the two into a

cohesive and comprehensive model of language learning motivation. Adding the

variable of culture further complicates potential theoretical models of and

research on such motivation. As Covington (2000) confesses, little is known about

the relations varying cultural and ethnic backgrounds have to goal, cognitive, and

achievement orientations. For instance, related to this study, though native

Japanese youth may as part of their cultural upbringing attribute their successes to

trying hard and their failures to a lack of effort (see below), the thought processes

behind their endeavors, their short-term and long-term goals, and their reasons for

undertaking tasks often remain unclear. A call can thus be made to take what

research into cognition and sociocultural factors has produced and apply it to the

context of the present study.

Cognitive Factors: The Internal

Studies into general human motivation have increasingly utilized cognition

and have taken cognitive aspects of language learning into account (Maehr, 1989).

Cognitive views of motivation deal with the internal or cognitive-mediational

processes that influence behavior, including a person’s goals, their values, the task

at hand, that person’s perception of competence, and the reasons for their past

success and failure (Rueda & Dembo, 1995). Cognitive factors play a significant

role in explaining choice of action as well as its degree of success (Locke &
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Latham, 1990).

Because motivation is thought to have some internal aspects due to language

learners functioning via their cognitive capabilities as they create and make sense

of their perceptions and mental processes, learners are believed to have different

interpretations of experiences and will undergo different determinations of choice,

level, and quality of involvement in their learning as they work their way through

and make sense of their learning situations (Ushioda, 1997; Winne & Marx, 1989).

As Ames (1986) aptly puts it, learning motivation in a cognitive framework

involves not so much what students do, but how they think and what beliefs they

have that influence their choices and persuade them to act in the manner in which

they do.

The key word here is choice. Choice is assumed to be directed, deliberate, and

central to motivational theory, for choices are indications of cognitive operations

within learners (Winne & Marx, 1989). They are themselves motivational

cognitions (Ames & Ames, 1989) that are not made out of context. Melding the

foundation of cognitive theory and the study of language learners appeals to SLA

researchers precisely because learners are thought to make choices when learning

languages and in doing so strategically utilize resources to achieve their desired

goals (Winne & Marx, 1989). These learners, their beliefs, and the interpersonal

processes derived from individuals’ actions have therefore become the center of

attention in empirical research on learning motivation (Dörnyei, 2001).

As the individual plays a key role in the process of language learning, what

cannot be overlooked are that individual’s reasons for learning, how that
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individual applies himself or herself in the learning situation, and the goals behind

that individual’s learning, be they self-imposed goals or other-imposed goals.

Motivational goals act as the mechanism for a wide variety of cognitive processes,

including the filtering of perceptions (Ames & Ames, 1989) and the making of

learner goals the impetus for initiating and directing learner action. Although

these goals may not be fully formed and are subject to change, “the point is that

individuals have something in mind that they are trying to attain (or avoid)”

(Pintrich & Schunk, 1996, p. 5) in the learning situation.

Sociocultural Factors: The External

On the other side of the motivational coin are the external social contexts that

can influence learners’ existing attitudes, which are thought to influence

motivation directly (Spolsky, 1989). Noted by Dörnyei (2001) as one of the

important new developments in motivational psychology and hence motivation

research, sociocultural and contextual factors have been increasingly targeted and

studied as being aspects influential on learners’ cognition, behavior, and

achievement. Increased scrutiny has been placed on the social environment of

learners and on learners’ cultural and ethnolinguistic groups (Pintrich & Maehr,

1995). Learners do not learn in isolation but rather in a social environment. There

are cultural and social influences to be found that can, for instance, affect

individuals’ perceptions and expectations of the future.

Because of the lack of a comprehensive theory of motivation, due largely to

difficulty in integrating the cognitive with the sociocultural aspects of language

learning, SLA theorists have had trouble conceptualizing how to relate the learner
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to his social world (Peirce, 1995). It has been put forth that cognitive and

sociocultural factors are not as opposing as they may initially appear, as

sociocultural theory actually argues for a reconceptualization of cognitive activity

so that the interdependence of cognitive and sociocultural factors can be taken

into account (Rueda & Dembo, 1995). Accordingly, these authors contend that the

cognitive is not situated solely within individuals without reference to the social

and cultural contexts within which individuals’ actions, and the generation and

sustaining of motivation, take place. After all, they argue, culture provides not just

the context for the display of people’s actions but how people will think and feel

as a part of cultural norms.

In short, examining and applying a sociocultural approach alongside the

cognitive approach can help reconceptualize the topic of motivation by placing

individuals in context, (i.e., the contexts that shape learner beliefs and values).

Sivan (1986, as cited in Rueda & Dembo, 1995) states that use of a sociocultural

approach can aid in understanding motivation in school settings because it would

allow for discussion of context and cultural issues that can have a bearing on

motivation and of interpersonal relations that influence, shape, and maintain

motivation, among other things. As will soon be explained, not taking into

account setting-specific contexts has caused many researchers in the field of

language learning motivation to question the leading paradigm on language

learning motivation theory.

Difficulty in Defining Motivation

As has just been depicted, an adequate theory of motivation, especially
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language learning motivation, should take the individual as well as the

individual’s learning situation into consideration. Unfortunately, although a

plethora of theoretical models of language learning motivation exist and are

available as a basis for research, few models sufficiently cover these two

necessary aspects, and, more importantly, even fewer can be considered

appropriate when examining Japanese high school students and their motivation

to learn another language because the available models are wholly inapplicable in

culturally distinctive situations outside of the Western cultural setting where they

were originally generated. At the very least it would be dangerous to assume that

they could be used outside of Western contexts without first testing them

empirically.

Some researchers have openly questioned the limitations of these standardized

Western motivation models. For instance, Chapelle and Roberts (1986, as cited in

Crookes & Schmidt, 1991) questioned the measure of “motivational intensity”

from Gardner’s (1985) Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (A/MTB) because it was

validated with only Anglophone students and not with international students who

might respond differently on questions on effort. Perceivable outcomes in Eastern

settings may be quantitatively similar (e.g., students receive grades in their classes,

students spend a certain number of hours per night on homework, etc.), but the

outcomes may be qualitatively different. For example, grades may mean little

when they are incongruent with helping students graduate from high school or

when they have no influence on how students perform on university entrance

examinations. Also, the number of hours spent on homework each night might not
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be indicative of persistence in Eastern contexts as it is in Western contexts

(Pintrich & Schunk, 1996), but rather of effort on the part of the students.

The applicability of other popular models to Japanese or other non-Western

learners is also questionable. For instance, Deci and Ryan’s (1985) self-

determination theory and the intrinsic-extrinsic motivation continuum loses some

of its appeal and apparent potency in the face of the particulars in the Japanese

English classroom learning situation. Often mentioned in the literature, intrinsic

motivation refers to doing that which is inherently enjoyable or interesting while

extrinsic motivation refers to doing that which will lead to a separable outcome

(Ryan & Deci, 2000a). Increased use of the intrinsic/extrinsic motivation

dichotomy has been advocated by some as being more important as a possible

predictor of motivation in foreign language learning contexts compared to the

integrative/instrumental orientation dichotomy (see below), especially when that

learning is done in formal classrooms (Kang, 1999, 2000b). As culture is also

thought to play a role in language learning situations, viewing motivation in terms

of the intrinsic/extrinsic dichotomy looks appealing, for what is culturally and

emotionally significant to an individual can evoke intrinsic motivation (Ginsberg

& Wlodkowski, 2000).

However, this is not to say that the intrinsic/extrinsic dichotomy can be used

with ease to understand all language learning situations. Spolsky (1989) claimed

that because school activities impose requirements on the students that afford

them little autonomy and opportunity to make individual choices, the chances to

take advantage of intrinsic motivation in classroom settings are minimal. Also,
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intrinsic motivation implies self-direction (Deci, 1978). The failure of students to

produce or sustain intrinsic motivation in their language learning endeavors in the

heavily regimented Japanese education system would not be surprising, but this

does not rule out the possibility of there being other kinds of motivation present.

It is acknowledged that previous theoretical models of general motivation,

those discussed here and elsewhere, are important to explore, for many serve as

essential underpinnings that have strengthened our understanding of motivation.

However, it makes little sense to apply them as they are with their Western origins

and Western frameworks because they have not yet been “translated” into other

cultural contexts. They should not be applied without considering differing social

and cultural structures. This is why a more realistic approach for this study would

be to examine motivation in light of theories that illuminate the goals students

have in their learning of English. As will be seen, the term “goal” is nearly

synonymous with the term “reason” or “motivation orientation” with respect to

purposeful student learning in the classroom. An examination of student goals in

general and possible Japanese student goals in particular will provide the

necessary segue to a discussion of language learning motivation and the goals,

reasons, and orientations behind this group of students learning English.

Goals

Learner goals have been chosen as the basis for researching motivation in this

study for several reasons. First, goals encompass the necessary blend of internal

cognitive and external and context-dependent sociocultural elements, which fits

with Wentzel’s (2000) statement of a goal content perspective being essential for
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understanding motivation within a specific context, primarily as goals can

emanate from the individual or from the larger situational context. Wentzel also

states that with this perspective, learner goals cannot be approached without

studying the conventions and rules of the culture or context at hand.

Goals are that which an individual is consciously attempting to accomplish

(Schunk, 1991), either in pursuit of task completion or for desired cognitive and

emotional states within that individual (Ford & Nichols, 1991) and are considered

important components of motivation (Baker & MacIntyre, 2000). They afford

both meaning and perspective to human behavior (Harackiewicz & Sansone,

1991) by the individual’s creating frameworks by which to “interpret and react to

events” (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 256) that are exterior to individuals but that

are nonetheless influential to their pursuit of those goals. Thus, as goals are that

which energize, direct, and regulate individual behavior in response to external

conditions (Locke & Latham, 1990), they fit the conceptual framework of this

study well.

Second, goal theory represents the current models motivation researchers have

about learning in a classroom environment in general (Blumenfeld, 1992) and

language learning in particular. Language learning motivation has been

traditionally viewed as a “goal-directed process, determined by the kinds of

purposes for which the learner intends to use the language in the future” (Ushioda,

1996, p. 36). In classroom-type environments, goals have been said to allow

students to direct their attention and effort toward activities that are relevant to

those goals and can also encourage persistence and even promote strategies in
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how to achieve those goals (Dörnyei, 2001).

Third, as this study aims to explore the kinds of motivation Japanese high

school students may have in their English language learning endeavors, it is

understood that one must first discern to what the students pay attention and what

the students are trying to accomplish via their English studies. If one assumes that

most human behavior is goal-directed (Ford, 1987), one can posit that the goals

students have in the classroom are tied to a greater or lesser degree to their

motivation, or possibly in some cases their lack thereof.

Much the same as the motivation that supplies the power to fulfill goals and

see tasks to completion, goals themselves may be difficult to identify if not

actively considered by the individual. The pursuit of making goals explicitly

known can help indicate the focus and direction of student motivation and

attention because both goals and attention have been linked in definitions of

motivation (Maehr & Archer, 1987). Attention is an important and relevant factor

because interest and goals, among other things, can strongly determine the focus

of students’ attention. Attention can also provide indications of the behavioral

aspects behind motivation (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991). I therefore agree with

other researchers (Emmons, 1989; Ford, 1991) that the most effective way to

approach the grasping of meaning behind a pattern of behavior (in this case, the

deciding of goals based on motivation) is to understand what the students

themselves are trying to accomplish.

Also, often a product of the social situation, which includes cultural or

institutional rules, norms, or conventions, goals may be regarded as “accessible.”
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Goals can be realized and understood by individuals and are not always

unconscious motives. Being potentially understandable in this way, goals may be

accessed in response to different situations, that is, an individual can have

different goals depending on the circumstances they experience and may therefore

be influenced by information extracted from their situational context (Pintrich,

2000). Individuals can also pursue more than one goal in a particular situation.

Wentzel (2000) notes that in school or learning situations, children are burdened

by numerous requirements, some related directly to the objectives behind the

learning activities in the classroom and others related to conformity to social rules

and behavior of the classroom and school settings. Both kinds of requirements

present different kinds of goals that are important for the students to recognize

and pursue, and neither kind can be ignored if academic life is to be considered

successful.

Finally, goals readily translate from Western to Eastern contexts. The learning

of English in Japan may be considered purposeful on many levels including the

individual (e.g., the student) level, the group level such as the family or the school,

and even as high up as the national level. Goals can be expected at each of these

levels, though the purposes or reasons behind these goals may differ from person

to person and from context to context and in many cases remain unknown until

explored.

Goals, much like motivation, can also be defined in many different ways. Ford

and Nichols (1991), who recognize the numerous attempts to identify and label

goals that influence behavior made throughout the history of psychology, take
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goals to mean “any cognition of a desired consequence” (p. 59). This simple

definition of goals will be used in this study because of the focus on the students’

reasons for learning English, that is, what they hope to gain or otherwise achieve

by their study of English. To understand their reasons and goals requires inquiry

into the thoughts and beliefs of the students. That these students learn English

“because they have to” does not automatically presuppose specific kinds of

motivation, motives, or goals on the part of the students. In fact, it has been

demonstrated that teachers who spend time daily with students in the classroom

do not even know the real reasons behind their students’ language study (Oxford

& Shearin, 1994).

Maehr (1989) explains that the concept of “goal” can be used in one of two

ways. The first way is that of a performance standard to be reached.

Quantitatively speaking, this means reaching a specified level. In language

learning this can be equated to the attainment of a specific grade or a specific

language ability level. Qualitatively, this means purposes or intentions in task

pursuit. It is this latter qualitative definition that will take greater prominence in

this study.

The second way the term “goal” can be used comes from achievement theory

and involves individuals having either a mastery or performance goal. Defined

and researched under various names such as mastery vs. performance (Ames,

1992), learning vs. performance (Dweck & Leggett, 1988), and task involvement

vs. ego involvement (Nicholls, 1979, as cited in Williams & Burden, 1999), they

all essentially relate how a student with a mastery or learning-related goal will
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attempt to gain an understanding of the material being presented or otherwise

increase competency or appreciation of a subject whereas a student with a

performance or ego-related goal engages in activities with a mind to look good in

front of others (or at the least to not look bad) or to outperform others as a means

to boost their ability status at the expense of others (Covington, 2000).

As appealing as the research in these areas of achievement motivation is and

as intuitively appropriate as it seems to be when evaluating whether students

believe skills (mastery) are more important than relationships (performance),

which I shall simply refer to as “mastery vs. performance,” there are numerous

reasons that illustrate the general difficulty in approaching motivation research

with Japanese high school students and prohibit researchers studying language

students in Japan from approaching motivation study under such a prefabricated

dichotomy.

First, the literature on the subject does not indicate that the definitions of

mastery and performance are not culture specific. Even were one to grant that

wanting to look good or not wanting to look bad in front of peers, classmates, and

teachers is universal, what “looking good” or “looking bad” means in different

cultural contexts and how students may approach gaining favorable opinions and

avoiding unfavorable ones from classmates may entail far different activities and

thought processes among the students involved. Japanese students in their

collectivistic society may or may not be trying to do better than others and may or

may not be concerned with “looking good or bad.” Their attention may instead be

focused on looking neither good nor bad. That is, as collectivists (generally
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speaking) they may not want to stand out and be different from others. Though

“performance” as a goal is defined as a focus on social comparison and

competition where the main intention is to outperform others (Maehr, 1989), it is

not so easily applied when one does not know to whom or what the performance

might be aimed. In the case of Japanese high school students, the performance

could be aimed at other students, the teacher, the school, parents, or some

unknown combination of these.

Second, “mastery” in the case of language learning is considered mastery of

the L2 (Dörnyei & Ottó, 1998). Without having first explored, examined, and

assessed the background goals and motivations of Japanese high school students

of English as a foreign language, it is unwise to set mastery of the L2 as the

students’ goals even if they are thought to possess a mastery orientation. They

may not have acquisition or comprehension of the L2 as a primary or even

secondary goal, especially considering the collectivistic nature of Japanese society.

Goals of interpersonal harmony may trump other “mastery” goals, thereby

rendering past research based on the mastery/performance dichotomy in

classroom learning settings inapplicable.

Following from the second reason, it is not quite clear how to categorize the

English classes in Japanese high schools. Mastery and performance may be two

distinct goals used to describe achievement situations (Harackiewicz & Sansone,

1991), which may aptly describe student approaches in high school settings in the

U.S. and Europe (those without university entrance examinations), but this

applicability is debatable in the supposedly harmonious classrooms in a Japanese
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high school.

Fourth, the popular definitions of learning or mastery goals are underscored

by an incremental belief about ability, meaning that ability is changeable and can

be increased. Performance goals, on the other hand, are based on an entity belief

about ability, where ability is not changeable and will be unaffected by increased

effort (Dweck, 1999). The Japanese on the whole take the entity belief about

ability to be true (see below). However, rather than (increased) effort being

viewed as useless in the face of fixed ability, for the Japanese, effort means

everything. More will be discussed later about the Japanese view on effort,

especially as it concerns student academic life.

Finally, “performance” as defined here (i.e., doing better than others) often

involves antisocial actions such as sabotage, deceit, and an unwillingness to

cooperate (Covington, 1992, as cited in Covington, 2000). For students raised in a

collectivistic society and in a school system that promotes and fosters harmony

between students and with all others, this “performance” goal as defined in the

Western literature seems entirely out of place and inappropriate in the Japanese

classroom.

The difficulties in researching the target students of this study should now be

apparent. Taking the qualitative meaning of goal by Maehr (1989) as being a

purpose or intention in pursuing a task and the definition of goal provided by Ford

and Nichols (1991) that says goals are “any cognition of a desired consequence”

(p. 59), the next step becomes identifying goals that would be meaningful for this

group of students. As the title of this study suggests, in addition to exploring
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language learning motivation and by association the goals of students learning

English, it is highly conceivable that in this learning context there are other goals

about which the students would be concerned or by which they would feel

obligated. These goals are, namely, academic goals and social goals, both of

which may be important to students and both of which they may pursue.

Academic, Social, and Multiple Goals

There is now a wider acceptance in the belief that the defining and pursuing of

more than one goal at a time by students in academic settings is possible, above

and beyond just the goal of having a good academic record or the goal of

comprehending the material. Social factors, and hence social goals, must also be

considered. As Dodge, Asher, and Parkhurst (1989) state, “children have been

characterized as either relationship oriented or performance oriented, almost as if

a child cannot be both. In fact, the child’s social world is much more complex and

requires consideration of multiple options at a given time” (p. 108). This

complexity, and the links between multiple goals and (a) prosocial goals and (b)

academic achievement, is reaffirmed by Urdan and Maehr (1995) and Covington

(2000), respectively.

With multiple options for students come the possibility of “multiple goals,” a

term used extensively in the literature (Dörnyei & Ottó, 1998; Ford, 1992; Ford &

Nichols, 1991; Wentzel, 1991, 1999, 2000) that reflects the choosing and pursuing

of more than one goal simultaneously. Researchers have argued that people act as

a result of being guided by multiple goals and that individuals can have many

different goals in various circumstances, even in achievement settings such as
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academic settings (Ford, 1992; Wentzel, 1991). In fact, Wentzel (1991, 1999)

asserts that classrooms provide students with the opportunity to pursue both

academic and social goals, which can include establishing personal relationships

with teachers or peers, cooperation with peers, attempts to master school subjects,

or reaching certain levels of achievement.

Alongside intellectual development and achievement as potential goals in the

classroom are social goals (Wentzel, 1991). Such goals involve “an interactive

process in which social and cognitive outcomes are mutually dependent and

facilitative” (p. 186). In the collectivistic societies of the East, there may be goals

aimed outside the individual that directly involve relationships or interactions

with other people. Covington (2000) states that beyond the bulk of achievement

goal theory that focuses on academic outcomes lays a separate line of inquiry ripe

for exploration. This line of inquiry (i.e., a focus on the interpersonal world of

students and on their expression of social goals) can lead to a deeper

understanding of academic achievement and, one may speculate, to their

motivation in academic situations.

The social goals of Japanese students could be considered similar to those of

Western students, the latter of which include establishing and maintaining social

relationships (Allen, 1986, as cited in Wentzel, 1999; Ford, 1982, as cited in

Wentzel, 1999), making friends, having fun, being cooperative and helpful, and

following the prescribed social rules and norms (Wentzel, 1991). However,

students raised in Eastern societies may be more likely to have social goals that

encompass additional facets like group solidarity, group harmony, and conformity
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to the group. An approach to studying goals must therefore be approached with

the realization that in some circumstances goals may be created and dictated by

“higher authorities” such as the group, institution, society, or culture at large and

follow the dictates of social norms rather than simply emanate from the desires of

the individual.

Social motivation is important to consider in this study for several reasons.

First, it can be expected that those being brought up in a collectivistic culture may

pay more attention to the thoughts and feelings of the people around them, which

they may take more personally. A look at social motivation thus allows a study of

group norms, group motivation, and school motivation. Second, goals for

succeeding academically may have origins that are distinctly social. For instance,

working hard toward academic goals may show that a student is concerned with

being a good member of society or simply a good student who is doing what is

proper. Third, it is speculated that students may take up socially appropriate and

acceptable goals because of the need for group togetherness in the schools. The

need for a sense of belonging and relatedness can cause individuals to adopt the

goals that make them seem more similar to others (Wentzel, 2000).

In school environments where academic goals are in place along with social

goals, being a “good” or “successful” student may entail far more than learning

the material presented in class. The interests of others – classmates, teachers, and

the school – may possibly have bearing on student goals. In fact, studies of

socialization in academic settings hint at the developing of social competencies in

students that reflect children’s taking on and internalizing the goals and values of
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socially valued goals (Wentzel, 1999). The question remains, however, as to what

happens when both strong academics and strong social competencies are stressed

in the culture, as they appear to be in Japanese schools.

Urdan and Maehr (1995) have explored motives linked to individuals’ social

environments, including social welfare goals, social solidarity goals, and social

approval goals. In a related vein, Ford (1992) attempted to understand numerous

kinds of social goals and distinguished “within-person goals” from “person-

environment goals,” the former being goals desired by the individual personally

within himself such as understanding or knowledge, the latter being goals related

to relationships between people and their surroundings and including things like

power and responsibility. Ford also discusses other kinds of goals that underlie a

desire to be part of a group or maintain or promote others’ or one’s own social

group. Such goals range from unity goals (which reflect a desire to feel connected,

harmony, or oneness with one’s surroundings) to belongingness goals (which

reflect a desire to create, maintain, or enhance one’s social unit), and even to

social responsibility goals (which represent a desire for smooth social functioning

and an avoidance of social or ethical transgressions).

There is a possible additional dimension to the social goals of those from

collectivistic societies: that of group goals, which can be defined as an “end state

desired by a majority of the group members” (Shaw, 1981, p. 351, as cited in

Dörnyei, 1994a). Group goals must be taken into consideration because, as will be

seen shortly, collectivists place much greater prominence on the purpose,

mechanics, and workings of the “in-group.” Students in Japanese schools are
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taught to identify their classes as one of their in-groups, as well as identify the

rules of their school and Japanese society as being highly important. Just how

group-oriented the students are, or how attuned they are to pursuing the explicit or

implicit goal or goals (Dörnyei, 1994a) for the students, may have a tremendous

impact on how the students decide and implement their own goals.

Group goals have traditionally been studied in areas outside of school settings

such as with manufacturing work teams that have a quota or specific achievement

goal for which all individuals involved strive (Little & Madigan, 1997). While the

literature that has examined group goals of Japanese students in the schools is

scarce, research has been conducted that examines external sources of motivation

in Western school settings, some of it focusing on how socially prescribed goals

impact achievement behavior and competence at school (Wentzel, 1991). Such

research on group goals, state Dörnyei and Ottó (1998), has concentrated on the

learner group, the classroom climate, and the school environment, mainly because

language learners in a high school setting are subject to forces put in place by the

organizational structures of the school and the education system. These forces,

along with the social organization of the classrooms and schools, have been found

to greatly influence student motivation (Eccles, Wigfield, & Schiefele, 1998;

Maehr & Midgley, 1996, as cited in Wigfield, Eccles, & Rodriguez, 1998;

Wigfield et al., 1998), as can aspects of the dynamics of the learner group,

including their cohesiveness and goal-orientedness (Dörnyei & Ottó, 1998).

Wentzel (1991) remarked that “learning usually takes place within the

constraints of socially prescribed rules and norms that will ensure successful
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integration into adult society” (p. 190). Part of the social goals of Japanese

students may therefore be based on specific (and multiple) goals set by the school.

If such group goals exist, in what ways they affect the students would be of

critical interest because such goals would not be the learners’ own individual

goals but goals imposed upon all of them as a group. Due to the all-important

university entrance examinations and school ranking and reputation, it is highly

likely that group goals for the students exist either in explicit or implicit form. If

so, these group goals can be expected to affect how students perceive their

language learning experience.

The question has been asked how academic and social goals are related and

how social goal pursuit affects performance and achievement in academic

situations (Wentzel, 1991). This study is not concerned with the academic

performance of the students per se, but rather seeks to understand how the

students understand the academic and social goals available to them and if and

how they balance these often seemingly disparate and contradictory goals. There

is little doubt that individuals in general can successfully pursue multiple goals

(Locke & Latham, 1990) and that students can pursue both academic and social

goals and succeed academically (Wentzel, 1999) and in some cases even be high

achievers (Wentzel, 1989, as cited in Wigfield et al., 1998), but the concern of this

study is how the students strive to do well academically in a cultural and social

setting where academics is actually a matter of personal, family, and school pride

yet where proper morals and social relations are taught and stressed from the

national level down to the school level.
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The need to strike a balance between academic and social goals presupposes,

however, the possibility of goal conflicts. That the academic and social goals do

not conflict with each other and are in “goal alignment” (Ford, 1992) cannot be

assumed. There are numerous kinds of goal conflicts. Ford (1984) gives several

examples, such as (a) conflicts of identity, where one must choose between

preserving individuality and belongingness, (b) social comparison, which deals

with choosing superiority or equity in relationships, and (c) control, or of self-

determinism or social responsibility. Such conflicts could arise in the Japanese

classroom just as they could in Western classrooms. Children are forced to

achieve multiple goals in the classroom and must resolve any conflicts between

those goals (Wentzel, 1991). This conflict resolution, she says, can come about in

many different ways and needs not automatically lead to a reduction of motivation.

Each individual may even have a unique way of resolving the conflict.

 If there are multiple goals present for the students to choose and pursue, there

may also be goal hierarchies. The existence of several different (and

differentiated) goals may mean that students must elect to work toward the

completion of certain goals over others depending on the circumstances, the

feelings of the student, or based on the setting or environment the student is in.

How primary and secondary goals of students interact and how they may be

simultaneously put into action is an area in need of research (Dörnyei & Ottó,

1998). Ford (1992) notes the importance of multiple goals, goal hierarchies, and

both the coordinating and aligning of multiple goals, yet stresses that too little has

been done in classroom contexts to evaluate and assess these concepts. I agree
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that more consideration is needed to understand “what happens when social and

academic domains ‘collide’ and compete for students’ psychological resources

and energy” (Wentzel, 1999, p. 77).

As can be seen above, in the general field of psychology and goal theory, there

are numerous ways to approach motives and goals. Though the motives and goals

of students can be classified into a finite number of categories, it should still be

recognized that due to idiosyncrasies in individuals’ goals that an infinite number

of variations are possible (Ford, 1992). It therefore behooves researchers to take

up these goal categories as starting points before delving into assessments of

individual students’ reasons for doing what they do.

Language Learning Goals and Motivation

Because Japanese high school EFL students remain a relatively unstudied

group in terms of language learning motivation, and because they are poised on

the threshold of an event (the university entrance examinations) that will literally

define the rest of their lives, it is realistic and appropriate to first consider possible

types or kinds of language learning motivation as presented in the literature that

the students may possess (i.e., their possible language learning motivational

orientations). To examine this particular group of students means also examining

and understanding the factors of student ethnicity, environment, background, and

target language, all of which are important and can impact language acquisition

(Clément & Kruidenier, 1983). It also means not accepting out of hand constructs

that have been created in and hence are more applicable in other language

learning contexts.
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Of specific interest to the present research is the framework of language

learning motivation as developed by R.C. Gardner and associates. Their work and

that done by others over the last four decades has sparked much interest in

language learning motivation and has seemingly charged second language

researchers to further explore the topic of motivation (Clément, Dörnyei, & Noels,

1994; Clément & Kruidenier, 1983; Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Dörnyei, 1994a;

Gardner & Smythe, 1975; Oxford & Shearin, 1994; Skehan, 1991).

In a seminal work on the subject of language learning motivation, Gardner

and Lambert (1959) proposed that an individual’s motivation to learn another

culture’s or society’s language is largely determined by his or her attitudes toward

the target group, foreigners in general, and by his or her orientation toward the

task of learning. Attitudes toward the target language and culture of the target-

language-speaking community therefore came to be considered crucial in

language learning motivation (Chang & Huang, 1999) because attitudes and

motivation are related and both determine the extent to which individuals will

actively involve themselves in the language learning process (Crookall & Oxford,

1988; Gardner & Lambert, 1972; Gardner, Smythe, & Brunet, 1977) and because

attitudes can influence success in language acquisition by fostering motivation

(Kang, 2000a).

Gardner (1985) notes that attitudes and motivation both influence second

language acquisition in mutually causal directions. Both were found to be related

to proficiency and persistence in language study, with motivation being the

suggestive operative variable in the language learning process (Gardner &
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MacIntyre, 1993b). Attitudes and motivation also have a bearing on achievement

(Gardner et al., 1977). Robinson, Strong, and Whittle (2000) cite numerous

studies where significant positive correlations emerged between favorable

attitudes, motivation, and proficiency on achievement, such as Yamashiro and

McLaughlin’s (2000) study with junior college students and their correlations

between the A/MTB and language proficiency.

Because they are linked to a person’s values and beliefs, attitudes of learners

toward the target language, toward native speakers of that language, and toward

the relevant background culture can all potentially have a major impact on

language learning motivation (Gardner, 1985), such as whether or not learners

will continue their language studies (Ramage, 1990) or if such studies will even

commence, especially if favorable attitudes and motivation are not present from

the start of a person’s language learning experience (Iino, 1994). Attitudes have

been found to have high correlation with achievement in L2 learning (Gardner,

1985; Spolsky, 1989) and are a crucial component of motivation.

In the stressing of the importance of a learner’s social and cultural views and

attitudes toward the target language and target community, Gardner and Lambert

(1972) delineated a dichotomy between two possible kinds of language learning

motivation, which they called integrative motivation and instrumental motivation.

For the next quarter century these two kinds of motivation were at the nexus of

much motivational research as well as much debate.

Defined, integrative motivation to learn another language relates to a desire to

enter into the target culture of the language being learned. Positive attitudes
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toward the L2 community coupled with a desire to communicate with, interact

with, and become similar to valued members of that target community were set as

the cornerstone of this kind of motivation (Gardner & Smythe, 1975). For such

motivation, attitudes are indispensable.

Instrumental motivation, on the other hand, is associated with a desire to learn

another language for practical or pragmatic reasons. Such reasons appear more

utilitarian, such as the desire to reap some benefit from the language learning

experience like the securing of a job or a promotion. For instance, Cooper and

Fishman (1977) found the instrumental reasons a group of high school students in

Jerusalem evinced such as reading texts for school, getting along abroad, and

becoming more educated showed no indications of the students wanting to be like

target-language native speakers or that they wanted to join the target culture.

Some scholars have discussed possible relations and even an equivocal

relationship between integrative/instrumental motivation and intrinsic/extrinsic

motivation. Soh (1987, as cited in Clément et al., 1994) suggested that the

integrative and intrinsic motivation orientations are similar in that language study

is done for its own sake and is an end in itself. Ehrman (1996) noted the

similarities between the instrumental motivation and extrinsic motivation

orientations, which is not surprising given the fact that “language learning helps

one to achieve a distinctly different goal” (Noels, 2001, p. 51) that is extraneous

to the act of language learning itself. Some researchers have denied that the

intrinsic/extrinsic dichotomy can replace the integrative/instrumental dichotomy

(Noels, Clément, & Pelletier, 1999). Gardner has denied the suggestion that these
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dichotomies are synonymous (Gardner, 1985; Gardner & Tremblay, 1994) and has

said that both integrative and instrumental motivation are extrinsic in nature

because language learning is not undertaken out of pure interest but rather to

achieve a goal. Others like Brown (1994, as cited in Ehrman, 1996) posit that

instrumental motivation can actually be intrinsic in nature, such as when a person

learns a language to enhance a career that one values.

Contrary to appearances, these kinds of motivation are not bipolar.

Researchers have insisted that they are positively related and not mutually

exclusive (Clément, Gardner, & Smythe, 1977; Clément et al., 1994; Gardner &

Smythe, 1975; Kruidenier & Clément, 1986), which makes sense if one considers

that a person with an integrative motive for learning an L2 can recognize the

instrumental value of learning the language. Being affective in nature, the more

prominent and superior position was assigned to integrative motivation in early

research studies because L2 motivation was associated with a positive outlook

toward the L2 group and the values of the L2 community and it was thought that

integrative motivation facilitates L2 acquisition because it reflects an active

involvement in language study (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991).

However, various other ethnolinguistic contexts outside of the Canadian one

where Gardner concentrated his research have been examined (cf. Gardner &

Santos, 1970). Indications suggested that in some situations an instrumental

motivation might be stronger or determine success better than integrative

motivation, such as when the instrumental motivation could gain a person

profound rewards (Gardner & Lambert, 1972). Though Svanes (1987) stated that
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integrative motivation was found to favor acquisition, both integrative and

instrumental orientations appeared to be good predictors of language proficiency

in the L2. It was later concluded that, based on empirical evidence, different

contexts could bring about different results. Thus, as Gardner and associates later

admitted, “by and large any factors that motivate an individual to learn will result

in successful acquisition” (Gardner & MacIntyre, 1991, p. 68).

Gardner has long stressed integrative motivation (which, in his model, is

composed of integrativeness, attitudes toward the learning situation, and

motivation) as being important for motivation in second language learning due to

that type of motivation being demonstrated as a predictor of second language

proficiency (Gardner, 1980). As a result, the integrative motive has been the most

widely researched kind of motivation to learn another language (Gardner, Day, &

MacIntyre, 1992) and takes a prominent place in Gardner’s socio-educational

model as well as in his A/MTB. Because of the prominence of this type of

motivation, many have taken integrative motivation to be the “better” of the two

types of motivation. Gardner later came to alter his views on the dichotomy,

admitting it was restrictive and that there could be other reasons for studying

another language (Gardner, 1985; Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993a), but not before

battling naysayers (Au, 1988) who sought to disprove his model and his view on

motivation. Regardless, concerning other possible orientations, “the fact that he

never elaborated on those or included them in his motivation test does suggest a

certain prioritisation” (Dörnyei, 1994b, p. 520).

Gardner and his associates have studied the language learning motivation of
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Canadian French learners who are surrounded by native French speakers, often

focusing on the learners’ integrative motivational orientation. Such an orientation

may certainly exist for this language learning group and would thus be important

for second language researchers to explore, but such an orientation may not be

wholly appropriate nor applicable for foreign language learners surrounded

mainly by native speakers of their own language. Kruidenier & Clément (1986)

make note of this when they said that “different orientations might be obtained

from different groups of second language learners” (p. 8) depending on the

language learning context and milieu.

In discussing this topic, they proposed three contextual factors as being

potentially important determinants of motivation type: the learner’s

ethnolinguistic group membership, the cultural composition of the cultural milieu,

and the status of the target language. With these three factors in mind, for the

learning context of Japanese speakers learning English in Japan, other

motivational orientations must be explored in addition to integrative motivation.

Indeed, it has been shown that students can be motivated “by several concrete and

discrete goals rather than by either an integrative or instrumental orientation

alone” (Kruidenier & Clément, 1986, p. 68), which suggests that multiple goals

on the part of students with certain kinds of motivation orientations is worth

further exploration.

Gardner (2001) explains that in his model, the variable “motivation”

comprises three necessary elements, namely effort to learn the language (which

also involves persistence), desire to achieve a goal (and a striving for success),
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and positive affect (or enjoyment in learning the language). “Motivation

orientations,” on the other hand, refer to a class of reasons for learning another

language. In effect, “orientation” for Gardner means “goal,” which is not so

dissimilar from Ryan and Deci’s (2000a) definition of the orientation of

motivation as “the underlying attitudes and goals that give rise to action—that is,

it concerns the why of actions” (p. 54). Motivation for Gardner, on the other hand,

refers to a directed and reinforced effort to learn that language (Gardner &

MacIntyre, 1991). Belmechri and Hummel (1998) reviewed the literature to date

and agreed that motivation research “proposed that motivation was a composite of

the effort expended, the desire to learn the language and attitudes toward learning

a language” while orientations could be defined as “long-range goals” (p. 225).

Attitudes, they claimed, are still to be seen as important, as they are the precursors

of motivation.

Gardner (2001) has continued to insist, even quite recently, that the causal

variable is motivation, not orientation. Though reasons and goals are part of the

complex phenomenon of motivation, motivation itself and not the orientation is

responsible for success. Gardner and MacIntyre (1991) state that it has been

shown repeatedly how orientation does not promote and at times may not even

relate to achievement while motivation has a direct effect on second language

achievement (Gardner & Smythe, 1981). At best, work on motivation that has

used the Gardner-Lambert-type questionnaires has suggested orientation exerts an

indirect influence on achievement (Gardner, 1985).

The concept of orientation therefore expresses the goal-directed nature of
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motivation, and it is the orientation aspect of motivation that concerns this study

most, precisely because orientations reflect the ultimate goals of the language

learner (Kruidenier & Clément, 1986). Though much of the past research on

motivation has concentrated on other aspects such as strength and degree of

motivation as well as resultant success and achievement due to motivation, this

study aims to understand the possible orientations of Japanese high school

students (i.e., what their reasons for learning English are, where they focus their

attention, and what their goals are). As stated above, the students can have

academic as well as social goals. Learning English as they do, they most likely

also have goals for their language learning that may reflect integrative or

instrumental motivation orientation leanings, some combination of these

orientations, or even other orientations not yet explored. The reasons they have

(i.e., the forward-looking dimension to their motivational thinking) can be

translated as their goals (Ushioda, 1996), and it must not be forgotten that “goals,

or orientations, are important components of motivation” (Baker & MacIntyre,

2000, p. 317).

The New Research Agenda

As influential as Gardner’s socio-psychological model has been, there are

those who have spoken out in favor of improving the model or outright

challenging it while others have voiced a desire to push out the boundaries of

what has come to be considered a restrictive model (Au, 1988; Clément et al.,

1994; Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Dörnyei, 1990, 1994a; Ely, 1986a, 1986b; Kang,

2000a; Ramage, 1990; Skehan, 1991; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995), some because
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of the large gap they realized existed between researchers of motivation and

practitioners (Dörnyei & Csizér, 1998). What many scholars have reacted against

are (a) the limitations imposed by the dominant integrative/instrumental

dichotomy (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Ramage, 1990), (b) the overwhelming

prominence placed on only integrative motivation that effectively inhibits

exploring other orientations (Dörnyei, 1994b), (c) the inappropriateness of

applying Gardner’s model, which originated by researching locales where learners

are in ESL or bilingual settings, to places that are not multicultural and where

learning can only occur in the classroom such as in EFL settings (Kang, 1999;

Oxford & Shearin, 1994), (d) ambiguities in the definitions of the concepts of

integrative and instrumental motivation (Clément & Kruidenier, 1983; MacIntyre,

Clément, Dörnyei, & Noels, 1998), and (e) the lack of cognitive aspects in this

prevailing model (Dörnyei, 1994a).

A further problem that has not gone unnoticed is that Gardner and associates

have taken the research of motivation only in terms of socio-psychological

constructs (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Oxford & Shearin, 1994). Gardner’s stress

upon the integrative motive and the need to “acquire behavior patterns of another

linguistic/cultural community” (Gardner & Smythe, 1975, p. 225) in order to

acquire the language makes sufficient language acquisition seem difficult if not

impossible in unicultural foreign language contexts where the target language

community may not exist. Dörnyei (1990) focused on this possibility, stating that

foreign language learners would most likely be uncommitted to integrating with

the target language group and that integrative reasons would be determined more
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by attitudes and beliefs about foreign languages and cultures in general rather than

the specific culture(s) being studied. This echoes a statement by Ladousse (1982),

who many years previous thought integrative motivation was not necessarily

motivation to join and be like native speakers but rather reflected a desire for

social interaction.

In an attempt to open the research agenda and broaden the horizon of

language learning motivation research, researchers have looked in new directions

away from Canadian language learning context. Several studies (Clément &

Kruidenier, 1983; Kruidenier & Clément, 1986) brought into question the need to

have the integrative orientation in every learning situation or context. Researchers

have found a wide range of varying orientations in different learning situations,

from intellectual stimulation (Oxford & Shearin, 1994) to interest and curiosity

(Crookes & Schmidt, 1991). Kruidenier and Clément (1986) even found other

orientations in a study in Quebec that included identification, travel, knowledge,

and friendship. Johnson and Takeo (1996) found Japanese university students to

have orientations of knowledge, travel, job, friendship, and prestige.

Appropriately classifying motivation orientation has not been unproblematic.

For instance, “travel abroad” has been classified as both integrative (Burstal,

Jamieson, Cohen, & Hargreaves, 1974, as cited in Strong, 1984) and instrumental

(Lukmani, 1972, as cited in Strong, 1984), depending on the view of the

researcher. Some scholars find difficulty in saying that anything “not financial or

very concrete and pragmatic is, ipso facto, classified as integrative” (Clément &

Kruidenier, 1983, p. 274), which suggests that some researchers have on occasion
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unwittingly classified learner motivation a priori (Kruidenier & Clément, 1986).

Some have thus opted to explore outside the set dichotomy, as it was posited that

there are many reasons for people to learn a language that do not fit the didactic

model (Dörnyei, 1994b; Oxford & Shearin, 1994). The many reasons learners

may have would likely be related to their social, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds

(Syed, 2001), in addition to the kind of learning being done, such as foreign or

second language learning (see below).

Studies have demonstrated the possibility that the instrumental orientation

may be more important than integrative motivation in EFL contexts like Hungary

or Japan (Dörnyei, 1990; Niitsuma, 1992, as cited in Williams & Burden, 1997),

or even that other more applicable orientations or motivational components may

exist and be needed (Kruidenier & Clément, 1986; Dörnyei, 1990, 1994a, 1994b;

Clément et al., 1994). Interest in motivation orientations pertaining to the

dynamics in classroom settings has also come into greater focus (Dörnyei &

Csizér, 1998; Noels et al., 1999), largely because the research to date has few

practical applications to offer teachers and practitioners and because, as Dörnyei

(1994a) put it, “the exact nature of the social and pragmatic dimensions of L2

motivation is always dependent on who learns what languages where” (p. 275).

Milieu and the Language Learning Context

Much of this backlash against Gardner’s influential yet apparently restrictive

model of language learning motivation is aimed at the lack of consideration of

“theories or data from cultures other than Euro-American” (Berry, 1999, p. 8).

Gardner and associates concentrated their work and consequently developed their
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models of motivation in the largely bilingual and bicultural sphere of English and

French in Canada where learners generally have the chance to experience the

target language and culture firsthand.

Studies reviewed by Syed (2001) that highlight “how the ethnocentric

assumptions and approaches in motivational studies simply do not account for

cultural and social variations” (p. 128) illustrate the underlying notion that people

are motivated to act, and consequently choose a course of action to carry out that

act, based on their cultural understanding of a given situation. As motivation

orientations are influenced by the language learning milieu (Gardner, 1988a,

1988b; Ely, 1986b), part of the impetus behind reopening the research agenda is

to study motivation in various language learning situations including where the

target language is not spoken natively. Consideration must consequently be taken

of the social, cultural, and contextual factors in various learning situations

because, as Hofstede (1980) insisted, the relevance of modern theories derived

from the West in general and the U.S. in particular to other countries and cultural

environments is, at best, dubious. People are socialized into a particular culture,

making appropriate responses to varying situations context dependent.

Syed was not the first to question why cultural setting was not being taken

into account in motivational studies (Au, 1988; Berliner, 1989; Berry, 1999;

Clément & Kruidenier, 1983), but he illuminated a number of points, among them

that (a) multiple motives can operate in a given setting and can have different

meaning and value depending on the background culture, (b) success and failure

cannot always be equated with objective competitive outcomes, and (c)
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differences can arise in expectations, competence, and interaction in academic

settings. Kruidenier and Clément (1986) mention that defining orientations might

necessitate taking a learner’s ethnolinguistic group membership, the cultural

composition of the milieu, and the status of the target language into consideration.

Such overlooked contextual factors, they say, “have been as important as the

conceptual ambiguities in producing inconsistent research results in the various

studies of the relations between attitudes, orientations, motivation, and second

language learning” (p. 8).

Pertaining to this study, a discussion of the milieu of Japanese high school

EFL students must necessarily entail a discussion of several factors, one of which

is the Japanese collectivistic culture, which is one possibly strong variable in the

language learning of this group. Another factor is Japan as an EFL learning

situation, a generally understudied context compared to ESL learning situations.

Another factor to be viewed is English learning in classroom settings. Because the

collectivistic aspect of Japanese culture will be discussed shortly, as too will the

background to the Japanese education system, the current discussion will now

turn to examining EFL and classroom learning contexts that highlight the specific

Japanese classroom learning context when appropriate.

EFL Learning Contexts

As stated as late as the mid-1990s by Oxford and Shearin (1994), there is still

lingering confusion surrounding the distinction between second language learning

contexts (sometimes called SLA, or second language acquisition contexts) and

foreign language learning (FLL) contexts. Although it is recognized that SLA
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contexts can be quite varied, each with its own unique characteristics, they are

“clearly distinct” (Dörnyei, 1990, p. 48) from FLL contexts.

A language is considered a second language for an individual if that language

is “one that is learned in a location where that language is typically used as the

main vehicle of everyday communication for most people,” while a foreign

language would be “one that is learned in a place where that language is not

typically used as the medium of ordinary communication” (Oxford & Shearin,

1994, p. 14). As pervasive as the English language is in Japan, it is not the normal

medium of communication, thereby making Japan by definition an FLL context.

Also, much of the English found in Japan is not necessarily “native” or “proper”

English as used by native speakers but is an altered domestic variety used to

facilitate understanding among native Japanese speakers themselves (Rubrecht,

2003a).

Gardner (2001) cautions against simple classifications of second and foreign

language learning contexts, for some learners in second language contexts may

have limited or restricted contact with the target language while some foreign

language contexts may have learners interact with native speakers on a frequent or

regular basis. Even so, FLL students have been considered to be at a disadvantage

because they are typically surrounded by their own language, they must seek out

stimulation in the target language if they wish to learn that language, and they

often must learn and practice the language in classroom situations as opposed to

second language learners who have more opportunities to practice the language

on a daily basis (Baker & MacIntyre, 2000). Indeed, the two basic factors that are
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thought to contribute to the success or failure of language acquisition are access to

the social environment where the target language is used as a means of

communication and the language learner’s need to communicate via the target

language (Seliger, 1983). Japan certainly falls into the category of potential

language acquisition failure because the Japanese living in Japan do not have a

pressing need to use English as a means of communication.

Another consideration that may impact language acquisition in FLL contexts

is that of social distance. Brought to prominence by John Schumann in his

Acculturation Theory, it was postulated that learners would experience increased

difficulty in their language learning if there are great differences between the

cultures of the language learners and the target language group. Additionally, if

language learners perceive themselves to be members of a cultural or linguistic

minority, they may feel it necessary to cling to their own language and culture,

thus further impeding their language acquisition (Svanes, 1987).

In his Acculturation Theory, Schumann cited twelve relevant social variables

between the target language group and the language learning group that could

potentially affect learner motivation. Generally speaking, in the case of Japanese

high school students and native English speakers, there is possible social and

psychological distance between the learners and the target language community.

Social distance refers to how similar or different the language learning group is

from the target language group (Schumann, 1976). The greater the congruence

between the two groups the more enhanced language learning is supposed to be

and the more facilitative to acculturation of the second language group into the
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target language group (Peirce, 1995). Psychological distance refers to individual

characteristics a learner might have that would facilitate or hinder language

acquisition.

Because Japan may be considered a country where there is high psychological

and social distance between native Japanese speakers and English speakers, the

effectiveness of Japanese English learners’ acquisition of English may be limited.

As stated by Peirce (1995), “where there is great social distance between two

groups, little acculturation is considered to take place, and the theory predicts that

members of the second language group will not become proficient speakers of the

target language” (p. 11).

There are other variables listed by Schumann that may certainly pertain to the

Japanese EFL learning situation, namely those of cohesiveness, cultural

congruence, social dominance, and social beliefs, all of which in the Japanese

case appear to dampen or hinder acculturation because of a general separateness

between learners and native speakers, differences in culture, feelings of being

dominated by the West, and beliefs that state how the Japanese are unable to fully

master foreign languages. These social beliefs state that because of the Japanese

“spirit” and the special structuring of Japanese people’s brains that only native

Japanese can truly understand the Japanese language (Hinenoya & Gatbonton,

2000). Similarly, this “spirit” says that the Japanese cannot therefore fully master

other languages.

From nihonjinron (日本人論), or literally, “discussion of the Japanese,” there

arises the belief that this Japanese spirit makes the learning of foreign languages
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too difficult for native Japanese and that texts in their original (i.e., foreign)

language cannot be truly understood by the Japanese and therefore need

translating (Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000; LoCastro, 1996). Edamatsu (1978,

cited in Berwick & Ross, 1989) and Miller (1986, as cited in Berwick & Ross,

1989) both argue that it is precisely these psycho-social barriers that limit the

effectiveness of language acquisition by native Japanese. Some therefore blame

nihonjinron for the fact that so much time, money, and energy is funneled into

English education in Japan yet students still emerge from years of English study

with poor English communication skills (Harasawa, 1974; Hayes, 1979;

Kobayashi, Redekop, & Porter, 1992; Samimy & Adams, 1991; Wray, 1999).

The Classroom and Motivation

Part of reopening the research agenda was to provide a more direct link

between motivational research and language learning pedagogy. Many researchers

observe how little motivational research has been done in actual learning

situations, even though it is not unreasonable to assume that students’ motivation

and attitudes are affected by what goes on in the classroom (Julkunen, 2001). The

dynamics of the classroom, including work on academic tasks and the

organizational structure provided to the students by the classroom environment,

convey implicit information on how students are evaluated and on the student

characteristics that are valued by the schools, among other things (Ames, 1987).

Learning in classrooms also occurs with teacher and peer interactions that

influence student learning (Wigfield et al., 1998). In foreign language learning

contexts, it is supposed that the role of individual and cognitive affective aspects
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of motivation is greater than in other contexts (Kang, 2000b), especially because

of the indications that school and classroom organization and the subsequent

interactions with peers and teachers influences student motivation (Eccles et al.,

1998; Wigfield et al., 1998).

Norms

Every language learning situation has, in one form or another, differential

influences on motivational processes (Clément, 1980). In any given language

learning situation one may expect there to be norms, for people will generally

behave in culturally appropriate ways (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994). Pintrich and

Schunk (1996) state that norms are the intersection between what is internal and

what is external. That is, norms are defined by groups outside the individual but

that the individual must recognize, understand, and perhaps internalize them at

some point. The authors continue by stating that classroom life is full of norms

and that it is important for students to abide by them behaviorally, if not simply

internalize them.

Part of the importance of norms comes from recognition of what is influential

in the environment. For many locales, intergroup processes (Giles & Byrne, 1982)

such as the influence exerted by significant others present one such influence in

the classroom because teachers, parents, and even others in the general society

have control over the students (Williams & Burden, 1997).

Because students often have little choice in whether or not they will engage in

English language learning, it is supposed that they will be more likely to engage

in learning behaviors if “they are valued by significant others to whom they feel
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(or would like to feel) connected, whether that be a family, a peer group, or a

society” (Ryan & Deci, 2000a, p. 64). Due to the influence of these significant

others, learners in a classroom setting may have considerably less autonomy than

learners who learn a language outside of the classroom via interaction with target

language speakers. In the Japanese high school EFL case, this can have an impact

on motivation because of the teacher-centered, university entrance examination-

geared progression of the students through the grades, which, it can be speculated,

may reduce learner autonomy and hinder positive motivation (Ushioda, 1996).

Foreign Language Learning Motivation for Japanese Learners of English

Upon inspection, it appears strange that if one takes the study of motivation to

center on “the question of why people initiate, terminate, and persist in specific

actions in particular circumstances [italics added]” (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p.

239) why more research has not been conducted outside of the mainstream

Western sphere of “individualistic” cultures. Not focusing on other cultures with

regard to motivation hinders finding comparable results when studying

individual-based motivational processes in “collectivistic” cultures (Heine &

Lehman, 1997). In order to gain insights into the possible language learning

motivation of Japanese EFL high school students, an understanding must be had

of the past and current themes in the literature dealing with motivation and of

what can and cannot be transported to the Japanese EFL context.

The Japanese EFL setting in general presents researchers with a formidable

challenge (Teweles, 1995), as it is very different from ESL and even other FLL

situations. Correlational studies have traditionally shown strong relationships
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between students’ language proficiency in a second language and their attitudes

and motivation to learn another language (Gardner & Lambert, 1959; Clément et

al., 1977; Gardner et al., 1992), but oddly, researchers who concentrate on the

language learning contexts in Japan have not found such strong relations (Chihara

& Oller, 1978). Other studies (Keitges, 1986; Murakami, 1980) show that results

found in other learning settings do not appear in studies with Japanese learners.

Thus, “the failure to reproduce those findings…suggests that the motivations and

attitudes which have been measured may not be relevant to the language

experience of Japanese students” (Brown, 1996, p. 48).

Authors in the West also describe aspects of choice of language study and

continued language study. For instance, Gardner and Lambert (1972) found in

their research with English-Canadian students learning French that students

evincing motivation would be more likely to acquire a second language and to

remain in their language studies longer than students who did not appear to have

motivation. Ehrman (1996) says that motivation is “the perceived ‘payoff’ for the

student’s investment of time, energy and effort” and is concerned with “why the

student is there in the first place and what keeps him or her working” (p. 137).

These two views of choice and continued language study hinge on language

learning being an optional subject of study for the learner. In the West foreign

language learning is not as emphasized at the high school level in most school

systems as it is in other countries. Generally, only students in advanced tracks or

in special school systems in the U.S. are required to take a foreign language.

Many students, for example, will graduate without ever taking a single foreign
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language course. This is not the case in other countries, including Japan, where

foreign language learning is a common experience for nearly all students enrolled

in a public education system.

Another way Japan differs from Western (e.g., U.S.) contexts concerns student

attitudes on learning. For instance, researchers of Japanese education have

observed the dropout rate of students in language classes to be practically nil

(Ortiz, 1997; White, 1987). Ehrman’s (1996) comment on the apparent choice of

language study by the students and their continued involvement in language

learning in the schools appears to have no connection to Japanese students, who

will take English classes and stay enrolled in such classes, not out of choice, but

either because the school curriculum says they will take English (which is in a

majority of cases) or because they need to take English if they ever hope to pass

their university entrance examinations.

If one wants to take the specific Japanese context into account, one has to

understand something about native Japanese people. They are an island-nation-

dwelling homogeneous people who have little or no chance to encounter

foreigners (English speakers or otherwise) unless something about their work,

where they live, or their lifestyle brings them into contact with foreigners. There

is no relatively easy immediate access to target language speakers of English in

Japan. English is abundant in Japan but is not the “true” living English that is

practiced elsewhere in the world, even in countries where English is the second

language of the nation.

The Japanese are also an interdependent people. More will be said about the
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differences between independent and interdependent cultures in the next section

of this chapter, but being one or the other can have a tremendous impact on

language learning motivation. Markus and Kitayama (1991) claim that whereas

the typical Western independent self will view motives as rooted in a need, for

instance, to enhance one’s self-esteem, an interdependent self, which would be

more commonly found in many Eastern cultures, has a need to have others be the

focus of their motives:

First, those with interdependent selves should express, and perhaps experience,

more of those motives that are social or that have the other as referent.

Second,…for those with independent selves, agency will be experienced as an

effort to express one’s internal needs, rights, and capacities and to withstand

undue social pressure, whereas among those with interdependent selves,

agency will be experienced as an effort to be receptive to others, to adjust to

their needs and demands, and to restrain one’s own inner needs or desires.

Motives related to the need to express one’s agency or competency (e.g., the

achievement motive) are typically assumed to be common to all individuals.

Yet among those with interdependent selves, striving to excel or accomplish

challenging tasks may not be in the service of achieving separateness and

autonomy…but instead in the service of more fully realizing one’s

connectedness or interdependence. Third, motives that are linked to the self,

such as self-enhancement, self-consistency, self-verification, self-affirmation,

and self-actualization, may assume a very different form depending on the

nature of the self that is being enhanced, verified, or actualized. (p. 240)
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Japanese Learner Motivation Type and Orientation

The expressed need to put the Japanese language learning context under

scrutiny and the questioning of previous orientations does not detract from the

need or the applicability of determining or assigning motivation orientations to

learners of English in Japan. The Japanese, including Japanese high school

students, may have specific tendencies in their motivation. Concerning such high

school students, the question has been previously raised on how the education

system, the curriculum, and the teachers in Japanese schools affect or otherwise

motivate the students to learn English (Kamada, 1987). Oxford and Shearin

(1994) state that language learning, if it is a requirement, is “a definite motivator”

(p. 24) for students, along with other reasons such as intellectual challenge and

cultural curiosity. Ely (1986b) and Kang (1999) would disagree with

“requirement” being a possible orientation, the former finding it to be the least

influential factor in a study on university students of Spanish and the latter

rejecting it on the grounds that it is not related to goals or outcomes.

Categorizing the dimensions of language learning is not always a

straightforward task (Ushioda, 1996). The results of studies on the motivation

orientation of Japanese learners of English show tendencies, although the

literature is somewhat divided. LoCastro (2001) says the aggregate picture of

Japanese learners is that they have positive and instrumental orientations. Studies

with Japanese language learners, most of them college, university, or adult

learners, point mainly to instrumental motives (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994;

LoCastro, 2001; Teweles, 1995; Yashima, 2000, as cited in Yashima, 2002). Some
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researchers, from descriptive statistics, have painted the picture of Japanese

learners as having “a high degree of interest in learning foreign languages and a

good attitude toward learning English as well as a desire to do so” (Brown,

Robson, & Rosenkjar, 2001, p. 390). In this description, these authors say that the

students are more integratively motivated based on the Integrative Orientation and

Orientation subscales of the A/MTB. Others have found instrumental orientation

to be surpassed by different (and stronger) orientations (Benson, 1991).

Results indicating integrative motivation as being stronger for Japanese

students are, in my opinion, suspicious, cannot be taken under the traditional

Gardnerian definition of integrative motivation, and point to the integrative

motive as used in the social milieu derived in the Gardnerian sense as inapplicable

in Japan. McDonough (1981, as cited in Ushioda, 1996) expressed doubt

concerning the relevance of integrative motivation (especially in its strong form,

which is a desire to join a foreign community) to students learning a foreign

language in a classroom setting. In fact, in classroom EFL settings, students have

been found to remark that the English being taught to them is not usable in the

real world, is only for test preparation, and that there are no opportunities for them

to use English inside or outside the classroom (Kang, 1999). It is interesting to

note that Yashima (2000, as cited in Yashima, 2002) found something similar to

an integrative orientation in Japanese college students, but this orientation

reflected English as being a lingua franca with no specific target community

specified. From at least this one frame of reference, English can be seen as a

means to connect Japanese to the “outside” world in a general way but not
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necessarily as a means for Japanese to enter the outside world and its cultures.

Attempts have been made to assess integrative motivation with Japanese

learners of English by means of Gardner’s A/MTB, albeit in a translated, and

hence altered, form. These alterations may change the instrument to an undesired

degree. For instance, Brown et al. (2001) translated the instrument into Japanese

and changed items referring to the French and French-Canadians to Americans in

Japan and English-speaking Americans in the U.S. At least two potential problems

arise from their translation and use of the A/MTB with native Japanese.

First, the original A/MTB asks about perceptions of native speakers who could

be considered a part of a sizable linguistic group in one’s immediate or almost

immediate environment. For Japanese living in Japan, to ask people about their

perceptions of native speakers who exist in relatively small numbers in their

immediate environment and hence whom they may have never met or interacted

with is likely to bring about very different responses. A second problem lies in

how language learners outside English speaking countries may view English

speakers such as Americans, the British, and Australians who tend to not only

come from rich and advanced countries but also countries that tend to dominate

others via military or economic means. Via a translated version the A/MTB,

Robinson et al. (2000) showed, unsurprisingly, there to be many negative

correlations with the integrative motivation orientation with Japanese university

students.

In sum, the classic definition and usage of integrative motivation appears

unusable in Japan for several reasons. First, Brown et al. (2001) state how
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university students do not evince strong positive attitudes towards Americans (in

Japan or in general), indicating that this “integrative” orientation found in

Japanese learners has little to do with their wanting to enter into other linguistic

communities. They found students displaying integrative motivation in the

traditional sense yet also having mixed feelings about native English speakers,

which seems somewhat contradictory. Yashima (2000, as cited in Yashima, 2002)

said that English represents something simultaneously more vague and larger than

the American community for the youth of Japan, as it represents the world outside

Japan and is a means to communicate with that outside world.

Second, at the university level, Kobayashi et al. (1992) found that 73% of

those surveyed indicated a desire to speak English, 83% wanted to learn about

foreign cultures, and 87% saw English as important for their future jobs. There

was nothing to indicate that the students desired to integrate into a foreign culture.

Third, Japanese are said to not desire to lose their “Japaneseness” or what

makes them distinctly Japanese. LoCastro (2001) expressed doubt about the full

applicability of Gardner’s socio-educational model and posited that the Japanese

would not be in favor of giving up their own cultural identities, for to become

fluent in English or another foreign language would make a native Japanese

speaker “culturally suspect” in the eyes of his countrymen. To know English too

well is viewed as an erosion of what is unique and good about being Japanese

(McConnell, 1999).

Based on these and other findings (cf. Peirce, 1995), a revised version of the

socio-educational model is thus warranted. LoCastro (2001) states:
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Perhaps as a result of the massive world-wide movement towards adoption of

English as the language of wider communication and the threat of hegemonic

tendencies on the part of the native English speaking world that many

countries consequently experience, the issue of constructing an identity that

includes being a competent speaker of English while retaining one’s L1 [i.e.,

first language] and the L1 culture needs to be recognized as an important

contributing factor in the attainment of successful language proficiency. To do

otherwise smacks of neo-colonial and hegemonic pretensions. (p. 83)

For the Japanese, learning English would have more to do with taking on an

international posture and having favorable attitudes toward what English

symbolizes to them (Yashima, 2002). “Included in the concept [of integrative

motivation for the Japanese] are interest in foreign or international affairs,

willingness to go overseas to stay or work, readiness to interact with intercultural

partners, and, one hopes, openness or a non-ethnocentric attitude toward different

cultures, among others” (p. 57).

Finally, learners’ motivation to learn English, be they in ESL or EFL

situations, can be considered to vary, as each student is brought up in differing

environments and has different aspirations. Naganum (1999) found clusters of

motivation for Japanese that range from motivation for friendship, academics, and

personal interest to those resigned to the fact that they have to study English for

specific purposes. Even if they have something similar to an integrative motive,

their test-oriented society causes them to focus on grammar and translation and to

forgo being motivated to acculturate to the target culture or adopt other norms of
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communication (LoCastro, 2001; Yukina, 1998) as well as not speaking, which

would be more in tune with an instrumental orientation.

Personal Motivation

Benson (1991) researched the attitudes and motivation of Japanese university

freshmen towards English in a manner that rejected the traditional

integrative/instrumental dichotomy. As he explained about the Japanese, “a good

number of students have been observed to be interested in English for reasons

which could not realistically be termed either instrumental or integrative” (p. 36).

Other researchers have also reached similar conclusions that integrative and

instrumental motivational orientations as derived and utilized in their original

sense by Gardner and associates do not always express the same underlying

motivational concepts in EFL contexts as they do in ESL ones.

For instance, research mentioned by Benson (e.g., Cooper & Fishman, 1977;

Shaw, 1983) found the traditionally defined integrative motivation orientation to

be among the least popular reasons for students studying English in other EFL

learning contexts such as in Jerusalem, Singapore, Hyderabad, and Bangkok. This

suggests that “integrative” motivation (a) may have varying interpretations among

researchers and language learners alike, and (b) expresses a different construct

depending on the language learning context. Benson speculated that integrative

motivation in EFL contexts find the learner desiring to become bilingual or

bicultural via the adding of another language and culture to their own and not the

desire to become a part of the target language community, as defined by Gardner

in the original English-French Canadian context.
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Rejecting the integrative/instrumental dichotomy was accompanied by

Benson’s adding of a third orientation: personal motivation, which may be

considered to be similar to personal interest as related by Pintrich and Schunk

(1996) in that this type of motivation is directed at some specific activity or topic,

would be beneficial in a private, individual sense (i.e., not beneficial in a

utilitarian sense, such as for an individual’s job, for society, etc.), and would not

be considered to arise from simple curiosity. This orientation was added in his

study of Japanese university freshman, he says, because students may find

pleasure at being able to read English or may enjoy various kinds of entertainment

in English, and these activities may have little or nothing to do with integrating

into another culture, nor with utilitarian reasons. Indeed, Chihara and Oller’s

(1978) study of Japanese EFL adult learners gave indications that integrative as

well as personal reasons for learning English were among the more highly valued

ones.

The questionnaire Benson gave to the university students presented twelve

possible reasons for their studying English. Results indicated that the top three

reasons were instrumental, integrative, and personal, respectively, although no

distinctive pattern was found in the data. From these results, Benson believed that

another motivational orientation was needed to cover reasons that appear to be

more related to individual development and satisfaction and not with becoming

like a native speaker, nor with having some external utilitarian goal spurring the

learning. Such an addition of a further motivational orientation category could be

more beneficial in the study of FLL motivation for the Japanese as well as other
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learner groups.

Benson was not the only one to suggest this personal (i.e., non-integrative or

non-instrumental) motivation as a possible motivator. Dörnyei (1990) found in a

study of English-learning Hungarians who had very little chance to make contact

with the target language community four factors in the language use field:

Instrumentality, Passive Sociocultural Language Use, Communicative

Sociocultural Language Use, and Reading for Nonprofessional Purposes. In

Gardnerian terms, one can equate Instrumentality with the instrumental

orientation and Communicative Sociocultural Language Use with the integrative

orientation. The remaining two factors of Passive Sociocultural Language Use

(PSLU) and Reading for Nonprofessional Purposes (RNP) would appear to fit

with the personal motivation discussed by Benson. Dörnyei defines PSLU as

“passive, receptive areas of noninstrumental language use” (p. 52), which include

interest in foreign cultures, their products, and events, all of which are conveyed

in some manner via the target language. Under this orientation, communication in

the target language is not the main focus. RNP would be similar to the Clément et

al. (1994) “English-media” factor that is similar yet more general than RNP and

PSLU. PSLU correlated with Need for Achievement, Interest in Foreign

Languages and Cultures, Desire for Knowledge and Values Associated with

English, Desire to Spend Some Time Abroad, and Language Learning is a New

Challenge, while RNP correlated with Desire for Knowledge and Values

Associated with English, Interest in Foreign Languages and Cultures. Both RNP

and PSLU thus appear to be concerned with interest and knowledge but not
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necessarily direct communication with others nor utilitarian purposes of language

use.

In another EFL context, Kang (1999) found instrumental language use (e.g.,

taking exams, taking educational programs), PSLU (e.g., watching movies,

listening to a pop-song, listening to the American Forces Network Korea radio

station), and RNP (e.g., reading newspaper or magazines) with Korean high

school students. Additionally, Kang’s students reported that they simply had no

chance to use English, either inside or outside the classroom, because the English

they learned was for examination preparation, and could not be used in real world

situations. In this study, then, it was found that most language use was for

instrumental or PSLU use.

The University Entrance Examinations and Instrumental Motivation

Although Dörnyei (1996, as cited in Ushioda, 1998) stated that job-related

instrumental motives might not be a strong concern for language learners still in

school, there are very strong indications that instrumental motivation can indeed

play a role for Japanese youth studying English in the Japanese education system.

Studies have shown the steep drop-off of instrumental motivation after students

take the university entrance examinations and advance to the university level

(Benson, 1991; Berwick & Ross, 1989; Teweles, 1995), indicating instrumental

motivation must have played a role or at least existed to a significant degree in the

student populace prior to their taking the examinations. The students’

instrumental motivation to learn English, these researchers claim, peaks during

the students’ senior year in high school as they focus on grammar and translation
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in their fierce competition to enter university. Though these researchers state that

motivation may reascend later during adulthood, “motivation to learn English [in

the high schools] is thus channeled into the sort of proficiency with the least

communicative value” (Berwick & Ross, 1989, p. 206).

Intuitively, this means that student performance on the university entrance

examinations outweighs the gaining of communication norms in the target

language. The high school students have motivation to work hard to pass the

university entrance examinations so that they may secure admission to a college

or university, preferably one that is a prestigious institution, because of the social

standing and superior job prospects that will be bestowed upon them should they

do so. It is therefore the incentives for educational achievement in the Japanese

school system (Lynn, 1988) that most often appear to spur the dominating

motivation orientation. Add to this the wealth of pressure heaped upon the

students by society, the media, their schools and their families (Kamada, 1987),

and one could scarcely imagine any other kind of motivation to be found or

elicited in this environment full of students memorizing vocabulary and

grammatical patterns.

Japanese High School Students, the Group, and Motivation

The last topic to be discussed in this first section is group cohesion and

motivation. Research in this milieu of Japanese high school students must take

into consideration when and where English is taught in the Japanese school

system. McGroarty (1996) says that motivational profiles need to be addressed by

relating them to the overall educational experience of groups as a whole. “When
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membership in a specific linguistic or ethnic group has relevance for language

study as a part of the curriculum, it is important to examine group as well as

individual motivations which contribute to initial choice, persistence, and success

in language study” (p. 11). The students are part of the group in their classes, their

school, and their country, and such groups can be a major source of motivation

when learning an L2. Groups can be a source of motivation to learn a second or

foreign language (Dörnyei & Malderez, 1997), most likely because how learners

feel in their language classes influences their learning (Clément et al., 1994;

Dörnyei, 1994a).

Classroom goal structures can be described as being cooperative, competitive,

or individualistic in nature (Ames, 1984, as cited in Wigfield et al., 1998; Dörnyei,

1994a; Julkunen, 2001), particularly in applying these group structures to

instructional and pedagogical practices (Noels, 2001). Both Dörnyei and Noels

have found evidence (as have others, cf. Julkunen, 1989, as cited in Dörnyei,

1994a) that the cooperative goal situation is superior by its promoting more

intrinsic motivation and its general positive effects on L2 motivation.

Unfortunately, the applicability of the vast amount of literature on group

dynamics, or “the analysis of the behavior of small groups, generally about 4 to 20

members” (Dörnyei, 1997, p. 485), is questionable when moved to the context of

the Japanese high school classroom because the classes of students may or may

not be considered a “small group” as defined in the literature (cf. Beebe &

Masterson, 1997), even though they are all situated in a class. Another reason is

that the members of small groups must work together in cooperation to attain
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common goals. Dörnyei (1994a) discusses group goals and finds them to be goals

that all members are striving to attain. More common examples of group goals

involve work teams, such as workers on an assembly line who all have, for

example, the same goal of putting together an automobile, though each person has

a separate and distinct job. Japanese high school students may not be in a similar

situation unless they have common goals toward which they all strive and in

which they can all share some reward or benefit.

Noels (2001) does not agree that an individual’s drives and motives

necessarily outrank those dictated by others, especially taking the new wave of

cross-cultural research into consideration. Reasons for actions are simultaneously

shared and shaped by others and are channeled by cultural beliefs and practices.

There may certainly be strong ties between students, as they will spend much time

together and consider themselves as being intimate members of the class.

However, in order to have a collection of students that considers itself a group,

there must be that which is called “group cohesion.” Dörnyei (1997) adopted

Forsyth’s (1990) wording of the definition for this term as “the strength of

relationship linking the members of one another to the group itself (p. 10).” No

one has yet ascertained if Japanese high school students have group cohesion as

defined here.

There are other problems involved with group research being applied to

Japanese English classes. First, what has been discussed in the literature assumes

that the students need common goals to be a group. I speculate that there would be

group cohesion if (a) group goals exist for the students in the classes, (b) the
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students identify these goals, and (c) the students work toward these goals.

Without these conditions, there may be little to keep the students together besides

their shared circumstances, ethnic and historical background, and their future

experiences such as the university entrance examinations. However, in the

collectivistic society that is Japan, thinking of others first and finding “success” in

one’s group may provide a sense of satisfaction for the students, or as stated by

Weldon and Weingart (1993), satisfy personal desires, needs, and allow group

members to fulfill their roles in their group.

In the end, in addition to expanding the traditional motivation framework by

examining personal motivation in conjunction with integrative and instrumental

motivation, considering all that has been said thus far about goals and what will

be discussed shortly concerning collectivistic societies and the Japanese education

system, it appears that in the learning context Japanese high school students find

themselves in that social goals may play a far greater role than previously thought,

for the social goals of collectivists may be quite different from the social goals of

individualists.

Section II: Japanese Collectivism and Culture

Collectivism as a part of the foundation of Japanese society is an important

dimension to explore in this study because much of the research on motivation

has been undertaken from a Western standpoint that implies that all language

learners, differences in motivation orientations notwithstanding, learn language

and go through the learning process with the Western values of individualism

firmly in place. Western views about human nature see people first as being
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composed of internal attributes and second as behaving in terms of those

attributes (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). This view of acting and reacting based on

such internal attributes suggests that people will consider their own feelings and

pursue their own goals prior to considering the feelings and goals of others. This

may not be the case in non-Western contexts where the individual often defines

himself or herself by external attributes, such as on the basis of social

relationships.

As a majority of past research into language learning motivation has been

predominantly Western in origin, the theories and models subsequently developed

appear to favor Western ideals and values and hence seem more applicable in

contexts where Westerners learn other languages as such theories and models tend

to assume that all language learners view themselves as individuals first and as

members of a group second. As Japanese and other East Asian learners of English

are broadly classified as collectivists who tend to favor group over individual

concerns (Azuma, 1998; Barnlund, 1989; Beebe & Masterson, 1997; Brewer &

Gardner, 1996; Duke, 1986; Gudykunst, 1998; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994;

Gudykunst & San Antonio, 1993; Gudykunst et al., 1992; Gudykunst, Guzley, &

Ota, 1993; Hedstrom, 1992; Heine & Lehman, 1997; Hofstede, 1980; Kitayama,

Markus, Matsumoto, & Norasakkunkit, 1997; Lebra, 1993; Lee, 1991; Littlewood,

1999, 2001; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Menon, Morris, Chiu, & Hong, 1999;

Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994; Nathan, Marsella, Horvatch, & Coolidge, 1999;

Phalet & Lens, 1995; Shuji, 1999; Stephan, Stephan, Saito, & Barnett, 1998;

Triandis, 1989, 1995a, 1995b; Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, Asai, & Lucca,
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1988), it can be surmised that such learners will pay more attention to the

thoughts and feelings of those around them than would the typical Western

language learner, or possibly even those who learn languages in Western EFL

contexts.

Researchers and language practitioners can no longer take for granted

language learners all viewing themselves and approaching language learning the

same way. As people in Japan “think, act and feel that their group is more

important than their individual identity” (Christie, 1988, p. 5), it is conceivable

that whatever motivations Japanese learners may have toward learning English

may be filtered through their collectivistic perspective. As a result, they may not

approach their language learning in ways similar to individualistic Westerners.

The effects of collectivism and underlying cultural influences like those found

in Japan remain unexplored dimensions of language learning motivation. The

Japanese language learning experience may be influenced by the Japanese

people’s cultural background that stresses, among other things, harmony,

consensus, and empathy. Language learners from collectivistic societies may have

individual goals for their learning, much the same as do language learners in the

West, but this does not rule out other possibly more powerful incentives in the

learning environment stemming from the foundations of culturally-derived ideals

and values. One cannot assume outright that all language learners participate in

language learning only as individuals who are mainly concerned with the gaining

of a skill or with entering a foreign culture. Even the three motivation orientations

just described (i.e., integrative, instrumental, and personal motivation) may have
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completely different meanings to learners with a collectivistic cultural

background as opposed to learners raised in individualistic societies.

Attempts have been made to take the cultural differences of language learners

into account. However, the problem, as some researchers have recently noted

(Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000), lies in a concerted focus by researchers on

examining the sociocultural factors between the language learners and the target

language group and less on factors that arise from relationships within the

learners’ own culture. Gaining proficiency in a second language may have just as

much to do with perceptions of the ethnolinguistic vitality of one’s own group

(Ellis, 1994) as with social distance between groups (Schumann, 1978).

Furthermore, as noted by Wigfield et al. (1998), researchers have increasingly

recognized the impact that social influences can have on learning and motivation.

Spurred by a revival and an adopting of the work of Vygotsky (1978, as cited in

Wigfield et al., 1998), it is now posited that individual learning is inherently a

social activity (Salomon & Perkins, 1998). In the classroom this social activity

occurs via interactions with the teacher and with peers and not, in general, with

native speakers of the target language.

For collectivists in a classroom language learning setting, the degree of

recognition of and attention paid to in-group members may be many times that of

individualists. Because the classroom as a physical environment greatly

influences the interaction that takes place within it (Dörnyei & Malderez, 1997),

the learning environment itself impacts and influences students both individually

and as a group via how and what they learn. As Bong (2000) puts it, “students do
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not function in isolated compartments. Their motivation and performance are

most heavily influenced by personal beliefs and perceptions but these beliefs and

perceptions are influenced by the environments in which they function” (p. 1). If

students can be affected in such ways by their physical and cultural environment,

just how and to what extent the environment Japanese high school EFL students

find themselves in influences their FLL motivation become questions of central

concern.

Confucianism

The first step to understanding Japanese culture and its collectivistic leanings

– apparent or real – lies in understanding the influence Confucianism has had on

Japan and on many other East Asian societies. Originating in China 2,500 years

ago (Stapleton, 1995), Confucianism emphasizes order and harmony (Wray,

1999), both of which modern Japanese society still values. Even the rapid

technological advances and social changes the Japanese have experienced over

the last century have not altered the fundamental moral and ethical principles by

which many Japanese conduct their lives. It is not only Confucianism but also the

mixture of Shintoism and Buddhism that makes Japanese culture what it is today

(Barnlund, 1989).

Confucianism and Japanese education are strongly linked (Stapleton, 1995).

Originally spread in Japan through the education system and not through the

family, as was the case in China (Hawkins, 1994), the foundations of

Confucianism have traditionally strongly influenced schooling in Japan (Janesick,

1993). Even today, Japanese pedagogical ideas about discipline and engagement,
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derived from Confucian teachings about human relationships and virtues, fuel the

schools (White, 1987; Wray, 1999).

Confucian-based teaching in the schools focuses on an adherence to the

society’s hierarchical order. Students are taught that their place is below the

teacher, so they rarely question the teacher’s word, and the students show respect

by remaining silent most of the time (Stapleton, 1995). The schools “become a

kind of Confucian moral community expressing values, order and discipline,

transmitted by moral example, usually with the teacher in the lead” (Hawkins,

1994, p. 105). Eastern cultures differ from Western cultures in that the former

believe groups to possess stable properties while the latter assume that individuals

are stable while groups are not (Menon et al., 1999). This distinction illustrates

how those in the East view individuals as fluid, malleable, and, if left unchecked,

even dangerous. Teaching the existence of and assigning roles to the students is

one means by which the schools show that the individual is not an end in himself

or herself, for he or she has responsibilities and obligations to the larger, more

stable groups (Shimahara, 1998).

Harmony, orderliness, and correctness are also important Confucian elements,

as are effort and hard work (Boocock, 1992; Janesick, 1993; Stapleton, 1995).

Innate ability means little in the face of effort for many East Asian societies, as

such societies believe that effort has the perceived effect of overriding ability.

Effort and self-discipline are considered important (see below) as they are thought

to be indispensable for a person to reach their goals. Failure can even be

countered by increased efforts and not necessarily by ability (Littlewood, 1999).
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Understanding these different (or at least differing) ideals can bring “an increased

awareness of what does and does not motivate Japanese students” (Stapleton,

1995, p. 16).

Collectivism

Beebe and Masterson (1997) state that there is ample evidence to show that

individuals from different cultures will interpret situations and concepts

differently. This is true from the standpoints of communication, status, and

nonverbal behavior (Beebe & Masterson, 1997) to views of the self and others

(Markus & Kitayama, 1991). For the Japanese, a major component of culture is

the web of human relationships and how individuals in that culture base their

conceptions on relatedness with others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Shimizu,

1999).

 Two major indicators can be said to characterize Japanese culture: people

making efforts to maintain harmony with in-group members and interdependence

with others. Although not mutually exclusive, the former arises as an action of

those within the culture while the latter arises from how individuals in the culture

view and define themselves. Interdependence and the defining of oneself via

relationships with others entail fundamental differences in how the self is

construed when compared to cultural tendencies found in the West (Brewer &

Gardner, 1996; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Triandis, 1989).

The individualism-collectivism split is one of the major dimensions of cultural

variability by which people explain behavior stemming from cultural differences

(Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994; Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994). It is not uncommon
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to differentiate cultures along this dimension (Littlewood, 1999), and it has even

been claimed that the individualism-collectivism dichotomy is “the most

important world view that differentiates cultures” (Triandis, 1994, p. 286, as cited

in Stephan et al., 1998). Although more currently viewed as lying on a continuum

(Littlewood, 2001), Adamopolous (1999) refers to a sufficient amount of evidence

that suggests cultures can be reliably distinguished on the basis of individualistic

or collectivistic tendencies among the general populace. One reason the Japanese

are considered to be collectivist in nature is because of Hofstede’s (1980) major

comparative study on different cultures across dozens of nations.

Defined, collectivism refers to

a value system in which a person’s identity, attitudes and actions are

determined to a large degree by the groups to which he or she belongs,

especially so-called “ingroups” with which there is regular and close

interaction (e.g., those based on family ties or, in some societies, the working

unit). A person does not claim rights which would affirm individual interests

in opposition to those of the ingroup. (Littlewood, 2001, p. 4-5)

Conversely, Littlewood describes individualism as a value system in which

people can claim rights to self-fulfillment and freedom of choice in spite of

potential conflicts with in-group members. People in individualistic societies

often have a wider range of looser out-groups, unlike the narrow range of tighter

and fewer in-groups of those in collectivistic societies. Collectivists also require

and expect individuals to fit into groups, pursue group goals, be concerned about

social relationships, and work for the common good (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994;
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Oetzel, 1998; Triandis, 1995b), while individualists place emphasis on their own

goals and self-realization (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994; Triandis, 1995b). The

distinction has also been made in the literature (Condon, 1984, as cited in Christie,

1988; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994; Kennedy & Yaginuma, 1991; Ting-Toomey,

1988, as cited in Oetzel, 1998) that individualists like Americans draw more upon

an “I” identity while collectivists like the Japanese originate more from a “we”

identity. The interdependent person will therefore include others in the definition

of the self (Feldman, 1999). On the whole, the collectivism definition appears to

better characterize the Japanese whereas the individualism definition does not.

The defining attitudes of individualism and collectivism as described by

Triandis (1995b) can be found in the nature of the self (i.e., autonomy versus

interdependence), goal structures (i.e., personal or group goal priority), attitudes

and self-needs versus norms and duties, and communal relationships versus

exchange relationships. The collectivist will include others in the definition of the

self while the individualist will not (Feldman, 1999; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994).

This construction of the self that emphasizes collectivity, group identification,

relationality, and interdependence is juxtaposed with the Western construction of

the self that emphasizes individuality, independence, autonomy, and separateness

(Nathan et al., 1999). This defining of the self in terms of a group or groups, as

well as the subordination of personal goals to group goals and emotional

attachment to the group (Triandis et al., 1988) clearly separate the collectivist

from the individualist.
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Interdependence

Markus and Kitayama (1991) describe being interdependent as seeing oneself

as part of a social relationship where one recognizes that one’s behavior is

“determined, contingent on, and, to a large extent organized by what the actor

perceives to be the thoughts, feelings, and actions of others in the relationship” (p.

227). For those with an interdependent self, to feel complete and meaningful

means to be connected to others by being involved in social relationships, even if

the relationships are disadvantageous (Triandis, 1995a). Active and continuous

participation with others — and to be less differentiated from them — lay at the

heart of the definition of the interdependent self.

People raised in East Asian societies tend to view themselves as

interdependent and define and evaluate themselves in terms of how they fit into

their social setting and fulfill their social and cultural obligations (Markus &

Kitayama, 1991; Stephan et al., 1998). Whereas Western concepts of the self

involve terms that include individualist, egocentric, autonomous, and idiocentric,

these terms do not necessarily hold true for Eastern concepts of the self. Instead,

the self is viewed as being connected with the surrounding context, and it is the

“other” or the “self-in-relation-to-other” that is central to the individual

experience (Markus & Kitayama, 1991).

The main cultural task for those in interdependent cultures would be to create

and affirm their social relationships. By doing so, the self can be seen as

participating in a relationship by its fitting into and adjusting to that relationship

(Kitayama et al., 1997). Being interdependent “involves the willingness and
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ability to feel and think what others are feeling and thinking, to absorb this

information without being told, and then to help others satisfy their wishes and

realize their goals” (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p. 229).

If one belongs to an interdependent group or culture, one’s self-construal

involves defining oneself in relation to others (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994).

Others are important, for they provide clues to a person’s own ability, especially

by approval or disapproval from those giving feedback. In such instances,

approval is taken to mean one has ability while disapproval means ability is

lacking (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Additionally, interdependent selves can be

“significantly shaped and governed by a consideration of the reactions of others”

(Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p. 225). The Japanese in particular can only be

socially self-realized by being dedicated to and fulfilling their perceived role as a

member of an interconnected network (Sato, 1998).

Although others play a greater role for interdependent rather than independent

selves, those with interdependent selves are not lacking in individuality, nor is it

the case that they cannot express their own opinions in front of a group. Rather,

expressing abilities and judgments are assigned secondary roles, for the “I”

perspective is inhibited in order to better understand and react appropriately to the

thoughts and feelings of others. To feel good about themselves, people with

interdependent construals of the self must be in reciprocal relationships where

they can gain feelings of belonging, of fitting in, of occupying one’s proper place,

and of maintaining harmony. Interdependent people are driven by an empathy

with others and by identifying their needs and desires, which in turn creates a
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reciprocal relationship whereby the parties involved enhance each other’s esteem.

Any internal desires such as self-assertion or the expression of internal attributes

are suppressed, which is an important sign of maturity (Markus & Kitayama,

1991).

In the case of the Japanese, they too as collectivists do not necessarily lose

their individuality. To be sure, there are generally negative connotations the

Japanese assign to individuality, but only in connection with kojinshugi (個人主

義 , “individualism”), which connotes selfishness and self-centeredness. The

Japanese distinguish this from kosei (個性, “individuality”), which emphasizes

the inner qualities of a person such as their heart, spirit, and freedom (Hoffman,

2000). In Japanese society one must strive to evince an interdependent self or risk

being considered too individualistic, or katte (勝手), which means “selfish”

(Yamada, 1997).

For the Japanese, human beings live fundamentally in relationships. In fact,

the word in Japanese for “human being” is ningen (人間), which literally means

“between person and person” (Fereshteh, 1992). As Lebra (1993) expresses, the

“Japanese person not only acts in response to, but perceives his/herself as

contingent upon, the social nexus” (p. 55). Individuality can only come if first

developed from harmonious relations between peers in a context of social

interaction (Sato, 1998).

There are several aspects of collectivism and interdependence that appear

influential in the Japanese situational context and are uniquely regarded and

defined by the Japanese themselves. In an attempt to get to an emic frame of
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reference concerning the attitudes and actions of the Japanese, an understanding

of these indigenous terms can be used to better explain the collectivism and

interdependence of the Japanese. Although far from being exhaustive, the more

important ones are briefly enumerated and described below:

Tatemae/Honne

Tatemae (建前) is defined as established rules or principles that are considered

natural and proper (Doi, 1991) or as one’s publicly acceptable self (Shimizu,

1999). It is used so that people may not divulge their true feelings or beliefs to

others, usually so that they may remain polite to others and avoid hurting others’

feelings. The opposite of tatemae is honne (本音), what Shimizu (1999) calls a

person’s real intentions or feelings or their sense of self that is individual-directed

or self-directed. In most situations, a person will have these real feelings or

background motives that do not disappear in social situations (Morisaki &

Gudykunst, 1994). Numerous scholars make note of tatemae and honne when

discussing the Japanese (Doi, 1991; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994; Hedstrom,

1992; Naito & Gielen, 1992; Shimizu, 1999; Triandis, 1989) because the Japanese

base their observable outward actions and consequently conceal their true feelings

by means of this tatemae/honne distinction.

The importance of people using tatemae and occupying their “proper place” in

Japanese culture cannot be overemphasized (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994;

Triandis, 1989). Because building a consensus is more important than stating

personal opinions or feelings, displaying a public self that does not disturb the

harmony created between other people is a continuous goal for any Japanese
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(Beebe & Masterson, 1997; Dien, 1999; Doi, 1991; Naito & Gielen, 1992;

Triandis, 1989).

This dualism of tatemae/honne is expected in Japanese adults, as they should

have the full moral and intellectual capacities to comprehend the need for them

and know when to demonstrate which. Whether or not adolescents understand

how to distinguish and use the two remains uncertain, although Naito and Gielen

(1992) found these two concepts recognized by adolescents as being necessary to

be a “mature adult” and that the dualism can create problems for the socialization

and education of Japanese youth. Triandis (1995b) notes that in Japan children,

because they are immature, are expected to behave according to their attitudes and

feelings but that sophisticated adults will act in a proper manner, regardless of

whether this matches their feelings or not. A study by Shimizu (1999) found

teenagers to be divided between inward-directed and outward-directed senses of

the self, suggesting that even young teenagers do consider others.

Uchi/Soto

Defining in-groups and out-groups for the Japanese comes from the uchi/soto

(内/外, or “inside/outside”) dichotomy. Because an interdependent self-construal

comes from defining oneself in terms of relations to others (Gudykunst & Nishida,

1994), just which others are being related to must be recognized. One’s behavior

will depend on the presence of members of the same group, the uchi, or members

of a different group, the soto or the out-group. This is because in an uchi

encounter, individuals will be able to more readily reveal their true feelings (e.g.,

honne). If it is a soto encounter, tatemae will prevail and the individual will only
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reveal what is socially acceptable (Yamada, 1992).

Omoiyari and the spoken word

No one word has been able to capture the full meaning of omoiyari (思いや

り) in English, and although Travis (1996) is reluctant to do so, she describes it as

a kind of “intuitive understanding” (p. 235) of wants, thoughts, and feelings that

go unexpressed, and includes the taking up of a course of action based on this

understanding. Lebra (1976, as cited in Travis, 1996) took favor with the term

“empathy” to describe omoiyari, and viewed it as one of the indispensable

Japanese virtues.

Omoiyari is important because the Japanese will not state openly their

thoughts and opinions, partly because of tatemae and partly because of the belief

that what is verbally expressed cannot be a true reflection of a person’s feelings

(Lebra, 1976, as cited in Travis, 1996). A person with omoiyari will perform an

action for another so that the other person will feel good and, conversely, prevent

them from feeling something bad. This action comes about, however, not because

of anything expressed between the parties involved but because one person has an

understanding of the other and does something for their benefit (Travis, 1996).

The significance of omoiyari can be seen in the general distrust the Japanese

have of the spoken word and in their preference for silence (Barnlund, 1989;

Lewis, 1996; Thompson, 1987). This mistrust of language arises due to the belief

that language is not an adequate medium for conveying meaning and feelings. If

someone has omoiyari, as they should if they are a good and proper Japanese

person, they should understand the thoughts and feelings of others without having
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to resort to language (Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000). As should be evident, this

distrust of language and the desire by the Japanese to preserve harmony by

refraining from using explicit verbal language both are related to the

tatemae/honne dichotomy (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994) just discussed.

Conversational norms vary by culture (Beebe & Masterson, 1997). Many

scholars have discussed how the conversational norms of Japanese present them

as being typically less verbal, vague, evasive, and sometimes overly polite. They

appear to rely on intuition and indirect nonverbal communication and avoid direct

communication compared with individualists, especially Americans (Abecasis-

Phillips, 1994; Barnlund, 1989; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994; Keaten, Kelly, &

Pribyl, 1997; Kinosita, 1988; Kubota, 1999; Lewis, 1996; McDaniel, 1993; Naito

& Gielen, 1992; Nishiyama, 2000), all of which present social benefits in

Japanese society. Originating from Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism, the

unspoken word in Japanese culture is considered sacred (Yamada, 1997). Direct

communication is avoided because it is seen as secondary, a source of conflict

(Barnlund, 1989), unreliable (McDaniel, 1993), and a reactive stance. Instead,

being a careful listener and judge of social situations is favored (Lewis, 1996).

The Japanese proverb of “the mouth is the source of calamity” exemplifies the

belief that language can only create problems (Yamada, 1992).

Giri and obligations

Giri can be thought of as obligation toward others in the most formal of senses

(Naito & Gielen, 1992). One will acquire giri depending on one’s social role. For

the Japanese, to ignore giri is unthinkable because giri helps strengthen
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relationships in society (Kennedy & Yaginuma, 1991) and because of the strong

desire by the Japanese to belong (Duke, 1986; Kennedy & Yaginuma, 1991),

which may be more important than any specific activities people can undertake.

Evincing external public qualities that make those in collectivistic societies

consider themselves as respectable and worthy of true interpersonal relationships

are of central concern (Markus & Kitayama, 1991).

Giri is directly related to achievement in the East because of the strong

influence it exerts in the sphere of the school or work setting. In the West,

achievement goals have been strongly associated with autonomy and competition

and have been thought to be intrinsic in nature. Social and moral goals, such as

pleasing parents and fulfilling societal obligations, have traditionally been

considered extrinsic. However, Phalet and Lens (1995) reject this Western notion

of what is intrinsic to a person by saying that group loyalty and cooperation as

parts of achievement motivation can likewise be intrinsic in nature. In East Asian

societies, these social and moral goals are central and require the individual to

make decisions and even sacrifices in achievement settings that individualists

would rarely consider. For collectivists, private feelings are pushed aside in favor

of interpersonal harmony, and interpersonal contexts take priority over the

individual’s needs and wants. As Markus and Kitayama (1991) put it, “pushing

oneself ahead of others and actively seeking success does not appear to be

universally valued” (p. 241).

For collectivists, a sense of accomplishment, achievement, success, or failure

originate from outside the individual and can only come about so long as there is
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a relation with others, such as the family, peers, or one’s company. Consequently,

there must be societal obligations present to connect people with others (Phalet &

Lens, 1995). The Japanese and other East Asian societies occasionally face the

dilemma of having to accommodate themselves to others at the expense of not

attending to their own personal needs, but they will tend to respond to such

situations in a particular way, that is, by dealing with their obligations to others

first and considering themselves second. Fulfilling societal obligation prior to

personal ones is important if one wishes to keep relationships in harmony and

keep from being shunned (Barnlund, 1989). For collectivists like the Japanese,

considering oneself after considering others is the best way to help oneself, for

adjusting to others will bring assistance, as reciprocity is obligatory (Triandis,

1995b).

Other Japanese terms are worth exploring, such as sunao (素直), which means

“obedient,” “weak,” or “docile,” and amae (甘え), which is a kind of mutual

dependence with others (McDaniel, 1993), as they too help explain how the

Japanese interact with others and approach social situations. In lieu of an

extended look at words explaining the Japanese psyche, the discussion will now

turn to their views of groups and how they interact with members of said groups.

Harmony and the Group

Life in Japan generally revolves around groups and activities within groups

(Shimahara, 1979; White, 1987). The principle way the Japanese evince their

collectivistic and interdependent tendencies is by defining themselves in terms of

others in their in-groups (Befu, 1986, as cited in Shimahara, 1998; Kiefer, 1976,
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as cited in Shimahara, 1998), by their relationships, and by their group-serving

biases (Heine & Lehman, 1997). Gudykunst (1998) follows Triandis’ (1988)

definition of in-groups, which he defined as “groups of people about whose

welfare one is concerned, with whom one is willing to cooperate without

demanding equitable returns, and separation from whom leads to discomfort or

even pain” (p. 75). As the Japanese draw a sharper distinction between in-group

and out-group members than do Westerners (Triandis, 1988), those in the West do

not usually feel this way (Triandis, 1995a).

Lebra (1976, as cited in Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994) points out that

collectivism involves, among other things, cooperation, solidarity, and a feeling of

“oneness” with in-group members, which is an overall accurate depiction of the

Japanese. They, like other collectivistic cultures, generally have a small number of

in-groups (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994). As a consequence these groups exert a

considerable influence on their members (Triandis, 1988).

The Japanese have a paramount need to belong and be permanent members of

their in-groups so that they will have a lasting identity and, ultimately, lifelong

protection (Nishiyama, 2000; Shimahara, 1979). Once set as an in-group,

members will display loyalty to other members of that group (Duke, 1986), will

make sacrifices to the group (Triandis, 1995b), and will accept the norms and

values of that group in order to foster solidarity (Gudykunst et al., 1992).

Discussions of groups in Western literature make reference to people joining

groups (Beebe & Masterson, 1997; Gehle, 1984). For the Japanese, joining entails

very different sets of circumstances. For example, more typical in the West is the
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notion of choice in joining groups. This notion may not adequately reflect

collectivistic societies’ people who have little or no choice of in-group selection

or who join groups not for personal satisfaction or enjoyment but rather out of a

sense of duty or obligation. The act of joining a group implies individualistic

tendencies, and in Japanese schools or companies, one has little choice as to

which group one will belong.

Because of this lack of choice, the question becomes whether or not a

Japanese high school classroom can be considered a true unit and thus applicable

to Western-derived group research analysis. von Cranach (1996) defines groups as

acting units that act as a whole. Although this definition may accurately define

groups in work-related settings like companies or factories, mainly because of the

setting and pursuit of a common goal and because activities are coordinated for

successful outcomes for the group and not necessarily for individual members

(Kerr, Aronoff, & Messé, 2000), its applicability is dubious when related to

explaining groups as they are found in classrooms due to there being no

“coordination” to reach a single goal for the entire class.

Some researchers posit that others in the classroom (i.e., peers) must be

considered group members (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Some like Gehle (1984)

take the opposite stance because students in the classroom do not function

according to the rules and laws discovered to govern “small groups” or “work

groups” according to the definitions of group dynamic theory. The lack of

research of group dynamics in classroom settings is mentioned by Dörnyei and

Kormos (2000), who state that the influence of a language learner’s peers has yet
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to be considered in language learning research, which is a major oversight

because many communication-oriented teaching methodologies involve pairs or

small groups of students.

Special attention is paid by the Japanese to maintaining and supporting in-

groups, which is done by the members actively seeking good relations with fellow

members. The process of group maintenance includes averting dissonance in

social situations and avoiding hurting others’ feelings (Kinosita, 1988; Markus &

Kitayama, 1991), being indirect with others (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994;

Nishiyama, 1995), valuing silence (Hasegawa & Gudykunst, 1998), and

downplaying oneself and one’s abilities (Heine & Lehman, 1997; Karasawa,

2001; Kitayama et al., 1997; Muramoto & Yamaguchi, 1997), all of which can be

said to encompass the Japanese notion of wa (和, or “harmony”).

Wa is a central value in Japanese culture (Gudykunst, 1998; Nishiyama, 2000)

because of the belief that harmonious relations must be maintained at all times

and because of the tatemae/honne distinction where wa is first developed and then

maintained via tatemae rather than honne (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994). Although

an individual’s feelings (i.e., a person’s honne) should not be ignored, neither can

they be allowed to interfere with relationships. They cannot be allowed to openly

clash with the feelings, opinions, or interests of others, as they would most likely

be a source of harmony-breaking tension (Naito & Gielen, 1992).

Thus, in Japanese society, motivation based on self-interest is deferred in

favor of fulfilling social roles and enhancing group life (Imamura, 1991) and

creating social situations that are pleasant for others (Triandis, 1995a). Harmony
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— its creation and preservation in interpersonal relations — concerns attention

being paid in an outward manner by attending to and fitting in with others,

avoidance of conflict among members of one’s in-group(s), and modest self-

presentation (Christie, 1988; Fukue, 1991; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Stephan et

al., 1998; Triandis, 1995b; Triandis & Singelis, 1998). This belief in the creation

and preservation of harmony with others is rooted in the Japanese philosophical

belief that all elements have harmony and are not fundamentally separated. Such a

belief is found at all levels of Japanese life, from schooling to attitudes toward

human relationships (Fereshteh, 1992).

This pursuit of harmony by the Japanese causes strong identification with a

larger group at the expense of people thinking of themselves as individuals

(Christie, 1988), the result of which produces powerful consequences in learning

situations. One such consequence is “groupism,” defined by Hinenoya and

Gatbonton (2000) as “harmonization within the in-group, achieved when

members downplay their individualism for the well-being of the group” (p. 229).

These authors remark that groupism can lead to people working within the

confines of their in-group. They mention other scholars like Inagaki (1989) who

state that the gaining of knowledge in Japan can be hindered in group settings

when harmony is valued so as to avoid conflict with others. Barnlund (1989)

would agree, as would Gehle (1984), who stated that norms of in-group behavior

that overly stress cordiality and harmonious relations over work or learning could

produce inefficiency.

Harmony and groupism in Japanese culture promotes conformity among in-
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group members (Kubota, 1999; Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994; Naito & Gielen,

1992; Nishiyama, 2000; Phalet & Lens, 1995) and creates norms for members to

follow. Norms are the “rules groups develop to delimit the range of actions among

members by ensuring the predictability of member actions under specified

circumstances” (Gehle, 1984, p. 29). Norms of behavior can be found in both

collectivist and individualist cultures, but norms more strongly affect the former

(Triandis, 1989). The norms found in Japanese culture include acquiescing to the

will of the group (Beebe & Masterson, 1997; Gehle, 1984), working to achieve

group rather than individual goals (Hedstrom, 1992), and being sensitive to the

concerns of others (Cave, 2001).

Some scholars like Cave (2001) take the view of collectivists as conformists

to be overly stereotypical and assert that displays of individuality are not

unknown in Japan. Hamilton, Blumenfeld, Akoh, & Miura (1989) go so far as to

say that conformity is not as other-directed as it may seem, for the norms and

rules of society are so internalized by the Japanese that the conformity and

empathy generated are so internal and individually recognized that they are

naturally directed outward, thus suggesting conformity to external pressures and

striving individually for achievement’s sake to be complementary rather than

contradictory ideas in Japan.

It is acknowledged that theories of the social self that deal with the cross-

cultural differences between individual and interpersonal selves all recognize that

different self-construals may coexist and be activated within an individual at

different times in different contexts for different reasons (Brewer & Gardner,
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1996). A similar notion is raised by Hamaguchi (1985), who said that selfness is

not constant like the ego but is fluid and changes through time and according to

the interpersonal relationship in question. Placing emphasis on conformity to

group expectations, says Hoffman (2000), does not mean the Japanese inner self

is lost or otherwise negated. She refers to Hendry (1992), who remarks that

because the Japanese have such a rigid distinction between their public and

private selves that they in fact are able to retain a considerable amount of freedom

and certainly do not lack “individuality.”

Gudykunst and Nishida (1994) and Matsumoto, Kudoh, and Takeuchi (1996,

as cited in Dien, 1999) note how there are personal and social identities in people

and that one will tend to predominate depending on the nature and context of the

social situation. Befu (1977, as cited in Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994) would not

agree that the Japanese are blind in their aims for group solidarity. Instead, they

have personal ambitions to which they aspire, but because the Japanese are a

group-oriented society they exhibit loyalty to their in-groups primarily because it

pays to do so, such as by providing a person protection from criticism (Hogg,

1996; Triandis, 1995a).

Interdependence, Harmony, and Learning in Japanese Schools

How does the underlying Japanese culture that emphasizes interdependence

and harmony affect how the Japanese raise and educate their children in the

schools and in turn affect how the children as students approach the task of

learning? Because relationships are regarded in Japan as being more important

than innate or biologically derived drives (White, 1987), the Japanese believe
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children to be particularly sensitive to their social environment. As a consequence,

children are encouraged and thus will be more likely to take up group goals over

individual goals (Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994). However, if one accepts the

assertion that collectivistic or interdependent students do not in fact lose their

individuality — and by association their own aspirations and objectives, however

disguised or downplayed — the puzzle still remains as to just which goals

students strive to complete: their individual goals or goals that are decided by,

centered on, or concern others. Boekaerts (1998, as cited in Dörnyei, 2000) put it

best by saying the following:

Interdependent learning situations…require students to balance many goals

and tasks simultaneously. In these social settings students may feel that they

have to satisfy incongruent or even mutually exclusive goals, such as

acquiring a new cognitive skill (mastery goal), coping with the threat of losing

face (well-being goal), pleasing one’s friends and pleasing the teacher (social

goals)…We know very little about how students determine goal priority and

how they change their learning strategies and goal commitment in function of

perceived goal conflict. We also know next to nothing about students’

capacity to regulate divergent goals in terms of top-down and bottom-up goal

processes (movement in their goal hierarchy) and about the tradeoffs that

students make in terms of investing resources. (p. 21)

The Japanese education system is designed to foster collaboration between

students as a means to prepare them to become proper members of society, for

even though the Japanese value strong family relationships, it is the socialization
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that occurs in children’s groups primarily in the schools that are deemed “both

natural and essential for full human development” (Boocock, 1992, p. 176).

Japanese children learn from an early age, in some cases even before they enter

the school system, to work and learn harmoniously in dyadic relationships with

others (Nishiyama, 2000; Tobin, Wu, & Davidson, 1989, as cited in Ortiz, 1997).

This group-oriented work occurs on a daily basis in the schools and is considered

by the Japanese to be a crucial part of their self-development (Dien, 1999).

With the schools relying so heavily on groupism and classroom activities that

promote group participation (New York State Education Department [NYSED],

1992), a sense of group loyalty is fostered in the students. Individualism and

autonomy, both of which would be contradictory to the teacher-centered

classrooms prevalent in Japan, are consequently discouraged (Littlewood, 1999).

One of the self-designated roles of the schools is to transform what the Japanese

would call selfish and immature youngsters into group-minded citizens who will

readily function first in the group-oriented school system and then later in their

group-oriented society. In time, the children are expected to learn what all

Japanese adults are supposed to know: that channeling one’s energy and devoting

oneself to the group will bring about a sense of personal satisfaction (Shimahara,

1979).

As a result of the structure of the schools, Japanese students become far more

intimate with their classmates (i.e., members of their perceived in-group) and

have more attributional confidence regarding their classmates than do their U.S.

counterparts (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1986, as cited in Gudykunst et al., 1992).
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Schools make heavy use of symbols such as identical uniforms for the students

and nametags in order to promote a sense of togetherness in the students (Ortiz,

1997). Strict observance by the students of rules and the ordering of the physical

body and its appearance is also stressed, for the physical is meant to reflect the

inner spiritual condition (Hoffman, 2000). This stress on obedience is in line with

collectivistic views on child rearing, for obedience prepares children to carry out

the duties and obligations expected of them (Triandis, 1995b).

As with previous research presenting skeptical views of stereotypes and

clichés of collectivists in general and of the Japanese group-oriented culture

specifically, some current researchers have questioned if the concentration in the

schools on groups and group activities actually leads to a loss of self identity and

individuality. Hoffman (2000) mentions several scholars (cf. Rosenberger, 1992;

Sato, 1996) who believe that the Japanese are more “relations” oriented than

group oriented, meaning that the self and the group are not really at odds with

each other in the Japanese classroom. Instead, consideration toward and

enhancement of the group should lead to the enhancement and not erasure of the

individual (White, 1987; White & LeVine, 1986).

As with other areas of Japanese society, harmony with those in one’s

surroundings (i.e., one’s in-group) is encouraged in the schools. This is not to say

that individual qualities are discouraged, but rather that more emphasis is placed

on showing the children that they need to contribute to the good of society

(Simmons, 1990). White and LeVine (1986) state that in schools, “personal

performance is seen not only as evidence of individual ability, contributing to an
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identity demonstrated by skills. It is also a way of cementing one’s place in the

social environment because it provides evidence of moral character and

appropriateness to the milieu” (p. 56).

Groupism and Motivation to Learn an L2

In the realm of language learning, researchers have begun to examine the

effect of groupism, group cohesion, and cooperative learning on various language

criterion measures. The examining of these effects marks a shift in motivation

research, which has traditionally taken motivation to be a characteristic of

individuals and hence emphasized “self” variables (Wigfield et al., 1998). The

more it has been realized that the language learning classroom is an

interdependent rather than strictly independent learning context, the more

researchers have posited that classroom aspects (e.g., tasks, teachers, and

students) and social organization can all interact to impact and affect learning

(Clément et al., 1994; Dörnyei & Malderez, 1997; Eccles et al., 1998; Ryan &

Stiller, 1991; Wigfield et al., 1998). Acknowledging the influence of group

characteristics has even lead to the incorporating of facets of the language

learning situation such as group-specific motivational components like goal-

orientedness, the norm and reward systems found in the classroom, group

cohesion, and classroom goal structures into constructs of L2 motivation (Dörnyei,

1994a).

Cultural and societal conventions and norms do not get left behind at the

classroom door. The students bring them into the classroom as they interact with

each other, with the teacher, and as they carry out their learning tasks. For
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instance, Roskams’ (1999) study with Chinese university EFL students found

preferences among the learners that appeared in line with Chinese cultural

collectivistic tendencies, such as to work with others because of the belief that

two people can make better decisions than one person alone and because good

relations were perceived as more important than getting good marks.

Cultural tendencies may guide much of the behavior, and in turn the

cognitions and motivation, of those in any culture, be they individualistic or

collectivistic (Triandis, 1995b). The behaviors can at best only be called

tendencies and cannot be applied to every individual within those cultures, but the

tendencies that have been previously identified are based on the influence of

culture on psychological processes (Triandis, 1989). These tendencies can

develop in the people in these societies “a particular set of psychological

processes that are attuned to and therefore support and reproduce the prevalent

patterns of this cultural system” (Kitayama et al., 1997, p. 1247).

Differences in culture can lead to different self-construals and hence different

types of cognitions and motivational processes (Kitayama et al., 1997; Markus &

Kitayama, 1991). Thus, one may even say that “culture is an antecedent of

psychological processes, in which self-representations act as a mediator of

cultural influences on cognitive, affective, and motivational processes” (Kashima

& Kashima, 1999, p. 81). Others have posited that differences between

individualistic and societal cultures will affect how people will interact with

others, which in turn affects their mental processes and finally their achievement

motivational drives, such as to either fit in with others in meaningful social
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relationships as collectivists might or break away from others and strive to make

oneself distinctive in the fashion of a typical individualist (Dörnyei, 2001;

Kitayama et al., 1997; Littlewood, 2001; Phalet & Lens, 1995).

Researchers (Phalet & Lens, 1995; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996) note that cross-

cultural studies strongly suggest that different cultures may classify and express

varying attributions and motivation in different ways. This lies as a challenge to

the traditional Western-based research that assumes individual-based motivation

instead of possible cooperative task goals more common in collectivistic societies.

In non-Western cultures where there is a collectivistic leaning, achievement

motivation is intimately tied to group-loyalty motives and is less concerned with

individual accomplishment than with social and collective successes, including

benefits to others and the creation and maintaining of meaningful social

relationships (Kitayama et al., 1997; Phalet & Lens, 1995). Indeed,

interdependent people are clearly motivated to do “those actions that enhance or

foster one’s relatedness or connection to others” (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p.

235). These authors go on to say that this does not mean that those with

interdependent selves have a greater need for affiliation. Rather, interdependence

in people is reflected in motives of concern to make proper adjustments in oneself

in order to occupy the proper place with respect to others.

Taking into account culture and sociocultural values alongside educational

goals and norms can bring into focus a potential dilemma for the students. On the

one hand, it can be expected that the students in the classroom will have their

sociocultural values in place. These values “are ethical or normative in the sense
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that they say what ought or should be approached or avoided. They say what is

good and what is bad” (Phalet & Lens, 1995, p. 32). For collectivists like the

Japanese, this would entail all that has been explained above, such as desiring to

be a part of a group and maintaining harmony with in-group members. On the

other hand, as also pointed out, the Japanese still have their own personalities and

evince an underlying individuality.

However, following only cultural norms in an educational setting — even in a

collectivistic one like Japan — can potentially produce conflict. Ginsberg and

Wlodkowski (2000), although talking primarily about learning contexts that are

ethnically and culturally diverse, note that students may find themselves in a very

serious quandary if they have been socialized to value collectivistic-appearing

tendencies like modesty and cooperation, yet in the schools are expected to be

self-promoting and competitive. The sociocultural values (i.e., what is culturally

or socially desirable) may be at odds with individual motives and goals, or that to

which one aspires and strives (Phalet & Lens, 1995).

This conflict of valuing the self versus others by contrasting individual needs

or motivation with group needs and motivation has been pointed out in the

Japanese educational situation by Shimizu (1999). In his study, he found there

were tensions between the public and private selves for Japanese middle and high

school students and at base in the “Japanese cultural context, human relationships,

not individually transcendent personality traits, are at the foundation of the sense

of achievement motivation” (p. 67). When asked questions such as what is the

most important or meaningful thing to do in their lives, though the students gave
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very self-oriented answers, they also indicated tendencies of self-criticism based

on the point of view of others. Based on the patterns of responses, Shimizu

concluded that the students’ private senses of self were in a state of tension. The

students, he said, were forced to work through this conflict in their stories of

“achievement motivation,” as these two domains were often in a mutually

contradictory relationship with each other.

It therefore appears as if Japanese high school students are first aware of

themselves as being individuals and of other groups taking a place of prominence

and importance in their lives, then see a conflict involving which should take

precedence over the other, and then work to resolve that conflict. Questions

remain of how the students attempt to resolve this conflict and if conflict

resolution is possible. In Japan, socialization for achievement orientation involves

encouraging dependence (Shimahara, 1979), but how can this dependence and

harmony with others survive the competition to enter university? Similarly,

Roskams (1999) supposed that societies or situations that involve high collectivist

and high achievement orientations could potentially cause “conflict of concerns

between getting a good grade in the competitive university system and being

socially responsible” (p. 94) to others.

As previously discussed, students may have multiple goals in classroom

learning situations, but it remains unclear if and how foreign language learners

like Japanese high school students strike a balance between culturally acceptable

goals of group orientation and personally important academic goals such as the

language acquisition necessary for advancement to university. What are their
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obligation orientations, and how can the students compete for the scarce slots to

university every year and still maintain the dependence and harmonious

relationships that are culturally valued in society and are even stressed in the

educational system? These are precisely the questions asked in the present study.

Section III: The Japanese Education System

One further cultural consideration beyond the collectivistic or interdependent

way of thinking undoubtedly impacts the language learning experience, and by

association the language learning motivation, of these students: the Japanese

education system. The underpinnings of Japanese education should be scrutinized,

an act which Johnson and Johnson (1996) fully support because of the large

amount of time Japanese students spend in schools. With their research into

Japanese schools, they were hardly shocked to find that the education system

plays the tremendous role that it does in determining the fabric of Japanese

society as a whole.

With the complexity of the agenda of the Japanese education system, even a

brief look at the background of the Japanese education system provides

perspective in attempts to assess from where motivation and obligation

orientations may arise. Expounding upon the Japanese education system

highlights differences in Western and Japanese education practices (the practices

of the former most likely being common knowledge to most Westerners while the

latter’s practices may be wholly unknown and at times even surprising to the

uninitiated). A background look will also provide the necessary frame of reference

for explaining and discussing other important topics such as Japanese high school
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English classes, university entrance examinations, issues of group membership

and group harmony over individual expression, and the teaching of morality in the

schools, which itself is meant to foster harmony and other social ends considered

important in collectivistic societies. In fact, it may be argued that to first know

how the education system works is the only way one can come to know how the

schools apparently pull the students in two seemingly opposite directions:

teaching the students to work as a group and preserve harmony on the one hand

while on the other teaching them to make tremendous efforts in learning school

subjects so that as individuals they can gain knowledge and skills sufficient to

pass the university entrance examinations, the veritable reason d’etre for students’

high school learning.

The topic of the Japanese education system will here be discussed with the

underlying agenda of looking at Japan as an education-oriented society, and that

the education of the students in Japan focuses on two major themes beyond just

the transfer of knowledge: (a) teaching the students socially acceptable behavior

(i.e., to become part of and work as a group), and (b) preparing the students for

the university entrance examinations. These two areas ultimately present what I

deem to be a dilemma for Japanese high school students: a culture and education

system that teaches them to value the group but to also do well individually on the

university entrance examinations, which are considered by some to be a rite of

passage (Shimahara, 1979). Being taught their whole lives to function in a group

yet also being forced to dedicate their efforts to passing the examinations for their

own benefit could have a powerful effect on how they learn English in the group-
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oriented setting of the high school classroom.

Background to Japanese Education

As with all formal education systems, the underlying foundations and

principles of a society get transmitted by means of education to subsequent

generations. As the West tends to value individualistic structures and the East

collectivistic structures, the respective education systems in these regions reflect

those cultural differences. Even if the school subjects are essentially the same,

such as mathematics or science, learning those subjects in different parts of the

world in different societies will provide students with different experiences

precisely because of the different cultural agendas built into the curricula in the

varying locations. A particular culture, country, or region will influence what

happens in that locale’s education system and in turn affect all related others

including the schools, teachers, and parents (Williams & Burden, 1997).

One may therefore suggest that learning in the East in Japanese schools is not

the same as learning in schools in the West. There are different experiences had by

the students, different goals for both the educators and those being educated, and

ultimately very different views of education and the role that schools play in the

lives of the students. Like the collectivism topic related prior, these differences

stem largely from culturally-based beliefs and expectations of what it means to

provide an education to the youth of Japan and what it means to participate in the

education system.

Scrutinizing Japanese schools and the society in which they are placed brings

up the underlying and reoccurring themes of group membership and harmony
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being stressed and fostered in the students. That schools can function as a

mechanism for creating an identity in the students has not gone unnoticed by

researchers. Learning in the Japanese school system means fulfilling obligations

of both a social and educational nature (Imamura, 1991; Rohlen, 1983).

According to the Japanese view, all people possess the ability to excel and

succeed (Shimizu, 1998), so students at all grade levels are expected to study hard

and do well in school. Good academic work by students brings pride to the family

and assists students in passing the all-important and life-altering university

entrance examinations.

Although reflecting well on the family is important and is a likely concern for

many students, studying for, preparing for, and worrying about the university

entrance examinations preoccupy the students while they are in high school and

often well before. The students will be in better control of their futures should

they perform well on the examinations, and their scores can also determine to

which universities they can apply. For these young test takers, the examinations

dictate their lives. It is said that they are motivated, judged, and even manipulated

by them (Anderson, 1975).

As the Japanese schools provide the nexus by which students formulate their

academic and moral expectations, aspirations, and desires, and because what and

how subjects are taught have the power to influence students’ behavior and

perceptions, it is expected that student views about school subjects and their

motivation to approach or avoid those subjects spring from the experiences

encountered in the school setting. In the midst of all that the Japanese education
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system does, its goals include developing the students’ identities and meeting

their specific needs but not at the expense of sacrificing unity and social order

(Wray, 1999). An underlying premise to Japanese education is that all children

have the potential to master the school curriculum, provided they put in sufficient

effort, and that diligence can be taught (NYSED, 1992). Equal potential for

success in all who pass through the school system is acknowledged and

encouraged by educators and the society as a whole (Fereshteh, 1992; NYSED,

1992).

Criticism of Japanese Education

As structured as the education system is, there are still those, both Japanese

and Westerners alike, who criticize the system on academic and social grounds.

While it is not the intent of this study to dwell on any perceived flaws or

shortcomings in the Japanese education system, a brief look at these criticisms

can add important perspective to the present discussion.

The academic criticism is often leveled at the university entrance

examinations and how their far-reaching influence affects (often negatively)

students’ education, including the teaching of English (Matsumoto, 1994). Wray

(1999) discusses the complaints of a panel of educators and company presidents

sponsored by the English Language Education Council who stated that these

examinations fail to emphasize English language communication and that they

promote only those skills outside listening and speaking, which causes teachers to

teach English as if it were a “dead language” and which causes students to fail to

identify with the thinking and culture of the people they are studying. The
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systematic focus by the education system on the examinations determines

methodology and pedagogical practices in the classroom, resulting, not

unexpectedly, in students who can pass tests but cannot speak the language, even

after several years of study (Blumenfeld, 1992; Kobayashi et al., 1992; LoCastro,

1996).

Though claims are made that the education system tries to meet individual

students’ needs, the strict rules and procedures at the junior high and high school

levels “deny students’ human dignity and individuality and create passive,

cautious, insecure, and conforming students” (Wray, 1999, p. 89). Wray continues

by describing how students, fearful of the pressure placed on them by the system

and teachers, will themselves be critical of things found to be outside the norm.

They will be fearful of making mistakes, and they will not attempt to act

independently of others. In short, an overemphasis of the system on conformity

and the maintaining of a uniform student body make students hesitant to do or

become that which is not “completely Japanese.” Their English ability can suffer

as a result of this, as they may come to fear making mistakes when using English

and may panic when meeting foreigners. This lack of humanity and acceptance of

external values, says Wray, discourages “the development of human dignity and

greater internationalism” (p. 115).

These criticisms and others, while important and shared by not a few people

inside and outside of Japan, should not detract from a greater understanding of the

reality these students experience as they move through the education system.
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The Japanese Education System

Following the “Japan is number one” theme, Finkelstein (1991) examined

how Japanese schools have been scrutinized and how several cultural stereotypes

frequently emerged. These stereotypes, she says, though not false, fail to paint a

complete picture.

The first stereotype was that the schools were seen as places where “highly

respected teachers cultivate dedicated, hard-working, high-achieving learners who

somehow carry the fruits of their formal schooling into the marketplace,

becoming disciplined and competent workers” (p. 137). The second stereotype

was that Japanese schools were thought to be an “instrument of egalitarianism,

teaching the same things to all children, avoiding competitive distinctions and

labels, preparing equally all who choose to take entrance examinations to high

schools and colleges, and otherwise creating a meritocratic system which provides

all students with opportunities to compete for valued places in status-conferring

high schools and universities” (p. 137). The third stereotype was that the schools

in the Japanese education system were described as veritable “psychological

pressure cookers, as examination hells and incubators of emotional

volatility…where students suffer from intolerable social and psychological

pressures” (p. 137). A fourth stereotype was that because the schools are situated

in an Eastern collectivistic society, they are essentially harmonious and free of

conflict in the classrooms.

Based on what the West has heard and in some cases seen about Japanese

schools, why there would be such stereotypes is understandable. Even the former
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U.S. ambassador to Japan and Harvard historian Edwin Reischauer was quoted as

saying that “nothing, in fact, is more central to Japanese society or more basic to

Japan’s success than its educational system” (as cited in Beauchamp, 1982, p. 9).

It is difficult to dispute that Japan is an intensely education-oriented nation, and

that graduation from a university is practically a prerequisite to later success in

Japanese society (Beauchamp, 1998). However, there remains several aspects

crucial to a discussion of Japanese education as a whole that go beyond the

stereotypes and which also reaffirm my main proposition behind this final section

of this chapter: that Japan is an education-oriented society which has as an agenda

for the schools to first instill in students a desire to value the group, group

membership, and group harmony — and therefore equality — yet later at higher

grade levels put them through the ordeal of studying for and taking high school

and university entrance examinations in order to stratify and classify the students

based primarily on the very unequal merits of the individual students.

Why the Japanese education system makes this apparently contradictory move

from an egalitarian system to a meritocratic one has much to do with the values of

Japanese society and how the Japanese view education. These values and views

can be better understood if one takes the following three points into consideration:

1. The contemporary Japanese education system is built upon Confucian ideals.

Far different from the West, Japan’s education system is based on a Confucian

heritage which clearly favors two things: (a) a respect for learning and education

endeavors, and (b) personal and societal improvement (United States Department

of Education [USDE], 1991). This heritage influences Japanese education
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practices at the most fundamental of levels. Confucian-based ideals have long

extolled the virtues of hard work and devotion (White, 1987) so long as there is a

de-emphasizing of the individual and an emphasizing of the individual’s

responsibilities and obligations to society at large, such as learning to work well

with others (LoCastro, 1996; Shimahara, 1998). In today’s modern Japanese

educational sphere, these Confucian ideals get translated into an emphasis in the

schools on diligence aimed at improving society and being accepted into the

better and more elite schools and universities.

2. Japanese education is structured to do more than just transfer knowledge.

East Asian societies evince a strong commitment to education (Chen,

Stevenson, Hayward, & Burgess, 1995), and Japan is no exception. White (1987)

characterizes the job of education in Japan with a society that is “fully mobilized

to learn” (p. 52) as being different from education in the West in terms of the ends

it is committed to fulfill.

Following from Confucian ideals, alongside the stressing of the acquisition of

academic knowledge, intellectual growth, and vocational skills, the Japanese also

view moral education and character development as natural subjects for schools to

administer to students. There is a consensus concerning the role played by the

schools to “impart fundamental Japanese values as the foundation of proper moral

attitudes and personal habits” (USDE, 1991, p. 143) and to promote good social

behavior alongside academic progress (White, 1987). For the Japanese, education

becomes essential for both individual and national development (USDE, 1991),

and this development comes only in part by transferring knowledge to the
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students.

Much of the education system’s role thus lies in the teaching of public morals

and in teaching students how to be good citizens. From the earliest years of

schooling, children are taught to define themselves as being integral to the fabric

of society as a whole. White (1987) says education in Japan is also seen as a key

to the development of the nation’s industries, political stature, personal and moral

development, and even the creation and maintenance of relationships between

citizens, for education is the foundation for all society.

It has also been said that Japanese schools are just as important in fostering

and instilling the cultural values of Japanese society (e.g., the importance of group

membership and harmony) as they are in educating the students (Shimizu, 1998).

Because the school system actively incorporates the teaching of proper morals to

the students throughout their primary and secondary education years (Anderson,

1975; Beauchamp, 1998; Fereshteh, 1992; Lynn, 1988), Japanese children grow

up understanding what it means “to be Japanese.” Such an understanding deemed

so important by schools and parents alike may provide Japanese students with a

unique window by which to view the world. Consequently, because what and how

information is taught can influence learner perceptions and beliefs, it is thought

that the Japanese education system itself may have a strong bearing upon and

provide potent culturally derived undertones to the obligation orientations of the

students, which in turn might influence student motivation orientations.

3. There is a strong belief in Japanese society that anyone who tries hard enough

and is diligent enough can succeed.
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In the eyes of the Japanese, this is especially true for children. Anybody can

succeed so long as they put in their best efforts (Conduit & Conduit, 1996), a

notion tied to education based on Confucian ideals. Such hard work is not only

expected of students, but the ability to work hard is considered to come from a

basic human quality found in all people. This is why, with hardships like the

university entrance examinations, the Japanese view an amount of difficulty in

schoolwork and in life as being crucial to strengthen student resolve and character

in their learning and other endeavors (USDE, 1991). In order for students to come

to understand this they should be put through academic rigors and, eventually, the

rite of passage known as the entrance examinations (be they examinations to high

school or university). Schools are thus “one of the primary instruments within this

society for instilling and perpetuating the spirit of perseverance into the masses of

Japanese young people. Study, examinations, repetition, memorization…it’s all

quite serious business. One must sacrifice in order to succeed on the

examinations” (Duke, 1986, p. 126).

With these three aspects of the Japanese education system explicated, one can

see how education in Japan functions as a mechanism to urge students to be

group-oriented, yet at the same time encourage them to persevere and gambare

(頑張れ, or “try one’s best”) on an individual basis. In fact, through the first nine

years of compulsory education, instruction in Japan is quite egalitarian and only

later transforms to become meritocratic in nature (Simmons, 1990). The Japanese

education system can thus best be described as a unique system that has adapted

mass education and uneven qualitative levels from American education and elitist
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aspects of European education. By such a mix the Japanese have been able to

create a mass education system that is essentially the same for every student and

where meritocracy becomes a fundamental and stressed principle (Beauchamp,

1982).

Progression in the Japanese Schools

Compulsory schooling for the youth of Japan spans nine years (Anderson,

1975; Conduit & Conduit, 1996; LeTendre, 1999; Petry, 1986; Rohlen, 1983) and

corresponds almost exactly to the years of first through ninth grade in the U.S.

During these years of required (and free) schooling, the school system is quite

egalitarian. There is a level of uniformity ensured by a national curriculum that

provides a unified and universal education for all students where grade levels do

not demark individuals, but rather groups of children the same age.

After the first nine years of mandatory school attendance, the Japanese

student’s compulsory education has been completed. To continue on to voluntary

education in high school and possibly later to university, competition becomes

crucial because student futures become dependent on academic merit (Simmons,

1990). Students are taught to work together and be like others in their school, their

classes, and their groups for nine years but they are then expected to do something

which appears to be the complete opposite of what they had been taught for so

long once they prepare to enter high school: they must concentrate more on

themselves as individuals in order to secure a coveted spot in high school and

later in the nation’s universities.

Though schools do not completely abandon the group mentality and group-
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centered classes in high school, questions can still be raised concerning student

beliefs, especially those formed during their high school years. Does it become

more important to maintain strong group relations as they had been taught since

their induction into the education system, or should one break away and

concentrate more on obtaining individual and personal skills in order to gain

admission to a good university and later to a secure job and a ranked position in

society? If there is a balance between the two, where and how do students strike

that balance?

That there is just such a shift between the compulsory and voluntary years of

schooling can be better understood with a discussion on the progression of

Japanese education. It can be seen that the education students receive is more

pervasive than in the U.S. because there are more intense agendas to that

education, and that the students are expected to undergo serious changes as a

result of these agendas.

Time Spent in School

The Japanese school year begins April 1 and ends March 31 of the following

year (Shimahara, 1998; Watanabe, 1996; White, 1987), which follows the fiscal

year in Japan (Beauchamp & Rubinger, 1989). During the school year, most

Japanese students will attend classes between 210 to 250 days out of the year

(Beauchamp, 1982; Chen et al., 1995; Fereshteh, 1992; Johnson & Johnson, 1996;

Lynn, 1988; NYSED, 1992; White, 1987; Wray, 1999). Compared to the typical

180-day school year in the U.S., Japanese students spend considerably more time

in school. If calculated conservatively, one would find that the typical Japanese
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student attends school well over 1,330 hours per year compared to 710 hours per

year for American students (Wray, 1999). With so much time spent in school,

some go so far as to say that a high school diploma in Japan can be equated to a

U.S. college degree (Cogan, Torney-Purta, & Anderson, 1988; White, 1987).

Role and Duties of the Ministry of Education

Education policy in Japan is centralized in Japan (Samimy & Adams, 1991;

Shuji, 1999). There is a nation-wide curriculum implemented in the Japanese

schools both in Japan and at international schools abroad. With an entire

education system culminating in the rigid university entrance examinations, such

a national curriculum is imperative (Conduit & Conduit, 1996). This national

curriculum is set in place by the central government through Japan’s Ministry of

Education (formally known as the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science

and Technology, hereafter as MOE). The MOE is the organization entrusted with

numerous duties, ranging from establishing educational standards to financing

educational affairs (Wray, 1999). The MOE defines exactly what must be covered

each school year by each age group (NYSED, 1992) and the number of hours

each school subject has to be taught (Lynn, 1988). In addition, it takes up the task

of creating uniform content, even distribution of educational resources,

overseeing regional and national entrance examinations, the regulation of teacher

training, and approving textbooks for school use (Johnson & Johnson, 1996;

Kitao et al., 1985; Trelfa, 1998; White, 1987). As a result, students all across the

nation are expected to learn the same materials at the same time via the same

textbooks and other teaching aids (Rohlen, 1983). Unlike American schools where
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variety, innovation, and unpredictability are valued, Japanese schools are designed

to rigidly follow the same daily routine to provide the predictability, efficiency,

and order that Japanese society treasures (Wray, 1999).

The aim of having detailed national standards and a fixed curriculum is to

provide standardized education and, ideally, equal education for all so that all

students will learn the same materials at the same time (Rohlen, 1983). Japanese

teachers make efforts to include all the children in instruction by moving lessons

at a pace most students can follow (LeTendre, 1999), but at the lower grade levels

of the school system the pace is dictated by the average or below-average student

(Okano & Tsuchiya, 1999; Shimizu, 1998; Tsuneyoshi, 2001). At these lower

levels there is still a lack of individualized instruction (Tsuneyoshi, 2001), for all

students are accepted into classrooms, academic ability notwithstanding (White,

1987).

A set pace can negatively impact entire schools, but national standardization is

meant to preserve a general level of equal opportunity, particularly for the

compulsory levels of education. Even at the high school level, because the high

school curriculum is based on these national standards, with a given type of high

school and grade level one can easily determine what the students should be

studying. The famous boast of a French minister of education that he could tell

what page of what text every child in France was reading at any hour of any day

can almost be made of Japanese high schools (Rohlen, 1983).

To better implement this structured pace, the MOE created what is called the

Course of Study (教育 程, kyôiku katei), which is essentially a set of curricular
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guidelines outlining the topics of study for each school subject. The schools are

expected to follow these guidelines, but because detailed descriptions of

instructional material are not given to the teachers, close monitoring by the MOE

is not conducted. Adjustments to the Course of Study are allowed so long as they

are appropriate to the local level, but in general the guidelines are strictly

followed (Trelfa, 1998).

The MOE also publishes lists of recommended and nationally approved

textbooks (Lee, 1991; Lynn, 1988; Shimaoka, 1999). Only those textbooks with

MOE approval may be used for instruction in the public schools (Trelfa, 1998),

the goal being to ensure that the Course of Study is implemented. However, gaps

still exist between the guidelines and that which is presented in many MOE-

approved textbooks (Browne & Wada, 1998). Though presentations of content

may differ slightly among the acceptable textbooks, as long as teachers follow the

textbooks, both the teachers and the MOE can be sure they are covering the

content requirements (Tsuchida & Lewis, 1999).

The Course of Study also spells out three major instructional areas: those of

academic subjects, moral education, and tokubetsu katsudô (特別活動), or special

activities (Shimahara, 1998). Of particular interest for the purposes of this study is

the area of moral education. This subject is taught thoroughly and is a compulsory

subject taught first in elementary school (Lynn, 1988). It is also thought to

pervade all aspects of schooling. The official Course of Study also stipulates that

regular teaching and learning in the schools reflect this moral education

(Shimahara, 1998).
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Compulsory Education

Compulsory education in Japan starts when children are six years old, though

many pre-school children will enroll in voluntary kindergartens or private nursery

schools at around age three or four (Lynn, 1988; White, 1987). The students will

be enrolled in primary schools for six years, whereupon they will be automatically

advanced to junior high school. They will remain there for three years before

attending three years of high school if they choose to continue their schooling.

Students will generally attend schools below the high school level based on

residential criteria (Rohlen, 1983).

The school day for elementary school children usually spans from around 8:30

a.m. to 3:00 p.m., and will be extended only slightly at higher grade levels. It is

during these hours and during these years when the students will be exposed to

standardized moral education in addition to gaining an understanding of and

ability to use language, mathematics, and science along with an appreciation of

music and art (Beauchamp, 1982). Moral education at the elementary school level

starts with 34 class periods in grade one but moves to a constant 35 class periods

per year from grades 2 through 6. Though not differing in regard to class hours in

grades 7 through 9, the classes will differ with regard to complexity. The aim of

primary education remains, however, to educate the children to have the proper

attitudes to allow them to function as a part of a group (Lee, 1991; Shimizu, 1999)

and to develop in each student the qualities that will enable them to build a

peaceful democratic society (Beauchamp, 1998).

This so-called “whole-person education,” or zenjin kyôiku (全人教育 ),
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legitimizes the teacher’s role as an instructor of moral character (Tsuneyoshi,

2001). Essentially from day one, elementary school children are trained to

develop an understanding and appreciation of group life and learn the skills that

will help them in their group activities (Shimahara, 1998). This is done by

splitting the children into groups starting from the school as a whole (gakkô 学

校), the grade (gakunen 学年), the class (kumi 組), and then smaller groups

within the class known as han (班). Each of these small han brings together

children with different abilities and personal qualities, and when there are usually

between 40 to 45 students in a given kumi regardless of the grade (Duke, 1986;

Fereshteh, 1992; Kitao et al., 1985; Lynn, 1988; Nishimura, 2000; Sakamoto,

Pribyl, Keaten, & Koshikawa, 1999; White, 1987; Yang, 1999) there can be quite

a few han in the kumi. These han become the foundation of the Japanese

elementary school and, ultimately, the Japanese education system (Tsuchida &

Lewis, 1999).

The han is essentially the most basic unit of classroom life, and all that occurs

in the classroom does so through the han. Used in Japan for a century, the han has

been considered the smallest class unit, not the individual student (Sato, 1998;

Shimahara, 1998). This view has clear Confucian roots, as the individual is not

treated as a separate entity (Dien, 1999). Children are thus treated less often on a

one-to-one basis and more often as a part of a group (White, 1987). In addition,

even though each han has a leader, he or she is encouraged to gather consensus

from fellow classmates so as not to be overly conspicuous. Decisions should be

reached via a consensus-like procedure (Duke, 1986). The use of han discourages
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individuality in the students and diversity of classroom culture. Some have even

said that han use encourages “the development of fixed power relations and

invisible competition among individual students” (Sato, 1998, p. 207). It is within

these han that the Japanese attempt to develop social and moral character in the

children in addition to their intellectual and cognitive development (Lewis, 1995,

as cited in Shimizu, 1999; Shimizu 1996, as cited in Shimizu, 1999).

The use of han by teachers also encourages the children to see how much they

have in common with the other students around them, thereby socializing them,

and it discourages them from seeing themselves as unique individuals (Wray,

1999). Use of han in the classroom encourages role relationships. Sato (1998)

describes how han diffuses the notion of competition because competition is not

seen as competition between individuals but between larger groups. Because the

use of han starts from first grade, by third grade the children have acquired

considerable skill in group activities (Wray, 1999) and are accustomed to working

and thinking in groups.

As important as the han may be, on the larger level, it is the kumi, or classes,

where moral obligations are taught. As Duke (1986) points out, “the course for

developing group loyalty begins in school with the very first day of grade one

when every Japanese child enters his kumi…The first grade kumi represents the

beginning of the formal process of group training, Japanese style, that is,

developing ties that bind the individual to his group in order to achieve the

ultimate goal, group harmony” (p. 25). In effect, the kumi builds the “we-them”

distinction from very early on because the teacher, particularly at the elementary
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school level, uses peer-group approval and control rather than direct influence

(Fereshteh, 1992).

The students in primary school live a school life that teaches them the

meaning and values expected to be understood by all emerging citizens in

Japanese society (Fereshteh, 1992; USDE, 1991). This is not to say that the

primary schools are the pressure cookers their mature counterparts are made out

to be. Elementary schools can be quite lively where teachers emphasize friendship,

which, as Lewis and Tsuchida (1998) remark, is per the Course of Study for

Elementary Schools. Students are given common goals and shared purpose

(Kotloff, 1993), but whether or not these aims continue to be stressed after the

first six years of primary school remains questionable.

From Junior High School to High School

With few exceptions, all students are passed each year from elementary school

to the junior high school level (Anderson, 1975; White, 1987). Even at this latter

stage of their compulsory education, the schools’ main focus is inculcating group

citizenship among the students (George & George, 1995). By the time the

students enter junior high school, they have been socialized to believe that study

and preparation for the future carry a heavy responsibility (Wray, 1999). This

responsibility will affect them and the nation as they prepare for their roles in

society (Anderson, 1975). At this point in their education, the transition begins

when they must concentrate on their own studies and consider whether or not to

continue with their schooling at the high school level. They must decide which

high schools they might like to attend and which courses they might like to take
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(Beauchamp, 1982).

During the three years of junior high school, the students who have opted to

go to high school begin their studies for their high school entrance examinations

and prepare for a radical departure from what they have previously experienced,

for the equal education provided in elementary and junior high school is discarded

in favor of education in the schools that is “responsive to and limited by the

specific abilities of their students. From lumping [the students together without

regard to ability], the system shifts to splitting” (Rohlen, 1983, p. 121).

The Shift from Egalitarianism to a Meritocratic System

The decision by a student to attend high school is an important one.

Depending on the school year and varying circumstances such as national student

population, it has been calculated that each school year between 90% to almost

97% of junior high school students enter the nation’s high schools (Amano, 1998;

Beauchamp & Rubinger, 1989; Duke, 1986; LeTendre, 1999; Lynn, 1988;

NYSED, 1992; Okano & Tsuchiya, 1999; Rohlen, 1983; Simmons, 1990;

Tsuneyoshi, 2001; Wray, 1999; Yukina, 1998). When students decide to enter high

school, they are forced to do two things. First, they must begin to sacrifice more

and more of their free time in favor of academic endeavors such as taking

additional classes, tutoring sessions, or simply more hours of individual studying

because entrance to high school is determined by the passing of entrance

examinations. The best students will take and pass the public high school

examinations. If students cannot pass the entrance examinations to these schools

they will most likely enter private high schools (NYSED, 1992).
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Second, and connected to the first reason, the students are forced to come to

terms with the fact that the uniformity they experienced up through junior high

school will abruptly end and that competition between students will become a

reality. Unlike the compulsory education goal of molding the students into

cooperative citizens, the primary goal at the high school level is to teach the

students in such a way as to allow them to pass their university entrance

examinations (George & George, 1995). The student is therefore “no longer a

member of a relatively undifferentiated and supportive group. He is now to be

measured and selected as an individual, and, however well the moment of

selection is buffered by the continuing nurturant relationships with family and

teachers, the experience is strikingly different from what the younger person has

earlier known” (White, 1987, p. 74).

This increased competition for entry to the best high schools paves the way to

competition for entrance to the best universities, which in turn leads to access to

the best careers. Because Japanese society almost solely measures the worth of

individuals on their academic pedigree, an equation has emerged in Japan that

states that academic pedigree = academic ability = [true] ability. For better or

worse, this colors the experience of the typical Japanese student who aspires to

enter high school and move beyond (Horio, 1988). Thus, from the high school

level and including the time just prior to high school entrance, there is free

competition, classification, segregation, and even elimination (Sato, 1998).

Because of this shift from egalitarianism to a meritocratic system, started

when Japan desired to catch up to the West during the Meiji Restoration in the late
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nineteenth century (Law, 1995), Japan approaches education via the ideal of equal

education opportunity for all but with students’ futures decided almost solely by

their demonstrated academic merit (Simmons, 1990). This shift is precisely the

source of the paradox where the “longer part [of education] which is compulsory

and which encourages unity and social harmony is followed by this shorter part

which is voluntary and yet which divides the young of any given locality into the

most finely graded and delicately pared of all social hierarchies” (Simmons, 1990,

pp. 80-81). Upward mobility in the school system – and Japanese society – is

based on being sorted (Lee, 1991), with the sorting mechanism coming in the

form of student performance on the entrance examinations.

Juku

A brief word should be mentioned about the additional classes many students

take that lie outside the government-sponsored school system. Many students

attend juku (塾, or “cram school”) because they cover all extracurricular lessons

devoted to academic subjects, the range of which can be quite broad and extensive

(White, 1987). Although many authors mention juku when discussing education in

Japan (Azuma, 1998; Chen et al., 1995; Lee, 1991; LeTendre, 1998b; Lynn, 1988;

Samimy & Adams, 1991; Shimahara, 1982; Shimizu, 1998; Tsuneyoshi, 2001;

White, 1987; Wray, 1999), a detailed description of juku cannot be gone into here.

Because mastery of the high school curriculum may not be sufficient for the

purposes of passing the university entrance examinations (Leestma & Bennett,

1987), it is not uncommon for junior high school and high school students (and

even elementary school students) to attend juku to supplement their regular school
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learning. Johnson and Johnson (1996) reported that 60% of high school students

attend supplementary lessons provided either at juku or yobikô (予備校, or

“preparatory schools”).

As far as English language learning is concerned, students do not receive a

sufficient amount of English exposure in the schools to fully prepare them for the

entrance examinations. This makes juku and other after school learning

opportunities very attractive. Although many students will go to their English

classes to satisfy attendance requirements, these lessons are often considered

“irrelevant and deficient” (LoCastro, 1996, p. 51) for the purpose of passing the

examinations. Juku therefore cater almost exclusively to teaching examination

subjects like English and how to pass the examinations.

School Ranking

With competition to attend higher level and more elite schools comes

credentialism. This credentialism, says Lee (1991), is found in two forms. The

first form is vertical, where higher-level diplomas are more valued. The second is

horizontal, where a degree from an elite institution will be more highly prized

than a degree from other less prestigious or possibly less famous schools. From

the high school level onward, all schools are carefully and accurately ranked

(Beauchamp, 1998; Lynn, 1988; NYSED, 1992; Trelfa, 1998) in terms of rates of

delinquency, patterns of adolescent behavior, pace of learning, and their ability to

allow students entry into ever-higher educational settings (Rohlen, 1983;

Simmons, 1990). This latter criteria is the one most often considered by the

schools, for in Japan, great care is taken to accurately rank all the high schools in
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a district according to how well the school does in placing its students into (elite)

universities (Simmons, 1990; Trelfa, 1998). The prestige of the high schools is

often a determining factor for students choosing a school, even if they do not plan

to attend university (Beauchamp, 1982).

Tracking and Differentiation

Entrance examinations to high school act as the initial tracking mechanism for

the students, separating the students of varying academic ability levels into

different high schools (Trelfa, 1998; Shimizu, 1998). They are not tracked in

junior high school (Rohlen, 1983), and once admitted to high school they are not

tracked nor overtly grouped since the students have already decided upon their

paths of study and have consequently been placed in their respective kumi, each of

which is composed of students similar in academic ability and future aspirations

(Shimizu, 1998; White, 1987).

The first year of high school in Japan is characterized by general education for

all for students in both academic and vocational schools. From the second year of

high school, university-bound students begin their specialization by either

entering the humanities, literature, and social sciences track or the science and

technology track (Beauchamp, 1982; Simmons, 1990). Mobility between tracks is

rare. The different tracks lead to different education and vocational opportunities

(LeTendre, 1993).

Thus, many students are assigned to their kumi based on ability as well as

future plans, but they will not be divided further once a kumi has been constructed.

Teachers refrain from such further division of students for two reasons, the first
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being that dividing classes by ability would destroy any sense of group affiliation

and would go against the school’s basic goal of having students learn as members

of a group. Second, the Japanese regard such division as emotionally harmful to

the students. Instructional grouping would hurt the students’ motivation to study

because, as one teacher interviewed by Shimizu (1998) put it, it would make the

students in the lowest ability group feel bad.

Students generally take classes and go about their day in their kumi. Though

some students in each kumi may excel at some subjects compared to others, this

does not mean they were not properly grouped. In fact, because the students have

homerooms (to which they go every day before school starts) and learn in their

kumi, there is more of a sense of togetherness than separateness. The use of school

uniforms and the fairly rigid nature of the roles and relationships in which the

students find themselves in their homerooms and clubs encourage conformity and

further student cohesion (Conduit & Conduit, 1996; Rohlen, 1983). It is from the

high school level that education uniformity evaporates and the move is made from

heterogeneous groups to groups differentiated by ability (NYSED, 1992), but on

the level of the kumi few differences in ability and student interest are likely to be

found.

Types of Schools

There are several kinds of high schools Japanese students may attend. They

may be public or private (Lynn, 1988). Most are also coeducation in nature, but

not all (Okano & Tsuchiya, 1999). They are usually either academic or vocational

in nature, but the most common type of high school offers both (Beauchamp,
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1982). About two-thirds of Japanese teenagers continuing their education choose

to enter academic high schools (Beauchamp & Rubinger, 1989), mainly because

these schools have a higher social status than do the vocational ones, and also

because they lead to entry to the university level, to which most students aspire

(Lynn, 1988; Simmons, 1990). Such academic high schools will focus on

preparing the students for the university entrance examinations or further studies

elsewhere (Simmons, 1990), while the vocational schools focus on preparation for

entry into the workforce (Okano & Tsuchiya, 1999).

Nearly all high schools in Japan will admit students based on their entrance

examination scores, though some prefectures may place additional emphasis on

test scores and previous grades. Some prefectures will even take character reports

into consideration (Shimizu & Tokuda, 1991, as in cited LeTendre, 1998a),

though this is not common. There are “better” and “worse” high schools, and

because one gets placed into the schools based on tested ability, students work

hard to acquire examination-taking skills as early as the second year of junior

high school (White, 1987). Those students who strove to enter the best high

schools when in junior high school later focus their attention on entering the best

universities (Simmons, 1990).

High School Environment

Once admitted to a high school, the Japanese student will be engaged in 26

hours of classes per week in basic subjects and usually an extra eight hours per

week in other elective subjects (Rohlen, 1983). Required subjects for a high

school student can include Japanese, mathematics, contemporary society, science,
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music and art, physical education and health, Japanese history, and home

economics (only for girls). Most students take English as an elective because it is

usually needed for the university entrance examinations, though it is not

specifically required at the junior and senior high school levels (Bridges, 1998;

Kamada, 1987; LoCastro, 1996; Matsumoto, 1994; McConnell, 1999; NYSED,

1992). The students do not have the same teachers all day, as the teachers are

mobile and go before different kumi throughout the day (Rohlen, 1983). Most

often, the students will stay in their homeroom classrooms unless the demands of

the school subject cause them to move (for instance, to go to a special room

outfitted with scientific equipment). Thus, the students generally remain as a unit

in one location throughout the day (Leestma & Bennett, 1987).

Instruction at the high school level is mainly geared to university entrance,

and although fewer than one in five high school students will actually enter a

college or university, the desire to obtain some form of higher education is present

in a majority of students (Simmons, 1990). The students still find time to round

out their education by participating in extracurricular activities. These activities,

like participation in clubs, are important for high school students (George &

George, 1995) as they work to show the students how to interact with each other

and with those in grades above and below them, that is, their seniors (senpai 先

輩) and juniors (kôhai 後輩).

Graduating from High School

It has been calculated that 94% or more students who go on to high school

will graduate in any given school year (Duke, 1986; Fereshteh, 1992; White,
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1987). Slightly more than one-third of the nation’s graduating high school

students will go on to tertiary education, which includes both two-year colleges

and four-year universities. Roughly another one-third will proceed to private

specialist vocational institutions, with the remaining percentage of graduates

directly entering the workforce (Okano & Tsuchiya, 1999). Figures through 1999

show that there are a total of 534 four-year universities in Japan (Okano &

Tsuchiya, 1999; Watanabe, 1996). Of these, according to 1996 figures, 98 (18.4%)

were national universities, 46 (8.6%) were local public universities, and 390

(73%) were local private universities.

As outlined by Beauchamp & Rubinger (1989), there are four different basic

types of higher education institutions in Japan, ranging from universities and

junior colleges to colleges of technology and special training schools. The ranking

of the universities means that competition to get into educational institutions

beyond the high school level is fierce. In 1993, 59.6% of 1,760,000 high school

graduates took a university entrance examination, but only two-thirds of those

students were accepted, mainly because there were not enough places available to

accommodate all the students (Watanabe, 1996).

Japanese School Teachers: Roles and Perspectives

The responsibilities of Japanese teachers are enormous. In addition to being

expected to implement the MOE’s Course of Study, the teachers must also teach

the contents of the approved textbooks and at the high school level prepare the

students for their upcoming university entrance examinations (Browne & Wada,

1998). Teachers will most often design their class lectures with these
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examinations in mind, and by necessity will move through the curriculum as

quickly as possible (Rohlen, 1983). For English language teachers, this translates

into an emphasis on reading, grammar, and vocabulary, but not speaking

(Beauchamp, 1994; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994; Matsumoto, 1994) because

speaking portions do not appear on the examinations. The good teacher can

conscientiously cover the material found in the MOE guidelines and mold the

students into successful candidates for the universities (Simmons, 1990; Yoshima

& Sasatami, 1980, as cited in Gudykunst & Nishida, 1994).

The teachers are also engaged in fulfilling their role as transmitters of moral

fiber. Japanese teachers begin with the assumption that all students are the same,

which is in stark contrast to American teachers assuming all students are different

(McConnell, 1999). They also almost always maintain central position in the

classroom, which usually entails the teacher standing or sitting at the front of the

classroom (often on a raised platform) with all desks facing the front blackboard

(Anderson, 1975). In general, the teacher will delegate much more authority than

would a teacher in an American school. Similar to previous grade levels, high

school students are not treated on a one-to-one basis, as the teacher tends to

address the class as a whole (Tobin, Davidson, & Wu, 1985, as cited in White,

1987; Triandis, 1995b). Students consider the disruption of class (e.g., by talking

in class or even in some cases raising one’s hand to ask a question) to be wrong

because all need to learn, so the teachers tend to rely on positive peer pressure to

keep the students on task. Using the common desires and needs of the students

therefore often makes disciplining individual students unnecessary (Baris-Sanders,
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1997).

Both teachers and students alike realize the main role of the teacher is to

disseminate information, particularly information related to the university

entrance examinations. Yamashita and Miller (1994) call this “information

loading.” It is understood by those involved that the students should be passive

and the teachers active (Rohlen, 1983). Rohlen’s extensive look at Japanese high

schools revealed that instruction is primarily lecture driven, which, unsurprisingly,

teaches patient listening on the part of the students. “What Japanese students are

learning in class besides the subject matter can be enumerated. They learn to sit

still for long periods of time. They learn to have their own thoughts, but not to

need to express them. They learn to care about details. They may resent the

authority of teachers, but they learn to accept them and not to challenge authority”

(p. 246).

There have been criticisms against this passive method of instruction, such as

the teachers failing to teach the students to effectively communicate (i.e., speak)

in English (Takizawa, 1994). Regardless, the teachers can still be considered a

motivating force in the classroom. LeTendre (1993) relates that teachers take

responsibility for student learning. For them to not actively guide and motivate

students would be deemed gross negligence. Because students also feel a strong

sense of responsibility to their families, education in Japan is usually seen as

intense and generally quite successful.

Moral Education in High School

Less known in the West is the stress placed on the teaching of morality in the
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schools alongside academic subjects. This “standardized morality” taught in the

Japanese schools is thought to be one factor in producing homogeneity among

Japanese adults (Kida, Shwalb, & Shwalb, 1985). This moral education concerns

the relations children have with their peers, their teachers, their parents, and even

their community, with the objective being to make the children morally aware and

foster their moral development (Lynn, 1988).

The moral education in the schools pervades all aspects of schooling, for the

Course of Study, at least at the elementary school level, stipulates that moral

education be present in all dimensions of both teaching and learning (Shimahara,

1998). As LeTendre (1999) states, “pressures to compete on exams and to perform

well in school are melded with the social pressure to be part of the group” (p. 14),

be that group the han, kumi, gakunen, or gakkô. Morals and character

development are therefore among the central concerns of Japanese education, for

the ideal of Japanese education is to develop fully mature personalities and people

as well as a peaceful state and society (Yang, 1999). Research conducted by the

United States Department of Education (1991) found that schools have an

obligation and the authority to foster “proper” Japanese values and attitudes in the

students. These attitudes include a fostering of cooperation and harmony in

interpersonal relationships (Kida et al., 1985; USDE, 1991; Yang, 1999).

By means of this moral education, the skills taught and learned include

learning to gather and use large amounts of information, working diligently in an

organized manner, learning to do things sincerely, and learning to develop kan

(感), which is an intuition or a knack for doing things and includes a fast
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realization of what is needed in different situations (Ortiz, 1997). More

importantly, requirements including diligence, endurance, dedication, and

cooperativeness are stressed by classroom activities structured to encourage group

participation and responsibility (USDE, 1991). In this way, White’s (1987)

“Japanese common sense” of relating socially in a positive manner with others is

fostered. It is not surprising, then, that very few Japanese students drop out of

school before their mandatory nine years of compulsory education has been

completed.

English at the Junior High School and High School Levels

English language study is essential for nearly all students in junior high school

to high school (LoCastro, 1990). It is not a required subject, but “because it is one

of the subject areas in virtually all the university entrance examinations, it is a de

facto requirement” (LoCastro, 1990, p. 346). English is an elective provided in

99% of junior high schools and high schools (Kitao et al., 1985). English is also

found in a majority of high school entrance examinations (Bridges, 1998).

Junior high school is the first time for formal English education for many

students, but not all (Kitao et al., 1985). In 1998 it was estimated that upwards of

two million children had exposure to English lessons prior to entering junior high

school. Formal introduction of English lessons has begun at the elementary school

level from 2002 (Shimaoka, 1999). Unfortunately, as a means to foster solidarity

and uniformity in the students, when entering the first year of junior high school,

students are placed in English classes that do not take into account their past

English experience. Previous instruction is wasted because those who have
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studied English prior are bored the first two years of English instruction while

those being initiated to English are often intimidated by those with experience in

English (Wray, 1999).

Virtually no one is against the idea of teaching English in Japan, as English is

important in modern Japanese society. It has been estimated that native Japanese

speakers must know around ten thousand English words to natively speak

Japanese (McConnell, 1999). Why this would be so, and why English plays such

a crucial role in the Japanese education system, stems from the Japanese

historically needing to learn English so as to disseminate Western information on

technology (Hayes, 1979; Kitao et al., 1985) and military matters (Shimaoka,

1999). English and translations were and continue to be useful tools for Japan’s

modernization (Koike & Tanaka, 1995).

Today, English continues to hold its position of being the foreign language of

study in Japan, the reasons for which include it being a compulsory subject in

most university General Education courses, the view that the competent linguist

who graduates from a university will be in very good standing with his alma

matter, and strong knowledge of English indicating one’s well-rounded education

because good language skills are seen as an indicator of intelligence and

reasoning ability (Shillaw, 1990). In addition, the same today as during the Meiji

Restoration 140 years ago, English is the medium of information, technology,

media, and culture transfer from foreign countries (LoCastro, 1996). The

language is needed for international business and international relations (Kitao et

al., 1995). English is the lingua franca of the world, and its study is also thought
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to discipline the mind (Hayes, 1979).

Translation, and by necessity vocabulary and grammar, take up much class

time (Bridges, 1998) because the preferred method of English teaching comes

from yakudoku (訳読), or the “translation reading” method (Anderson, 1975;

Duke, 1986; Law, 1995). The yakudoku method and high school English classes

go hand in hand. This translation method is similar to the grammar-translation

method, and but there are unique features that can be easily overlooked, causing

many to simply equate it to the grammar-translation method (Rubrecht, 2003b).

Needless to say, translation is acceptable because the Japanese are generally

hesitant to speak other languages and because they have no reason to do so on the

university entrance examinations (Hayes, 1979).

High school students may be involved in up to six hours per week in their

English studies (Anderson, 1975; Kitao et al., 1985). The foreign language

lessons the students are involved in allot a considerable amount of time to

mechanical drills and memorization of grammatical structures and vocabulary

(LoCastro, 1996; Nishiyama, 2000; Samimy & Adams, 1991). Perfect grammar is

the objective, which can decrease student participation, as the students will do

what they can to avoid making mistakes in front of their peers. Striving for perfect

sentences also encourages the students to translate English into short and

unconnected Japanese sentences (Kitao et al., 1985). Most instruction is done in

Japanese, often so that the teacher may save face and avoid making mistakes in

English (Hyland, 1994; LoCastro, 1996). As in other classes, the students are

encouraged to express themselves not by divulging what is individual and
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personal but by what is socially shared and acceptable (Carson, 1992, as cited in

Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000).

Many of these methods are points of criticism for language instruction and

language learning in Japan, especially because the language taught is almost

expressly for examination purposes, even though the emphasis of the MOE’s

Course of Study increases the importance of communicative ability in English

with each revision (Yashima, 2002). Hayes (1979) states the major cause of the

failure of English education is everyone’s overwhelming fear of the examinations.

Other reasons include the inwardness of the Japanese, their fear of making

mistakes, their general ethnocentric nature, and the suspicion of anything foreign.

“It may very well be that the Japanese do not want to learn English, or for that

matter, any foreign language, as the bilingual and those having spent any time

abroad are ‘deviant’ in the Japanese eye, not to be entirely trusted” (p. 372).

Students believe that the teacher, and to a lesser extent the method of

instruction, are important only as a source of motivation (LoCastro, 1994).

However, it is not uncommon to find English teachers who majored in other fields

and were pressed into service. Teachers may lack both a sufficient command of

English and training to competently teach the language (Anderson, 1975).

Regardless, the teachers will work hard to do their jobs, even though the MOE

continually asks more of them, thereby decreasing the time they are allotted to

teach those things deemed necessary (Trelfa, 1998).

English teachers are still responsible for student guidance, which consists of

advice and value judgments (Anderson, 1975). This, along with the teacher’s aim
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of creating a cohesive student community, shows how teachers stress group

harmony and cooperation over individual activities. “A sense of belonging and

loyalty to the class [are] encouraged in a myriad of ways…The individual in

Japan seeks self-fulfillment not as an autonomous individual, but as part of a

group” (Beauchamp, 1998, p. 145).

University Entrance Examinations

Few would disagree with Wray’s (1999) assertion that the university entrance

examinations are the central focus of Japanese education and that one cannot fully

understand the Japanese education system without understanding these

examinations. Secondary education is primarily organized examination

preparation (Shimahara, 1979). The examinations cover a variety of subject areas,

and with very few exceptions, all Japanese universities require applicants to take a

section involving English or another foreign language on their examinations

(Watanabe, 1996).

The students and the schools are preoccupied with these examinations because

Japan is known as a gakureki shakai (学歴社会), or a society that emphasizes

one’s educational background (Blumenthal, 1998). Admission to university is

based on performance on the entrance examinations, and passing them means an

almost assured future, as acceptance to a university means acceptance to the

social world and companies that come to the universities to recruit fresh graduates

(Anderson, 1975; Horio, 1988; Lee, 1991; Leestma & Bennett, 1987; Lynn, 1988;

NYSED, 1992; Samimy & Adams, 1991; Shimahara, 1979; Wray, 1999).

Beauchamp (1998) described how the Japanese “escalator to career success” (p.
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135) is wholly dependent upon students passing the examinations, and all the

better should they be to elite schools.

With entrance to university difficult but university graduation comparatively

easy, the struggle for the students lies at the high school level and below (Horio,

1988). These examinations also act as a major sorting device and serve “as the

primary basis of motivational and cognitive activities” (Shimahara, 1979, p. 82).

They secure for students membership into the “right” groups like colleges and

companies, which become in effect the anchor of their later professional and

social lives (Wray, 1999).

The university entrance examinations are therefore life-altering events

(Leestma & Bennett, 1987). Vogel (1978) said that “no single event, with the

possible exception of marriage, determines the course of a young man’s life as

much as entrance examinations, and nothing, including marriage, requires as

many years of planning and hard work” (p. 213). It is no wonder that competition

for university entrance is fierce and students must put in a considerable amount of

time, training, and energy memorizing information for the examinations that, at

the age of about eighteen, will affect the course of their lives. Even with adequate

preparation, it is not uncommon for universities to admit only one out of fifteen to

twenty applicants (Beauchamp, 1998).

It is education credential and not academic performance that is most important

and considered by potential employers. Credentials are supposed to be indicative

of an ability to learn, a strong work ethic, and perseverance. As better companies

approach better schools for prospective employees, the competition for the limited
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number of spaces in post-secondary institutions, especially the elite ones,

becomes quite intense (Leestma & Bennett, 1987). Because the examination

system is seen by many as an impartial sorting device that justifies the social

hierarchy, many students turn to religious practices to aid them in their

examination-taking endeavors (Zeng, 1996).

There are two types of university entrance examinations. One type is a

uniform qualifying examination called the Kyôtsû Ichiji Shiken (共通一次 験),

which is taken prior to any other examinations. The other type is constructed and

distributed by each institution (Hayes, 1998; Kitao et al., 1985; Leestma &

Bennett, 1987). The former general examination tests students in the five subjects

of English, Japanese, math, social sciences, and natural sciences, (Blumenthal,

1998; Leestma & Bennett, 1987; Wray, 1999). The latter tends to be more

rigorous and is weighed equally or more so than the uniform qualifying

examinations (Wu, 1993).

There remains some controversy over the English content on these

examinations. Because these examinations are written and not oral, the focus of

student and teacher energy in the high schools naturally shifts to grammar and

vocabulary (Vogel, 1978). Those test takers who pass are the ones who have

knowledge of grammar and can translate from English into Japanese (Teweles,

1995), but any other abilities in English remain questionable. “In general,

entrance examinations require much knowledge about the language, but offer

little or no opportunity to demonstrate ability to perform in English” (Kitao et al.,

1985, p. 132). These authors go on to explain that examinations usually include
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sections requiring translation from English to Japanese, Japanese to English,

reading passages with questions on content, fill in blanks, and sections that test

knowledge of grammar. Some questions are so hair-splitting that even native

speakers may not be sure of the correct answer.

The university entrance examinations are given each year in January and

February (Vogel, 1978; Watanabe, 1996). The students have no limit to how many

examinations they may take, with some taking eight to ten examinations per year

(Hayes, 1998). Students will slight courses in high school not related to the type

of university entrance examinations they select (Wray, 1999). Math and English

are the two most important subjects, so most juku in Japan structure courses to

reflect this popularity.

The universities will in general only take into account and admit students

based on the results of the examinations (Rohlen, 1983; Shimahara, 1979; Trelfa,

1998). In fact, because the examinations provide “proof” of one’s latent ability,

many employers choose prospective employees based solely on which higher

institutions they attended and care very little if at all about how they performed

academically (Lee, 1991). “This reflects a Japanese cultural orientation in which

individual characteristics are not considered to be as essential as the standard of

the group…The Japanese are inclined to disregard personal uniqueness and to

submerge individual identity in a large group to which they belong. Therefore, it

is the criteria of a group to which individual identity is subjected” (Shimahara,

1979, p. 84). Some institutions will even use results from the examinations as a

cutoff point and have a smaller potential student base compete for admittance
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(Leestma & Bennett, 1987).

The examinations work well as part of the screening process of applicants to

higher education institutions (Amano, 1998) because they are fair, democratic,

and success is based on merit, meaning that one can succeed regardless of one’s

background and socio-economic status so long as one has the intelligence and a

strong work ethic to master the necessary material (Beauchamp, 1998). Students

will compete intensely against thousands of others, both locally and nationally, for

coveted spots in institutions, though not necessarily their classmates (Lynn, 1988).

Every year sees rônin (浪人), which originally meant “masterless samurai” but

today means students who will study and take the test again in one year because

they could not pass it the first, second, or even third time (Shimahara, 1982).

Effort

For the Japanese, effort is critical. The belief in Japan is that if one studies for

the university entrance examinations one will be able to pass (Leonard, 1998).

These are examinations that one can and should study for, as they will seriously

impact students’ futures. As Wu (1993) keenly observes, the combination of tests

anchored to a curriculum, all students being provided the opportunity to learn that

curriculum, and that how one does on the test matters, all work to focus schools

and students and encourages the students to do their best. Additionally, being

generally collectivistic in nature, the Japanese attribute success and failure to

effort, not ability. The view of “Performance = Ability times Effort” conception

more popular in the West is overlooked in favor of a “Performance = Ability plus

Effort” conception (Triandis, 1995b) because individualists see performance as an
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individual rather than a group quality (Triandis, 1995a).

Social Cohesion

Even with the intense pressure felt by all, this does not mean the examinations

cause students’ social lives to fall into chaos. Shimahara (1982) says that the

university entrance examinations bring out a fair amount of social cohesion. The

students are essentially “in the same boat” and are all taught from a young age the

values that will see them through the examinations and later into their adult lives.

“While preparation for university entrance examinations entails sacrifices from all

concerned, it also helps provide a common sense of purpose for students and

parents” (Leestma & Bennett, 1987, p. 51).

Criticism of the University Entrance Examinations

These examinations over which students, parents, teachers, and indeed the

whole country worry are not without criticism. Students are forced to comply with

the pressures of adult society while very young. The students lose their childhood

and creativity by this standardized, controlled education, and social growth is

neglected for examination study (Kida et al., 1985; Wray, 1999). Students

“sacrifice their pleasures, spontaneity, and sparkle” (Shimahara, 1979, p. 119) in

pursuit of examination success. Failure will come to many students who do not

gain admission to a university, thereby increasing the emotional and financial toll

on the students (Kida et al., 1985). Meeting the requirements of these

examinations, including those to high school, have therefore become a common

source of anxiety for students, parents, and teachers alike (Shimahara, 1979).

In Japan, one hears the expressions shiken jigoku ( 験地獄, or “examination
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hell”) and juken sensô (受験戦争 , or “academic advancement war”) when

discussing entrance examinations (Anderson, 1975; LeTendre, 1999; Leestma &

Bennett, 1987; Lynn, 1988; Vogel, 1978; White, 1987), indicating that the tests

may be more of a problem to Japanese society than just a monumental hurdle for

students. Though some researchers state that the examinations are based on the

public school curriculum (Rohlen, 1983), others insist that the flow goes the other

way. That is, that there is tremendous washback from the university entrance

examinations onto the high school curriculum (Anderson, 1975; Beauchamp,

1998; Duke, 1986; Kay, 1995; Leonard, 1998; Shimahara, 1979). This pressure on

all involved for the students to pass the examinations distorts the curriculum from

the high school level downward because of the emphasis on test teaching on the

part of the teachers (Beauchamp, 1982, 1998).

Students also become more interested in examination techniques that will give

them an advantage over others. Learning and maturation in the students, though

the two major reasons for the university entrance examinations to exist in the first

place, are relegated to a secondary position for many students, if even considered

at all (Beauchamp, 1994). If students think something in a given area of study will

be relevant to the university entrance examinations, then they will consider it

useful (Shimahara, 1991). To absorb all the information necessary to pass, the

mantra of examination-takers becomes “four hours of sleep, pass; five hours of

sleep, fail” (Beauchamp, 1982; Leestma & Bennett, 1987; Markus & Kitayama,

1991; White, 1987).

The examination hell channels young students’ efforts to a single point in life
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and makes them decide what their life course will be (White, 1987). The students

will literally spend years preparing for the examinations by studying hard at

school, home, and at juku. Families, too, will dedicate their time, energy, and

money to see that their children sufficiently prepare and devote the necessary

amount of time to their studies (Brown & Yamashita, 1995).

Some think the university entrance examinations act as a necessary evil. After

all, Japan, like many other Eastern nations that have university entrance

examinations, is a hierarchical society. Such societies require sorting and

stratifying devices (Shimahara, 1979). Ranking of the universities only increases

the pressure on students to get into such schools, and change is not likely to occur

soon if at all. “Vested interests, parental fears and ambitions, and an indigenous

preference for a hierarchical society have sabotaged all efforts at fundamental

reform of school ranking and entrance examination systems” (Wray, 1999, p.

144).

Many lament the effect the examinations have on the learning of school

subjects, including English. The discrete and passive nature of the examinations

has a negative impact on getting the students to communicate in the language

(Browne & Wada, 1998). Law (1995) remarks how juken eigo (受験英 ), or

“examination English,” exhibits preference for linguistic knowledge, not

performance. Additionally, LoCastro (1990) depicts how the examinations reward

test takers if they can translate written English into Japanese. This would not be a

drawback except for the fact that the English on the examinations is often

unnatural, archaic, and uncontextualized, a far cry from the “richness and depth of
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natural spoken and informal written language” (p. 352). Native English speakers

would have a difficult time taking the English portions of the test. Such speakers

have even taken the Tokyo University English entrance examination, only to fail

(Wray, 1999).

One also needs to take into account the social context of Japan to understand

how the examinations undermine the study of English. Yukina (1998) points out

how written language in Japan is valued far more than spoken language. The

English classes in school are non-communicative and lecture-based, the

examinations are written, and because Japanese is the official language of the

country, input in English is most likely to come in written as opposed to spoken

form. This leads to the yakudoku or other similar grammar-translation methods of

study mentioned above. Watanabe (1996) remarked how communication skills are

discouraged, as many questions on the examinations require direct translation.

This style consequently gets taught in the classrooms, so the students are taught to

read for main ideas and not how to communicate.

Motivation for the Examinations

It is referred to time and again in the literature how the university entrance

examinations provide powerful motivation for the students due to the lifelong

repercussions of this single event in students’ lives (Kida et al., 1985; LoCastro,

1994; Matsumoto, 1994; Shimahara, 1979; USDE, 1991). As positive as this

motivation can be, it can hardly be said to be intrinsic in nature (Shimahara, 1991),

for the pressure that the students feel can undermine this type of motivation and

create problems for the students (Trelfa, 1998). To overcome motivational
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deficiencies, teachers attempt to foster motivation by allowing group activities so

that the students may have a strong sense of shared identity (USDE, 1991).

As passing and in some cases doing extremely well on the examinations is

more critical than learning material, motivation for the studying of subjects like

English often become extrinsic in nature. Students who may have been

intrinsically motivated to learn English or who otherwise had personal objectives

to their learning may give up such motivation in favor of learning for more

serious instrumental goals (Kamada, 1987). Ratzlaff (1980, as cited in Berwick &

Ross, 1991) also concluded that the university entrance examination system

distorts and channels Japanese learners’ motivation into a narrow instrumental

focus. Dillon and Dillon (1979, as cited in Berwick & Ross, 1991), moreover,

pointed out that in spite of initially high motivation, Japanese students do not

develop proficiency because of examination-oriented teaching methodology — an

environmental factor that intensifies in relation to the approach of university

entrance examinations. Chihara and Oller (1978) found Japanese students’

attitudes to have weak correlations with attained proficiency, a finding

corroborated by Keitges (1986).

Proper Morals and Obligations in the Schools

As important as the university entrance examinations are, the Japanese

education system would not be what it is without its emphasis on morals and

character building. Just as there are norms to learning in the schools, there are

norms to how the students are expected to undergo the learning process. As stated

by the United States Department of Education (1991), “respect for society and the
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established order, the prizing of group goals above individual interests, diligence,

self-criticism, and well-organized and disciplined study and work habits are all

traits which are believed to be amenable to instruction” (p. 143). Wray (1999)

agrees, stating that academic objectives are best achieved via learning that centers

on shared group activities.

However, there is more involved than just making teaching easier or more

effective. The education students receive in general is culture-laden, and on a

deeper level, the schools are meant to do more than just transmit the facts found in

the curriculum (Ryan & Stiller, 1991). Japanese students are taught that they must

take responsibility for their learning, for classroom management, and even for

their fellow human beings, including their classmates (Tsuchida & Lewis, 1999).

Those students who do not act within the norms prescribed by the schools and

society at large risk being considered disruptive, which could then lead to them

being bullied, ostracized, or cause them to refuse to go to school, a not uncommon

problem in Japan. In time, the students’ consideration for others becomes an

obsession and causes them to not want to be different from others (LeTendre,

1999).

Appropriate social behavior is expected of all Japanese children, regardless of

background and upbringing (White, 1987). Good behavior is essential for

harmony and can be attained by observing classroom rules and complying with

teacher guidance (White, 1987). This stress on conformity cannot be fully

separated from the instruction the students receive in the schools (Conduit &

Conduit, 1996), for morality in collectivistic cultures link adherence to rules with
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moral character (Triandis, 1995a). To be ningen-rashii (人間らしい), or “human-

like” for the Japanese, one must be able to maintain harmony in all human

relationships. Good performance in school comes not just from doing well

academically, but also entails demonstrating good social qualities, which include

identifying one’s in-groups and active participation as a member of those groups

(White, 1987).

These morals and group emphasis can lead to conformity in the students,

which for the Japanese is not considered to be a bad thing. One goal of instruction

is to bring out conformity and thereby a group orientation in the students because

they are thought to be indications of students’ acceptance of proper moral

character (USDE, 1991). In the Japanese classroom, the students look to each

other for comprehension and evaluation, which is far different from American

classrooms where the students look to teachers for these things (Wu, 1999).

Participation, and consequently group cohesion and a strong group spirit, are

therefore strongly emphasized in the school system (USDE, 1991). Without

participation, the students cannot learn proper morals. Participation becomes a

responsibility of the students, not a choice, even to the point when individual

comfort is sacrificed (Tsuchida & Lewis, 1999).

 White (1987) describes precisely what appear to be the contradictory needs of

teachers passing along academic and moral instruction. On the one hand, the

teachers must identify and foster the talent of the students, yet on the other hand

also preserve harmony:

The need to maintain both has produced a split in the educational system, but
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one which seems composed of complementary rather than conflicting

elements. The regular classroom is a place where the individual does not stick

out, where active competition is not encouraged but individual needs are met

and goals are set. The cohesion of the age group is paramount. Teachers spend

time working with the slower learners, rather than streaming the class to suit

different abilities. (p. 76)

In taking this stance, White maintains, the schools are characterized more by

harmony and not by competition.

The most frequently spoken words to Japanese students by teachers

throughout their primary, secondary, and post-secondary education include

“cooperation,” “perseverance,” “effort,” “self-restraint,” and “responsibility”

(Wray, 1999). That these words are often used should come as no surprise, as the

list of objectives for teachers of moral education classes emphasize the following

traits: “diligence,” “endurance,” “ability to decide to do the hard thing,”

“wholehearted dedication,” and “cooperativeness,” with the assumption that these

virtues are dedicated to the furthering of the group (White, 1987).

This striving for interpersonal harmony is clearly different from what occurs

in the American school system, for in Japanese schools humility is valued and

overconfidence and expression of personal beliefs are discouraged. As a result of

valuing humility, students tend to become overly self-critical (Hawkins, 1994),

even to the point where they eschew their own rights in favor of their

responsibility of seeing that order and harmony prevail (Wray, 1999).

In this setting, and in Japanese society as a whole, peer pressure can be
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powerful and at times overwhelming. Embarrassment or shame can be agonizing

for the Japanese, which is one reason why many students do not volunteer in class

and dread being called on, for the fear of making a mistake in public is

tremendous (Duke, 1986; Yukina, 1998). This sense of shame is also strongly tied

to the university entrance examinations, where failure to pass can represent “an

inability to meet the expectations of the group-centered society” (Shimahara,

1979, p. 38).

The stressing of conformity helps to keep students from being different. Peers

help to keep others “in line.” In collectivistic cultures, people are responsible for

the actions of members in the group (Triandis, 1995a). LeTendre (1999) cites

instances when students whose English accents were too good or whose manners

were not “Japanese” in nature were ridiculed and ostracized. Thus, students will

want to act in accordance with expected norms, almost to the point where it

becomes an obsession to not be different from others and to be thought to have

moral and character deficiencies.

Perseverance and Effort

Effort and its counterpart of perseverance are stressed alongside conformity

and an internalization of the morals considered proper in Japanese society. Even

from the time the students are in daycare the catchword that comprises

perseverance and effort is gambare (Shigaki, 1987). This motivating spirit of

gambare is thought to help develop in the students a strong sense of competition

and also the application of individual effort to help accomplish group goals (Duke,

1986). Weiner (1994) discusses a similar notion related to aspects of social
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motivation because failure of the individual does not apply the failure strictly to

that individual. It also gets applied to the group. This is especially true if the

motivational characteristics of shame or guilt apply, as they bridge self-

responsibility beliefs with behavior.

In Japan as in other Asian countries, effort is emphasized over ability (Baris-

Sanders, 1997; Chen et al., 1995; Hamilton et al., 1989; Hawkins, 1994; Wu,

1999). Japanese students, too, emphasize aspects of effort, as they believe that

success depends mainly on their own efforts (Hawkins, 1994; Lee, 1991). This is

in line with Fry and Ghosh’s (1980, as cited in Williams, Burden, and Al-Baharna,

2001) finding of Asian students attributing failure to internal causes such as lack

of effort. Thus, if a student does poorly, it will most likely not be attributed to a

lack of ability but rather to a lack of effort. This is because “the typical Japanese

view is that people, with the rare exception of Nobel prize winning geniuses, are

born with equal capacities to achieve and to demonstrate excellence” (Shimizu,

1998, p. 81). Even poor students are thought to become better ones by applying

more effort (Wray, 1999). “Even when individual differences in ability were

acknowledged [by teachers], they were seen as secondary to diligence or

experience” (Tsuneyoshi, 2001, p. 58).

This effort can provide the students with motivation because Japanese

children, when contrasted with American children, are socialized to persist in

endeavors under any circumstance, even if the tasks are repetitive and

unappealing (Hess & Azuma, 1991, as cited in Blumenfeld, 1992). Part of this

motivation can come from their identifying with class goals. A unified classroom,
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says Wu (1999), is encouraging because all students will have a common sense of

purpose. They also are provided with a sense of security, that the school, the

teachers, and their classmates will not let them down, for all have a stake in their

success (White, 1987).

If effort is so important, and if the university entrance examinations are the

culmination of past work and represent the first step in the students’ lives after

high school, it is easy to see how passing the examinations represents the best

proof of student effort. This can be seen as the ultimate indication of effort, and it

works as the most appropriate screening process in this hierarchical society where

those at the top gain access to the best rewards. As Duke (1986) stated,

“examination preparation epitomizes the daily tests of perseverance and

endurance, fulfilling not only a mathematical function but a spiritual need of the

Japanese. The entrance tests to the high school and university have, to this

observer, replaced the physical tests of survival of a bygone era as a challenge to

one’s depth of gambare, of endurance. Their importance to this society and its

industrial competitiveness extends well beyond the classroom” (p. 129).

Wants and Needs of the Students

Just because the students are strictly controlled in regimented daily lives does

not mean that they do not have individual wants and needs. When asked what was

the most important or meaningful thing the students could do in their lives, they

gave self-oriented responses instead of providing responses with strong

interpersonal ends. They answered with responses that were self-focused and very

achievement oriented (Shimizu, 1999).
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Shimizu continued to relate that there might be underlying tension between

the public and private selves of the students. When asked questions concerning

what they considered most important and difficult or problematic in interpersonal

relationships, most responded with answers like “think from others’

perspectives,” “help and trust each other,” “be kind to others,” and also the

Golden Rule. What they consider important (e.g., being considerate of others and

putting themselves in others’ positions) is also what they consider most difficult

to do, thereby evincing that their private selves are in a state of tension.

Shimizu concluded that Japanese students must learn to present two sides of

themselves in the classroom. One side is presented to the group to which they

belong, another side is the private self who watches on the sidelines and is critical

of the public self. He argues that this tension between the two selves is the key

factor underlying Japanese achievement motivation and behavior in general. Any

learning that takes place, he insists, “takes place at the crossroads of individuals’

private mental processes and their public representations. Thus, learning in Japan

cannot be taken out of the context of interpersonal and social relationships” (p.

73). But when given the choice, he says, students will overwhelmingly opt to

display the characteristics of the “good” student who shows concern for others.

This is the expected norm, and as many authors quote the phrase, “the nail that

sticks out gets hammered down” (Christie, 1988; Duke, 1986; Markus &

Kitayama, 1991; Simmons, 1990), it is easy to see how consideration of the public

view is not often neglected.
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Competition and Cooperation

As noted by several authors (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; White, 1987),

different cultures will differently value needs for achievement, affiliation, and

power, or will at least have different conceptions of them. Whereas some cultures

allow and encourage individuals to excel, others place more value on group

excellence. In the Japanese classroom, the incentive is to perform well, but this

can come at a price: students may feel uneasy if forced to stand out in some way,

be it by outperforming others, by falling behind and not performing to others’

expectations, or by burdening others.

In no uncertain terms, from the high school level competition intensifies

(Rohlen, 1983). Indeed, it has been noted that education is one of the most

competitive areas of social life in Japan (International Institute for Japan Studies

[IIJS], 1971). Competition extends to all subject areas, but because some students

are so adamant about entering university, which they see as the key to future

success, some may be quite overzealous about their competition (Harasawa, 1974).

Shuji (1999) notes how, though the Japanese are classified as belonging to a

collectivistic culture, data indicate that the children can be quite competitive and

that collectivism among Japanese youth is currently on a downswing.

Japanese children know what is expected of them. They know that they must

work hard as individuals to gain the knowledge that they need. However, they

also know that comparisons made with others in public, especially with those who

are more able than they are, will not be overtly made in the classroom (White,

1987).
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There are indications that competition inhibits students rather than provides

them with motivation. Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989, as cited in Hickey,

1997) acknowledge evidence indicating that although competition can present a

method of improvement by revealing students’ individual strengths and

weaknesses, it also raises a number of difficult emotional issues for the students

via an introduction of confusing or confounding factors to their classroom

interactions. This may be particularly troubling for Japanese students, who have

been taught omoiyari from an early age. Both teaching and learning in Japan

require an empathetic understanding of what others are thinking and feeling

(Shimizu, 1999).

The university entrance examinations appear to provide incentives for the

kumi to work together as a group. Lynn (1988) asserts that the examinations

facilitate cooperation between students because they all have the common

objective of doing well on the examinations. In fact, the students are taught

responsibility and the importance of cooperation to achieve classroom and school

objectives, which is in contrast to American schools where variety and

individuality are highly valued.

Kida et al. (1985) state that both cooperation and competition originate as

experiences in the Japanese school system. They note that cooperation, harmony,

and consensus are stressed by the students avoiding disagreements and refraining

from self-assertion, which comes from a strong fear of social disapproval and

learned conformity. However, competition also characterizes the system, as

evinced by the university entrance examinations and the modern pressures of the
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world’s second-largest economy. Jackson (1990) agrees with the assessment that

the students have both cooperative/comparative leanings and notes that students

are often concerned with gaining the approval of two different audiences whose

expectations may differ, namely themselves on the one hand and school, peers,

parents, and society (i.e., the group) on the other. The interaction of

cooperative/comparative needs is currently not well understood.

The research conducted by Kida et al. (1985) had as its goal to discover how

Japanese citizens (i.e., students) are trained to be simultaneously selfless and yet

to act as rivals with one another. In their study, 900 Japanese teachers at the

elementary, junior high, and high school levels were surveyed and asked to define

cooperation and competition in their classrooms. The most highly ranked

composite variable was harmony (or a willingness to behave harmoniously with

others), and harmony and friendliness were central at all three school levels.

The competition they discovered came, as expected, from the university

entrance examinations and also from test scores and grades, particularly at the

high school level, where they become the most salient indicator of competition.

Rivalrous qualities discovered in this study included the composite “looking

better at others’ expense,” which consisted of hating to lose and being quick to

correct others’ mistakes. All other competitive items were found to be activities or

behavior rarely sanctioned within the Japanese education system. Because of the

examination pressure, it was concluded that students will focus on competing for

grades and will come to view others as potential rivals.

The authors found that over time the nature of cooperation and competition
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changed for the students, with the latter making increased inroads, even though in

Japanese ideology cooperation is considered “good” and a moral imperative while

competition is considered “bad” (Befu, 1980, as cited in Kida et al., 1985).

As promising as the Kida et al. study was, the major drawback was that they

only surveyed teachers and not students. With only teacher perceptions of

cooperation and competition in the classroom, it was impossible to suppose what

the students thought or felt. The authors speculated that an emphasis on

cooperation could ease the pain of those in the system who fail to gain their

objectives in the academic competition. While this success and failure occurs on

the individual level, it may still be the case that competition occurs more on the

group level in the schools and not between individuals.

Competition happening impersonally in the schools and not directly between

individuals is a notion that Woehrle and Coy (2000) accept. Because there is no

way to discern who will be competing on which university entrance examination

until the students register to take them, the striving by the students to do well and

land a spot at a university is not seen by them as a breaking of harmony. There

may be competition, but not conflict. Conflict occurs when people have

incompatible goals. If all the students see and work toward the same goals, then

whatever competition there is would not be personal. Adamopolous (1999) does

not wholly agree, for he says that if there were even the smallest hint of desire for

gains for the self that competition would then ensue. He continues by stating that

the competitive interactions are very target-specific and are wholly dependent on

the situational context.
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The social world of the students in the classroom and in the schools vies for

attention alongside the students’ academic world and, by association, the larger

business and career world awaiting the students after graduation. Ames (1987)

notes the consistent finding by researchers that so long as competition is salient in

the classroom, the resulting effect will be that the students’ motivational patterns

will be influenced by the students focusing on evaluating their own abilities.

Wigfield et al. (1998) reviewed research and concluded that social aspects of

motivation are significant for students’ relations with others (e.g., teachers and

peers) as well as for their academic motivation and achievement.

Ames (1984, as cited in Wigfield et al., 1998) stated that there are three

different goal structures that can affect students’ self-evaluations and, more

importantly, their motivation. These three are individualized, competitive, and

cooperative structures. Individualized structures find the students judged on their

own performance. Competitive structures see some students win while others lose.

Cooperative structures also have winners and losers, but they appear as winning

and losing groups, not as individuals. If the structure is individualized, the

students will attempt to gain individual skills and master the material. If it is

competitive, the students will be more concerned with evaluating their own

abilities. If cooperative, an emphasis is placed on sharing effort and

interdependence and not on ability. The problem lies, however, in discerning what

kind of structure is found in the Japanese classroom, especially at the high school

level. Although one may think that in a collectivistic society the students would be

cooperative, the definition here entails the students working in groups. There is no
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way to initially know if this means kumi, school, or grade level, or if the teachers

actively group the students of each kumi into han-like groups.

Final Cultural Notes on Japanese Students

Several final remarks should be made that will shed some light on how the

Japanese students are thought to approach their study of English. The first of these

remarks deals with the belief mentioned previously that because of the Japanese

spirit and the special structuring of Japanese people’s brains, only native Japanese

can understand the Japanese language (Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000), and related

to this, that the Japanese cannot therefore fully master other languages. From

nihonjinron mentioned earlier there arises the belief that the Japanese spirit makes

the learning of foreign languages too difficult for native Japanese and that texts in

their original language cannot be truly understood (Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000;

LoCastro, 1996), hence generating the perceived need of and reliance upon

grammar-translation and yakudoku. Some therefore blame nihonjinron for the fact

that so much time, money, and energy can be placed into English education in

Japan, yet even after six years of study in junior high and high school (and usually

beyond) the students can hardly read or write English (Harasawa, 1974; Hayes,

1979; Samimy & Adams, 1991; Wray, 1999).

The problem remains that the English language holds a paradoxical position in

Japan: it is both thoroughly ensconced in the country and the society yet it is

relegated to a secondary role that limits it as a means of true international

communication (Honna, 1995). English words are used in Japan and in the

Japanese language itself, but they are often altered versions of their English
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origins, for they are made to fit into the existing and fully functional Japanese

language. This has the effect of changing English word meanings and usage as

well as the cognitive perceptions of those who use such words (Rubrecht, 2003a).

Overall, the average Japanese has little incentive to master English, with the

learning of English meant primarily for the university entrance examinations.

Reischauer (1981, as cited in Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000) defined Japanese

ethnocentricism as a distinction felt by the Japanese that emphasizes the feelings

of uniqueness and separateness from other world societies. In this ethnocentricism,

which Hinenoya and Gatbonton termed “Japanese ethnospecificity” to drain it of

any superior-inferior connotations, the Japanese believe there is something

positive about being Japanese, and all things must be viewed or interpreted from a

purely Japanese standpoint. To think, act, and otherwise be like a Japanese person

is good and proper.

However, “being Japanese” can create additional barriers to language learning.

Many language teachers encourage returnees to Japan from abroad to use

Japanese-like pronunciation, even if their pronunciation is near native-like

(Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000). This is done because, for the Japanese, speaking

competence may not be the most desirable aspect of language learning. One can

remain more Japanese if communicative competence is not stressed, and in the

Japanese education system, it is not (Hayes, 1979). LoCastro (2001) cites

Hoffman (1989) when she states that the maintenance of a native Japanese’s first

language identity may be one way to reject the hegemony of English. Others

(Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000) take a similar view in that nihonjinron pressures
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Japanese to adopt an East/West stance and support their own cultural nationalism.

For most Japanese, not needing to use English on a daily basis may be a good

thing. The shyness and social restraint found in Japanese culture is well

documented (Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000; Ishii et al., 1978; Matsumoto, 1994;

McGuire, 1992; Yuen, 1996), with not a few mentioning that speaking a foreign

language, especially in front of strangers (be they native English speakers or

fellow Japanese), is embarrassing, scary (Wray, 1999), and is avoided to save face

in the event that they make an incorrect response (Samimy & Adams, 1991).

Quietness saves face and avoids public embarrassment (Nishiyama, 1973, as cited

in Ishii et al., 1978). As speculated by Yoshikawa (1977, as cited in Ishii et al.,

1978), this may be related to the speaking style of the Japanese and their

preferring non-verbal to verbal messages.

Shyness is not considered a negative attribute by the Japanese themselves

(Zimbardo, 1977, as cited in Hinenoya & Gatbonton, 2000). Individualism and

outspoken behavior are anything but virtues (Matsumoto, 1994). Students are

speculated to desire to maintain harmony, yet this will often keep them from

trying out skills before they have been mastered (McGuire, 1992). It may simply

be a matter of insecurity and not participation and motivation (Lee, 1999). Yuen

(1996) remarks how fear is a better word to describe why Japanese students

believe they cannot learn English, not because they are nervous or shy. This fear

is of making mistakes in front of others, of outdoing others, and standing out,

especially in front of strangers.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has reviewed the topics of foreign language

learning motivation, Japanese collectivism, interdependence, and harmony, and

finally some background information on Japanese students and the Japanese

education system, especially at the high school level.

What has been related indicates that there are several areas and issues in need

of being addressed when approaching the topic of Japanese high school student

EFL motivation. Past research has presented a useful framework for approaching

studies into language learning motivation. However, recent research has hinted at

the benefits of expanding the research agenda to include new motivational

constructs and to take factors like cultural background into consideration that

have, until recently, been largely ignored.

As has been discussed, Japanese high school students appear to be caught in a

dilemma between their social and educational upbringing that causes them to

simultaneously focus attention on themselves but also on others. They need to

pass the university entrance examinations (an act which can come about only by

diligence, perseverance, and effort in the studies of each individual student), yet

they also appear bound by interdependent relationships with others that include

care and concern for those in their in-groups, including their classmates.

Because the Japanese education system explicitly instructs students on proper

Japanese morals and conduct, one may speculate that such instruction could

induce a relationship between the kind of motivation students have toward

learning a foreign language and how they approach their learning, practicing, and
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using that language. In other words, because the students are instructed from the

time they begin formal schooling in the culturally-appropriate ways to be

Japanese (i.e., to consider oneself as part of a group above considering oneself

just as an individual), their motivation to learn English may center on social goals

deemed important in this collectivistic society, such as group cohesiveness and

group harmony. Although Japanese high school students appear to focus their

attention in a variety of directions, whether their socially-centered goals work

alongside or compete with other goals such as the goals of gaining competence in

the English sufficient to pass the university entrance examinations is currently not

known. Both goals are conceivably very important, as both are stressed in the

schools. It therefore becomes necessary to examine the influences society and the

education system have on the students as a means to comprehend the potential

complexities behind these students’ foreign language learning motivational

orientations.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to examine the motivation orientations of

Japanese high school EFL students and how perceived group obligations versus

perceived individual obligations affect their English language learning motivation.

As was evidenced by the review of the cultural background of the Japanese as a

collectivistic society and on the Japanese education system, the typical Japanese

student who has continued on to high school has been exposed to two very strong

– and seemingly contradictory – pressures by the Japanese education system.

These pressures are, namely, to recognize and work for the benefit of the group to

maintain harmony on the one hand, and to persevere and gambare as individuals

on the other for their own individual needs, usually that of admittance to higher

institutions of learning and eventually of good secure jobs.

As there remain numerous unanswered questions in the current foreign

language learning literature concerning the motivation of Japanese high school

students to learn English, this study takes a preliminary look at the language

learning motivation of these students by exploring their motivation orientations,

or their reasons for learning English, and their associated obligation orientations,

be they directed toward others, toward themselves, or toward both. The study

approached this topic from a primarily qualitative perspective, though quantitative

methods were used and contributed to the study.

The Research Design

The boundaries (Merriam, 1998) of this research study was a single Japanese

high school that was chosen as the research site based on several factors, namely
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those of convenience and a willingness on the part of the gatekeepers at the high

school to allow a study to be conducted with some students and English teachers.

The main participants in this study were initially 70 third-year Japanese high

school students (the equivalent of high school seniors in the U.S.) who were

enrolled in English classes at their high school at the time of the study. These

students were later narrowed down to six students for the purpose of conducting a

series of individual interviews. Two native Japanese teachers who regularly teach

English at the school also participated in interviews in this research study.

The student participants were chosen based on their kumi. The kumi that

participated in this study were classes that the school allowed to participate in the

research. I observed the structure of these kumi and how the English classes they

attended were conducted. The students were asked to fill out a questionnaire (one

that had been piloted by different third-year students at the same high school the

year prior) so that information about the motivation and obligation orientations of

the students could be gained and assessed against criteria including possible

student orientations uncovered by a review of the literature and based on my own

intuitions. This information was gathered for the purpose of narrowing down the

70 students to the six interviewees to discover their thoughts and beliefs about

their language learning motivation and their perceived obligations as well as any

other unforeseen yet interesting and relevant topics that might arise during the

interviews. My personal experience and background knowledge of Japan, the

Japanese, and Japanese high schools were also applied in an ongoing manner

throughout the study and aided in the approach to the research question and
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making interpretations from the data collected. This experience and knowledge

was also tapped for insights about the research topic.

Researcher Background

As a means of presenting researcher positionality, this section will briefly

relate my background and my interest in the topic of motivation in L2 and FLL

contexts. This information is deemed necessary because of the qualitative nature

of the research study. As the primary researcher, my views and past experience

have direct bearing on the reasons and methods behind the research.

Something must also be stated about the people involved in this study and

how qualitative research does not only focus on the “participants.” Because

human beings cannot fully set aside their subjectivity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989),

both the researcher and those being researched continually carry with them values

and idiosyncrasies that influence their perceptions. Thus, a better understanding of

that researcher’s background and views will help the reader put the research into

better perspective and will better enable the reader to understand the researcher’s

situation and potential biases as he interacted with the participants (Bartholomew,

Henderson, & Marcia, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 1995).

Long before the commencement of the study, my interest and knowledge of

Japan, the Japanese people, and the Japanese language was deep and extensive. I

had lived in Japan for several years prior to returning to the U.S. to continue my

education. While in Japan I first studied the Japanese language for several years

(eventually passing the highest level of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test,

or JLPT, conducted each year by the Japanese Ministry of Education) and later
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began teaching English professionally. For five years I worked as an English

instructor at two high schools in Japan. It was during this time that I became

interested in how high school students learned English, how they approached their

language lessons, and also what their views were toward English and their

studying of the language.

In addition to studying, living, and working in Japan, I also married a

Japanese woman with whom I had one daughter (who was kindergarten age at the

time of the study). My home life was thus one where both English and Japanese

were spoken daily and where both American and Japanese culture were explored

and lived. This personal background information helps paint the picture of me as

not being an outsider to the Japanese language and way of life.

While engaged in English instruction in Japan, I noticed every school year

that very few of my high school students showed signs of enjoyment or interest in

English. The majority of students appeared to be either apathetic toward learning

the language or to lack any basic interest in it. It was not long before I began to

wonder if the students were motivated to learn English but did not or could not

outwardly show that motivation due to cultural constraints. I also wondered if

there could be something in those few apparently motivated students (such as

special experiences like trips abroad or close contact with foreign friends) that

caused them to appear interested in English.

Having experienced firsthand the group mentality of the Japanese, it was not

long before questions about Japanese students learning collectively in groups

versus learning as individuals came to mind. The experiences of teaching English
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in the high schools showed me how different the Japanese education system is

compared with that of the U.S. With students possibly being more concerned

about the thoughts and wellbeing of their classmates than American students

typically would be, I wondered if this greater concern for the group had an effect

on the language learning motivation of the students.

The Research Site

The location for this study was a coeducational high school located in central

Japan. This high school was chosen primarily because of convenience. A close

friend and past coworker of mine knew several faculty members as well as the

principal at the school. She could easily introduce me to the gatekeepers of the

school (i.e., the principal and the head English teacher) because she was herself a

graduate of the school.

Another reason for the selection of this school was that consent had already

been secured from the gatekeepers of the school to allow research to be conducted

at the school with the students. A tertiary yet important reason was because of the

relatively high academic level of the school. It was thought that a focus on

academics by the school and by the students would translate to their placing a

higher prominence on English language studies. I considered the possible

consequence of this to be more thought or concern on the part of the students of

their future use of English beyond the high school level.

The Participants

The participants in this study were (a) two General Course kumi of third-year

Japanese high school students who were all currently taking English classes in
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their high school, and (b) two of their native Japanese English teachers.

The students in the two kumi numbered 72 in total. Two students did not meet

the requirements for participation in the study, two students declined to have their

questionnaire information used in the study, and two students were absent on the

day the students filled out the questionnaire, which disqualified their

questionnaires from being used and kept them from possible participation in the

interviews. Thus, the pool of participants comprised 66 students (33 students in

each kumi).

I adhered to the following student prerequisites for participation in the study:

1. All student participants must be native Japanese, with Japanese as their native

language.

2. All student participants must have attended this high school from their tenth

year of schooling (i.e., they would have to be in their third year of schooling at

this high school).

3. No student participants may have lived abroad for an extended period of time

(i.e., more than one year) after entering elementary school.

4. All student participants who completed the questionnaire must understand that

they may be chosen to participate in interviews based on their questionnaire

answers.

These prerequisites were believed necessary to ensure and maintain continuity

among the student participants. It was undesirable for the purposes of this study to

have, for instance, exchange students from other countries be involved in this

study or have native Japanese students who had returned to Japan after living
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abroad for several years, as they may not have been representative of typical high

school EFL students from this high school.

The prerequisites for the teachers to participate as interviewees were:

1. They must teach English to these students on a regular basis (i.e., weekly).

2. They must be native Japanese English instructors.

Instrumentation

This study took an open-ended, primarily qualitative approach in examining

student motivation and obligation orientation. Statistical information such as

percentages and averages were used to show general information about the

students in these two kumi and to in part decide how to select possible student

participants. After these quantitative methods were used, qualitative methods

including interviews and analytic memos were employed for the duration of the

study.

Instrument Construction

Because the main participants in this study were high school students, their

general language and cognitive abilities had to be taken into consideration.

Difficult or technical language was avoided when constructing the questionnaire

and interview questions. All questions were designed to be brief, unambiguous,

and specific (Peterson, 2000), as it was likely that this was the first time the

students had consciously considered their motivation and their obligations in their

English classes.

I first composed all of the instruments used in this study in English. I later had

them translated into Japanese by a native Japanese speaker fluent in English. In
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order to examine their accuracy, another bilingual native Japanese evaluated all

translations. I then made comparisons between translations to assess their

accuracy of meaning and succinctness. Improvements to the translations were

then made as necessary with the assistance of both native Japanese speakers.

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire used in this study consisted of 36 multiple choice and open-

ended short answer questions. The questionnaire contained questions that were

meant to elicit information on the students’ overall foreign language learning

motivation, the students’ overall obligation orientation, and their background.

This information was used preliminarily to get a general sense of the motivation

and obligation orientation of the students and was later used for the selection of

student interviewees.

The students filled out the questionnaire during class time. I was present when

the head English teacher read the explanation to the students in Japanese the

research background and the instructions on how to fill out the questionnaire. Two

sample questionnaire questions were presented to the students prior to their filling

out the questionnaire so they would understand the questionnaire format and how

they were expected to complete the questionnaire. At this time the students were

also reminded of the confidentiality of their answers and of informed consent.

English and Japanese versions of the questionnaire questions and the directions

read to the students on how to fill out the questionnaire can be found in Appendix

A.
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The Interviews

I was aware of the inherent limitations of the questionnaire. A questionnaire,

no matter how open-ended or specific the questions, often cannot allow people to

tap into “their own higher-order cognitive processes” (Peterson, 2000, p. 21).

Motivation is not defined as a measurable construct within the cognitive

framework, “but rather in terms of what patterns of thinking and belief

underlie…activity and shape…involvement in learning” (Ushioda, 1998, p. 78). It

has been noted that questionnaires do not encourage people to respond to

questions that elicit what they may find to be embarrassing or what they may not

have previously consciously considered or realized (Peterson, 2000).

Furthermore, participants’ answers may be determined in part by their mood

or way of thinking at the time they filled out the questionnaire. It was therefore

decided to base the majority of the research study on information elicited by

multiple interviews with several student participants (Seidman, 1998). These

interviews were expected to not only be edifying and illuminating in their own

right, but they were also expected to provide additional information that could

complement data extracted from the questionnaires.

Thus, the conducting of interviews was chosen as the primary data-gathering

method for several reasons. First, as Seidman (1998) states, interviewing is a

powerful way to gain insights into educational issues because interviews are a

means by which one may understand individuals’ experiences, and as a method of

inquiry, interviewing is most consistent with people’s ability to make meaning

through language. Second, I wanted to ascertain that the motivation and
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obligation orientations that resulted from the questionnaires were accurate.

Interviews would allow for an exploration of those orientations.

Third, cultural concerns with regard to the Japanese make the use of

interviews a viable option. Interviews were chosen as a means to circumvent

possible tatemae and other Japanese cultural tendencies in the answers to the

questionnaire. It was hoped that first-hand observations of body language, aizuchi

(相槌 , or sounds given during conversations between Japanese speakers to

indicate agreement or comprehension), and probing by means of multiple

interviews would circumvent tatemae, even if only minimally. Information gained

from these interviews concerning student thoughts and beliefs were then

evaluated and interpreted, with subsequent interviews acting as a check in the

triangulation of the data.

Finally, it was understood that even in individual interviews, the Japanese

interviewees might still be willing to employ tatemae so as not to offend me or to

protect themselves. While this was considered a possibility, it was also thought

that my early and nearly continual presence in the high school for several weeks

coupled with multiple interviews with the students would result in greater

familiarity by the students with me and would hence reduce tatemae.

The Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted at the same high school where the actual research

study took place. The students who participated in the pilot study, which was

conducted approximately six months prior to the actual research study, were also

third-year high school students who were taking English classes. It was
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considered important to pilot the questionnaire with similar students (Griffee,

1997). It was assumed that with only one academic year separating them, the

students in the pilot study would not differ significantly from the students in the

actual research study, for nearly every other external condition (e.g., time spent in

English class at school, other school requirements, etc.) was not expected to differ

significantly.

There were other reasons for visiting the high school and conducting the pilot

study, the main one being the need to assess the possible motivation and

obligation orientations of the students. It was deemed essential to get an initially

broad indication of the kinds of responses Japanese high school students would

give concerning their English learning as well as their stated motivations and

obligation orientations related to their learning English. Because so little is known

about the motivation and obligations of this target group of students, these

responses had to be ascertained before the final versions of the questionnaire and

interview questions could be constructed. My intuitions were borne out by the

pilot questionnaire concerning this unique group of students on the cusp of

adulthood, thereby paving the way for the formulation of the study’s main

research question.

Second, as I was the one who designed the questionnaire, it became necessary

to test it before administering it to the students. There was the possibility of a

mismatch between the questions asked and this specific group of EFL learners. As

such, it was necessary to assess the appropriateness of the questions for the

participants in this target group, if the participants could understand the questions
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(e.g., the wording, the perceived meanings, etc.), and that they would perform as

expected when answering the questions (Dörnyei, 2001; Griffee, 1999; Peterson,

2000; Seidman, 1998).

Following from this, it became important to administer the pilot questionnaire

to students similar to those who would participate in the actual research study.

This meant administering the questionnaire in a manner as similar as possible to

that of the actual research study. For this pilot study, it would have been optimal

to administer the pilot questionnaire at the same time of the school year as was

planned for the actual research study questionnaire. Due to time constraints, the

pilot questionnaire was administered in December while the actual research

study’s questionnaire was administered at the end of May of the following year.

This discrepancy in administration time was not thought to adversely affect study

results.

Translation accuracy also had to be tested because all the research instruments

had been initially written in English before being translated into Japanese. It was

imperative to ascertain if there were problems with how the questions on the

questionnaire were translated, or if the translated directions for the questionnaire

turned out to be confusing to the students. The questions needed to be

comprehensible in Japanese and understandable to the participants in terms of

exactly what was expected of them. Even if the native Japanese speakers and I

considered the translation of a question to be outstanding, the transcribed question

may have elicited a response from the participants that was completely different

from what I intended or expected. Care in translation had to be taken, for as stated
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by Griffee (1999), an instrument, once translated, becomes a new, separate

instrument.

Not all linguistic problems arose from the process of translating. The Japanese

language itself can present difficulties to researchers. Widdows and Voller (1991)

note that “certain concepts quite fundamental to current EFL methodology proved

impossible to render into straightforward Japanese” (p. 128). They suggest that

questionnaires be examined by a student panel prior to use, that is, a group of

students similar to those who will be exposed to the questionnaire for the real

research study. Essentially, this means that it is necessary to pilot questionnaires.

The pilot study also allowed me to assess how responsive the students would

be to filling out a questionnaire. It was unknown if the students had filled out a

questionnaire before. Encountering numerous non-responsive students or students

who appeared to not answer the questions honestly for whatever reason (e.g., due

to cultural concerns, from biases against a foreign researcher, etc.) would then call

for alternate means of data collection. Fifth, the pilot study was done to ascertain

if my intuitions and general assumptions about the goals, ways of thinking, and

opinions of this understudied group of English language learners were accurate.

Finally, it made sense to go to the high school in person prior to the actual

research study because, as Seidman (1998) expresses, conducting a pilot study not

only initiates the process of informed consent, but it also initiates contact with an

institution, an act that lays the groundwork for mutual respect between parties.

This is thought to be of particular necessity when dealing with the Japanese in

Japan, who in general value interpersonal contacts and relationships to a relatively
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greater degree than do people in the West. Furthermore, apart from the testing of

research instruments, I thought it beneficial to show the gatekeepers firsthand

what would be involved with the research study and what role they would play in

assisting me with my research.

Open-ended short answer pilot questions asked about the students’ English

learning background, what they like/dislike about English, their reasons for

learning English, the advantages/disadvantages to learning English, and how they

view their classmates in their English classes. No preconceived classification

system was employed to categorize the motivation of the students. The

completely open-ended nature of the pilot questionnaire was considered beneficial

in that the answers provided by the students were thought to provide a valid

description of the students under consideration. In other words, the open-ended

responses gave me confidence that I was tapping into the beliefs of the students

because they were permitted to answer the questions in their own words and were

not responding to predetermined categories.

Additionally, these open-ended questions were chosen because I was not sure

how the participants would respond. Assessment of the questionnaire based on

student feedback was used to generate simpler questions for the final

questionnaire (Peterson, 2000). Being open-ended, the questions allowed the

students a free range of responses. To restrict them to preset categories, notes

McGroarty (1996), can be detrimental. “It is wise…not to base…work on a priori

assumptions about student interests, individual predilections, motivation, and

background without making efforts to discover the many possible factors which
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shape motivation in the specific situation in which they work” (p. 30). This is

because there is no universal model to account for language learning situations

(Oxford & Shearin, 1994). These open-ended questions also allowed the students

to provide information in their own words, thereby not influencing what, how, or

the order in which they wanted to express themselves (Ushioda, 1998, 2001). At

the end of the questionnaire the students were allowed to comment on the

questionnaire itself (i.e., whether or not they thought some questions were

appropriate, ambiguous, etc.).

The pilot questionnaire had been translated into Japanese for the benefit of the

students because the questionnaire was not meant to test the students on their

English reading ability. The students were asked to respond to the questionnaire

by writing in Japanese. The head English teacher explained all instructions on the

pilot questionnaire administration procedures in Japanese before the students were

permitted to fill out the questionnaire. Also, I was present at this time and

observed the students as they answered the questionnaire questions.

Pilot Questionnaire Results

Invaluable information was gathered via the pilot questionnaire, not only by

the information provided by the students’ answers but also by first-hand

observation of the manner in which the students filled out the questionnaire. This

information proved useful in both the construction of the final questionnaire as

well as its implementation.

For instance, it was discovered that many of the students employed electronic

dictionaries when answering the pilot questionnaire questions. This came as a
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surprise to me, as the questions were in Japanese and the students were requested

to respond in Japanese. It was later surmised that the students did not have

comprehension problems concerning the questionnaire questions but rather that

they wanted to write their responses in Japanese with the appropriately written

Chinese characters. As a result of this observation, the students in the actual

research study were informed that they should have no need of dictionaries to fill

out the questionnaire but that their use was not prohibited.

The open-ended pilot questionnaire questions were meant to elicit information

from the students that would allow the students to be categorized along

motivation and obligation orientation dimensions (e.g., as being instrumentally

motivated, as being cooperative, etc.) without restricting their ranges of responses.

These responses were examined and used as the basis for the construction of the

actual research questionnaire. However, the open-ended nature of this

questionnaire meant that the students did not answer in neat categories,

consequently causing me to group like responses together.

All of the students’ open-ended answers from the questionnaire were

categorized and input into a computer spreadsheet program for easy viewing. The

number of answers in each category were tallied and converted to percentages in

an attempt to determine general tendencies or trends to the student responses.

These percentages, it should be noted, were at best generalizations. Some

difficulty was encountered in the assessment of the meaning behind some student

responses. In some cases, I had to interpret the responses in order to categorize

them. Nevertheless, what was mainly looked for were trends in the responses as
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well as any interesting information generated by the students as they answered the

questionnaire.

The pilot questionnaire responses were consistent with my expectations and

intuitions. Specifically, the students as a group showed signs of integrative,

instrumental, and personal motivation. There were also indications that students

have peer relationships in mind alongside or above the gaining of English

language skills.

For example, indications hinting at the existence of integrative motivation

came from the result that “communication” and “trips/international activity” were

the two most cited advantages to learning English for Japanese people in general

and for the students themselves, far above learning English for business purposes

or for the university entrance examinations. That “communication” was the top

response, followed by “trips/international activities” indicates that third-year high

school students who have their university entrance examinations literally only

weeks away may think human contact and human relations are more important

than their examinations.

Indications hinting at there being instrumental motivation came from nearly

two-thirds of the students who listed “going to university” as one of their major

reasons for learning English. This reason was also their number one professed

reason for learning English.

On the whole, it appeared that the students also exhibited some personal

motivation because English was regarded as most fun when related to Western

movies, Western music, or reading English. That more than half of the students in
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the two kumi responded to the questionnaire by stating that Western movies and

music are fun and that Western movies and music were the most cited reasons that

cause the students to be more interested in English lends credence to the

possibility that there may be some personal motivation involved in many of the

students’ learning of English, which was one of my intuitions concerning

Japanese high school student foreign language learning motivation.

The results from the pilot study were also in line with my intuitions on the

students’ obligation orientations. I had suspected that the students would provide

responses suggesting both cooperative and competitive leanings in their views

toward their classmates. When asked about classmate influence, “competition”

and “stimulation” were the most commonly provided responses, where the former

was thought to be indicative of a “competitive” stance toward classmates while

the latter, though somewhat ambiguous in meaning, appeared to be indicative of a

“cooperative” leaning.

Over one-fourth of the students remarked that they do not want to fall behind

the other students in their English classes, that they see their classmates as

potential university entrance examinations rivals, and that the ability level of their

classmates forces them to work hard to catch up to the level of the class or even to

try to pass some of the more able students. Losing to or falling behind others is

something the students appear unable to tolerate or ignore. However, based on the

responses, there appeared to be a tendency on the part of the students to stimulate

each other and help one another in their English classes, a clearly cooperative

stance. This result stands in line with what was mentioned in the previous chapter,
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in effect, that to have so much cooperation and be concerned in a responsible way

with the people in one’s in-group is quite Japanese in nature.

Pilot Interview Results

Pilot interviews with two students were also conducted. As two kumi

participated in the pilot questionnaires, one student from each kumi (one male,

one female) was asked to participate in the pilot interviews. The pilot interviews

were not an information-gathering mechanism as much as an assessment of

student responses to a non-Japanese interviewer, a crucial aspect of the pilot study.

Because qualitative research involving interviews demands not only the ability to

skillfully conduct interviews but also to do so in a way that steers interviewee

responses in interesting and informative directions, it was considered imperative

that I myself conduct the interviews. However, two potential obstacles were

thought to stand in the way of productive interviews with the students at the high

school, namely those of language and cultural barriers. Such obstacles, if judged

severe enough with this group of participants, would have warranted the use of a

native Japanese speaker to conduct the interviews in my stead.

I found it necessary to test how comprehensible my spoken Japanese was to

these high school students, for even with strong Japanese skills, my pronunciation

was not fully native-like. There were also dialectical considerations both on my

part and the part of the students, for there are numerous dialects in Japan that can

cause confusion and misunderstanding even among native Japanese. I was also

cautious about the students’ reception to interviews with a foreigner because they

may have been unwilling or scared to engage one-on-one with a non-Japanese
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person who, in their view, is a complete stranger and who may be unaware of

cultural nuances in speaking and in the kind of personal interaction that

conversations with native Japanese people would require.

When taking these potentially hindering language and cultural differences into

account, I was concerned that the students would not be particularly responsive to

my questions. As has been documented in the previous chapter, the Japanese are

not typically self-expressive, even to those people closest to them. To be asked

questions about such things as their motivation to learn English by a stranger (and

a foreigner), there was a very strong possibility that the students would not be

very receptive to the questions asked of them and hence would not be very

responsive. To test student receptiveness alone made conducting pilot interviews

imperative.

The results of the pilot interviews indicated that language and cultural barriers

should not pose a significantly large problem during the actual research phase. In

fact, in the interviews, when asked if a native Japanese should interview the

students in order to circumvent potential language and cultural problems, both

interviewees remarked that I should be the one to do the interviews. They said

they could understand nearly everything that was said to them and that the

questions and requests I made in Japanese were quite comprehensible.

Additionally, one pilot interviewee even remarked that because the topic was

English, it would be strange for a Japanese person to conduct the interviews.

Far from being an impediment, the advantages of me not being a native

Japanese were considered. Having sufficient distance from the interviewees can
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allow researchers to ask real questions and to explore interviewees’ beliefs

(Seidman, 1998) because a researcher who is too close to the interviewees could

have a more difficult time asking potentially embarrassing questions or questions

on topics that would be considered common sense. In the case of the present study,

if a foreigner asked a common sense question, such “indiscretions” might be

excusable if not forgivable. Indeed, ignorance on a topic, feigned or real, is one

method a researcher may use for eliciting responses from interviewees (Kirk &

Miller, 1986, as cited in Wolcott, 1990).

A few additional results were used from the pilot interviews to further refine

both the actual research study’s interview questions as well as the questionnaire.

For example, the two pilot interviewees had differing notions about their English

classes. One student said that the classes are competitive in nature while the other

said they are more cooperative. Taking this into consideration, questions about the

cooperative/competitive nature of the English classes were added to the final

version of the questionnaire.

Stating the Research Question

After conducting the pilot study and confirming the existence and variability

of the students’ language learning motivation, the research question for this

research study became “How does the influence of perceived group needs versus

perceived individual needs of Japanese EFL high school students affect their

foreign language learning motivation?”
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Data Collection Procedure

Data Collection Period

Approximately six weeks in the spring and early summer of 2003 were used

for data collection and ongoing data analysis. The time period the school

consented to for the research spanned from the last week of May to the end of the

first week of July. The first week was essentially introductions, an explanation of

the research plan, the disseminating and collecting of participant consent/assent

forms, and finally the administration of the questionnaire during class time. The

subsequent weeks were then spent conducting observations, examining the

questionnaire results, choosing student participants for the interviews, and then

conducting the interviews. The interview times with the teachers and the student

participants were chosen based on the interviewees’ convenient times. Interviews

with the teachers were allowed during the school day when they had a free period.

Because the students needed to concentrate on their studies, interviews with them

were allowed before or after school or on weekends.

It was hoped that being at the school for several days prior to the

administration of the questionnaires (as well as being at the school as much as

possible for the duration of the study) would help the students become somewhat

used to my presence on their school grounds and that when the students were

given the questionnaires and were interviewed that they would not think they

were answering questions for a complete stranger. It was also thought important

to first visit the school, discuss the research with the students, and disseminate the

consent/assent forms in person. In this way, it was thought to be easier to enlist
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participant cooperation by personally explaining the purpose of the study to the

students, an act that would also raise the professional feel of the study (Dörnyei,

2001).

School/Class Observations

Observations of the school and one English class were conducted because the

cultural setting needed to be assessed first-hand. Background literature on

Japanese high schools only provides an impression of Japanese schools in general.

Every school is different with its own unique location, staff, faculty, and facilities,

and it was pertinent to discover the idiosyncrasies of this setting. I needed to

know how this school functioned and the daily school environment of the students

in order to have an accurate picture of the students’ school life. Observations can

also provide a firsthand encounter with information discussed in secondhand

interview accounts and hence aid in the triangulation of findings (Merriam, 1998).

It was thought that much could be divined from at least cursorily examining

the school and the classes. Although only a few days were allotted to observation

of the school and only one English class was observed, Bernard (1994, as cited in

Wolcott, 1995) states that observation is wholly important when researching

cultural groups and that useful observations can be conducted in as little time as

just a few days.

Observations were of two kinds: formal and informal. The formal

observations involved me spending time observing and taking notes on the school

environment and the setting where the students learn. The observations were

written as “fieldnotes” in a notebook used specifically for recording observations.
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Wolcott (1995) explains fieldnotes in qualitative research as “accounts describing

experiences and observations the researcher has made while participating in an

intense and involved manner” (p. 4). These fieldnotes involved the recording of

events that transpired in the field and, more importantly, how I interpreted and

understood those events.

The informal observations were similar to the formal observations in that the

same notebook was used to record what was observed, but these observations

were not planned in advance. I kept the notebook with me at all times at the

school, and whenever something interesting was observed I recorded it in the

notebook to be reflected upon later and to possibly use that information as a

guiding source for questions in the interviews.

The notebook also served as the place where I would write my analytic

memos. The writing of analytic memos was done in an ongoing manner

throughout the study. These memos were reflective notes that were meant to help

me interpret, question, and develop possible themes from the information and

experiences gathered at the research site. These were notes from me to myself that

addressed my own questions of what to observe, what was observed, and how

next to proceed with the study as a whole, as well as how I thought the

participants responded and what those responses meant.

Written daily, these memos resembled a journal (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, as

cited in Wolcott, 1995; Merriam, 1998) and involved my personal thought

processes. The memos helped me recall my thoughts and feelings by stating what

happened each day at what time and for how long, and they were also used to
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show any insights or impressions generated throughout the data collection

procedure. Methods, thoughts, results, questions and conclusions were all written

here.

The Questionnaire

The final version of the questionnaire used in this study was a combination of

open-ended questions and questions with multiple-choice ratings. The multiple

choices in the rating questions came from the most common responses made by

the students who took the pilot questionnaire. Other questions, such as questions

that were newly added based on information gathered from the pilot questionnaire,

remained open ended.

The questionnaire began with some simple questions that were mostly

demographic in nature. They were used as a means to gain background

information on the students and to ascertain if the students met all the necessary

conditions for participation in the study. All subsequent questions were related to

the students’ perceptions of their English classes, English teachers, language

learning motivation, obligation orientation, and so on. The last question provided

the students an opportunity to add any additional information not covered by the

other questions.

Because there was a mix of question types on the final version of the

questionnaire, and because this mixed-type of questionnaire was not piloted, the

explanation by the head English teacher about how to fill out the questionnaire

included two example questions for the students to practice prior to filling out the

questionnaire. Similar to how the pilot questionnaire was disseminated, I
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distributed the questionnaires to the students during class time. The head English

teacher read the directions aloud in Japanese to the students and completed the

example questions with them. Students were given 25 minutes to complete the

questionnaire.

After the questionnaires were completed, I analyzed them in a manner similar

to that used in the pilot study to determine patterns of student motivation

orientation and obligation orientation with this year’s students. From this

information, it was hoped that one student in each of the following sets/types

would be found for the interviews:

1. Integrative motivation orientation/group-oriented obligation

2. Integrative motivation orientation/individual-oriented obligation

3. Instrumental motivation orientation/group-oriented obligation

4. Instrumental motivation orientation/individual-oriented obligation

5. Personal motivation orientation/group-oriented obligation

6. Personal motivation orientation/individual-oriented obligation

It was understood at the outset that these six types of students, though the

ideal for interview purposes because they provided a spread of orientations, might

not actually be found in these kumi. In such an event, it was decided that the best

possible spread of orientations would be chosen.

More students could have been chosen based on the questionnaire data, but I

was of the opinion that a small number of participants like this could be more

deeply interviewed on a limited number of topics, the preferred manner for “doing

less” but doing so “more thoroughly” (Wolcott, 1995). There were also time
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concerns that necessitated a small participant pool. I had access to the students for

a relatively short time, and because I was told that interviews would not be

allowed during the school day, there was a limited amount of time to conduct the

planned multiple interviews with each selected student.

The week prior to questionnaire administration, all students in the two

participating kumi were provided with consent/assent forms. If a form was not

signed by both a caregiver and the student and returned to me, any data collected

from that student via the questionnaire could not be used. If a student did not

return the consent/assent form they were excluded from the interview selection

process.

All students were allowed to fill out the questionnaire so as not to make any

students feel excluded. On the day when the questionnaire was filled out by the

students numerous consent/assent forms had been returned, but just how many

and for which students was unknown. The English teacher in charge of the third-

year students, Mr. Mizuno (a pseudonym), wanted to keep a record of which

students had given consent/assent to participate in the study and so had them in

his possession. I was also told by Mr. Mizuno that several students would most

likely be late returning the forms, and that he would pass along all the forms the

following week. In all, 70 students were present to fill out the questionnaire (35

students in each kumi), and all of them returned the consent/assent forms. Two

students (one in each kumi) later requested that their questionnaire data not be

used in the research. Their questionnaires were consequently disregarded from the

data analysis phase onward.
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Once the individual students whom I wished to have participate in the

interviews were identified, they were approached by Mr. Mizuno and asked if

they would be willing to participate in a set of three interviews with me. If they

agreed, they were provided with an interview consent/assent form. They were

then given an opportunity to talk with me to decide potential interview times and

to discuss the layout and procedure of the three interviews. If they did not agree to

participate, they were thanked for their participation in the study thus far and

other possible student participants were then sought out.

The Interviews

All interviews were audio-recorded. The selected English teachers were to

participate in at least one interview while each student participant was to take part

in three separate interviews. The teachers’ interviews were conducted prior to the

student interviews. All interviews were conducted in a semi-structured, person-to-

person manner (Merriam, 1998). Interviews with the teachers were used primarily

to examine (a) teacher background, (b) teacher perceptions of student motivation

in the English classes, and (c) their views on how the students approach learning

English in regard to group and individual obligations. Though only one interview

was planned with two of the English teachers, the possibility of further interviews

was left open. Each interview was planned to take no longer than 45 minutes.

When the students were selected for interviews based on their questionnaire

responses, they were met with individually prior to their first interview session so

that interview times could be decided upon. This time was also used to provide

them with advance information about the structure of the interviews and build a
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rapport with the students (Bartholomew et al., 2000; Erickson, 1986).

Each interview with the student participants was scheduled to last between 30

and 35 minutes in a soundproof music room at the high school. Longer interviews

were desirable, but I was adamant about each interview not lasting more than 35

minutes each. The reason reflects a judgment call about how long to conduct the

interviews (Wolcott, 1995). There were concerns that the student participants

would be taking time out of their busy schedules to participate in the interviews.

As interviews with the students were not permitted during the school day, it was a

concern that few students would be able to participate due to their attending juku

or after school club activities. Thus, shorter interview times were chosen because

they were appropriate in length and because shorter interviews were thought to be

more attractive to the students than longer interviews.

All interviews were conducted in Japanese to allow the participants freer

expression in their native language that would reflect their cultural upbringing and

background. English was used as needed by either the participants or myself for

clarification, explanation, and/or comparison purposes. Semi-structured questions

(question type, question order, etc.) decided upon in advance were used to elicit

information from the interviewees (both teachers and students alike), but the

interview directions were free to change and evolve depending on the

interviewees’ responses and the need to ask different questions.

I allowed each participant to speak as much as possible while keeping my own

participation to a minimum. This meant speaking just enough in the interviews to

ask pertinent questions, be they the ones planned for each interview or ones for
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clarification or “probes” to follow up on things already asked (Merriam, 1998), or

when the interview progressed in new and interesting directions. Care was taken

to assess that the topics of interest to me were not issues sensitive to the

participants (Wolcott, 1995).

As the interviews with the participants were conducted in Japanese, it was

expected that all involved would use aizuchi, which would have the effect of

essentially lengthening the interviews as well as increasing my speaking time.

Rather than being seen as detrimental, the usage of aizuchi by those in the

interviews was considered a good sign that the conversation was proceeding

according to culturally acceptable norms on the part of the participants.

Each interview was approached from the perspective that different aspects of

the students’ learning experiences can be inquired about in order to discern the

advent of any patterns that may be consistent with the EFL learner’s motivational

and obligation orientation. Questions and follow up questions concerning several

topics were asked of the students to see if they would provide the same general

answers or responses each time but from a different angle or with a different way

of expressing themselves.

I opted for each of the three interviews with the students to focus on only a

few major issues (Wolcott, 1995). The first interview aimed at gathering

information about the students’ situations and backgrounds, including their views

of the school, their views on English language use in Japan, and their perceptions

of their English classes. The second interview centered on their motivation and

goals for learning English while the final interview revolved around their
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obligation orientation and their relationships with their classmates. Time was also

allotted in the second and third interviews for member checks and the pursuit of

new issues that arose from the interviews with all of the students.

Three interviews were chosen to better place meaning of their motivation and

obligation into the context of their lives and to build upon each interview

(Seidman, 1998). Although Seidman advocates a slightly different building

process via the three interviews (i.e., establishing a context, reconstructing details,

then reflection), multiple interviews in the present study allowed for member

checks and helped the students become used to me and be less inhibited as time

progressed. This three-interview structure allows interviewers “to demonstrate

respect, thoughtfulness, and interest in that individual, all of which can work

toward ameliorating skepticism” (P. 84) on the part of the participant about the

researcher and his or her research. In fact, Seidman also states that the use of

alternates to the interview structure he advocates is acceptable so long as

participants can “reconstruct and reflect upon their experience within the context

of their lives” (p. 15).

The benefit of conducting semi-structured interviews came from asking the

same general questions of each of the participants but keeping the interviews

flexible so that the follow-up questions that were asked were “always germane

both to the information required and to the flow of the conversation”

(Bartholomew et al., 2000, p. 287). During the course of the interviews, I made

sure to be clear with the questions, express interest in the interviewees’ responses,

and pose clarification questions, because the process of questioning and
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answering can affect the quality of the interviewees’ responses (Barnlund, 1989;

Peterson, 2000). I took notes during the interviews so as to later refresh my

memory of the thoughts and feelings experienced at the time of the interviews and

to show the participants that I was actively paying attention to their responses.

Japanese and English versions of the teacher and student participant interview

questions can be found in Appendix B.

Prior to each interview session, the participants were reminded of the

confidentiality of their answers and of informed consent (Erickson, 1986).

Students were told that their teachers would not be informed of how they

responded in the interviews. They were also reminded prior to the commencement

of the interviews of the purpose of that interview session (e.g., motivation,

obligation, etc.) and that the interviews were not a test, so there could be no right

or wrong answers. This was to help reduce the influence of social desirability

(Ehrman, 1996; Tremblay, 2001). The beginning of each interview also involved

some warm-up pleasantries to set the participants at ease (Ushioda, 2001).

The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed as soon as possible after each

interview, and whenever possible, the next interview was not conducted until the

first one had been fully transcribed. This was done so that any interesting

comments made in previous interviews could be incorporated into subsequent

ones if needed and also so that any pitfalls that befell interviews could be avoided

in later ones. It also allowed me to ascertain how the interviews went and for

immersion in the data of each interview.

As the interviews were conducted mainly in Japanese, transcribing the
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interviews afterward involved the difficult task of translating them into English

(Seidman, 1998). The translations were done directly from the Japanese recorded

on the audiotapes to English without first transcribing the interviews in Japanese.

English was chosen as the language for the transcriptions for the same reason

Japanese was chosen as the linguistic vehicle of the interviews: to facilitate the

expression of thoughts, ideas, and the generation of categories. As “our thinking is

affected by the categories and words available in our language” (Hofstede, 1980,

p. 34), the native Japanese were allowed to use Japanese to express themselves

while I permitted myself to use English to make sense not just of the Japanese

words and categories chosen by the participants, but to make sense of the ideas

and thoughts behind those words and categories. In short, the words used by the

participants were important in so far as they could be interpreted as the evidence

of underlying internal thought processes.

I personally transcribed all the interviews. Care was taken in the difficult task

of making the translations brief yet accurate. Where direct terminology of

concepts could not be had in English, circumlocution was used to express those

concepts (Hofstede, 1980). Furthermore, as each interview was read numerous

times, improvements were made to the translations as needed to more accurately

describe participants’ intended meanings.

Aizuchi used during the interviews like “Yes” or “I see” were not included in

the transcripts when they broke the visual flow of the participants’ conversations.

They were included, however, in places where there were transitions from one

speaker to another, such as when the student participant finished an utterance and
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I began a new question. Utterances like “hmm” were included to indicate a

participant was thinking or hesitant to respond, but other sounds such as laughter

were not.

Finally, it was realized that the student participants might have been aware of

a number of inequalities in the relationship between them and me. In addition to

the social inequalities listed by Hofstede (1980) including physical, mental, social

status, wealth, power, and rights, inequalities (supposed or real) identified by the

participants such as age, race, and cultural differences could influence their

perceptions and behavior more than the personal identity and character of the

researcher. Such inequalities could lead to misunderstandings (Gudykunst &

Nishida, 1994) because I would be judged by these inequalities according to my

group membership (e.g., I might be seen as a rich Westerner, a foreigner who

“tries” to be Japanese but is not, or even, due to world events transpiring at the

time, a war-bent American interested in the subjugation and utilization of others).

These possible thoughts on the part of the students and how those thoughts might

influence student communication were taken into consideration during the

interviews.

Data Analysis Procedure

School/English Class Observations

The data analysis from the observations came mainly from the fieldnotes and

analytic memos. Interpretations, questions, and themes that emerged after I

reflected on these notes were later merged with the questions and procedures of

interviews as a means to more precisely identify the pertinent issues and
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backgrounds of the students.

The Questionnaire

For the questionnaire, statistical methods, which included finding percentages

of the number of responses provided by the students, were used to gain a general

picture of the students in the two kumi. As much as possible the students’

responses were grouped into the categories outlined above, such as whether or not

they appeared to possess integrative motivation and a group obligation orientation,

instrumental motivation and an individual obligation orientation, etc.

The Interviews

After each interview was transcribed, the transcript was read multiple times in

an attempt to find categories that fit both the behavior observed as well as the

questions asked (Bakeman, 2000). Narrowing down and grouping the information

gleaned from the interviews to specific categories and sub-categories aided in

reducing the massive amount of text to what was of importance and of interest,

and it allowed for the discarding of text for the purpose of brevity. No matter how

interesting, not every topic could be pursued (Merriam, 1998; Seidman, 1998).

Judgments were made in the coding process to make the coding flexible yet be

detailed enough to use (Bartholomew et al., 2000).

I did not use a computer software program to code the data, opting instead to

code the interviews personally so that I could get close to the data, better

understand the participants’ stories, and ultimately refine the coding system if

needed (Bartholomew et al., 2000). Additionally, as the interviews were

conducted mainly in Japanese but were transcribed into English, the resultant
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English did not represent the exact words used by the participants. As such, a

computer software program could only be expected to code my choice of

translated terms whereas if I did the coding myself then I would be aware of the

original Japanese terms used in the interview and could code accordingly.

Themes that emerged from the coding were then categorized, examined, and

pursued for any hints or insights that could be applied toward the study’s research

question. Categories were chosen as the means of analysis because people think in

terms of categories, categories are easy to communicate to others, and they are

“intuitively appealing” (Bartholomew et al., 2000, p. 293). Categories were also

chosen because of the ease they provide in analyzing qualitative data (Visser,

Krosnick, and Lavrakas, 2000). Data that were both supporting and contradictory

in nature were examined.

Qualitative Research Stance

The research design for this study was mainly qualitative in nature. Via the

qualitative methods taken, an interpretive stance was adopted (Carr & Kemmis,

1986, as cited in Merriam, 1998) because I was interested in the meanings made

by the individuals in their social setting and how their social setting influences

their perceptions (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996).

As the main topic of this study revolved around language learning motivation,

it made sense to approach it from a qualitative standpoint. Theories about

motivation, says Dörnyei (2000), attempt to explain human thinking and behavior.

Qualitative research is fundamentally very similar in that it is used to explore how

people think, behave, and how people think about their behavior. Ushioda (2001)
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states “motivation may be defined not in terms of observable and measurable

activity, but rather in terms of what patterns of thinking and belief underlie such

activity and shape students’ engagement in the learning process” (p. 96). Indeed,

Sakui and Gaies (1999) put it best when they said that “those who have

investigated learners’ beliefs (and, more broadly, second language learners’

metacognitive knowledge) have repeatedly pointed out the value of insights

gained from investigating learners’ beliefs” (p. 487).
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS, DATA ANALYSIS, AND FINDINGS

Before relating the results, data analysis, and findings of the study, the reader

is reminded at this point that the data collection as well as data analysis

procedures related to the questionnaires and interviews were conducted first via

interpretations on the part of the students as to what the questionnaire and

interview questions were asking them and then on my part via interpretations

made about the participants’ responses. It should also be noted that I was aware of

the limitations inherent in examining a single site. Therefore, all analyses,

findings, and interpretations from this study can and should reflect just this one

site.

The Approach to the School

As was relayed in the previous chapter, my first contact with Asahi High

School (a pseudonym) came from visiting the school in order to conduct the pilot

study. The reason for the visit was twofold. First, the visit allowed me to gain the

preliminary data needed from the pilot questionnaire (e.g., use the open-ended

questions for construction of the actual questionnaire) and to ascertain if I could

conduct successful interviews with the students.

Second, I wanted to meet with the English teachers and the principal of the

school in order to fully inform them of the research content, even though they had

already given me permission to conduct the research and an outline had been

provided to these school gatekeepers explaining the research purpose, content,

and all procedures. It was deemed important to positively present the study in

person, as it was to be conducted on the “home ground” of others (Dörnyei, 2001).
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I thought it best to visit the school in person so that all parties involved would be

familiar with each other and so that there would be no misunderstandings or

apprehension for either party.

School and Student Background

On the very first visit to the school in December 2002, the principal presented

me with some token gifts: a set of postcards with pictures on them painted by the

schools’ students and the school’s official pamphlet. Entitled the “2002 School

Guide,” the pamphlet appeared to be that which is given to prospective students.

Without having to take up more of the principal’s or English teachers’ time, this

pamphlet described for me the history of the school, the kinds of classes the

students take across their three years of attendance at Asahi High School, and

even the percentages of the graduates’ majors at university.

There were several areas of background information gleaned from the

pamphlet that had bearing on the present research:

School Courses

Students enrolled at the high school were required to enter one of three

“Courses,” which can be equated to tracks or majors. Each Course has its own

curriculum and dictates how long (i.e., how many semesters, how many hours per

week, etc.) the students must take certain classes. The available Courses at Asahi

High School are the Art Course (美術科, bijutsuka), the Music Course (音楽科,

ongakuka), and the General Course (普通科, futsûka). The former two Courses

provide students with a concentrated curriculum in art and music, respectively,

while the latter Course provides students with a more rounded and holistic
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curriculum that allows students to choose between a humanities (文科系 ,

bunkakei) or a science (理科系, rikakei) track, depending on their plans for the

future. With two of the three Courses being related to the arts, the school as a

whole focuses on aesthetics, for which it is locally famous.

According to the School Guide, all students are required to take English

classes every semester, but students in different Courses take different classes for

varying lengths of time. For instance, some students in one Course may take more

English classes in a semester than those in another Course.

The School Day

A cursory glance at the School Guide quickly revealed that the typical school

day involved five school periods, each 65 minutes long. The school day for a

student in one Course may be different from the school day for a student in

another Course because of the different classes they are required to take. The

same can be said for students of differing grades, but in general all students

experience a similar pattern in their school day.

Destinations/Majors of Graduates

The destinations and majors of the previous (i.e., the March 2002) graduating

class were on display in the School Guide. Looking at the pie chart of destinations

of the entire 2002 graduating class, which was composed of graduates from all

three Courses, 43% went on to private universities, 5% went to national, public,

or private junior colleges, and 32% continued their education at national or public

universities or colleges after passing their university entrance examinations

(although 34% of the graduating class had actually passed their examinations).
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The remaining 20% of the students were placed in the “Other” category, which

included those students who went on to preparatory schools, nursing schools, and

so on.

The pie chart did not specifically give this information, but it was assumed

that more than the 34% listed of the 2002 graduating class who passed their

university entrance examinations actually took the examinations in order to enter

the national or public universities or colleges. When asked, the head English

teacher of the school remarked that each year most if not all the third-year

students take the examinations. In only rare cases would a student not take them

or would opt to enter the workforce directly. Also not shown in the School Guide

was the percentage of students who in fact did not go on to further their education

and who, for instance, opted to directly enter the workforce, travel abroad, or in

some other way not continue their schooling after graduation.

Breaking down the majors of the students from the General Course once they

reached the university level (no information was provided for graduate

destinations for students from the Music or Art Courses), it was found that those

students from the humanities track mainly went on to study literature, philosophy,

education, foreign language studies, and social studies (50%) while 32% pursued

studies in law, politics, business, economics, or international relations at

university. The remaining 18% majored in home economics, sports science, the

arts, or “other.” The sciences-track graduates tended to study science and

engineering (53%), with a fair percentage of graduates going on to study medicine

(19%) and engage in agriculture and fisheries-related majors (19%). 9% were
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“other” majors.

A Motto of Morals

The school motto appeared on the first page of the School Guide. The motto,

written in Japanese along with an English translation, is “The Spirit of the White

Plum Blossom (白梅精神, hakubai seishin).” “This spirit,” states the School

Guide, “allows us to achieve our goals through study, cooperation and a real sense

of belonging. We know we can achieve anything, if we continue to try our best.

「理想（夢）・英知・友愛」を校 に学習の面白さの発見、進路目標の実

現、心豊かで感動のある学校づくりを目指しています。” One can see how

this single motto – and the spirit it represents – embodies the ideals of the school

and, per the understanding of the Japanese education system discussed in Chapter

2, the ideals of the MOE and the Japanese people in general: the stressing of the

importance of belonging to a group and the stressing of effort and persistence.

For the purposes of this study, finding this motto in the School Guide initially

provided a clear indication that, at least on the surface, these Japanese ideals were

actively being promoted by the school and were consequently meant to be

pursued by the students. The School Guide continued by saying that many

students participate in club activities and study hard in an atmosphere filled with

care and cooperation.

Observations of the School and the English Classes

The School

Located in a major metropolitan city in a mountainous region of central Japan,

Asahi High School, when looked at from outside the school grounds, looks
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similar to other Japanese high schools. Nestled in an urban residential

neighborhood, the square-shaped school grounds take up a fair amount of space

but do so conservatively. It is easy to image a person walking one block away

from the school and being oblivious to the fact that a school of this size was so

close by.

The school grounds accommodate six main buildings:

1. A long four-story main building at the front of the school housing kumi

classrooms, meeting rooms, and offices. The first-year kumi classrooms for

those in the General Course are located on the fourth floor, the second-year

kumi classrooms are on the third floor, and the third-year kumi classrooms are

on the second floor.

2. A smaller box-shaped music building. Located on the east side of the campus

behind the main building, this three-story building houses recital rooms, music

practice rooms, and some art classrooms. It is also home to the Music Course

kumi.

3. A three-story art building. Somewhat similar in appearance to the music

building, this building is located directly behind the main building and to the

west of the music building. It houses only art rooms, such as rooms for students

to practice sketching and sculptures.

4. A three-story building that houses additional art classrooms and all the schools’

physics, chemistry, and biology classrooms. This building is located behind the

main building and to the west of the art building and is also home to all three

grade levels of Art Course kumi. It is similar in appearance to the main building
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but is not quite as long.

5. A large gymnasium. Lying on the far west side of the campus, the gymnasium

runs in a north-south direction and has a high roof nearly as tall as that of the

main building.

6. A small auditorium-style building for art exhibitions and small assemblies.

With the exception of the gymnasium and the auditorium-style building, the

buildings at the school are all painted in conservative colors: grey, tan, and white.

There is little about these buildings to catch the eye except for the fact that at the

time of data collection, the front of the main building was partially obscured by a

latticework of scaffolding. The school, like many in Japan, was in need of being

reinforced to better protect it in the event of a major earthquake. Construction

workers were always present and busy working inside and outside the building.

The remaining area of the school grounds comprises mostly open space

located south of the six buildings. This space is used for students’ sports and club

activities. A swimming pool and a tennis court can also be found in the southwest

corner of the school grounds.

The school is completely surrounded by fences of different styles and sizes.

The fence around the back of the school is made mostly of tall green netting due

to the proximity of the sports grounds while the fences on either side of the school

are tall concrete walls to better demark school property from the row of houses on

the east side of the school and the 15-foot deep concrete-lined drainage ditch on

the west side.

The fence at the front of the school is mostly a low black metal one
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occasionally obscured from view by numerous small bushes and oversized

bonsai-looking trees that have been planted on the school grounds. Three gates

interrupt the fence at the front (i.e., north) side of the school, two of which open

up and lead via a semicircle driveway to the school’s main entrance and a long

line of parking spaces directly in front of the school. The third gate is a relatively

minor one at the northwest end of the property that provides direct access to the

gymnasium, additional parking, and rows of covered student bicycle racks.

When opened, the two main gates of the school retract into a low orange wall

directly in front of the school’s main entrance. This orange wall, made of stone

and concrete bricks, bears the school’s emblem. Directly behind this wall stands a

flagpole embedded in a patch of earth. Nearby lies a polished stone, engraved

with Japanese writing commemorating the sixty years of educational excellence

the school has provided. Behind this stone lies the main entrance of the school’s

primary building: a covered walkway leading to two swinging doors.

Slightly different from the typical Japanese school that is, by American

standards, undecorative and physically unattractive (White, 1987), Asahi High

School’s normally drab interior walls are replete with art and other decorations.

Numerous paintings by the students hang in the school’s front lobby as well as

throughout the school. Were it not for these student-created decorations, the

school would likely appear little different from most other high schools found in

Japan.

The English Classes

I was allowed to observe only one English class for about 30 minutes. This
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observation was planned to occur early in the data collection process, but

numerous tests, school activities, and even Mr. Mizuno having a sore throat

interfered with the observation scheduling. When finally undertaken, the

observation provided firsthand information about the student activities and the

method of instruction discussed by the teachers and the students in the interviews

and was used to confirm student and teacher thoughts and impressions about

English instruction at Asahi High School.

Third-year General Course students in the literature track are engaged in one

English reading class and one English writing class. It was decided by Mr.

Mizuno that the reading class would be the better class to observe because there

would be more for me to watch and because more of what was discussed in the

interview with Mr. Mizuno about the English classes centered on how the reading

classes were conducted.

 I observed a third-period class taught by Mr. Mizuno. An empty seat at the

back of the first row of students near the door allowed me an excellent view of the

entire class while allowing me to remain mostly unobtrusive, especially when it

was time to leave midway through the lesson.

The lesson pattern that had been described by Mr. Mizuno and the student

participants in the interviews (see below), it was discovered, matched almost

perfectly the pattern I witnessed. The lesson commenced with the students bowing

to the teacher after the bell rang and the teacher handing out the infamous quizzes.

These quizzes, which were called shôtesuto (小テスト) and for which the

students spent much of their time studying, tested the students at the beginning of
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nearly every lesson on vocabulary and idioms. The students were given about five

minutes to complete the quiz, which had a combination of multiple choice

vocabulary and fill in the blank questions. I received a copy of the day’s quiz

along with the rest of the students, which made several students laugh.

As was the pattern, when the students were finished with their quizzes they

exchanged them with a classmate. The teacher then read out the answers to the

quiz while the students marked their classmates’ answers as correct or incorrect.

A few students ventured to ask questions about the quiz answers, but these

questions centered on the students confirming an answer and not their asking

about why one answer was correct while another was not. When the grading was

finished, the students at the back of each row picked up that row’s quizzes and

handed them to the teacher.

Almost as if programmed to do so, as soon as the quizzes were picked up the

students began to get out their textbooks. It was obvious that the students knew

the pattern to the classes and that without exception today’s lesson would not be

different. When the teacher had all the quizzes in hand he announced the page on

which the day’s lesson would start. The teacher began reading passages from an

English story in the book, then translating them into Japanese himself. It appeared

as if he were giving the students an opportunity to check their translations of the

sentences with his. It was assumed from the information gathered in the

interviews about the kind of homework the students were usually assigned and

from the reaction of the students that this was not the first time for them to

encounter these passages.
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Although usually noisy and jovial, the students were quiet during this time, as

they were occasionally called on individually to provide their translation of a

sentence. The students rarely looked up from their books, possibly for fear of

being called on, or possibly because they were engaged in preparation in the event

that they would be called on next. A few students took notes and a few were

quietly tapping at their electronic dictionaries. There was still time to laugh when

Mr. Mizuno said something funny concerning the lesson’s story and his personal

experiences.

Although this was the extent of the class observation, overall, the class was

boring and repetitive. True to the testimony of the teacher, the students, and the

literature, the teacher literally takes center stage in the English classroom and

“unloads” information onto the students. Conversation between students and

between students and the teacher was minimal. The students were busy absorbing

information on grammar and correct translations from the teacher and spoke only

when called upon.

Questionnaire Results and Data Analysis

A considerable amount of data was gathered from the 66 usable questionnaires,

the results of which can be found in Appendix C. All students were native

Japanese born in Japan and all were native speakers of Japanese. All students had

attended this school from their first year at high school, so they had all known

each other for a little more than two years.

The average age of the students in both kumi was 17 years 9 months. 20

students were male, 46 were female. The total professed length of time they had
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studied English averaged to approximately seven years. On average, more

students responded that they liked English before entering high school. More

students also remarked that at some point during their two years in high school

they had come to dislike English.

Although requested to answer all questionnaire questions, not all students did

so. Several possible reasons why they did not do so include their accidentally

skipping questions, their not wanting to answer a particular question or feeling

that they did not need to answer it, their not understanding that they were

expected to answer all questions (both classes were rather excited and noisy when

the directions for filling out the questionnaire were read to them), or because they

ran out of time in filling out the questionnaire and could not complete all

questions, this last reason being the obvious case for several students.

Based on their answers to the question about effort, these students

overwhelmingly seemed to be typical Japanese in their belief that one can succeed

in an endeavor like improving at English so long as sufficient effort is expended.

Concerning their motivation to learn English, results indicated what appeared

to be an overall instrumental motivation orientation in the students in the two

kumi. This was evinced by the answers provided to the question asking them their

main reason(s) for learning English. 51 students (77.3%) gave first-ranked

responses that appeared instrumental in nature (such as for university entrance,

university study, or for a future job), while 9 students (13.6%) gave first-ranked

responses that appeared in line with integrative motives (such as for

communication with foreigners). 1 student (1.5%) responded with a personal-
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motivation-appearing response, while 5 students (7.6%) responded with “for the

future,” “for after university,” or “for my dream” for their first ranked response

but did not then elaborate further, making their responses impossible to

categorize.

A majority of students (43 students, 65.2%) indicated that their main reason

for studying English was for university, such as for their university entrance

examinations or their future university classes. For the students who answered this

way, 22 students (33.3%) noted that university caused them to want to study

English, but a nearly equal number (21 students, 31.8%) noted that it did not.

University was not the only instrumental reason for learning English. Several

students (8 students, 12.1%) indicated that their future jobs were their main reason

for studying English, which also appears to be instrumental in nature.

However, the single question regarding the students’ main reason(s) for

learning English was not used to determine motivation orientation. Other

questions on the questionnaire were also used to construct the larger picture of the

students’ language learning motivation. For instance, the students did not appear

to be satisfied with learning English because it would allow them to enter

university or so that they could use English for a future job. These two reasons

were in second and third place in the first ranking behind having exchange with

foreigners.

The students ranked first communicative-type reasons for learning English

above other reasons, thereby bringing this apparently strong instrumental

orientation into question. For instance, the first-ranked advantage of studying
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English for Japanese people in general and for the students was for

communication with foreigners. Additionally, the students indicated that the most

interesting thing about studying English was not that they would get ability or

knowledge of another language, which was mentioned by only 11 students

(16.7%) as their first ranking and by 12 students (18.2%) as their second ranking.

These results seem odd considering that the students did not appear to be

fascinated by English providing them with the ability to pass their university

entrance examinations or engage in future career endeavors.

Being able to communicate in English was the highest-ranked interesting

thing about studying English. The main future merit for the students to study

English was so that they could have communication in English, and the students

listed having communication in English as the main thing that would cause them

to become more interested in English. Communication via English – what appears

to be a very integrative motivation orientation – was quite prominent in the

students’ responses and matched the findings of the pilot study. The students,

even with the university entrance examinations facing them, appeared to want the

ability to communicate.

Indications of a personal motivation orientation, though not as strong as the

instrumental or integrative motivation apparent in the questionnaire data, were

nevertheless present. Though not highly ranked overall, over one-third of the

students ranked experiencing Western things like books and movies as interesting.

Nearly half thought English was most fun when listening to Western music, and

almost one-third thought the same when watching Western movies. Possible
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personal motivation orientations were most strongly indicated in the questions

asking the students what would make them most satisfied with their English

knowledge (i.e., being able to watch Western movies without subtitles, which tied

for the second highest ranking along with using English for a future job) and what

would cause the students to become more interested in English (i.e., Western

movies, with Western music not far behind).

Based on these overall responses from both kumi, it was speculated at the

commencement of the study that most of these high school students have as their

primary reason for studying English their upcoming university-related

experiences, particularly their passing of the university entrance examinations.

They may not want to study for the examinations, and they may not enjoy doing

so, but the examinations give them a very good reason to study English and

provide them a goal in their English studies. As their futures (both job-related and

personal-related) depend on the results of these examinations, and because

English is one subject found on the examinations, that the students would answer

this way was not surprising. The university entrance examinations (and even the

students’ future university experiences) are just one step or hurdle to the students’

future aspirations that may or may not include the use of English.

On the questionnaire, students remarked that university is the main reason for

their studying English, and that university makes them want to study English,

because:

・ “If I have a dream, and if it is for my dream, I want it to come true. 夢のため

なら、夢があるならかなえたい。”
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・ “I can do my best if it is for my dream. 夢のためなら頑張れる。”

・ “A big objective of mine is to become an exchange student, but for that I have

to get to university. 大きな目標は留学することだけど、そのためには

大学にはいらないといけないから。”

・ “I want to go to that university [i.e., the university of my choice]. その大学

に行きたいから。”

Unsurprisingly, some students remarked that even though university was their

main reason for studying English, it did not cause them to want to study English

because:

・ “They [i.e., the university entrance examinations] make me feel restricted. 束

縛感があるから。”

・ “I think we are being coerced into it. 強制されているように思うから。”

・ “I lose an understanding of why I am doing this [i.e., studying]. 何のために

やっているのかわからなくなるから。”

・ “I just feel pressured. なんとなく圧迫感を感じるから。”

One of the most commonly cited reasons why university does not encourage

students to study English, even though it is their main reason for doing so, and the

reason that adds credence to the possibility that the university entrance

examinations overshadow other possible motivation orientations, is because the

examinations focus only on grammar and vocabulary and do little to foster

communicative abilities in the students:

・ “Even if I get ability in grammar, it [i.e., the English I study for university

entrance] cannot easily be used for communication and real conversation.
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文法とかの力は身についても、コミュニケーションや実際の会話な

どに役立てるのは難しいから。”

・ “Even if I can do university entrance examination English, I don’t think it has

any connection to real life. 受験英 ができたとしても、実際の生活に

は関係ないと思うから。”

・ “I think studying to solve problems is only useful for the university entrance

examinations. 問題を くだけの勉強は入 にしか役立たないと思う

から。”

・ “School English is only grammar, and I don’t think it is really useful. 学校の

勉強は文法ばかりで、本当に役立つとは思えないから。”

・ “I want to learn how to communicate in English and not just read long

passages for comprehension. 私は 文を読 することなどではなく、

コミュニケーションをとれるような英 を学んでみたいから。”

・ “I get the feeling that English studies for university [entrance] will not be very

useful in the future. 大学のための英 の勉強はあまり将来で役に立た

ない気がするから。”

・ “It’s boring just to learn grammar. 文法ばかり学んでもつまらないから。”

As their first response, 39 students (59.1%) said the least interesting thing

about studying English is vocabulary and grammar, precisely that which is

necessary (and consequently taught) to pass the examinations. Overall, they most

want to get standard English ability from their high school classes. This response

was ranked both first and second by 23 (34.8%) and 19 (28.8%) students,

respectively.
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The overall obligation orientation of the students in these two kumi was not

quite as clear as their overall motivation orientation. The responses to some of the

questionnaire items indicate a more cooperative stance on the part of the students.

For instance, more than two-thirds of the students (45 students, 68.2%) indicated

they would rather maintain good relations with their classmates than gain English

ability. A majority of students (40 students, 60.6%) also stated that their attitudes

toward their English studies were cooperative in nature rather than competitive.

Additionally, 52 students in the two kumi (78.8%) reported not being concerned

about what their classmates thought of their English abilities, while 31 students

(47.0%) reported not being concerned about the English abilities of their

classmates.

However, responses to other questions on the questionnaire make this overall

cooperative stance questionable. As reported by the students, most of the work in

the English classes is done individually rather than in groups (61 students, 92.4%).

The slight majority of students (34 students, 51.5%) described their classmates’

attitudes toward their English studies as competitive. All students ranked

themselves as the one to please most via their English studies (66 students, 100%),

and a majority of students (36 students, 54.5%) remarked as their first response

that their classmates influence their English studies because they make them keep

up with their studies.

Thus, based on the questionnaire data, although not a few students remarked

that they are competitive in their English classes, the students in general think of

themselves as being more cooperative than competitive in nature:
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・ “Because I helped a nearby student when they could not answer and was in

trouble. となりの席の子が、こたえられなくて困っていた時、助け

ていたから。”

・ “This [i.e., English studies] is not something to be competitive about. 競争し

てやるものではないでしょ。”

・ “If a nearby student is in trouble, I tell them the answer, and I often show

them things like my notebook. の子がこまっていたら教えてあげる

し、ノートとかをよく見せてあげるから。”

・ “Because I myself do not understand English. 自分自身、英 が理 でき

ていないから。”

Interestingly, although a majority of the students see themselves as

cooperative, slightly more than half of the students in the two kumi (34 students,

51.5%) see others in the class as competitive:

・ “Because they want to be number one?? 一番を目指しているから？？”

・ “I don’t see any places where they cooperate. 協力する場面が見られない

から。”

・ “Because there is competition by grades from the quizzes. 小テストなどで

点数をあらそったりしているから。”

Numerous students gave the university entrance examinations as a specific

reason for why their classmates should be so competitive:

・ “Because the university entrance examinations are so close. 受験が いか

ら。”

・ “Because there are many students studying at full speed for the university
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entrance examinations. 受験勉強まっしぐらっていう人が多いから。”

・ “Each student is a rival because this year we have the university entrance

examinations. 今年は受験があるから、１人１人がライバルだから。”

・ “We are third-year students, so everyone is doing their best in studying for the

university entrance examinations. もう３年生だし、受験にむけてみん

な頑張っているから。”

・ “Because this year, everyone is concerned with the university entrance

examinations. 今年はやっぱりみんなが受験を意 しているから。”

The conclusion drawn from these questionnaire results points to students who

are, on the whole, instrumentally motivated to learn English because they must

study for the university entrance examinations but who appear much more

interested in putting their knowledge and ability to other uses, particularly to

communication in English. As for their obligation orientation, the students in

general see themselves as cooperative and interested in maintaining good relations

with their classmates even though they view the work done in their classes as

being completed on an individual basis and their classmates as being competitive.

Student Interviewee Selection

From the questionnaire results, six students were sought for interview

participation based on their perceived motivation and obligation orientations.

From the two kumi, the following kinds and numbers of students were found and

thought to be potentially interesting interview participants:

1. Six students appeared to be integratively motivated and to have a group

obligation orientation. All were female students: four from the first kumi and
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two from the second kumi.

2. Three students appeared to evince an integrative motivation and to have an

individual obligation orientation; two were female and one was male. The

female students belonged to the second kumi while the male student belonged

to the first kumi.

3. Five students appeared to have instrumental motivation behind their language

learning and to have a group-oriented obligation. All but one of these students

were female, with the male student belonging to the second kumi.

4. Five students also looked to have instrumental motivation but to be individually

oriented in their obligation; three were female and two were male. Both male

students and one female student belonged to the first kumi while the remaining

two female students belonged to the second kumi.

5. Four students were thought to display personal motivation for learning English.

Three were female and one was male. Two of the female students were from

the second kumi while one male and one female student were from the first

kumi. As mentioned above, personal motivation did not appear to be strongly

evinced by the students, at least in comparison with integrative or instrumental

motivation. In looking through the questionnaire responses, the students who

showed some personal motivation did not evince any strong tendencies toward

either an individual or group obligation orientation. Therefore, instead of

splitting the students with personal motivation into two separate groups based

on their obligation orientation, they were kept together as a single group for

initial consideration as interview subjects.
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In total, these 23 students were selected as the initial pool of potential

interviewees. The questionnaires of these students were reinspected, and the

responses of the students in each group (i.e., the integrative/group-oriented

students, the instrumental/individual-oriented students, etc.) were compared

against each other in terms of how strong they appeared to evince their motivation

and obligation orientations, such as by an assessment of the additional

information they provided on their questionnaires. I then ranked the students

according to which I would most like to interview. The top-ranked students were

the ones Mr. Mizuno initially approached to ask if they would be willing to

participate in the interviews.

One female student (the top-ranked student with an integrative/group

orientation) from the second kumi declined to participate in the interviews. Upon

her refusal, Mr. Mizuno approached the next student on the list. This second

student consented to participation.

Interview Background

For this study, twenty interview sessions were conducted in total: one

interview each with two English teachers and three interviews each with six

students. For the purposes of confidentiality, each interviewee is referred to here

by a pseudonym (Merriam, 1998; Seidman, 1998). The pseudonyms represent

their last names, which is how the teachers, students, and people in general are

normally addressed in Japan.

The English teacher interview participants were:

1. Mr. Mizuno: head English teacher in charge of third-year students (the
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equivalent of American high school seniors)

2. Mr. Hamamatsu: head English teacher in charge of first-year students (the

equivalent of American high school sophomores). He was the head English

teacher of third-year students the previous school year when the pilot study was

conducted.

The student interview participants were:

1. Kawai: a female student who evinced an integrative/group orientation. She

belonged to the first kumi and was the second-choice student from the list of

those with a possible integrative/group orientation.

2. Murasaki: a female student who evinced an integrative/individual orientation.

She belonged to the second kumi.

3. Aoki: a female student who evinced an instrumental/group orientation. She

belonged to the first kumi.

4. Kôbe: a male student who evinced an instrumental/individual orientation. He

also belonged to the first kumi.

5. Ôyama: a male student who evinced personal motivation. He belonged to the

first kumi.

6. Mitaka: a female student who evinced personal motivation. She belonged to the

second kumi.

These students had told Mr. Mizuno that they would be willing to participate

in the interviews, but because I was unable to ask the students directly if they

would be able to participate, I did not know initially if the schedules of these

students would allow them to contribute further to the study. There was a chance
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that their schedules, such as their club activities, would conflict with possible

interview times. Additionally, because it was not advisable to conduct the

interviews during school hours, there was the possibility that the times the student

participants would be available would conflict.

Because of various school events and regular school lessons, none of the

interviews could be conducted in the soundproof music lesson rooms that were

used several months prior for the pilot interviews. Instead, I was provided a small

room adjacent to where Mr. Mizuno’s desk and some other teachers’ desks were

located. The small room was part of a larger room but was blocked off by a set of

filing cabinets and assorted bookshelves. The small room had a door that led to

the main hallway, its own light switch, and a long table with nearly a dozen chairs.

A long blackboard was affixed to the main wall of the room. There were also

some windows in the room that faced the back of the school and provided a view

of the art building.

The small room afforded suitable privacy whenever I visited the school, but I

soon discovered it was not an optimal room for conducting the interviews. At

times the noise from the adjacent teachers’ room was excessive due to the

teachers talking or students entering that room and asking the teachers questions.

The interview participants did not have the full privacy needed for the interviews.

This was occasionally evident when they lowered their voices when I asked

questions, the answers to which could potentially reflect badly upon those at the

school or the school itself. There was additional concern that the students would

be wary about how they answered because Mr. Mizuno’s desk was on the other
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side of the wall of filing cabinets.

The teacher interviews were conducted on a Monday several hours apart.

These few intervening hours allowed time for me to transcribe most of the first

interview (Mr. Mizuno’s) before commencing the second interview. The student

interviews were started a week later on the following Tuesday, the last day of their

midterm tests, which only lasted through the second class period of the day. Mr.

Mizuno had coordinated the times when the students would come individually to

see me that day. Although I was told that all six students would be at school that

day for their midterms and would therefore be available from around midday,

only three of the six student interviews were conducted then because not all the

students were actually available. Over the next two days the other three students

were interviewed.

During these three days, all were asked when they could participate in the

subsequent two interviews. Fortunately, there were no conflicts with the students

being able to continue with the interview process. There were also no conflicts

between the students’ available times, such as two or more students only being

available to be interviewed on the same days at the same times.

Five of the six student participants were available for the subsequent

interviews Monday through Friday over the next two weeks. The sixth student

(one male student, Ôyama) volunteered his lunch period to participate in the

interviews. His first interview was also conducted during the school’s lunch

period. There were no problems with his participating in the interviews during

this time, as he had gained teacher permission to do so.
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English Teacher Interview Results and Data Analysis

Background

It was decided that interviews with the teachers were important enough to be

conducted prior to the student interviews. More than just because it is thought that

the L2 language teacher has a considerable influence on student motivation

(Noels, 2001), the teachers were expected to provide perspective and information

on how the classes were normally conducted and on what foundations the teachers

based their teaching. Additionally, these interviews would aid in triangulation of

the data and would provide a stronger basis to the student interviews, as they

would give more and clearer information about the level of the students, what

their probable main goals were, and would provide an indication of which student

interview questions, if any, should be added, omitted, or altered.

I had several concerns about the teacher interviews above and beyond those

stated regarding responses being honest and forthright. As Japan is a collectivistic

culture, important relationships tend to be vertical (Triandis & Singelis, 1998).

With such vertical relationships, one person will almost inevitably be the person

in the higher position who commands and receives respect and obedience.

Because the teachers were on their home territory and were used to commanding

respect and obedience within the walls of the school, there was probable cause for

them to do the same with me, the outsider, during the interviews.

Such concerns about the straightforward nature of the teachers’ responses and

their attitudes toward answering questions from a foreign researcher were

unfounded. Both teachers were extremely helpful in their answering of my
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questions, and in some cases volunteered additional useful information well

beyond that elicited by the interview questions.

The teachers were also helpful in other respects. In order to accommodate the

non-native American researcher, both teachers also rephrased the Japanese words

they used or gave explanations of terms they thought I might not understand.

They also appeared to seriously consider the questions posed to them and did not

seem to hide any information nor evade discussion subjects. They were both very

straightforward with their responses and appeared genuinely interested in giving

me their opinions and their versions of their experiences. From my point of view,

tatemae posed no problems during these interviews.

Upon their completion I coded the interviews, a process that involved making

notes of the main topics discussed by the teachers and making comparisons across

teacher responses. Due to the flexible nature of the semi-structured interviews,

some questions asked in one interview were not asked in the other. In such

instances, direct comparisons of teacher responses could not be made. However,

indirect comparisons could still be made from their overall responses. It was also

the case that one teacher discussed something the other teacher did not, and

although comparisons could not be made with these responses, they were taken

into consideration when approaching the later student participant interviews.

Initial Results

On the whole, the two teachers agreed on most background topics including

the rank of the high school (high), that the students were concerned about their

school’s ranking, the socio-economic level of the students (middle to high), and
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the ability of the students in English (average to high). However, it was quickly

realized that the two teachers conducted their English lessons differently because

they taught students at different grade levels. While Mr. Mizuno taught third-year

students who were under direct pressure to prepare for their university entrance

examinations, Mr. Hamamatsu taught first-year students who had just graduated

from junior high school and were still being indoctrinated into high school life.

This difference in students accounted for Mr. Mizuno conducting English classes

in a manner far different from how Mr. Hamamatsu taught his students.

Neither teacher, it was discovered, follows the MOE’s Course of Study, at

least not in a strict manner. As a teacher of third-year students, Mr. Mizuno

appeared to completely abandon the dictates of the Course of Study, which makes

no mention of classes called “grammar classes.” Grammar, he insisted, is taught at

most shingakkô (進学校, university preparatory schools) such as theirs because of

the amount of grammar found on the university entrance examinations. The

development of oral communication skills, or those skills specifically mentioned

by the MOE’s Course of Study that are meant to be fostered in the high school

students, is almost completely absent from the curriculum for third-year students.

Mr. Hamamatsu, too, stated that he did not strictly follow the Course of Study,

but he followed it to a higher degree when compared with Mr. Mizuno. Mr.

Hamamatsu’s remark that the Course of Study is nothing more than a guideline

that need not be followed rigorously in every case matched what Mr. Mizuno said

when he stated that the Course of Study was abstract and that because there are

different objectives for students at the different schools (for instance, for
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shingakkô versus other high schools) that what is taught to the students will

naturally differ. I was taken aback because both teachers so plainly admitted that

they do not actively pursue that which is outlined by the Course of Study yet the

literature states how communication skills in English have increasingly become

the focus of the Course of Study for Japanese high school students.

From coding and comparing responses in the teacher interviews, several

themes of potential relevance for the upcoming student interviews emerged

concerning student language learning motivation, their obligations, and their

school experiences. These themes were grouped into what turned out to be three

fairly interrelated categories: (a) student motivation and goals, (b) English

language usage, and (c) obligation, morality, and Japanese culture. These

categories and their respective themes will now be discussed in turn.

Category I: Student Motivation and Goals

Two themes on the students’ motivation and their goals emerged:

1. Both teachers perceived all students, regardless of grade level, to have as the

main goal behind their learning of English the passing of the university

entrance examinations.

To Mr. Mizuno, as well as to me, for the students at a shingakkô to have this

kind of goal was expected. When asked what the students’ main goal was related

to their English studies at school, he replied that it was to go to university. In

providing this response, he also said that the students largely ignore school

subjects that are not related to the university entrance examinations and

concentrate on those that are. Because Asahi High School is a shingakkô and
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because the curriculum is designed to get the students into university, Mr. Mizuno

felt that the students’ main aim was admittance to university. He therefore was not

surprised to find that the questionnaire revealed an overall instrumental

motivation orientation in the students that centered on entrance to university or for

future jobs or careers.

Mr. Hamamatsu echoed Mr. Mizuno’s belief that the main goal for the

students at this school was passing the university entrance examinations. What

was interesting about his response was that he expressed this view for his first-

year students who had just entered high school and who would not be taking their

university entrance examinations for another two-and-a-half years. He said in no

uncertain terms that, “right now, even though they are first-year students, their

main objective is the university entrance examinations. 今は一年生ですけれど

も、やはり、その目標はと えばやっぱり大学入 だと…一年生からや

っぱり大学入 だと思います。”

Based on the questionnaire data, it was not the case that all students appeared

to have the university entrance examinations as their main goal, nor that other

student goals or objectives were completely absent. Rather, it was speculated that

due to the nature of the school being a shingakkô that many if not all of the

students entered this school primarily to aid them in their pursuit of university

entrance. Other goals, it was thought, were either held simultaneously with the

goal of entering university or were relegated to secondary (or lesser) positions, to

possibly be resurfaced at a later time after the examinations.

2. With passing the examinations as the students’ main goal, both teachers
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remarked that the students must have instrumental motivation and use English

“like a tool.”

Because of the structure of the university entrance examinations, which do not

test students on their oral communication abilities, high school English classes

become grammar-centered. Emphasis is placed on grammar and vocabulary

because these areas will help students pass their examinations. Detailed

knowledge of them is needed to pass the examinations, so teachers and students

alike come to see English as a tool, regardless of how much students want to

communicate or use English for other purposes. Even if, as Mr. Hamamatsu

mentioned, students want communication because they want output for what they

have learned in class, there are too many strong and close reasons for students to

keep their motivation to learn English instrumental in nature. They have their life

after graduation to consider, which primarily includes their first taking the

university entrance examinations and, later, their future jobs. Therefore, the

students in third year use the English they know as a tool for university entrance.

Category II: English Language Usage

Two themes emerged that were related to English language usage in the

classroom and in daily life:

1. Practice in oral communication in the English classes is almost entirely

disregarded in favor of practice and preparation for the university entrance

examinations.

Because oral communication skills are not tested on the university entrance

examinations, nor are they stressed by example by people in Japanese society
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(including members of the Japanese government, as was pointed out by Mr.

Hamamatsu), the students do not receive much communication practice in the

schools past the junior high school level. No matter how much or how little the

students would engage in English oral communication in their classes, the view

by the teachers is that such practice and learning will have little impact in the

lives of most students, especially in the short-term for the examinations. In a word,

speaking English for the typical Japanese person is unnecessary. The development

of communication skills at the high school level is sacrificed in favor of honing

skills in the students more relevant to their becoming successful individuals in

Japanese society, that is, people who have gone to university.

Sacrifice is certainly the appropriate word. According to Mr. Mizuno, it is

difficult enough for the schools to find the time for the major goal of teaching all

that is necessary so as to help the students gain admittance to university. It

becomes almost unthinkable for the teachers to concern themselves with lesser

goals. English oral communication skills have little bearing on university entrance,

so such skills and the activities that promote them are readily forfeited and go

largely untouched in the third-year English classrooms at this high school.

Interestingly, although oral communication skills are unnecessary for the

purpose of taking the university entrance examinations, many students responded

on the questionnaire that they would like to be able to communicate and practice

communication in their English classes. This information was passed along to the

teachers during the interviews and they were asked their opinions about it. Mr.

Mizuno responded by saying that the Japanese education system is not designed
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to accommodate the teaching and practice of English oral communication skills.

In his opinion, the combination of there being far too many students per class

(usually at least forty students), no foreign students in the classrooms (which

eliminates the need for exchange and communication in English), and the students

seeing successful Japanese in society who may have studied or who may be able

to use English but do not, all contribute to making classroom instruction in

English oral communication difficult. This difficulty remains even after decades

of formalized English instruction in Japan and with the MOE’s Course of Study

explicitly expressing that the students should be exposed to more English

speaking practice.

Mr. Hamamatsu conveyed a possible reason as to why the students would

want more communication, not just why they do not receive communication

opportunities in the classroom. He said that the students have a natural desire to

use what they have learned, even if it is mostly grammar and vocabulary:

They are inundated with input. With so much input, it stands to reason that

they would want some manner of output. With so much input, they want

output, and communication is the form they want to put that output in. There

are a lot of words that they learn. They want to put these words together and

communicate with them. They think that they should have learned them so I

think they feel like they would like to try to use them. いっぱいインプット

される。たくさんインプットされると、彼等の欲求として、ごくごく

自然にアウトプットしてみたいという気持ちが出てくると思うんです。

で、本当に彼等はよくインプットするので、あのう、ごくこく自然に
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アウトプットしたいというのがそのコミュニケーションしたいという

気持ちだと思いますので、いろんな単 も出てくるね。だから、いろ

んな単 をつないで、コミュニケーションしてみたい。 えたはずな

んだから、使ってみたいという気持ちをすごくしていると思います。

Mr. Mizuno put it best when he said, “for the university entrance examinations,

it is not the case that it is good to pass. It is the case that you have to pass. So, in

the same vein, for communication, it is not that you have to be able speak, it is

that it is just good to be able to speak. 大学入 は受かった方がいいんじゃな

くて、受からないといけないというので、コミュニケーションはしゃべ

れないといけないんじゃなくて、しゃべれた方がいい。”

2. English, particularly when used as a means of oral communication, is not

needed by the students in their daily lives, either before or after their taking the

university entrance examinations.

As was mentioned in the literature review, most Japanese people do not need

to speak English in their daily lives in Japan. As the Japanese have a fully

functional and useful native language by which they can communicate, using

English as a means of communicating information in Japan is inefficient and

unnecessary in most cases, which is a theme explored previously by Rubrecht

(2003a). The typical Japanese high school student has few or no friends who

speak English natively in their immediate surroundings. The students’ parents,

other close family members, and neighbors also most likely do not use English as

a typical means of communication in the home.

In their daily lives before they take the university entrance examinations, the
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students therefore have few reasons to speak English. The instruction they receive

in their English classes in high school or at juku revolve around grammar and test-

taking techniques. Any oral communication practice they receive from their

classes is not meant to help them navigate through everyday linguistic trials such

as shopping, asking directions, or inquiring about bus or train schedules. Their

English lessons may aim to teach the students such things for use should they

travel abroad, but they are almost certainly not meant to be used domestically.

This situation whereby the students do not need to use English in Japan for

communication purposes does not change after the students take their university

entrance examinations. Mr. Mizuno mentioned the not uncommon occurrence of

Japanese people getting into a company and being surrounded by other Japanese

who do not have to use English for their jobs. Such people

can still get high salaries, even without speaking [English]. They get paid a lot.

There are people like that in Japan. Like the members of the National Diet.

They are the representatives for Japan, but it’s most common for them not to

speak English. So, when the students see things like that, the impressions they

get about needing to speak English… 給料とかも結構…しゃべれなくても

かぽかぽ儲かる人は日本の中にいます。国会議員の中でも、英 をし

ゃべれない人…日本の代表なんですけど、英 がしゃべれない人はほ

とんどですよね。だから、そういうのみんな見ているとコミュニケー

ションの必要性を…”

Regardless of whether or not they pass the examinations, English will most

likely not take a central position in their lives unless a future job, spouse, or some
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other circumstance requires them to be more intimate with English compared to

the average Japanese person. According to Mr. Mizuno:

They are all Japanese, so they have no need to speak English. When they go

out into society, I’m sure they’ll meet people who don’t speak English at all.

Then there are their fathers and mothers. They can’t use English very well, yet

they still lead wonderful lives. So they [i.e., the students] don’t feel the need

to use English. 日本人同士なので、英 をしゃべる必要もない。ないで

すよね。例えば、彼等は社会に出たとしても、英 全くしゃべらない

人も多分いると思いますし、彼等のお父さんとかお母さんもほとんど

英 できなくても、立派な生活していると思うんです。だから、そこ

までの必要性を感じない。

Category III: Obligation, Morality, and Japanese Culture

Several themes emerged that were related to the students’ obligation

orientations, morality, Japanese culture, and, ultimately, to their motivation to

learn English:

1. There is no indigenous basis of morality in Japan.

Mentioned by several authors in the literature (e.g., Barnlund, 1989; Janesick,

1993), Japanese religion, and by extension Japanese morality, does not arise from

a single source. As Barnlund (1989) stated about this morality:

Its cultural premises have been shaped not by a single religious faith, but by

three: Confucianism, Shintoism, Buddhism. Yet all have a form and a content

that are uniquely Japanese, and they converge more than they diverge. Out of

Confucianism has come what Nakane Chie has called a "vertical society," a
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hierarchical ordering of society based on status differences with regard to age,

tenure, sex, and ability. Out of the Shintoist tradition has arisen an empathy

with nature and a search for harmony. Out of the Buddhist tradition has come

a sense of humility and of fatalism and a preference for the simple and

concrete over the abstract and theoretical. (p. 38)

When asked about the morals explicitly taught to the students in the Japanese

education system, both teachers mentioned that Japanese morality arises from

sources outside of Japan, much as Barnlund stated. Furthermore, the morals the

students possess are taught to them well before they reach high school, such as via

the morals classes the students have in elementary school. Mr. Hamamatsu said

that his students advance to high school equipped with those morals, thereby

eliminating the need to teach them at the high school level.

Because the topic was not explored in depth in the interviews and because the

source of the morality was not thought overly important for this study, it remains

unclear just how strongly the Japanese in general and the high school students in

particular identify with and adhere to the amalgamated morality base the Japanese

have constructed. It was clear from what the teachers said that the morality

involves the best points taken from many different religions and deals with ethics

and codes of conduct.

It was Mr. Mizuno who remarked that Japanese morals do not originate in

Japan, “so it’s not like we can show that this is here so you should do this, but

rather because this is good. This is what the morals are about. So it is a little

difficult. I think that the morals are about understanding what is good and what is
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bad. Being nice to others and not doing bad things. I think that is what the morals

are about. これがあるからこういうことしろというのはなくて、こういう

ことがいいから、という…これが集めたのが道徳というふうに。なので、

道徳は難しいので…人に親切にしょうとか。悪いことしないとか。それ

は道徳だとおもいますけど。”

Mr. Hamamatsu expressed a similar view: “But these morals in the schools…

It’s like not bothering others, don’t do bad things to others, think about the

feelings of others. It’s basically ethical stuff. Also, doing your best as a group.

Doing your best for others. That’s what I think the morals are about. この道徳と

いうのは…人に迷惑をかけないとか。人のいやがることをしないとか。

相手の気持ちになろうとか。まあ、その程度ごくごく、その、倫理的な

分の初歩的なところが道徳だと思いますけれども。後はみんなで頑張

ろうとか。人のために頑張ろうとか。そういうことなんだと思います、

道徳は。”

Without a single source for the generation of the basis of morality taught and

followed by the Japanese, said morality is multifaceted and somewhat ambiguous,

yet the morality structure itself is unmistakably other-centered and harmony-

based. It involves considering the feelings of others and knowing how to act in the

presence of others. It may even be postulated that the students pay an excessive

amount of attention to others. Mr. Mizuno had this to say about how the students

pay attention to and seek out harmony with others: “They think of each other’s

things, they hold back their own opinions, and they take action considering their

surroundings, etc. お互いのことを考えて、自分の意見とかを押さえ気味に
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したりとか。周りを考えて…” Additionally, he stated that the students function

as a group by helping others and by not stating their opinions, which they will do

only when necessary.

2. Motivated Japanese high school students do not act like motivated students in

the West (e.g., American students). As a way to extend consideration toward

others, Japanese students, motivated or otherwise, will attempt to remain

inconspicuous and not stand out from others.

Stated in nearly identical terms by both teachers, Japanese students do not

want to stand out from the group or be considered different from others. When

asked if motivated Japanese high school students will do things like raise their

hands to ask questions, as would be expected of motivated American students, Mr.

Mizuno replied that they did not because others in the class may already know the

answer to the questions. To raise their hands and ask questions would be

disruptive and inconsiderate:

Even if one student doesn’t understand, there are probably other students who

do understand. So, they think it is not a good idea to ask questions in class. So,

when class is finished they will say, “I didn’t understand this part.” They do it

individually. They don’t want to stand out. 一人が分からなくても他の子

が分かっているかもしれないですけどね。だから、みんなの中で、自

分だけの意見を うことは, あまりよくないと思っていると思います。

だから、授業が終わった後に、「先生、ここ分からなかったんですけ

ど」という。個人で 問するという。その周りに、まあ、目立ちたく

ないというのとか。
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Similarly, when asked the same question about motivated Japanese high

school students, Mr. Hamamatsu mentioned that the students would rather not

stand out (目立ちたくない, medachitakunai). As a result, Japanese students will

not do things like volunteer in class nor state their own opinions:

Even if invited to do so as a volunteer, they do not often do so. They do so,

and do so well, when called upon. But Japanese, as a part of their group

mentality, will not want to stand out. 誘っても、なかなか、その、ボラン

ティアとして答えてくるれことは少ないですね。当てれば答えます、

きちんと。だから、日本人、その、集団の中の心理として、とにかく、

目立ちたくはないというのがある。

3. Related to the above observation about the students wanting to remain

inconspicuous, the students pay an excessive amount of attention to others,

such as to what others are doing and what others may be thinking. This, in turn,

affects student action.

In their own way, both teachers conveyed this theme. As expressed by Mr.

Mizuno:

They look at others and think they have to do the same thing. So, they don’t

think that they want to be competitive, but as a result of what they see, you

know, it looks as if they are competitive. For example, if they come to school

and find no one studying, then the result would be that no one studies at all. …

But because they do study, then they see this and think to themselves that they

have to study. So they look around and see what is going on and then decide

what they will do. That is the Japanese way. Because everyone else is doing it
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then they should do it too. It doesn’t matter whether or not they want to do it.

他の人を見て、やらないといけない…だから、自分が競争したいとか

思っていない。だけど、結果としては、競争している姿になっている

ということはあるかもしれない。だから、みんな…例えば、学校に来

て、誰かが勉強していなければ、みんなは多分やらない…でも、誰か

がやっているから、あれも勉強するから、自分でもやらないといけな

い、というふうに…だから、周りを見て、自分がやらないといけない

こと決めることはこういうふう、日本人は。みんなやっているから、

やらないといけない。自分やりたいかやりたくないが別として…”

Mr. Hamamatsu had nearly identical things to say, such as that students are

concerned with how others perceive them and how the students do not decide

things by themselves. The impact of this theme is that Japanese students base their

actions on what they see others doing. Without others in their environment upon

which to base their actions, the students may have difficulty deciding what they

would like to do and if what they are doing is correct, and, more importantly, they

may also not have sufficient motivation to carry out their necessary tasks.

4. The teachers believe the students feel as if they are a part of the group, but the

degree to which the students feel that way is questionable.

Regardless of whether the students are thought to feel this way based on the

above-mentioned Japanese morality, because of their shared experiences, or

because of some other reason not yet revealed, both teachers expressed the view

that the students feel as if they are a part of the group (i.e., kumi), yet both

teachers expressed a strong reserve as to how much the students apply themselves
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for the benefit of the group.

Mr. Mizuno stated that the students have a sense of their kumi being and

acting like a group. However, he also stated that the students might not exert

much effort for the benefit of the kumi. This was clear when Mr. Mizuno asserted

the following when asked if there were something the students worked hard at

together:

I wouldn’t say work hard together, but I think they have a sense of their class

being a group. For instance, there are the field day sporting events where they

all wear the same t-shirts, like yellow ones. They often do things like that, so

they do have a sense of belonging to the class. However, I don’t think they

really put in much effort. 頑張っているというか、クラスの意 があり

ます。例えば、球技大会とか。クラスでみんな同 T シャツを、ね。

色とか。そんなことをよくやるので。クラスの帰属意 はあると思い

ます。ただ、努力はあまりしていないと思うんですけど。

Mr. Hamamatsu was asked a similar question and like Mr. Mizuno he gave a

similar response: “I think they have that feeling sometimes [i.e., the feeling of

working hard for the group], but not so much, especially compared to the past. It’s

decreased. グループのために頑張ろうという気持ちは持っていますけれど

も、でも、それほど、昔と比べると…弱くなってきたと思います。”

Such remarks by the teachers gave the impression that although group

consciousness on the part of the students was apparent, this group consciousness

was either perfunctory in nature or false and empty.

5. The students do not want to be competitive in their academic endeavors, but
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become so from the pressure derived from their university entrance

examinations studies.

Mr. Mizuno said that the classes were generally competitive in nature because

the students study all the time. Because of this studying, fostering and maintaining

good relations between others is not stressed by the teachers. He recognized that

the students have different abilities, but by third year these differences matter little.

The students are all forced to compete, which makes for a competitive

atmosphere.

Mr. Hamamatsu, in contrast, thought his first-year classes were more

cooperative than competitive in nature. He was averse to promoting a competitive

atmosphere in the classes where the students “race” against each other. He also

acknowledged the difference in abilities in the students and said that they most

certainly feel pressure because they are working against both time and the

Japanese academic system.

It is difficult at this point to determine if the disparity in the teacher responses

originates from individual differences in teaching approaches or if there are actual

changes involved in how teachers are expected to teach first-year and third-year

students. It is suspected that there are changes to be found and that teachers

instructing third-year students would answer in ways similar to Mr. Mizuno, but

further inquiry into this topic is needed.

6. The students need to be in groups and, relatedly, need to be in competition with

others in their groups.

This was the most surprising and intriguing theme to be discovered from the
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teacher interviews. From the information the teachers provided, it was not simply

the case that the students were in groups or that they acted in groups or even that

they identified with their groups. It was that the students needed to be in groups in

order to function in the academic system. This need, it was speculated, only partly

arose from the students’ general cultural and collectivistic backgrounds. More

accurately, for students who will eventually take the university entrance

examinations, the group and the other members of their group act as the biggest

spur or source of motivation for the students and cause them to work hard and

study for the examinations. Without the group, the students would be nearly

unable to perform.

This conclusion of Japanese students needing others to make headway in their

studies was reached based on two things, the first being from the morality already

discussed. As stated by the teachers, the morality taught in the schools (and by

association practiced throughout the country) primarily involves people looking

outward and recognizing the existence of other people. This morality seems to be

in place within the students and the students seem to be actively pursuing their

studies based on this morality by looking outward, not inward, in order to find the

motivation and the basis for their actions.

The second thing originates from what Mr. Hamamatsu said at the end of the

interview when asked about the contradictory nature of the students being group

oriented yet needing to be competitive for university entrance, especially when

compared with American high school students. In his view, there is no

contradiction. The friends (or classmates) are there and take a central position in
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the students’ worlds because they are made into academic rivals. Conversely, any

academic rivals encountered are there to become friends. The students want to

make others their competitors so that they will come to have motivation to study

because, as Mr. Hamamatsu put it:

Japanese don’t have the skill of being able to look inside themselves… They

have not been trained to be able to do that. So it’s not about them looking for

weaknesses inside themselves, or doing their best. It’s about looking for rivals

in one’s surroundings. By doing this, and by the resulting competition, they

can pass through and get clear of the “examination hell.” So I think that by

winning against others and by having beating others as a goal, they can make

it through the “examination hell.” 振り替えて、こう考えるという…そう

いうのスキルはね…ないです、日本人で。どちらかというと…そうい

う 練がなされていないので。だからどうしてもそのへんで、あのう、

自分の中に弱さを見つけるんじゃなくて、で、頑張るんじゃなくて、

自分のそとにライバルを見つけることによって、なんとか目先の競争

でなんとか受験戦争をクリアしていきたい。常に、だから、人に勝つ

ことによって、人に勝つという目標を持つことによって、なんとか受

験戦争を乗り切っていこうという気持ちがあると思います。

Mr. Hamamatsu went on to say that from the perspective of all third-year

students, all other students are seen as rivals. This does not change the fact that

these rivals are still friends because, as he put it, the students treat their studies

and their ensuing rivalries like a game. The feeling of the students is that of

wanting to win and not wanting to lose, and it is from these feelings that the
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students derive their motivation to study. This game-like atmosphere, he went on

to say, is particularly beneficial for the students who are not sure exactly why they

have to study English or, possibly, are not yet concerned about the university

entrance examinations. So long as they make rivals with those in their

surroundings they will come to feel as if they want to win against them and hence

will want to study.

Two conclusions were drawn based on the preceding information. First, the

unique combination of collectivism whereby people look outward more than

inward, no indigenous morality base (but one which is ethical and other-oriented),

and the competitive academic system all found in Japan work together to cause

the students to look outward more than inward.

Second, the Japanese education system seems almost designed to function

with such factors in mind. For instance, Mr. Hamamatsu stated that students have

a difficult time in their studies if they study alone:

If someone is not there, they can’t study. Many students do not study on their

own… So they go to a yobikô and “self-study rooms.” … The reason for that

is that they have friends there. They are rivals, all those people. They are

friends, but they are really rivals. There are not many students who can just sit

and study by themselves. So they go to places like a yobikô and will study as

friends with others. 他人がいないと勉強できないと思いますから。よく、

あの、あるのが、一人で勉強しないんです、彼等は。必ず、だから、

家へ帰らないんです。ええと、いわゆる予備校に通って、自室がある

ので…なぜかというと、友達がいるから。ライバルなんです、それは。
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友達であり、ライバルですね。で、一人でじっくり勉強できる子は

[inaudible]。だから、学校、わるとみんな予備校へ行って、友達で勉強

します。

Thus, the proliferation of juku and other schools that cater to students who are

preparing for entrance examinations comes about in part because the students

wish to learn and practice more. Such schools also provide visible “classmates”

who act as further sources of rivalry.

In the end, both teachers remarked that the apparent contradiction that I

perceived between the competition by the students for placement in university and

the cooperation and harmony expressed in the classrooms does not exist.

There were several additional opinions not shared or not explicitly expressed

by both teachers but that appeared to be of value in painting the larger picture of

Japanese high school student language learning motivation and their obligation

orientations. These opinions, all stated by Mr. Mizuno, were:

1. Most students were thought to have motivation to learn, but because of serious

constraints on their time (e.g., because of juku, club activities, and their

preparation work for the next English class) they have no time to do all the

things for which they have motivation.

2. High school is little more than a step to university. High school education must

by necessity be “wide and shallow” (stated by the Japanese expression “広く、

浅く” “hiroku, asaku”), for it is up to the universities to more deeply teach the

students.

3. Mr. Mizuno wondered whether or not the students’ language learning
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motivation would increase or decrease if there were no English sections on the

university entrance examinations.

The teachers were thanked for their participation at the end of their interviews

and were reminded that a second interview or short meetings may be requested to

gather additional information or to check my findings. No second interviews were

required, but Mr. Mizuno was approached once after the first set of student

interviews was completed for information clarification.

Impact of the Teacher Interviews

From the information extracted from the interviews with the teachers, I was

able to take a more informed stance concerning the learning environment of the

students and was therefore able to (a) gain a better understanding of the morality

background of the students and how that morality affects their learning experience,

(b) gain a better perspective of the events witnessed during the English class

observation, and (c) make adjustments to the student interview questions prior to

the commencement of the interviews. For instance, because the teachers

mentioned not needing English in daily life in Japan, additional follow-up

questions on this topic were asked of the students in their second interview on

their language learning motivation so as to better assess what would motivate

them and other Japanese in general to use English. Additionally, I was able to

compare student responses in the interviews with the information provided by the

teachers.

Student Participant Interview Background

The following presents descriptions and background information on the
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student participants:

1. Kawai (integrative/group): Kawai appeared to be a reserved yet intelligent girl.

On the questionnaire, she stated that she had most wanted to gain

communication ability. When asked why she had answered this way, she stated

that it would be interesting to talk with foreigners.

2. Murasaki (integrative/individual): This girl was the most energetic of all the

student participants. When asked about her future goals, she stated that it was

her dream to become an exchange student to the U.S. and to become a disc

jockey in Japan (for which some proficiency in English is apparently required).

She engaged my questions in a very positive and inquisitive manner.

3. Aoki (instrumental/group): Aoki was the most reserved and hence the quietest

talker of the student participants. She occasionally had to be coaxed to talk

louder for the audiotape during the interviews. She was thought to possess an

instrumental motivation orientation due to her wanting to use English for her

future job, whatever that may eventually be.

4. Kôbe (instrumental/individual): This student, who professed to want to go to

university to study to become a psychological counselor, was very helpful in

that he volunteered much additional information and seemed to make every

attempt to get me to understand his thoughts, feelings, and viewpoints.

5. Ôyama (personal): The second of the two male students, he played baseball on

the school team and was often absent from classes due to games and other

tournaments. Ôyama initially stood out from the other students who filled out

the questionnaire because of his apparent personal motivation. Upon meeting
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and interviewing him, it became apparent why he seemed to have such a

motivation orientation: he was quite the loner. He did not seem to be an outcast

from his classmates, but rather professed a desire to ignore his classmates and

in turn let them ignore him. Still, he was receptive to the interview process and

stated that he had many friends in different groups, both in his own kumi and

out.

6. Mitaka (personal): Mitaka was a relatively tall girl who also evinced personal

motivation to learn English because of the interesting combination of her

personality and her future dreams. She wanted to go to university to study

nursing yet most enjoyed English when it concerned Western things like music

and movies. She also expressed a desire to have communication with foreigners.

What made her most appear to have personal motivation to learn English came

from her response to a question on the questionnaire that asked if any of the

reasons she had for learning English made her want to study the language:

“Rather than for the obscure reason of getting to university, I get the feeling

that the reasons are for me (like my hobbies) 大学に進学するためという漠

然とした理由でなく、自分のためという感じがするから（ 味など）.”

In a manner similar in style to that of the teacher interviews, during the course

of the student interviews, I assessed how these student participants reflected on

the questions asked of them and how they responded. Similar in manner to the

teachers, the students interviewed did not seem hesitant to answer honestly.

However, they exhibited some concern that their interviews were held in a

location that lacked complete privacy. One student, Murasaki, even mentioned at
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the start of the first interview that she could hear one of her friends talking in the

adjacent teachers’ room.

Each student was interviewed three times over a three-week period. With the

exception of the one student Ôyama, all of the students were interviewed after

classes had finished for the day. Ôyama was interviewed during lunchtime. The

first interviews were all conducted in the span of three days (three on one day, two

the next day, and one the third day). Afterwards, for the remaining two interviews,

one student was interviewed each day, Monday through Friday, except for the

second and third interviews with Ôyama and Kôbe. Due to unforeseen student

commitments, both of these students canceled their second interview (scheduled

on a Friday). These interviews were rescheduled for the following Monday, the

same day that Aoki was scheduled to have her third interview. Ôyama and Kôbe’s

third interview were both conducted on the last day (Friday) of the study, although

Ôyama’s interview was cut short because he forgot about the interview session,

arrived late, and then had to go to his fourth-period class.

As with the teacher interviews, each student participant interview was audio-

recorded and listened to three times: once during the initial transcription phase,

once during the transcription check phase, and once again during a reflection

phase. The transcripts were then read at least two times each before they were

coded.

Interview 1

Interview 1 served several purposes. I used it primarily to familiarize myself

with the student participants, especially as I was unable to talk face-to-face with
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the participants after they had been selected as interview participants and sought

out by Mr. Mizuno. Part of the interview time was used to inform the students

why they had been chosen as interviewees and what would be expected of them

during the interviews. Their interview schedules were also decided at this time.

All six participants stated that they understood the purpose of the interviews, the

topics of discussion of each interview, what was expected of them (e.g., that they

should answer honestly to the best of their ability, that they could refuse to answer

a question if so inclined, etc.), and that they could withdraw from the study at any

time.

Relatively neutral descriptive questions were asked at the beginning of all the

first interviews with the participants (Merriam, 1998). This allowed the

interviewees to get accustomed to the format of the interviews, to help them relax,

to get them into the frame of mind necessary for the interviews, and also to get

them acquainted with the speaking style of the non-native Japanese-speaking

researcher.

As the first interview was meant to provide me with some background

information on the participants (e.g., their thoughts and views about their school,

their teachers, their classmates, English usage in Japan, etc.), none of the students

were directly asked about their motivation to study English or their obligation

orientations. They were queried as to how they responded to the questionnaire

questions, such as if they liked English before entering high school and if they

liked English at the present time. They were also asked questions related to their

plans after graduation, their satisfaction with their English classes, and how they
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perceived themselves to approach their English studies.

Because the students were selected as interview participants based on their

responses to the questionnaire, the first interview presented some indications as to

whether these students did or did not evince the orientations they were thought to

possess. Overall, I found my selection of interviewees based on their perceived

orientations to be accurate as well as useful for the purposes of the study.

Several questions were added to the second and third student interviews based

on the general information gained during the first interviews. Each student’s first

interview remained intact, meaning there was nothing added to them based on

information extracted from the teacher interviews held the previous week.

Interview 2

Several questions were added to the warm-up section of the second interview.

There were two sets of these questions, the first of which consisted of questions

that I felt required further explanation on the part of the students. For instance, in

the first interview Aoki had initially stated that gaining English ability was most

important for her compared with doing what she needed to do for class, yet at a

later point in the same interview she seemed to contradict herself when she said

that doing her homework and the things expected of her were most important. In

order to clarify this inconsistency she was asked again which in her opinion was

more important.

The second set of questions were extra ones added based on the teacher

interview responses about the students’ learning and based on how the students in

general responded to the questions presented to them in their first interview. The
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students were queried about (a) their grades, (b) the effort they expended in their

English classes, and (c) English in daily life in Japan. The former topics of grades

and effort were considered important to explore further because of mismatches

between the information divulged by the teachers and students. The latter topic of

English usage in Japan was pursued because the teachers viewed English use in

Japan as unnecessary, yet the students are still forced to engage in heavy language

study. Without needing to use English in country, it appeared that the students

would have no short-term goals apart from the university entrance examinations.

Interview 3

At the beginning of the third interview, the students were asked if there was

anything they wanted to add about what had been discussed to date, especially

because they had had approximately two weeks since the beginning of the

interviews to think about the topics already discussed. The students were also

given this opportunity because they appeared to have never previously thought

about the questions asked of them on the questionnaire and in the interviews and

at times seemed to be at a loss for words in the interviews because of this.

From the teacher interviews and from the previous student interviews,

additional questions were asked about (a) juku and studying with others, (b) the

students’ approaches to goals, and (c) high school English studies as a foundation

for the future. Juku was discussed further because of particularly intriguing

responses by the teachers in their interviews concerning juku and the additional

uses students have for juku that can affect their motivation and obligation

orientations, such as their providing students others (i.e., rivals) by which they
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could base their actions and reactions. Students’ approaches to goals were further

explored because there was insufficient time in the second interview to fully

explore this topic. Finally, the recurring theme of English studies at the high

school level acting as a future foundation merited additional student input.

Student Participant Interview Data Analysis

To begin the data analysis process, charts were constructed in an ongoing

manner that compared student answers across the interview questions. The

student responses were evaluated, and patterns were sought in the responses of the

students as a whole, in the responses of students with matching motivation

orientations, and in the responses of students with matching obligation

orientations. Interesting and contradictory results were also sought. These

comparisons allowed for a better understanding across the students and allowed

for an easier extraction of the themes uncovered in the interviews.

Research Findings and Interpretations

There are several things that should be kept in mind before addressing the

findings and resulting interpretations of said findings. First, beyond the limited

scope of this study, the findings discussed here remain tentative, the main reason

being the students never having consciously considered their motivation or

obligation orientations before. Due to their participation in this study they were

essentially cornered into considering their orientations and actions. With the

exception of Kôbe, all the students made mention of how difficult the interview

topics were for them to consider and that, because of the interviews (and to a

lesser extent the questionnaires) they were made to think about the topic and as a
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result confessed in some cases to not having studied enough and to wanting to

study more.

The students also confessed a lack of knowledge about their classmates,

despite the fact that they had known each other for more than two years and

studied almost daily alongside them at school. As such, they may have been at a

disadvantage when asked to explore some areas like how competitive/cooperative

their classmates were, what their classmates wanted to do after graduation, and

what kind of motivation or goals they possessed. The students really seemed at a

loss for descriptions about their classmates. They had only their own perceptions,

which, like their motivation and obligation orientations, had heretofore never been

explored.

Second, the reader should be aware of the interconnectivity of the findings.

Much the same as the literature and the background to this study could not be

investigated without connecting collectivism to the Japanese education system

that promotes collectivistic thinking at the early grade levels, the findings of this

study tend to be interrelated. That is, discussion of the findings on student

motivation will bring in a discussion of the students’ obligation orientations and

vice versa. The findings, although divided into categories, are not mutually

exclusive.

As with the teacher interviews, there were three main interrelated categories

constructed from the data analysis, namely, (a) the motivation and goals of the

students, (b) a shift in students’ approaches to their goals, and (c) students’

obligation orientations. Numerous themes were used to construct these descriptive
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categories, several in line (and in some cases nearly identical) with those

developed from the teacher interviews. Each of the categories and themes will

now be discussed in turn with supporting information from the English teacher

interviews.

Category 1: The Goals of the Students

The themes concerning the goals of the students are as follows:

1. English language learning in high school is considered a foundation for the

future, starting with the university entrance examinations.

This was a recurring theme in the first two student interviews. When explored

further in the third interview, the students generally agreed that the English they

learned at present would be a foundation for (i.e., be useful for or applied to)

something in the future.

Murasaki wanted to be an exchange student, so she viewed studying for the

university entrance examinations as the first step to becoming one because she

would be able to remember what she learned in school when communicating with

foreigners. Mitaka echoed Murasaki’s sentiments because she considered what

she learned as the foundation to get ability in English, the eventual application of

which being communication. Kawai thought that doing her studies well in high

school meant she would have a better chance of using English in the future. Aoki

believed that what was learned in high school would be the foundation for

anything the students wished to do in the future while Kôbe thought that the

studies were only good for the upcoming examinations and not much else. The

only student who did not answer in this way was Ôyama. In his view, he would
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have to get a little older before he could decide if his high school English studies

were truly a foundation for him or not.

The impression I gained was that the students believed that what is learned in

high school can and most likely will be applied to something at some point in the

future, minimally beginning with the university entrance examinations. As the

students expressed their future dreams, most of which hinged on their first

attending university and later using English for some purpose or other, the

foundation of high school English learning as their first step to passing those

examinations became a continually resurfacing theme.

Other studies have found similar themes of English language learning in

Japanese high schools to be a foundation. For instance, a study by Kobayashi

(2000) inquiring about the social influences affecting Japanese high school

students’ attitudes toward long-term English language learning revealed, in part,

the same foundational theme. Kobayashi found some students believing their

juken eigo in their high school to be a foundation of their “true” English

proficiency. Although it is unclear from the study just how many students thought

this, the students who made such remarks, concluded Kobayashi, recognized the

link between what they learned in school and the English they would use in the

future for, among other things, communication.

2. The students pursue few, if any, other goals besides that of university entrance.

From the viewpoints of the six student participants, the main goal of all the

students in the two kumi and all the students at this high school is university

entrance. Each of the six students remarked that being admitted to a university
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was one goal that they all had when learning English. Five of the students

remarked that it was the goal set for them by the school, even if not explicitly

stated by the teachers or the principal. Some of them even remarked that the goal

of university entrance was the goal that all the students have in common:

・ Kawai: “Everyone probably has different goals, but I think they all have as a

goal getting to university. みんなの目標は色々と思うけど、やっぱり、

大学を合格はみんな持っていると思うから…”

・ Kôbe: “I would say they [i.e., the goals] are the same. It is university. They all

want to get to university. やっぱ、同じですね。やっぱ、大学。みんな

大学に行きたい。”

・ Murasaki: “I think, from my perspective, that it looks like all of them are

studying for the university entrance examinations. 私には、よく、なん

か、受験のためだけというふうに見える、みんな。”

The second interview with Mitaka also bore this out:

Researcher: Are your goals similar to those of your classmates? あなたの目

標は他のクラスメート達の目標と似ていますか？

Mitaka: Yes. はい。

Researcher: On what points? どの点で？

Mitaka: It’s gotten to be the same thing. 同じことになっちゃう。

Researcher: The same thing. 同じことになっちゃう。

Mitaka: Yes. はい。

Researcher: What thing? どんなこと？

Mitaka: What we have just talked about. Everyone is thinking about the
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university entrance examinations and they study hard, and they think it

would be good to pass. 今までの話。だから、みんな、受験意 して

勉強しているから、大学 験に成功すればいいと思う。

Researcher: So is there a relation between your goals and their goals? そして、

じゃ、関係がありますか：自分の目標とその他のクラスメートの…?

Mitaka: Yes. はい。

Researcher: In what way? どのように関係がありますか？

Mitaka: I, the same as them, want to get to university. 私はみんなと同じよ

うに大学に合格したいから。

Apart from this one goal, there were no other discernable goals toward which

the students were actively striving. They had all listed what their own individual

goals were for their English classes, such as getting good grades, learning to

communicate in English, and gaining an interest in English, but the students all

but relinquished the pursuit of these other goals in favor of university entrance.

Everyone but Murasaki stated that the goal they concentrate on most, to the near

or complete exclusion of all others while in high school, is that of university

entrance (Murasaki responded by saying that her English tests were what she

concentrated on most, but according to her doing well on tests meant she was

absorbing and comprehending the knowledge necessary to pass the university

entrance examinations).

There are several reasons why the students would not engage themselves in

the pursuit of other goals, even if they confessed to having others goals or, as

Mitaka bluntly stated, to hating English.
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The first of these reasons is time. These high school students are extremely

busy inside the classroom and out. Their non-stop schedules begin practically

from the first day of high school and peak during the last year before graduation.

As with many other aspects of high school life, this busy schedule is a departure

from that found in junior high school and impacts how the students learn in the

classroom and at home. Mr. Hamamatsu expressed this difference between

student school life in junior high school and high school in terms of what is

expected of the students:

In junior high school, well… There isn’t much taught then but they practice

things a lot. Here the pace is must faster. More than lots of practice, the high

school classes are more about there being much more taught to the students.

So the students are taught a lot really fast, and then they do their best to

practice what they have learned…There is less practice at the high school

level. So they don’t have as much review, and there is quite a bit more

information that has to be gotten across to the students. 中学校の方が…教

えられることは少なく、後は練習はたくさんという感じで。こちらの

生徒はわりとそういうのはいきいきとやると思います。 校の授業は

練習、練習をたくさんやるというよりも、とにかく、教えることがた

くさんあるので、それを教えることをどんどんどんどんどんどん、こ

う、まあ、教えていって、その中でなんとか練習していくんですけれ

ども。練習量は絶対的に中学校で少ないです。 校の方が練習量は少

ないんで。後は伝えるべき情報がうちの学校では断然多いということ

は思います。
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Mr. Mizuno agreed that high school students have a harried and heavy study

load, especially the third-year students. He had assigned his students the goal of

reading books in English but remarked that he rarely saw the students engaged in

such reading, which he attributed to the students using all their time for studying

and doing homework. Even the students he considered to possess motivation to

learn English were, in his opinion, unable to do all the things required of them

because there is so much for them to do in a short amount of time:

They do not have time. For instance, they have club activities. They play

baseball, for instance. When they do that, they do it until 7:00, and it’s 8:00

when they get home, so they are tired…The things they have to do at home

are decided, and if they don’t do them at home, they won’t be able to follow in

the classes. So, even if they have motivation, they don’t have time to do the

things they have to do… 時間がないとか。例えば、 活… 活やってい

ますよね、野球…ベースボールをやっていると、で、例えば、７時ま

でやる、学校で、ベースボールやって、やっていると、家へ帰って、

８時で。だから疲れていますよね。疲れています。だから、寝てしま

います。家でできない。で、学校の勉強…クラスの勉強は家での勉強

…予習というかね…家での勉強前提としているので、家で勉強してい

ないと授業中は分からないです。何をやっていいか。だから、やる気

あっても、時間がなかったり、あのう、実際やらないとできなくなっ

てしまいます。

Mr. Mizuno went on to say that the students who want to go on to university

must study at home for five or six hours each day. With so much schoolwork and
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preparation for the university entrance examinations, the students simply do not

have time to do other things nor to pursue other goals.

The students themselves are quite aware of their lack of time. One of the

reasons Murasaki cited for quitting juku was because she became too busy with

her regular homework. The juku that Aoki attended assigns no homework because

the students already have too much daily high school homework. In fact, Aoki

said that even though she tries to do all that is assigned to her by her high school

teachers, she still sometimes finds it impossible to do it all.

Much of the reason the students lack sufficient time can be traced to the

pattern of the English classes themselves. As all the student participants

mentioned, the pattern of the English classes, especially the reading classes taught

by Mr. Mizuno, involve the almost daily pattern of preparation, class, and review.

The preparation (予習 yoshû) sees the students reading at home the passages

or stories to be read in the following class. They translate the sentences and

prepare to be asked questions concerning the Japanese equivalent of the English

words found in the passages. The class (授業 jugyô) involves the students taking

the quizzes at the beginning of each period, reading the passages in class with the

teacher checking the students’ comprehension, and the students adjusting the

translations they made during preparation. As a general rule, the students will

listen silently during the lectures and will not talk in Japanese or in English.

Finally, the review (復習 fukushû) involves the students doing the assigned work

from the day’s lesson, which usually entails homework of some kind and/or a

rewriting of the translations they got wrong. The pattern of the writing classes are
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not dissimilar, for the students will fill in blanks in sentences in their problem

books before going to class, where these answers will subsequently be checked.

This repetitive pattern of things to do before, during, and after class keeps the

students fully occupied with their English studies. They also have other classes to

attend and study for, which is the second reason why the students are short on

time: English is not the only subject tested on the university entrance

examinations. The examinations also test the students on the subjects of math,

Japanese, science, and social studies. Students will tend to pay less attention to the

contents of classes that have no relation to the examinations while paying

increased attention to those classes that will help them pass certain examination

sections. Those classes related to the examinations, and the homework and

preparation that come with them, will compete for the students’ time and attention.

As Mitaka stated: “It’s not just me doing my best for the English classes. I have to

do my best in all the classes. I have to study hard in all the courses that are related

to the university entrance examinations. It’s not like English is the number one

class I have to be concerned about. 今は英 だけを頑張るんじゃなくて、全

同じように頑張るから、その受験に必要な科目を同じように勉強して

…英 が一番とかというわけじゃないけど…”

That Japanese EFL students would have other classes to study for was a topic

examined by other researchers. In a study on the perceptions and behavior of

Japanese English language learners, Saito (2000) found that more than half of her

EFL student subjects commented on disliking it when a teacher assigns work

outside of class. One of the reasons they gave for this dislike was that they had
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other classes to study for and could not concentrate solely on their English

studies.

At the university level time continues to be a problem for students studying

English, as speculated by Johnson (1996). In a study with Japanese university

freshman enrolled in a required English course, he found that the students did not

put much effort into the language studies, the speculated reasons being either that

(a) English was not the students’ majors, or (b) the students lacked sufficient time

for class preparation and review.

The third reason the students do not engage in the pursuit of other goals is

because they cannot fulfill any other goals while occupied with university

entrance examination study. The goal of passing the examinations diminishes and

quite possibly extinguishes the pursuit of any other extant student goals.

During the interviews, the students were asked to list the specific goals they

had in their English classes. With the exception of Ôyama, all students reported

paying attention to – but not pursuing – the multiple goals they have for learning

English, such as for communication or for a future job, but none of them had yet

reached any of these goals. These goals remain unfulfilled because the goals are

either too long-term and cannot be pursued at present or because there is nothing

in the content of the English classes that will allow the students to reach their

other goals. For instance, one of Mitaka’s goals was to be able to have

communication in English. With communication practice absent in the third-year

high school classes, there was almost no way for Mitaka to fulfill this goal, much

less attempt to pursue it, via English class activities and homework.
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Results from the interviews indicate that apart from very short-term goals

such as getting a good grade on the next English test, the students have no goals

that can be accomplished while they attend high school. Even the goal of

university entrance itself, which is the main goal of all the students, has yet to be

fulfilled. Thus, in the English classes in third year, the students relinquish any

other goals they may have originally had or may fail to establish new goals

because the objective of passing the university entrance examinations overwhelms

the structure of the classes and becomes the most important aim of the students at

this point in their academic lives.

3. Apart from university entrance examinations studies, there is no urgent need to

learn the language for daily life in Japan.

Although English can be found nationwide, the ubiquitous nature of the

language in Japan is deceiving. The pervasiveness of the English language does

not necessitate learning English in order to allow a person to function in daily life,

as is more likely the case in ESL situations. Students as well as the general

populace have little reason to create goals that aim at their utilizing English for

such things as communication or for understanding written signs and notices

because (a) there is no urgent need to learn English while residing in Japan, and

(b) there is no urgent need in the daily lives of the Japanese to put into practice

what English they have learned.

That the students do not need English became an immediate theme from the

first interview, which was conducted with Mr. Mizuno. As he said, “in their daily

lives they absolutely do not need English. 日常生活には全く [必要] ないです
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ね。” If the students study English as an almost mandatory subject for as many

years as they do, the question becomes: “For what purpose exactly are the

students learning English?” For these third-year high school shingakkô students,

the purpose is university entrance and not for communication, nor for functioning

in daily life.

When asked whether or not the English language is useful to know in Japan,

all but one student answered that it was. Those who said it was useful said the

language could be used in the workplace and for talking with the numerous

foreigners who reside in Japan. Only Mitaka disagreed that English is useful for

daily living, although she said it was useful for a job.

When asked if English was indispensable to know in Japan, the students were

divided. Two students said that it was indispensable because it allows one to be

connected to English-speaking countries (Aoki) and because of the vast amount of

information gained from the Internet (Ôyama). The other students believed that

English was not needed for everyday living. They still described the advantages

of knowing English, such as an improved lifestyle (Kawai), that English would

bestow future benefits (Murasaki), and that learning English was not a waste of

time (Kôbe). Mitaka was the only one who did not have much to say on the

subject, only that English was not needed for everyday living.

Needing to know English for daily life and needing to know English for a job

are two completely separate areas. The daily English in Japan, such as signs

reading “sale” and radio broadcasts with phrases like “your weather today,” has

been a part of the students’ lives since they were born. They never had to learn
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English to provide them with a specific understanding of these phrases because

they were born into what can be called an “English Japan.” They grew up with

these phrases and other pieces of English that surround the Japanese and hence do

not consider them to be “foreign.”

Such pervasive and widespread use of English, from advertisements to labels

on household appliances, does not present problems to the average Japanese

person. As Kôbe stated in the first and second interviews, respectively:

・ Coca Cola is cola. You don’t have to learn English for that. If you live in

Japan, I don’t think it is really necessary to learn English. コカコーラとか

は、もう、コーラ…英 を習わなくても分かることなんで。日本で

住む場合にはあまり必要ではないかと。

・ In Japan, even if it is written in English, we can usually understand what it

says. To change the channel on television, it says “CH.” We pretty much

understand it means “channel.” やっぱり、日本の中では、英 で書い

てあっても、大体分かることで…テレビのチャネル変える時でも、

「CH」って書いてあれば、「番組だなあ」とか。大体分かるから。

Aoki agreed that English in Japan has become commonplace. Mitaka also

expressed the commonness of English in Japan, as depicted in the following two

interview excerpts:

・ The English we see in our everyday lives, like on billboards and stuff, is sort

of decided. It’s normal stuff… 日常的に見る英 、例えば、看板とか

で、限られているから。それは、普通に感じる。

・ We [i.e., Japanese] understand the meaning. For example, the words we see
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are the ones always there. So it’s not something we get in trouble over. で

も、意味が分かるみたいです。例えば、いつも見る単 はだいたい

が限られているから、別に生活に困ることはない。

The existence and usage of English in Japan is no longer questioned by this

generation of Japanese. It is natural for English to be found everywhere in this

“English Japan,” and what is found is, to a greater or lesser degree, fixed, limited,

and understandable by the general populace. Not all of the English is

understandable to all persons, but neither is it all incomprehensible.

All six of the students interviewed remarked that they did not use English

outside of class. Even with as much English study as they receive in the school

system and from juku, what they learn is put to little use in the real world, mainly

because the English the see, hear, and experience is set and understandable to

them and to most other Japanese. The second reason their English studies are not

applied is because in this “English Japan,” there is nothing to test or challenge

their English ability precisely because the English they see and hear is mostly

decided:

Researcher: I understand about the university [as a goal for studying English],

but what about the communication? 大学はもちろんだけど、コミュニ

ケーションの方は？

Mitaka: Actually, I haven’t had the opportunity to talk with foreigners. 実際

に外国の人と話したりする機会がないから。

Researcher: Not at all? 全く？

Mitaka: Not at all. 全くないです。
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Chances to communicate in English, too, are indeed few and far between:

Researcher: In places outside of English class, do you have the chance to use

English? クラスの外で、違うところで、その、英 が使える機会が

ありますか？

Ôyama: No. ない。

Researcher: Not at all? 全然ない？

Ôyama: This is about speaking English? Then no. 英 しゃべる機会ですよ

ね。ないですね。

Along with the benefits of the Japanese not needing to actively learn English

to navigate in this “English Japan” come several disadvantages. Because the

students (and other Japanese) do not need English to function in daily life, there

are few chances for them to put the English they have studied into practice and

apply what they have learned. This is true from the student level up to the level of

English instructors. Communication with others via English within the boundary

of the Japanese archipelago is difficult for many Japanese to encounter. Mr.

Mizuno made mention of this fact: “I myself do not know how to be able to come

to have communication [in English]… I really don’t have any chance to speak

English in my daily life. Even as a teacher of English, I go home and don’t speak

English at all. 私自身もどうやってコミュニケーションできるようになる

かというのは分からないですから… 日頃、英 をしゃべる機会はほとん

ど、日常的にはない。英 のティーチャーでさえもないですね。家へ帰

ったら、もう、全くしゃべらないから。”

If the English the students learn up through the third year of high school
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cannot be applied locally and immediately, and if the students do not live or travel

abroad, the goals for learning English, at least in the short term, become just as

decided as the English used in Japan. The most clearly set reason for learning

English becomes learning for the university entrance examinations because of

their important and immediate nature.

Category 2: A Shift in Students’ Goal Approaches

Three important shifts can be seen in the lives of these high school students

because of their limiting their goals to university entrance. The first shift involves

the students taking up the single goal of university entrance and abandoning other

goals. The second shift concerns the students’ gaining a more individual

obligation orientation. The third shift deals with the students focusing on the

grades and progress of others. Each of these shifts will now be discussed in turn.

1. A shift to the single goal of university entrance

Related to Category 1 above, the students do not pursue goals extraneous to

university entrance. Because of this and the pattern of the classes there is a clear

loss of group activity and group-orientedness for these third-year students when

compared to years past. As mentioned by each of the six students, at this grade

level there are no specific goals provided to the students, but there is the

underlying and unstated goal of the school and the teachers to get the students to

university. This theme came through clearly from each student when asked if

there were any goals provided by the school for their English classes:

・ Kawai: It has never been explicitly said, but it’s to pass the university entrance

examinations…There is nothing that is decided for the entire class. 口には
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出してはいないけど、やっぱ、大学を合格とかはみんなの目標だし

…全人って「これ」というに決めているのは特にはない。

・ Kôbe: Studying becomes studying to get to university. All of it. They don’t go

so far as to explicitly say “You will take the university entrance

examinations and pass.” But it is all for the university entrance

examinations, the studying. 勉強するということは、やっぱり大学に受

かりたいから勉強するわけで。突き詰めていく、やっぱり…大学受

かるためというふうになっちゃと思うんですよ、全 。だから…「み

んなさん、大学、受験するため合格するため勉強しなさいよ」と

ったわけではないんですけど、やっぱり、大学の…受かるためだと

思います。

・ Aoki: The students try to get ability [to pass the university entrance

examinations] individually by themselves in class. So there is not a group

goal. There is not a goal the students work toward as a group. 授業はなん

か、結構個人個人の能力という感じだから、そのグループとかはや

らないし、あまりそのまとめた目標というのはないし。

・ Researcher: So they haven’t said that that [i.e., go to university] is a goal? 目

標とはまだ っていない？

Murasaki: Right. うん。

Researcher: Like, “This is your goal.” 学校から、「これです」。

Murasaki: They haven’t said that. はい。 っていない。

・ Ôyama: I would think, though, that there is the goal of us getting to university.

合格といればいいんじゃないかなという目標はある。
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・ Mitaka: There is nothing really like that [i.e., specified goals from the school

or teachers]. But as I thought, they want us all to get to university. 特にそ

ういうことはないけど、普通、やっぱり、みんな大学に受かるは今

の目標かなって。

The focus of the English classes changes from the commencement of the third

year. As Kôbe expressed, the first and second-year classes were about learning.

Now the classes are all about how to study and prepare for the examinations. This

change in the focus of classroom instruction changes how the students approach

their English studies. Almost as a rule, the students abandon, fail to take on, or

otherwise purposefully diminish any integrative or personal goals for language

learning they may have because they must be motivated instrumentally for

university entrance:

Kôbe: I am third year. It’s gotten serious. More than being integrative, I think

being instrumental takes priority. 三年生ですから、やっぱり。まじか

ですよね、大学が。だとすれば、やっぱり、統合よりも道具の方を

優先すると思います。

Researcher: Why is that? でも、なぜですか？

Kôbe: It’s so close. I think the teachers are hurried as well. So being

instrumental takes priority. For first-year students, I think there are some

students who would be integrative, but for third year, I think they are all

instrumental in nature. いと、やっぱり、先生も、やっぱり、あせ

ると思うんですよ。だから道具的の方は優先になっちゃと思います

よ。一年生とかやったら、だったら、少し統合の人もいるかもしれ
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ないんですけど。やっぱり、三年生だと、やっぱり、道具の方ばっ

かりだと思いますね。

Researcher: So it’s like a tool, and then you can pass with that. If it is a

different kind of motivation, they don’t know if you can pass or not. です

から、道具で、まあ、道具的で、合格できる。違うやる気だと、で

きないか分からない。

Kôbe: Yes. ですよ。

In general, the other student participants agreed. When asked their

impressions of their current English classes, it was Ôyama who stated that they

were different from previous English classes because of the pressure brought on

by the approaching university entrance examinations:

Researcher: So the English classes this year, like compared with last year or

the year previous, are they the same or different? 今年の英 のクラスと、

例えば、去年の英 のクラスとは同じですか？違いますか？

Ôyama: I get the feeling they are different. Last year’s classes were better, I

think. 違う感じがします。去年の方がよかったような気がしました。

Researcher: So why are the classes not as good this year? 今年はどうしてそ

んなに…？

Ôyama: I’m under some pressure because the university entrance

examinations are so close, and my feelings have changed. やっぱ、受験

というのは、やっぱ、迫ってきて、自分の気持ちが、なんか、変化

があったりして。

Researcher: Why? どうして？
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Ôyama: Because last year it was like learning and studying was fun, but my

feelings have hardened from this year, from the beginning of this year. The

classes have stopped being fun. それは、なんか、その、去年とかはや

っぱ勉強を楽しむという感じでやっていたんですけど、やっぱり、

気持ちがかたくなって、今年の方が、今年に入ってから。それは、

なんか、授業に楽しさはなくなってきたというのかな。

The integratively-motivated students answered this question by stating their

classmates are good at English (Kawai) and, interestingly, that the classes are

more lively because the students ask questions (Murasaki).

Whereas the classes even just the year before were altogether group-oriented

in nature, the impression of the third-year classes is that they are individual-

oriented. Although there was no consensus on this topic (Kawai could not decide

if the classes were on the whole more group-oriented or individual-oriented and

Kôbe thought the classes were more group-oriented because the students study

together for the quizzes), the common theme that emerged was that of the students

doing classroom activities and homework individually.

With university entrance as the overarching goal at this grade level, the

students begin to be conscious of their futures and the reality of the life-altering

university entrance examinations. It is as Mitaka put it: once she became a third-

year high school student, she finally started thinking about the examinations.

What occurred in the classes even just the year prior and the previously held goals

of the students (besides university entrance) undergo a drastic change. The

students ignore, or at least postpone, the goals they had previously because of the
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seriousness of the examinations.

For instance, the integratively-motivated Kawai listed her goals for her current

English classes as university entrance and getting good grades but, curiously, not

communication. She found that an increased emphasis on the university entrance

examinations for third-year students caused her to relinquish her goals of gaining

communication ability:

Researcher: For first or second-year students, if you had communication as a

goal it may not have mattered much, but now would you say that you don’t

have that as a goal? 一年生か二年生の時は、多分、その目標があって

も、別に構わなかったけど。今は、その目標は持っていないという

ことですか？

Kawai: When I was a first-year student I wasn’t really conscious of the

university entrance examinations. So, instead, I wanted to become a better

speaker of English. Now, the focus is on the university entrance

examinations, so that’s the bigger thing that I am concerned with. 一年生

のところは入 とか全然意 しなかったから、逆に。だから、そう

いううまくなりたいとか。だけど、今はそれより、やっぱり、入

とか、あの方気にしちゃうから…

Researcher: But that was a goal before for you: to speak English better? です

から、前はその目標はあった？うまくなりたい？今はあると思いま

すか？ないと思いますか？

Kawai: Yes, but it’s not there so much anymore. ありますけど、なんか、

クラスの中でしめているのは少ないというか。
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2. A shift to an individual obligation orientation

Because the students’ reasons for studying center on university entrance, the

students approach their examination studies by undergoing a shift in the third year

of high school that makes the students more self-oriented than they were

previously. Part of this shift comes about because of the students themselves, as

they are the ones who must alter their daily lives and their study habits if they

wish to pass the examinations, but another part comes about because of a change

in the pattern and direction of the classes they take in high school.

For instance, it was realized after the interviews with the two English teachers

that the goals for the first-year students (and goals the teachers expect the students

to possess) are different from those of the third-year students. Mr. Hamamatsu

stated that there was indeed a goal for his first-year students, which was to put in

effort to correctly complete their assigned tasks (i.e., homework). It was clear,

however, that this goal was not carried out by individual students in a manner that

would only benefit (or hinder) those students:

Researcher: So if the students do not do what they are supposed to do, they let

everyone else down… ですから、そのやらないといけないことをやら

なかったら、みんなはがっかりさせるとか…

Mr. Hamamatsu: Yes. There is nothing like punishment if they do…They, as

students, all sort of worry over which university they will go to or which

path they will take. So they help each other out. They don’t depend on each

others’ kindness (甘え, amae), but rather they steadily and reliably do what

they have to do. Also, they fulfill the responsibilities as a member of the
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group that they are in. Also, I feel that as a group if they put in effort they

will be able to head in the right direction. そうですね。あの、そのへん

のなんか、罰則的なものはないんですけど。まあ、だから目標とい

うのは目標なんですけれども、その、やはり、同じ…どういう大学

に進もうかとか、どういう進路に進もうかとか、すごく悩んでいる

もの同士ですので、そんな中で助け合いながら…だた、甘えるんじ

ゃなくて、きちんと、やるべきことはしっかりとやっていって。後

は、責任…その集団の中の一員としての責任は果しつつ。後は、集

団としてみんなでいい方向に向かって努力していけばいいかなとい

う感じです。

In Mr. Hamamatsu’s opinion, the students could fulfill these goals by doing as

much as possible to contribute to the group (i.e., kumi), by being cheerful

members of their group, and by being cooperative (e.g., awake) when engaged in

group work.

Mr. Mizuno, on the other hand, only mentioned that the “group goal” for his

third-year classes was the aforementioned reading of books. Otherwise, the goal

for the students was to get to university, which is something the students

“decided” for themselves:

Researcher: Are the students given specific goals to strive for? 生徒は努力す

べき特別な目標が与えられていますか？

Mr. Mizuno: Things to strive for? Specific goals? 努力すべき？特別な目

標？

Researcher: Yes. うん。
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Mr. Mizuno: Well, the goals…the students have them themselves… For

example, a student wants to attend a university. They are the ones to decide

that. 目標は…自分で持って[inaudible]。例えば、大学に行きたい。

志望校に受かりたい。自分で目標を決めている。

Researcher: So they are not given that goal. だから、与えられていません。

Mr. Mizuno: Right. They are told to do this or that in order to make that goal a

reality, but the teachers do not say, “You will go to this university” or “You

will go to that university.” うん。その目標を受験するためには、こう

いうことしなさいということは与えていますけど、先生達が、「君

はこの大学行きなさい」とか、「君はこの大学に行きなさい」とは

っていません。

Researcher: So it’s all from themselves. 自分からですね。

Mr. Mizuno: Right. Well, from themselves or possibly from their parents. は

い。自分からか親からか、どっちか分からないんですけど、はい。

[Dialogue continues]

Mr. Mizuno: Right now, their goal is pretty much to get to university. とりあ

えず、大学に行くという…大学に入学するで目標ですね。

Researcher: How do you know if the goals have been fulfilled or not? どのよ

うにその目標が達せられたかと評価されますか？

Mr. Mizuno: Hmm. Whether or not they pass the university entrance

examinations. If they pass, the goals have been fulfilled. If they fail, they

weren’t. どのように。大学は受かるか受からないので、受かれば達

せられたんだし、落ちた場合は達せられなかった。
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Researcher: You just have to look to find out. 見れば分かる。

Mr. Mizuno: You just have to look to find out. 見れば分かるね。

Researcher: Are those goals done as a class or are they done individually? そ

の目標とかは、その、クラスでやっていますか？それとも、なんか、

一人一人…

Mr. Mizuno: Individually. Individually. 一人一人ですね。一人一人。

The effort to contribute to the group that Mr. Hamamatsu sought to elicit in

the students in the first year of high school diminishes considerably by the time

they reach their third year. When asked if there is something that the third-year

students work hard at together, Mr. Mizuno replied that there was nothing aside

from things like the school sporting events. During such events the students

participate and compete as kumi and thus have a sense of belonging to the kumi,

but in other situations they do not put in much effort to be a group.

Most students in the two kumi would likely agree with Mr. Mizuno’s

assessment. Many of them indicated on the questionnaire that there are no

opportunities to do things as a group in third-year classes. The in-class pattern of

students listening to the teachers’ lectures and the overall class pattern of

preparation, class, and review leaves little time for student interaction.

The student interview participants also mentioned that the classes are not

group-oriented, which is far different from the classes they experienced in every

prior grade when they are taught to work together and identify with their kumi and

han. In high school the third-year students listen individually, work individually,

and rarely communicate with their classmates during classtime. As stated by
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Murasaki:

For instance, even if we are given handouts and told to do the handouts, we

will, but we do them individually. Also, if there is a story or an explanation or

something in the English textbooks, we will be told to translate them for the

next lesson. We do that alone at home. If we are called on by the teacher to

translate something and we can’t, then the teacher will call on another student

to do it. We are not given much time to think. So there is no place to be

cooperative. 例えば、「プリントを渡します」、「プリントをやりなさ

い」と われても、別にみんなは一人で辞書を調べてやるんじゃない

ですかとか。後、英 の教科書に物 とか説明文が載っていて、で、

英文がずっと出ていて、それを「今度までに訳してきなさい」と わ

れて、それも辞書を見て、自分で訳してくるんじゃないですか、家で。

それを先生が「ここからここまでの文をあなた訳しなさい」とか っ

て。で答えられなかったら、つぎ、「はい。訳しなさい」とか って。

考える時間とかもないし。だから、あまり協力する場面はないと思い

ます。

Four of the student participants responded negatively to the question of

whether or not they felt as if they were part of some group in class. Ôyama

certainly did not feel as if he were a part of any group in class because of his

individual and borderline rebellious nature. He stated that he fundamentally did

not make groups with others because he could make friends and be with anyone.

Kawai, Aoki, and Mitaka all considered themselves as part of groups outside of

class, such as with friends and classmates who share the same hobbies, but they
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could not identify any in-class groups to which they belonged. They said that no

group work occurred in their classes, thereby indicating that the classes were

likely more individual-structured rather than group-structured classes. Only the

two students with the individual obligation orientation (Kôbe and Murasaki)

responded positively to the question, but even they were trepid to label the classes

as being group-oriented:

Researcher: Because there is no han at the high school level. 班がないから、

校では？

Murasaki: Right. はい。

[Dialogue continues]

Researcher: The kumi is not something you would call a group? 組だけど、

グループとは えないか？

Murasaki: The class? クラス？

Researcher: Yes. The class. Is it a group? はい。クラスがグループ…

Murasaki: In the classes? クラスの中の？

Researcher: Is it a group-oriented class? まとまったグループとは えな

いか？

Murasaki: The class? Everyone in the class? I can’t say that it is. クラスです

か？全員が？それは えない。

Mitaka, one of the personally-oriented students, responded in a manner that

was not so different from Murasaki:

Researcher: In that class, do you think you are one student in a group? その

中のグループの仲間…自分はそのグループの仲間だと思っています
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か？

Mitaka: There are no groups. Everyone… グループない。みんな…

Researcher: Not at all? It can also be groups with friends. グループは全然な

い？友達のグループでもいい。

Mitaka: What? え？

Researcher: There is one class, but for example, these six or seven students

share an interest and will sort of make a group. なんか、クラスがあるけ

ど、なんか、この中、六人か七人ぐらいは、なんか、ある興味があ

って、ちょっと集団的になった…

Mitaka: That doesn’t happen at all. それは全くない。

Researcher: Not at all? 全くない？

Mitaka: Right. うん。

Researcher: Not at all? 全然ない？

Mitaka: The classes are individualistic. なんか、普通に個人個人って感じ。

Researcher: So everyone… So the students with the same interests do not get

together? They don’t do that in class, or when class is over they definitely,

like three students, will get together? みんな…同じ 味のある人達は集

めてくれないとか、授業中の中でもいいし、クラスが終わってから、

なんか、必ずこの三人はなんか…

Mitaka: When class is over, usually… The ones who are good friends…

Usually, they will play together… That happens a lot. But in English

class… There are absolutely no groups in the classes like that. 授業が終わ

ってから普通に仲がいい…普通に遊ぶとか。それはいっぱいいるけ
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ど。例えば、英 の授業だけで、英 のグループとかは一切ない。

At the time of the interviews (early summer), the students were just becoming

aware of how close they were to the university entrance examinations. The

impression I gained was that the students were still getting used to the

“information loading” class style that was preparing them for the examinations,

and that the closer the students were to examination time the stronger they would

feel this individual emphasis. It was likely that after summer I would have gotten

different, possibly stronger results indicating the students becoming increasingly

individualistic because the teachers would be engaged in their “information

loading” teaching methods at a fever pitch and because the students would be

engaged in more individual examination study. This was surmised from the

comments the students made about stories from their senpai. First a comment by

Kawai:

According to my senpai, no one talks in class [before university entrance

examination time]. They would go to school in the morning and no one would

be talking. Everyone would be studying. I think it will be like that. 先輩とか

の話を聞くと、全然教室では話もしない…朝、学校に行っても誰も話

してないとか うし、みんな勉強していて。だから、そうになるかな

と思う。

In a later interview, Mitaka had this to say:

Researcher: It is before summer, so I don’t think anyone is thinking about that

[i.e., the university entrance examinations], but when it is fall… 夏前だか

ら、多分、誰も意 していないけど…秋になったら…
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Mitaka: It will soon be… Yes, that is what my senpai have said. People will

start studying hard. もうすぐ。先輩達もそう って。みんなすごい必

死に一人一人頑張っているって。

This individual emphasis and an abandoning of stress on group unity does not

cause the students to ignore those around them, as one might suspect. As a matter

of fact, the opposite can be said to be true. The more individual the students

become in their studies as they pursue their solitary goal, the more they look

outward as typical Japanese and pay even greater attention to those who are

studying with them. Why this would be so can be seen from the third identified

shift:

3. A shift in the student focus onto others

As a possible foreshadowing of the students’ shifting obligation orientations,

the students begin to increasingly compare their abilities and progress to

others. According to Mr. Hamamatsu, to make such comparisons is a very

“Japanese” thing to do. Even so, the students do this specifically as a means to

motivate themselves to study:

Like I just said, as a motivation problem. For example, in the case of

American high school students…they look at themselves and get motivation.

They think deeply about what kind of people they are. I think that is true of

Westerners. I think they have a lot of chances to do that. In Japan, though,

they don’t look in and ask themselves questions. They look out. They are

really concerned about how they look to others and how others look at them.

That is how Japanese people are. They are very concerned with that. They
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don’t think deeply by themselves and they don’t decide things by themselves.

They think what others might do. They think what others may be thinking.

They try to do things with others. They want to do things with others. So their

thinking does not really include themselves. They don’t regard themselves in

that equation. They don’t really know about themselves. They don’t even

know what they themselves want to do. Thus, they themselves don’t even

want to study. But, to begin with, they are just told to study and whatnot, so

they first go out and find a rival, and then they get the feeling that they do not

want to lose to them and then they do their best in their studies. 先の、あの

う、最後で ったんですけれども、結局モチベーションの問題で、そ

の、例えば、アメリカ人の子達、 校生とかの場合は、すごく、僕、

あのう、何人かを知っていますけれども、あのう、すごく、モチベー

ション…きちんとしたその、自分を振り って、あのう、志向を振り

ってみて、きちんとしたモチベーションを持っているんですね。必

ず、自分とはどういう人間であるのかということをよく考えています。

欧米の 校生はそうだと思います。で、そういう自分に対する問いか

けるチャンスはいっぱいあると思うんですけど。日本はどちらかとい

うと、自分に問いかけるんではなくて、そとに目が向いている。どう

しても。人目を気にする。人はどう見られているか。人はどう見てい

るだろうかとかはすごく気にする民族だと思うんです。で、自分で深

く考えて、自分で行動をして、自分で決めるんじゃなくて。人はどう

やるだろうか？人はどう考えているんだろうか？人と一緒にやってみ

ようとか。友達と一緒にやろう…自分というものもなかなか結局深め
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られていないんですね。よく自分というものをよく考察していないの

で、なかなか、その、自分自身も分からない。そうすると、自分自身

が何をやりたいのか分からない…だから、勉強したくもない。で、で

も、とりあえず、「やれ」と われるから、しょうがないから、とり

あえず、他に誰か…ライバルみたいなものを見つけて、「おまえには

負けたくない」という気持ちで勉強をゲーム感 として頑張っている。

In Mr. Hamamatsu’s view, then, there are no students who are unconcerned about

what others think of them.

Kôbe had a similar opinion that went in the other direction, that is, that

looking at others provides an indication of how well he is doing and if he is doing

that which he is supposed to:

Researcher: So then do you think that you get a lot of influence from your

goals or from the goals of others in your English studies? あなたの目標や

クラスメートの目標はあなたが英 を勉強する上で大きな影 をも

たらしますか？

Kôbe: I don’t know how well or poorly I am doing, so I think I need

something to compare myself against. やっぱり、自分だけじゃできて

いるかなとか、できていないのかというのが分からないから、やっ

ぱり、比べるものはいると思います。

Researcher: So you look at others, their grades, what they do… You look at

that? ですから、他の生徒を、他のクラスメートを見て、みんなの点

数とか、何をやっているとか…それを見ていますか？

Kôbe: Yes. I am concerned about that. I look at those above me and those
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below me because, in the end, the university entrance examination is your

life, so if you look at the people who are above you and you do better, then

you can pass the university entrance examinations. I am concerned about

that. はい。やっぱり、気になりますね。自分と比べて、やっぱり、

上なのか、下なのかというのは、やっぱり、最後、受験とかはそれ

が全 命だから。やっぱり、上、他の人と比べて、上だったら、や

っぱり受かるし、そういうふうで。やっぱり気になりますね。

Researcher: So if you don’t look at others… ですから、他の人を見ないと、

ちょっと…

Kôbe: I get uneasy. 不安です。

Researcher: Uneasy. Right. So… Do you have any examples of you looking at

other classmates, or an experience? Something concrete? 不安ですね。そ

してですね。例がありますか？例えば、他のクラスメートを見てい

て。何かありますか？経験とか？具体的に。

Kôbe: If my scores on the test are lower than everyone else’s, I would think

that how I do things is wrong, or that how I study is wrong. So, yes, I ask

my friends how they are doing. やっぱり、テストが他の人より下だと,

自分のやり方間違っているのか、英 の勉強の仕方が間違っている

かなと思ったり、やっぱり、聞いてみますよね。どうやってやって

いるの。

In the third interview, Kôbe had this to say about making comparisons with

others:

Researcher: Do you do that [i.e., compare yourself with others] too? 自分で
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もそうしますか？

Kôbe: Yes, I compare myself with others. やっぱり、比べちゃいますね。

Researcher: Do you think the others are doing the same thing? 多分…みんな

は同じことしていると思いますか？

Kôbe: I think they are comparing themselves with each other. みんなも、や

っぱり、比べていると思います。

Researcher: Is that a Japanese thing? 日本人がそのことをやりますか？

Kôbe: I think all Japanese compare themselves…I think that Japanese people

are conscious of differences in levels. 多分日本人全体が比べていると

思いますね…やっぱり日本人は結構意 しますね、差を。

Researcher: Yes, like ranking… うん。何か、そのランキングを…

Kôbe: Yes, they are concerned about things like that. はい。やっぱり、気

にしていますよね。

Thus, the students compare themselves via such measures as grades so that

they may get an indication, accurate or erroneous, of how appropriate their study

habits and effort are. This indication, in turn, is believed to be related to their

current level of knowledge and ability to use and understand English.

Ranking came across as an important theme in how the students focus on

others. One major reason they compare themselves is because of the ranking of

the university examinations. The third-year students engage in practice

examinations that provide the students with an indication, based on their scores,

of which universities they may be able to enter.

According to Mr. Mizuno, these practice examinations work in the following
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manner: the students first write down the names of the universities they might like

to attend. They then take the practice examination. When the results of the

practice examination are inspected, the students compare their scores to the scores

needed for entrance into those universities. The students subsequently have an

indication of whether or not their current ability in English is sufficient for

university entrance, if they must study more, or even if they should decide to

settle for a university with a less-demanding examination.

The results of the real university entrance examinations are also ranked, with

the results of how many students passed the examinations to famous universities

(and from which high schools they graduated) reported in magazines at the end of

the examination season. Local newspapers will sometimes even list the names of

students who passed the examinations (Kuroda, 1995).

Even with these comparisons and ranking so dominant and constant, it was

interesting to discover that comparisons happen only within the confines of what

goes on at the school. In other words, when the students do homework at home

there is no one around with whom the students can make comparisons. All the

student participants professed to being aware and keeping track of the progress

and grades of their kumi classmates (i.e., their rivals), yet they all also said that

they study alone, separated and isolated from their classmates. They all must do

their best to do their preparation for the next day’s lessons and for their quizzes,

which as mentioned takes up a considerable portion of the students’ time. They do

not study with others, meaning they do not meet with others after school to study,

nor do they call each other on the phone to check and compare answers, yet
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analysis of the interviews suggested that the students, when engaged in studying

alone, still consider and are conscious of the grades, progress, and to a lesser

extent the study habits of the other students. Although the rivals are not physically

present, their influence is still felt in their absence.

Why the students do not study with others was asked of a few participants

(some students were not asked because at the time of the interviews the topic was

not deemed to be of particular importance). Murasaki did not study with others

because she said she would rather do things on her own and then remedy any

mistakes she made on her homework in class. Whether in class or out, she also

remarked that she would not ask her classmates questions about the homework

either way. Mitaka said that she preferred to study alone mostly because it

becomes too easy to get off topic and talk about other things if she studies with

friends.

Because of this increase in students making comparisons with others, the

students begin to attach ever-greater significance to their grades in their English

classes. As in most cases, grades provide the teachers with a means to evaluate

student performance, but grades for third-year students serve an even more critical

function: they provide the students with a yardstick to measure their performance

with their peers, performance deemed essential for passing the examinations.

Mr. Mizuno stated in the interview that the students pay the most attention to

their grades in their English classes. This statement initially struck me as odd

because according to the literature grades are essentially unnecessary for high

school graduation and they rarely influence acceptance or rejection to university.
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Mr. Mizuno agreed that grades are not actually needed for university entrance as

they might be in the U.S., but they still fulfill a vital role:

Grades from school do not really matter alongside the university entrance

examinations. They don’t matter, but the students with good grades can also

get good scores on the university entrance examinations… There are cases

where students with good grades cannot get into university, but, if they have

good grades, it usually means they can get good scores on the university

entrance examinations. And if they have bad grades it means they won’t get

good scores on the university entrance examinations. 学校の成績と入 は

全く関係ないです。関係ないけど、学校の成績のいい人は入 でもい

い点が取れる…学校の成績がいいから、大学に入れないですけど、学

校の成績がいいことは、入 でも点が取れることになるので、で、こ

れが悪いと入 でも点が取れないということですね。

Thus, grades do in fact matter to the students because they are the best

indication of how prepared they are to take the examinations. Additionally, some

students may aim to receive a suisen (推薦, recommendation to allow top-

performing students automatic admission to colleges or universities), which

makes students concerned about their grades all the more because the suisen are

distributed mainly based on students’ grades. However, the general rule appears to

be that the students become concerned about their grades because of what they

tell them about their effort and current level of ability and not because of the need

to pass or do well for the sake of the classes.

The theme of the students studying alone but being actively conscious of
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others was evident in all six of the final interviews. For instance, Kôbe mentioned

how talking with, being surrounded by, and meeting the same people each and

every day causes him to consider others’ grades and progress while studying

alone. Ôyama said that he “uses” others (a term he himself thought was bad) in

such a way to better himself.

Category 3: Students’ Obligation Orientations

These shifts in the third year cause the students to become more self-oriented

and to identify less with others and less with a group but interestingly more aware

of the actions, progress, and abilities of others. The effects of these shift can be

most easily seen from the two themes of the students studying with others in mind,

and thus being “silently” competitive, and of their creating “rivals” out of those

around them in order to be motivated to study. Though both themes were already

mentioned briefly, their explanations are as follows:

1. Studying with others in mind induces a sense of competition in the students, but

this competition is neither overt nor intense.

A theme first emergent from the teacher interviews, the students’ Japanese

morals are in place when they reach high school and they evince these morals by

remaining passive, that is, by not standing out in their classes and by holding back

their opinions. Acting in such a way presents the appearance of kumi, classes, and

students as being all very group-conscious and group-oriented.

However, the passivity found in third-year students cannot be explained in

such simple terms. In their previous experience in the lower grades, this passivity

may have indicated the internalization and manifestation of the morals taught
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them. Yet at the high school level, this passivity is indicative of three things: (a)

the students are intent on absorbing all the class material presented to them by the

teachers, and, possibly more importantly, (b) the students concentrating on not

being called on by the teacher and having their homework answers under the

scrutiny of the others in the class, and (c) the students being engaged in a form of

“silent competition” with their classmates. It is this last reason that most concerns

the current discussion.

On one level, these quiet and attentive high school students certainly do much

that could be categorized as being cooperative. For instance, with the exception of

Murasaki, all of the student participants mentioned at one point or another during

the interviews that they rely on their classmates in their English classes, that their

classmates teach them things, and that they will ask questions of their classmates.

This reliance on others stems from what can be seen as a cooperative atmosphere

among the students who all belong to the same kumi. If students do not know the

answer to a question or have problems with how to complete homework, they can

ask their classmates, who would most likely provide them the answers if they had

them.

On another deeper level, the students are engaged in covert competition with

their classmates, in effect, the very people who provide assistance and upon

whom the students rely. All of the students interviewed remarked that they engage

in varying degrees of competition with their classmates, particularly when test

grades are involved. This competition comes about, in the main, from a feeling

the students repeatedly reported having: not wanting to lose to others (負けたく
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ない, maketakunai). For example, Aoki mentioned that she studied competitively

because “in order for my dream to come true, I feel like I have to make efforts to

make that happen. There aren’t many people who can become those things. There

is a limit. So I have the feeling that I have to proceed by doing better than those

around me. If I don’t do that, then my dream won’t come true. 自分の夢を考え

るだったら、なんか、そういう…それになるためには、やっぱり、すご

い努力しないと叶えられないし、なんか、なれる人が少ないと思う。限

られてくるから、やっぱり、その周りの人よりも頑張ってやらないとと

いう気持ちでやっていかないと夢が叶わないんじゃないかなと思います。”

Murasaki, in her third interview, also said she did not want to lose to others.

She was asked specifically what this “not wanting to lose to others” meant. Her

reply was that “the other person makes it and you don’t その人は受かって、自

分が落ちて.” Further explanation on her part revealed that students could

consider themselves to be “winning” or “losing” based on the scores they receive

on their English tests, a view supported by the other students. Mitaka remarked

that because the students are so concerned with ranking they consequently

become concerned with how others do on the midterms and final examinations,

which in turn causes the students to become more concerned with their own

grades and their own progress.

It is not necessarily a matter of these students attempting to beat out other

students for the limited number of spots available in the nation’s universities,

which was one of my initial assumptions. Rather, it is a view taken by the students

that their ranking in the class actually means something, that it indicates the level
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of their ability, effort, or the amount of information from the classes they have

managed to internalize and comprehend.

The students realize and are conscious of their competition with each other, if

not in a direct then at least in an indirect manner. Murasaki said that she had

several times witnessed classmates asking to see others’ notes but that the lender

appeared none too fond of the idea:

Murasaki: If I see a friend loaning another friend their notes, I think that they

really don’t like the idea of loaning out their notes. 友達が友達に貸して

いるのを見て、本当は貸すのはいやなんじゃないかなあ…

Researcher: They don’t really want to. 本当はいや…

Murasaki: I ask that too, and I get to see their notes. 私が「貸して」と っ

て、借りるんだけど、結局…

Researcher: They say “Go ahead.” 「はい、どうぞ」。

Murasaki: [inaudible].

Researcher: And no one has said no to you. 断れたことはない

Murasaki: No one has, but it looks as if they don’t want to. It’s like they have

done all that work, so they don’t want to. 断れるまではしないけど、ち

ょっといやそうに貸してくれる。やっぱり、自分が一所懸命やった

やつだから、貸したくないというのもある。

The competition in which the students engage does not appear intense enough

to create enmity among the students. The students do not make enemies out of

fellow classmates, as might conceivably be the case in other circumstances or in

other high-stakes settings. Harmony is not lost among the students in these kumi:
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Researcher: So then on things like English tests, do you compete with

classmates or with good friends? 英 のテスト等で、クラスメートや

仲のいい友達と競争したことがありますか？

Kawai: Yes. はい。

Researcher: So from that have you lost any friendships with anyone? そのこ

とによって、友達との関係がうまくいかなくなったことがあります

か？

Kawai: I don’t think so. そんなことはないです。

Researcher: It hasn’t gone that far? そこまでは…

Kawai: Right. はい。

In fact, responses by the interviewed teachers and students alike indicate that

mutual competition creates friendship and camaraderie among the students and

that the opposite is also true: friendship and camaraderie spurs competition. As

counterintuitive as this two-way process may seem, the Japanese find no

contradiction in simultaneously being university applicant “enemies” and being

friends. Consider first an excerpt from the interview with Mr. Mizuno:

Mr. Mizuno: In Japan, friendship is created by mutual competition. However,

as they go toward an objective, if they do their best in an atmosphere of

competition, they can gain friendships. So from a Japanese person’s point

of view, it is not contradictory to say that they can maintain their

friendships and compete with their friends at the same time. 日本は、なん

か、お互いに競争することによって友情が生まれる。だから、ある

目的に向かって…ライバル関係で頑張ると、そこには友情が生まれ
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るという。その形が強いと思って。だから、仲間を大切にすること

と、お互いに競争することというのは、日本的な考えというと矛盾

していない。

Researcher: Really? そう？

Mr. Mizuno: Yes. It’s not contradictory. They are in groups so that they can

compete. はい。矛盾していないですね。競争するために集団になっ

ている…

[Dialogue continues]

Mr. Mizuno: But even if you say it’s competitive, they have different

universities they want to go to. But in class the ranking of the students is

like first, second, and third, but…yes, they will compete to be first and all,

but it’s not like first place is good and second place is bad. It’s more like

first place would be good for this university, second place would be good

for that university. In a manner of speaking, that’s not really competition.

It’s like competing together and together improving. Then that means both

parties get better. I think that kind of pattern is quite prevalent… 競争と

っても、大学の志望とかは違うので、まあ、クラスで、例えば、成

績一番とか、二番とか、三番とかつくけど…一番の子と二番の子で、

一がよくて二はだめということじゃなくて、一はこっちの学校に行

って、二はこっちの学校に行くということはもちろんあるので、本

当の意味は競争ではない。競争して めて合っていく。両方ともい

かせていくとかね。そういう形が多い…

Next, consider an excerpt from the interview with Mr. Hamamatsu:
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Researcher: So do the students believe that all of their classmates are rivals?

他のクラスメートとかはライバルとして見るんじゃないですか？

Mr. Hamamatsu: When they get to third year, I think that they think all others

are rivals. However, they are rivals but they are also friends. Yes, that does

look very contradictory, being both rivals and friends…I think it is

somewhat contradictory. They are rivals and friends. I get the feeling it is

contradictory, but with their friends they can sort of view it like a game. 特

に三年生ぐらいになると、自分になりは、全人ライバルだと思って

いると思います。でも、あのう、ライバルであると同時に友達でも

あるんですけれども…すごく矛盾だと思いますね。ライバルと友達

というのが… 矛盾のような気がするんですけれども、そこで、そ

このなかで、友達に、その、いわゆる…ゲーム感 だと思うんです

けれども。

This game-like interplay of rivalry and friendship exists in high schools, and

as LeTendre (1998b) says, is actually present in the students as early as junior

high school because those students also have entrance examinations. That such an

atmosphere of conflict and strife with friends and classmates is not viewed as

contradictory was borne out in the interviews by the students who claimed that the

harmony and friendship between them was never broken as they engaged in

competition for grades on tests. Murasaki said that she would engage in

competition, but that if she did not do as well as another student, she would still

think that the other person had performed wonderfully. Aoki confessed to feeling

regret should she get a lower grade than her competitor, but she stated that her
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friendships never suffered as a result. Mitaka mentioned that she was too relaxed

about the game of being competitive in English class, but ventured that she knew

of at least one instance where two classmates’ relations turned sour because of the

competition. To her knowledge, those two students rarely if ever talk to each

other.

Both male student participants (Kôbe and Ôyama) also agreed that the

competition experienced in the classes does not harm their friendships:

Researcher: So from that competition, have you ever lost friendships? それで、

友達との関係が、なんか、なくなった…？

Kôbe: No. それはないですね。

Researcher: You have never become enemies or stopped talking to them [i.e.,

his rivals]? 敵にはなってないとか。口にきかないとか…

Kôbe: It’s never gone that far. そこまではないですね。

Researcher: Never that far. そこまではないです。

Kôbe: We both understand what is involved. If we don’t both know what we

are doing, then we won’t know each other’s grades to begin with. それは、

やっぱり、分かり合って、やっていることだし。やっぱり、分かり

合ったの仲じゃないと点数とかは知れられないから。

This sort of easy-going attitude was also evident in a comment by Ôyama:

Researcher: So has your friendship been affected by that [i.e., competition], in

a negative way? その人との関係が…仲が悪くなったことがあります

か？

Ôyama: No. It’s all pretty calm. Like, “I’ll get you…” ないです。もう、穏
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やかに。「倒すぞ」みたいに。

This relation between class grades and the potential to pass the university

entrance examinations is played out by the students being concerned about their

grades and, in turn, the grades of their classmates. As much as a student’s own

grades can reveal information on how well they may do on the university entrance

examinations, the grades of their classmates provide secondary yet useful

information. The students make comparisons so that they will have yet another

benchmark to indicate if they are keeping up with their studies or if they need to

work harder. If a student receives fairly high marks on tests but finds his or her

classmates getting even higher marks, the student may feel his or her chances to

enter a university to be slim and thus be that much more compelled to study and

to best the other students in the kumi.

2. Creating “rivals” out of friends to spur motivation to study

The “rivals” the students create and identify play an even more significant role

in the motivation and study habits of the students. Possibly because of the heavy

study load of the students, or possibly because in their final year of high school

the students are just now realizing the seriousness of the impending examinations

that will affect the rest of their lives, they begin to look for ways to provoke better

study habits within themselves.

When studying the students will create “rivals” out of their friends and

classmates. These rivals are created in a half-playful half-serious atmosphere

where the students identify others who are outperforming them. Identifying and

creating these competitors, in turn, induces motivation in the students to study and
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get even better grades.

As quoted above, Mr. Hamamatsu talked about how Westerners will “look at

themselves and get motivation 自分を振り って…きちんとしたモチベーシ

ョンを持っている” but that Japanese people will instead look out, will look to

others, and will compare themselves to others in order to be motivated. This is

why rivals become so important to these students and why they will go to places

of outside of school to study with friends. To again quote Mr. Hamamatsu:

Because others are studying, they see them and get motivation. They will see

others studying and will think that they too must study and do their best. They

see them doing their best, so the students will think to themselves that they do

not want to lose to them. That’s why they do it. If they study by themselves,

they cannot see the others around them. They don’t get motivation, and then

they cannot study. They don’t think deeply on their own about why they have

to study and thus cannot come up with an answer for that. Because their rivals

are doing it and they don’t want to lose to them…that’s the feeling I get. 友達

が勉強しているから、その姿を見て、モチベーションを こす…人は

頑張っているから、自分は頑張ろう。そこで、あの子達が頑張ってい

るんだから、自分は負けたくない。だからやる。自分自身になると、

周りが見えないので、そういうモチベーションが きない。だから勉

強ができない。深く自分で考えたいないので、その、どうして自分が

今こう勉強しなきゃだめなのかというのが自分自身答えを見つけられ

ないですね。人がやっている、ライバルがやっているから負けたくな

い。「今、やろう」という感じです。真相だと思います、そのへんが。
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That those in close proximity to the students exert an influence on them is

unmistakable. Each of the student participants answered clearly in the affirmative

that they are concerned about the progress of those around them (i.e., their

classmates). This is not a purely friendly concern about the welfare, well-being,

and progress of their classmates, but rather is connected to the students’ perceived

“winning or losing” against the progress of others and using others as a model of

comparison for their own studies.

For instance, all six student participants had very telling remarks about how

they focus their attention on others and use others to spur them to study:

Kawai:

・ “If a friend’s grades get better, then I think that I have to do better as well. I

get influenced like that in a good way… It’s like those students are doing

their best, so I have to do my best as well. 友達が、なんか、点数度上が

ったりとしたら、こっちも頑張らなきゃいけないかなと思う。いい

意味で影 しあって… あの子は頑張っている。私も頑張らないと

いけないかなとか。そういう程度だから。”

・ “From the atmosphere [of the classes], if everyone else is doing their best,

then I think that too… Because everyone else is making sure to do the

preparation for class, then I think I have to as well. I think that’s the

influence. 周りの、やっぱ、 囲気でみんなが頑張っていると自分も

頑張らないと。みんながちゃんと予習とかしてきたから、自分も頑

張らんと乗り れる…周りの影 で。”

・ “It’s the same class and group of students, so because they do their best, I do
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my best…Everyone wants to get to university, so the atmosphere of the

class is that everyone is doing their best. I think that is a good influence on

the atmosphere of the class. 同じクラスので、みんな頑張っていると

自分も頑張らないと… みんなは、やっぱ、そういう、大学とかを

志望しているから、なんか、そういうクラスの 囲気とか、頑張っ

ている 囲気のクラスと…やっぱ、頑張っている 囲気の方がみん

なにとってもいい影 だと思うから。”

Kôbe:

・ “If they [i.e., my classmates] had low grades and then got better, then I think

that they are studying. I feel that I have to study too… Even if the levels are

different, right now, there are those who have not decided what they want to

do [e.g., which university they want to attend and what subject to study]. I

think about where they might go, and I think of what level they might be at.

Even if they are at a different level, I think that I have to start studying. I

think about that kind of thing. 今までは低かったのに、なんか、上がっ

たら、ああ、勉強しているんだなとか。自分もやらなきゃなあとか

と思って… レベルが違っても、今まだ、あのう、決まっていない

人もいるから、そういう人がどこ受けるのかとか思いながらどんな

レベルなんだろうなあとか思ったりしますし。やっぱり、違うレベ

ルでも、上がった人がいたら,そろそろやりはじめなきゃいけないの

かなとか。そういうことを思ったりしますね。”

・ “I think if my classmates have motivation, then I think if I don’t have

motivation, I will get flustered… When you are really alone, if there is no
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one to compare yourself with, and you don’t know if you are doing well or

not, then you think that you are no good, then I think that is bad. やっぱり、

クラスメートがやる気になっていて、自分だけなんかやる気になっ

ていないと、やっぱりあせたりしますし… 本当に一人になった時

に、やっぱり、自分はいいとか、悪いとか、やっぱりそういうもの、

比べるものがないとだめだ。だめになっちゃうようみたいなことに

なっちゃうと、やっぱり、悪いことですよね。”

Aoki:

・ “It [i.e., others getting better at English] concerns me so much that it makes

me want to study more. It gets to that point… I think I will want to do my

best even more… Because it is for the university entrance examinations, it

eventually becomes competitive. I therefore think that this competitiveness

comes out in all the students. 自分も頑張らないとなあという気になる

…もうちょっと頑張らないと、というふうに、なんか、そういうや

る気が出てくる…受験とかになると最終的には競争になっちゃうか

らちょっとそういうところで競争心とかが湧いてくると思います。”

・ “I see the other students doing their best, so I think I have to do the same. That

is the influence I get… For example…before a test everyone tries their best.

I see how much others are studying. I’ll ask, “How much have you

studied?” They will say, “This much.” If they did more than me I will think

that I have to do more and then I will do more. It’s like that… I think it is

something that happens a lot. 他の生徒が頑張っているのを見て、自分

も頑張らないといけないなあという影 はされる… 例えば、なん
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か、テスト前とかになって、結構みんな頑張るんだけど、なんか、

どのぐらいやっているとか聞いて、で、けっこう、「このぐらいや

ったよ」とか、自分よりもけっこうやってたりすると、相手が、な

んか、「ああ、自分も頑張らないといけない」というふうになって

…そういうのはかな…よくあること。”

Murasaki:

・ “For example, if there is a quiz, and then during our break time, if others are

studying, then I feel like I have to study too. If my friends say they have to

study, I feel that I have to study too… Yes [I react to them]. 例えば、小テ

ストがあって、休み時間に、友達がみんなやっていたら、「ああ、

やらなきゃ」と思うし。なんか、友達が「勉強しなきゃいけないな

あ」と っていたら、私もやらなきゃと思うし…はい。”

Ôyama:

・ “But I think it is the case that I think about the grades of students in other

classes and think that I have to do my best. 他のクラスの友達の成績に

は気になって頑張らなきゃいけないなあというのはあります。”

・ “It is better to make a rival to improve yourself, to make yourself better…

There is nothing like where people are super aggressive. It’s all secretive.

More than this person, I get a good score, and a better grade. Then I can get

to the university I am aiming for. I’m not kicking the other person. The

other person is a tool to help you improve yourself. As an item. ライバル

を作った方が…自分が める…自分が められる。ギズギズ…「ガ

オ 」みたいなことはないですけど。密かに。なんか、こいつより
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はいい点をとって、で、成績は上げていって、その自分の目標とす

る大学に…こいつを ってじゃなくて。まあ、自分を めるためだ

から、道具というか。アイテムとして。”

Mitaka:

・ “If someone gets lazy, then I get lazy too. If they do their best, then I do my

best too. If someone starts to be lazy about the quizzes, then everyone will

start to be lazy. If one student does their best, then everyone will do their

best. 誰かが怠けると、やっぱ、自分も怠ける。やっぱ頑張ると、「あ

あ。頑張らんといけない」と。だから、小テスト、授業の前に始ま

る小テストとかも、一人が騒ぎ出すとみんな「わあ」と騒ぎ出した

り。誰かが頑張るとやっぱ頑張る。”

・ “I sometimes think that everyone is studying right now at this moment. I think

like that, but when I concentrate on my studies I don’t think about others. I

am conscious of others. If they are doing their best, then I will want to do

my best. 「今ぐらいみんな頑張っているかな」って。そんなことを

考えるけど、勉強中に他の子を…みんなのことをやっぱ気になる。

なんか、みんなが頑張るから、私も頑張ろうみたいなこと。”

At this stage in their lives the students are conscious of and are engaged in

competition with others to spur on their motivation to strive and to do better. This

motivation stems in part because as collectivists they have been raised since

childhood to consider others in their definition of self or because this is an

effective means of self-motivation in response to the university entrance

examinations. In either case, one can see that their friends/rivals hold a central
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place in the academic lives of these students, even when they are not physically

present.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions

Based on the categories and themes mentioned above, and with the research

question in mind, three main conclusions were drawn concerning the motivation

and obligation orientations of these Japanese high school students. I

independently developed these conclusions, along with the categories and themes

that generated them, and later checked them against two native Japanese who

were both English instructors at the university level and who both had gone

through the experience of Japanese high school English learning and the

university entrance examinations. One instructor had firsthand experience

teaching English to Japanese high school students and the other, being the person

who introduced me to the research setting, had firsthand experience of studying at

and graduating from Asahi High School.

The three main conclusions that were drawn from this study concern (a) the

students’ language learning motivation, (b) their obligation orientation, and (c)

their study habits. Each conclusion will now be discussed in turn.

Conclusion 1: Third-year Japanese high school students, regardless of their

perceived motivation orientations, will be instrumentally motivated to

complete their single short-term goal of learning English to pass the

examinations, but will likely be so motivated in order to complete later, more

personally important goals.

This conclusion was drawn by taking into account what has been discussed

concerning (a) the students not needing English to accomplish tasks in daily life
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in Japan, (b) the lack of communication instruction and an increased focus on

grammar and vocabulary in the third-year high school English classes, (c) the

students having other classes to study for, particularly those related to the

university entrance examinations, and (d) the confessed inability of the students to

pursue multiple goals while in this last year of high school.

The impact of this conclusion can be seen most readily by examining the

responses of the students to the question of goal pursuit. Because all of the student

participants gave several responses when asked what goals they had for learning

English, they were asked the follow-up question of whether or not they could

simultaneously pursue all of their stated goals. Five students said that

simultaneous goal pursuit was impossible. Kôbe and Murasaki stated that they

could only pursue one goal at a time. Mitaka was more specific about her inability

to pursue multiple goals because she stated that if it concerns school studies, she

could only pursue the goal of passing the university entrance examinations and

not her goal of gaining communicative ability. Aoki mentioned that there are too

many subjects to study for, so only the goal of university entrance was possible

for her. Ôyama said that the goal of studying for the university entrance

examinations is the only goal he can pursue because it is far too important to

allow the pursuit of other goals.

Kawai was the only one who said that concurrent goal pursuit was possible.

She said this because the two goals she professed to have were university entrance

and good grades. For her, the latter acted as a predictor of the former, where the

pursuit of good grades was the precursor to and indication of potential university
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entrance. In her opinion, both goals essentially went in the same direction. If she

did well and received good marks on her English tests in school, it would mean

that she had learned something that was applicable to and beneficial for the

university entrance examinations.

When the topic of goal pursuit was explored further with the students in their

final interview, the theme of English studies in high school as a foundation for the

future emerged. Both Mr. Mizuno and Mr. Hamamatsu had made mention of

studying for the university entrance examinations as a short-term goal for the

students before they graduate and that they will later concentrate on whatever

other goals they may have had previously or will consequently develop after

reaching university.

First, as stated by Mr. Mizuno:

In a manner of speaking, getting to university is a short-term goal. Going to

university. Of course, afterwards, they might say they want to be a doctor, or a

lawyer. I think the students have such goals, but at this level those goals often

change, so right now, their goal is pretty much to get to university. ある意味

で大学に行くという短期の人が多いですね。大学に行く。その、もち

ろん、その後に、例えば、医者になりたいとか、弁 士になりたいと

か、その目標を持っている子もいますけど、それはなかなか今の段階

では変わったりとかね。するんで、とりあえず、大学に行くという…

大学に入学するで目標ですね。

Next, Mr. Hamamatsu’s comments:

In the short-term, it’s the scores on the university entrance examinations. But
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in the long-term, once they get out into society, they will be the ones to have

the objective of being able to speak English, to come to be able to use

English… So to be able to evaluate that, you would have to wait for a long

time to pass. 短期的には、もちろん、その大学入 の英 でいい点が

取れることというのが短期の目的なんですけれども、その 期の、例

えば、世界に出た時に英 が話せる-英 が使える自分になっている-

ということが彼等の 期的な目標だと思うので。それをいかに評価す

るかというのはもうちょっと時間が経ってみないとちょっと分からな

いかな。

With this examination goal diminishing and in some cases possibly

extinguishing other student goals (e.g., to have fun learning English, to learn to

communicate in English, etc.), the students are left with only one goal upon which

to concentrate. Each student interviewed expressed other goals or dreams beyond

passing the university entrance examinations, but these were either distal goals or

goals that the students effectively relinquished as being untenable in the present or

very near future.

This concept of the students having only one proximal goal and an inability to

pursue other goals in the face of the examinations raises the idea that the students

set themselves up to approach their language goals in line, almost as if their goals

were like knots on a string. Kawai herself had said that her goal of entering

university was important for her because university would provide her with a

more promising future. University entrance was just the first step.

Because this “string of goals” notion began to take shape early in the
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interview process, I asked the other students whether or not their goals appeared

successive. The similarity of their responses was striking.

For the two instrumentally motivated students, the string went from university

to a future job. The following excerpts come from Kôbe’s second and third

interviews, respectively:

・ Researcher: Why do you think these goals are important for you? どうして

この目標は自分にとって大切だと思いますか？

Kôbe: When I think about my future, then I think that they are important.

There is university. It is for my future job. やっぱり、自分の将来とか考

えると、やっぱり、必要。大学とか。そういう職業に就くなら、や

っぱり、その職業のためですね。

・ Researcher: But do you think that English is really necessary for that job [of

being a psychological counselor]? その職業に英 が必要だと思います

か？

Kôbe: In Japan, I don’t think it is really necessary. But the process involved to

be able to become that [a psychological counselor], like the university

entrance examinations: that’s the first thing we get to. やっぱり、日本で

やるにはあまり必要じゃないんですけど、それになるための過程で

すか…受験を受けたりとか…一番最先端の…

Aoki, the other instrumentally-motivated student, said nearly identical things

about first advancing to university:

Aoki: In university, I want to be an exchange student and go abroad, but first I

have to get into university. So I don’t think my goals conflict. 大学は、そ
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の、外国 学 とか、そういうところに入りたいんだけど、大学に

入ったら、外国に行って、ホームステイとかしてみたいと思ってい

るから、とりあえず、大学に入れば、その道が広がると思っている

から、 い違ってはいないと思う。

Researcher: So university is your first step to the others [i.e., other goals]? で

すから、まあ、大学はその最初の一歩と思って…

Aoki: Yes. そう。

Researcher: So if you don’t get to university, then the others [i.e., other goals]

become impossible, like your homestay? でも、大学がないと、後はで

きないということですか？ホームステイとか。

Aoki: Hmmm. It’s not really that. But if I don’t get into university then I can’t

get a job. In university and by going abroad and doing a homestay, I can get

knowledge. Then from that point I can get a job. ああ。そのことはない

けど、大学に行かないと職業も就けないし…だから、大学行って、

外国とか色々 [inaudible] 知 を深めて、それで職業に就く。

The other integratively motivated student besides Kawai was Murasaki, who

wanted to be an exchange student and eventually become a disc jockey. She too

had the goal of gaining a future job to spur her in her language learning endeavors,

and she also wanted to study that which would be connected to her future dreams.

However, even more than the university entrance examinations, she focused on

what she considered to be the most immediate and urgent goal, which for her

meant studying for and doing well on tests:

Researcher: In your English classes, which do you concentrate on most? 英
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のクラスの中でどの目標を一番強くかかがっていますか？

Murasaki: We really have all those tests… It’s about tests. It’s about the

closest thing. That’s what I think about most. But when I think that I have

to study, I don’t think about the future. I just think about the tests. やっぱ

りテストとか…テストのこと。一番 いことを考えるけど、いつも、

なんか、英 を…勉強しなきゃいけないなあと思う時は、英 勉強

をしなきゃ、将来の夢も考えていないし、と思うけど。授業中とか

は、やっぱ、なんか、テストのことを考える。

Murasaki was still fully aware that there was a progression involved with her

English studies, and that she focused on just one goal at a time:

Researcher: Why do you think these five goals [i.e., getting good grades,

listening to what the teacher says will be on tests, the university entrance

examinations, doing things related to her dream of becoming a disc jockey,

speaking English, and becoming an exchange student] are important to

you? どうしてこの五つの目標は自分にとっては大切だと思います

か？

Murasaki: They are all… They are all connected to my future dream. 全 、

やっぱ、一番つながることは将来の夢を叶えたいから。

Researcher: Your dream to be a DJ. They are connected to that? その DJの

夢に全 つながっている？

Murasaki: I want to be an exchange student, but there are tests, then the

university entrance examinations, then I can get to university and be an

exchange student. Then if I become an exchange student, I feel that I can
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then become a DJ. その留学したいというのもテストで点を取って、

学校に受かりたくて、学校受かったら留学したくて、で、留学でき

たら、なれるかなあみたいに。

Researcher: So, it’s like one at a time. First it’s the tests, then the university

entrance examinations, then… ですから、まあ、一歩ずつ。まずは点

数。そして大学。そして…

Murasaki: Yes. そう。

The remaining two personally-motivated students were Ôyama and Mitaka.

Because Ôyama’s third interview was cut short, this topic of a “string of goals”

was not fully explored. As stated above, he mentioned that he was unsure if his

English studies in high school would be the foundation for something else in the

future. He expressed a desire to be a welfare worker but claimed to not know if he

would ever end up using English specifically for that job or in general in the

future. He said that for him, “the number one thing is to be able to come to speak

English 英 が話せるというのが一番ですね,” but he still reported that he

realized the importance of his goal of university entrance because when asked

why the goals of university entrance and speaking were important to him, he

replied that “unless I go to university, nothing will get started 大学に行かなき

ゃ、始まらない.” For him, much like the others, studying English in the present

had a discernable influence on his future dream.

What is interesting about Ôyama’s responses in the interviews is that he was

the only student to say that he felt a conflict between the goals he expressed to

have. The other students did not see a conflict between, for example, the goal of
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doing well on tests and university entrance, or university entrance and

communication in English. For the other students, because they had the view that

their goals were connected one after another, conflict between goals was not an

issue. The completion of one goal led to the eventual approach and planned

completion of the next usually more important or intimate goal.

Ôyama, however, felt that his two professed goals of university studies and

speaking went in opposite directions, with speaking the more personally

important of the two goals but with university entrance the more urgent one:

Ôyama: So speaking… Well, I don’t have any chances to speak this year. So it

will be something I do afterwards. しゃべるのは…まあ、しゃべる機会

がないと思うんで、この一年は。まあ、後ということで。

[Dialogue continues]

Researcher: Do you think these two goals are in conflict? Speaking seems to

go in this direction, and university goes in the other, or do they look

similar? この二つの目標は い違っていると思いますか？話すこと

はこちらにみたいで、そして、大学はこちら…それとも、なんか、

似ていますか？

Ôyama: As for speaking, there is no way to put it into practice, so I don’t

know yet, but… I just don’t know. If I could speak English, I wouldn’t

think they conflict. 話すことにおいて、実 的なものがないんで、ま

だ分からないんですけど。分からないですね。話せるようになって

いれば、 い違っていなかったし。

It appears from the responses of the students on the questionnaire and in the
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interviews that the students in general have motivation to study for the university

entrance examinations, regardless of their overall perceived motivation

orientations. With the passing of these examinations as their goal, the students can

be said to be instrumentally motivated, at least in the short-term. The motivation

orientations of the students in this study, it may be speculated, remain more or less

intact, which is thought, first of all, because the students who filled out the

questionnaire were found to be instrumentally motivated overall yet many of them

also noted that they wanted communication in the classes, that they wanted to

learn how to communicate in English, and that studying English for the university

entrance examinations did not motivate them to want to study English more.

Second, the interviewed student participants could still identify the other goals

they possess with regard to learning English, which often included reasons outside

of passing the examinations. If one understands that the students consider passing

the examinations and gaining entrance to university as the first step in their

“string of goals” and goal achievement, then it becomes clear that all the students’

motivation orientations will be instrumental in nature in their third year of high

school due to the importance of the examinations. The students are farsighted

enough to understand the importance of the examinations and that passing the

examinations will allow them to enter university and to pursue their future dreams,

whatever they may be, but they also realize the importance of first entering

university. As Ôyama had said, nothing in his life will get started unless he makes

it to university.

The distal goals the students have, such as to become exchange students or to
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be able to speak English, supply the direction for the students’ current language

learning, provided their effort and energy is channeled first into passing the

university entrance examinations. Bandura (1988) describes how a distal goal

serves an initial directive function while subgoals serve as the “proximal

determinants of specific choice of activities and how much effort is devoted to

them” (p. 50). With this statement taken in the context of these Japanese high

school students, the overall end goal for what the students want to do – even if it

is completely unrelated to English, such as Kôbe wanting to become a

psychological counselor – directs the students toward the first “knot” on the

string: university entrance.

The question still arises as to whether or not all students who want to go to

university, for whatever reason, have stronger instrumental motivation tendencies

or have such motivation briefly overpower any extant motivation orientations

(and goals) for learning English. Kôbe offered the initial insight into this topic

when he remarked that “I don’t have motivation to study English. But, to pass the

university entrance examinations, I would say that I have motivation. 英 を勉

強することに関しては、やっぱり、ないと思うんですけど、受かるため

の勉強することにはある方だと思います。”

Aoki, the other instrumentally motivated student, also shed some light on this

topic when she said that “right now it is getting to university. That [goal] is the

strongest one. If I think about the future, then I think getting an interest in English

and having fun will be more important. 今は大学が一番強いんだけど、先を

考えたら、もっと英 の楽しさとか、そういう興味の方が大事だと思う。”
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Her response indicates that she understands there to be more to English language

learning, but in the “here and now,” university entrance takes priority, even for the

student who is instrumentally motivated and who actually wants to use English

for her future job.

Even Mitaka, with her personal motivation orientation, had little alternative

but to make studying for and passing the university entrance examinations her

current main goal: “I haven’t really thought about the future, but right now, it [i.e.,

her current specific goal] would have to be the university entrance examinations.

将来のこととかはもう考えていないけど、とりあえず、やっぱり今は受

験。大学受験。”

Questionnaire results even showed that although the students were overall

instrumentally motivated and that they wanted to learn English to help them pass

their examinations, only six students ranked English first as being most interesting

because of the ability it would bestow upon them. This result was interpreted as

the students looking at something beyond the examinations but not ignoring their

importance. The students are not so interested in the English needed to get them

to university, though learning such English heavily preoccupies them while in

high school. Rather, they look at other uses of English past those for the

examinations, that is, the other goals on their “string.” They concentrate only on

the closest of goals but they are still looking at how such proximal goals will be

related to their future.

In summary, the students surveyed and interviewed all realize the importance

of the examinations and at least minimally exhibit an instrumental motivation
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orientation because of their desire to pass those examinations. And yet, with their

wide range of professed desires such as to later come to be able to speak English

or later enjoy learning English, the students have goals for learning English that

are currently ignored or postponed while the students are still in high school.

Conclusion 2: Third-year high school students simultaneously maintain a

surface group-oriented (i.e., cooperative) stance but employ an underlying

individual (i.e., competitive) orientation in response to forces derived from

the university entrance examination system.

This conclusion was drawn by taking into account what has been discussed in

the last chapter related to (a) the sudden and unexpected lack of kumi-oriented or

group-oriented activities for third-year students, (b) the need by students to have

rivals and competition in order to study, (c) the Japanese need to compare oneself

to others, (d) the senpai stories depicting the discarding of human relationships

just prior to the examinations, (e) the reliance the students still place on their

classmates, and (f) how harmony is not broken between the students.

From the third year, the students become quite possibly the most

individualistic they have ever been in their lives. In the Japanese education system,

where they have previously spent numerous days and countless hours in a group-

nurturing atmosphere, the students are suddenly plunged into a learning setting

that is for them simultaneously alien and unfamiliar yet ultimately vital for their

academic futures and careers. This single year provides the students with

experiences that they have never before encountered. They are not assigned

important group goals nor given the opportunity to work in pairs or in groups, as
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was the case in previous grades. With the exception of the occasional school event,

the students do not function as group or have the chance to identify with their

kumi.

The students must cope with this change in the learning atmosphere if they

expect to pass their high school courses and, more importantly, the upcoming

university entrance examinations. This coping comes about by the students

continuing to maintain an exterior group-oriented stance held aloft by the

unchanged kumi structure and the friendships they have built over the past two

years yet also by their developing an interior individual orientation that causes the

students to care more about themselves and about their futures and hence inducing

them to become competitive.

I postulate that the students are able to function with this exterior/interior

duality, which poses no contradiction for them, for several reasons.

First of all, the Japanese morality system that the students have been taught

and to which they continue to subscribe remains other-centered and harmony-

based. They may abandon their other language learning goals in favor of those

that promote their passing of the university entrance examinations, but they do not

give up their Japanese morals. They will therefore function in their academic lives

in ways that continue to incorporate the typical Japanese values they have learned

and will simultaneously find ways to make themselves and the improvement of

their abilities the focus of their studies.

Second, by the time the students must begin studying in earnest for the

examinations, they likely have little time or energy to devote to friendships, but
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this is hardly problematic. Because the friendships have been established and

maintained during the first and second years of high school and because all of the

students understand how the education system works and what they must do in

order to succeed within that system, for the students to gain a more individualistic

stance during their third year presents few problems to the students’ friendships.

Their kumi has already been solidified; it is their futures that remain uncertain. As

Kawai said, competition at this stage is necessary because the students must do

what they can to get themselves to do their best, even if that means competing

with friends. Competition is not something to be avoided, as it does little harm to

friendships with classmates.

Third, competition and rivalry can be added to and can stand alongside good

relations with others with little or no trouble because at this point in their lives the

students may have a sense of their kumi but may not have a sense of duty to the

kumi, which would be implied by things like tatemae. Rather, they have the bonds

of friendship with classmates that can work to ease the stress of their increased

competition. Having a sense of duty toward others comes later when the students

reach adulthood and enter society.

There are indications that Japanese high school students are likely mature

enough to understand how tatemae and honne work in Japanese culture yet they

are not concerned about using them, especially with their classmates. Naito and

Gielen (1992) asked Japanese adolescents if they found the tatemae/honne

dualism problematic. These researchers found that the students understood the

concepts well enough but that they were still too young to find opportunities to
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apply them in concrete situations. Thus, tatemae and honne and their application

do not appear to be a current concern for Japanese adolescents, including the

students who participated in the present study.

During one of his interviews, Kôbe hinted at this lack of concern for and use

of tatemae and honne. When asked about the apparent contradictory nature of the

students pursuing English ability for the university entrance examinations and

their overall desires to maintain harmony with their classmates, Kôbe responded

by stating that for students in high school who are not yet considered adults

(adulthood officially begins in Japan at the age of 20), things like “duty” and

“obligation” to classmates makes no sense. Such terms are only applicable to

adults, not to high school students. What are employed with respect to others in

one’s kumi are simply expressions of friendship.

His response helped make clear the confusion some of the students exhibited

concerning some questionnaire and interview questions about the students’

cooperation or competition with others. For instance, during her final interview,

Mitaka said several times, “So that’s what you mean そういう意味か” when the

topics of obligation orientation, cooperation, and competition were more deeply

probed. She did not have the concepts of “cooperation” and “competition” in her

definition of obligation (translated and expressed to the students in Japanese as

giri 義理). When it was noticed that she had a different concept of giri, she was

asked directly what she had originally taken the term to mean, but she was unable

to provide me with a concrete answer.

Kôbe, too, did not seem to have cooperation and competition in his definition
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of giri. As he was the last person to be interviewed at the end of the study and

because it gradually appeared as though the students had a different understanding

of “obligation” from how I was applying the term, he was asked for information

regarding how he perceived giri. For him, giri is something a person must have if

he or she does not have motivation to do something. Giri is, in effect, a force

“from above 上から” that makes one do something one does not have motivation

to do on one’s own; it has little or nothing to do with being cooperative or

competitive.

With the Naito and Gielen study as well as Kôbe’s comments as points of

reference, how the students could on the one hand be cooperative and remain

friends with their classmates yet on the other hand act competitive and view

others as rivals becomes less contradictory. Instead of the front/face and

back/interior dualism expressed by tatemae and honne, a more appropriate

description for these high school students would be one of interconnected surface

and underlying actions where the former has evolved and continues to exist from

their friendships and the latter developed from the pressing need to pass their

examinations. It is suspected that, individual differences and circumstances aside,

both surface and underlying actions are simultaneously extant and in effect within

the students with neither taking particular precedence over the other.

Tatemae as understood and used by the Japanese involves “strategic”

politeness for the maintaining of harmony. The students do not need to use such

politeness with those they consider friends. With the lack of reasons and

opportunities to work as a group and function as a kumi in the third year, there is
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little need for the students to strive to maintain harmony. With no sense of (adult)

duty and with friendships cemented from two years of shared experiences, the

students may act in ways that appear counterintuitive in the face of the

competitive and crucial university entrance examinations, such as their lending of

their notes to others. In this way, the students are showing their friendship-

maintaining “surface” that they have not lost even though they have gained an

underlying competitive academic stance that affects how they study and

concentrate on school subjects. It would make sense that the students still find

their classmates a good source of assistance and information, which explains how

the students can easily ask others in their kumi if they may see their notebooks or

ask them questions while also studying hard for themselves via their “underlying”

individualistic and competitive orientation.

The intensity of the underlying competitive nature of the third-year students

builds gradually and for the most part remains subtle. Prior to summer vacation,

the students experience only about three months of instruction in this new

learning environment of intense examination preparation. As indicated by the

student participants, students generally appear to expend little effort in their

classes the first few months of their third year. It is only when the fall semester

starts that the students would be more likely to begin to realize how close the

examinations are and how serious studying for them becomes and hence begin to

more fully apply themselves to the task of university entrance examination

studying.

This underlying sense of competition is actually perceived as beneficial by
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parents, students, and teachers alike. In his looking at several public junior and

senior high schools in Japan, LeTendre (1998b) remarks how there is the belief

that friends can affect students’ motivation to study and that competition with

friends is “an important source of motivation to do well in school and on the

entrance examinations” (p. 167). This kyôsô ishiki (競争意 ), or sense of

competition, among Japanese students spurs them to study. With results that

closely mirror those found in the present study, LeTendre discusses how most

Japanese students will turn to competition with others because they do not want to

“lose” to them by not getting higher grades.

This competition is not cutthroat in nature. It is friendly competition because

it involves what he termed “mutual striving” on the part of the students. Much

like the “half-play” or “game” theme that emerged from this research, LeTendre

says the rivalry with classmates is secondary to the rivalry the students will

experience in their quests for university entrance because the students do not see

themselves as being in direct competition with their classmates on the

examinations (although it is entirely possible that students from the same kumi

will sit for examinations at the same university). The important friendships

created mainly in the students’ current kumi and clubs remain valued parts of the

students’ school lives. So long as university entrance is the goal of all involved,

students will compete with those around them to gauge their progress so that they

may keep up with or do better than others.

The student participants indicated their need of others to study, not because

the kumi functions as a unit as it did in the previous grades but because the group
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and the people within that group become a basis for comparison. Previously, the

kumi served to strengthen students’ reliance on others, which is a valued part of

Japanese morality. This reliance still shines through in the apparently individual-

based third-year classes via the students identifying and recognizing those who

outperform them and via their attempting to catch and surpass them. Without

membership in a group, and hence without access to others by which they may

make comparisons, the students would not be able to ascertain their own

weaknesses in ability or deficiencies in their study habits and would most likely

be unable to study as intensely as they would otherwise.

In this way, the students act both cooperatively and competitively, which, as

Schwartz (1990, as cited in Morisaki & Gudykunst, 1994) states, need not be

contradictory. Values consistent with either an individualistic or a collectivistic

orientation do not have to be considered incompatible. Rather, one orientation will,

as likely as not, tend to be more predominant than the other. Which orientation

would be predominant could be discovered by further inquiry. Indeed, to a limited

extent, the predominant orientation of each of the students of the two kumi was

discovered by the questionnaire question that asked them whether maintaining

good relations with classmates or gaining English ability was more important. The

interviewed students who had answered that good relations were more important

(i.e., Aoki, Kawai, and Mitaka) still professed a strong desire to gain English

ability, signifying that they could hold cooperative and competitive leanings

simultaneously.

I did not consider the possibility that the students might answer one way on
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the questionnaire but confess to other desires in the interviews to be deceptive or

even indicative of tatemae use toward me, nor did it appear that the students were

using tatemae with their classmates, that is, that they were acting friendly on the

outside only to hide their true feelings on the inside. As stated by both English

teachers in the interviews, by the third year, when the pattern and focus of the

high school classes changes from group to individual activities, the students no

longer make efforts to belong to the kumi. In actuality, they no longer need to do

so because the kumi as a functioning group has already solidified and developed

based on friendship and because the students have already been well indoctrinated

into the Japanese education system (which functions by use of kumi). The

students find at this stage that the stress placed on thinking about and working

with others – that which had been a part of their lives for so long – all but

disappears in the third year.

Conclusion 3: Juku provides the students an added benefit beyond just another

place to gain information useful for the university entrance examinations: it

also supplies students with additional rivals that boost their motivation to

study.

This third conclusion derives mainly from the conclusions stated above, that is,

that the students have but one goal while in their third year and that the students

develop a competitive stance in order to pass the examinations. Although not as

central as the first two, this third conclusion nevertheless fits in well with the

results of this study, with how the Japanese academic system functions, and with

how the students’ obligation orientations were found to affect their language
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learning motivation.

Keeping in mind that the students look outward at others when they study and

when they consider their own effort and ability, the secondary benefit of juku,

above and beyond the information conveyed to the students, is there being an

additional group of students engaged in study for the examinations by which

students can gauge their progress.

Four of the six student participants attended juku or, in the case of Kôbe, had a

home tutor. Mitaka did not attend juku because it resembled too closely the lecture

style of the high school classes. She felt that being so passive was not good and

that if she were to improve she would have to make efforts herself. Consequently,

attending juku would not alter how much effort she expended. Murasaki said that

she went to juku to pass the high school entrance examinations but she stopped

attending the cram school because of her increased homework load and hectic

club activity schedule. She confessed that her aims for university were not very

high, so her attending juku was not a necessity. Very similar to Mitaka, Murasaki

said that, “There are schools that I can get into if I study by myself. I can study by

myself, so I don’t think I really need juku 今の考えでは、自分で勉強して、

行ける学校が普通に当てる学校だと思うので、私は別に塾はいらないか

なあと思う,” but she also cited monetary as well as time concerns for why she

no longer attended juku.

With Mitaka being “personal” in her motivation orientation and her believing

that she needs to do things herself, and with Murasaki’s sites set relatively low,

attending juku for these students would be a waste of their time and energy. Other
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students may not attend juku for pressing reasons, such as the demands of their

regular high school classes (Shimizu, 1998). For these students, not attending juku

poses them no major problems. It has even been demonstrated by Yamashita

(1996) that there are no significant differences in terms of strategies used between

students who attend juku and those who do not, thereby indicating that what and

how subjects are learned in juku do not differ from what and how subjects are

learned at high school.

As for the other students interviewed who received additional instruction

outside of the high school, it is quite possible, as explained above, that they value

the friendships and presence of others in juku and use these – as well as the

additional instruction on examination contents and examination-taking procedures

– in order to gain more motivation to study and to pass the examinations.

The layout of Ôyama’s juku conflicts somewhat with this conclusion.

According to him, his juku places the students in individual booths and has them

watch videos of recorded lessons. From his clear, albeit short, description,

interaction between others appears almost nonexistent in these juku classes

because during the lessons the students face television screens and not a teacher

nor each other. The juku students are essentially isolated from each other, making

the extent to which they can gauge the level and progress of those around them

questionable. Ôyama said that he interacts with the other juku students outside of

class, so the isolation from the other students is not complete, but this does not

diminish the fact that comparisons based on information gathered directly from

the classes are impossible.
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That juku provides more than academic knowledge and examination

preparation is by no means a new theme. The topic was discussed briefly by

Shimizu (1998), who provided an overview of the Japanese education system and

individual differences in the students who progress through that system.

According to Shimizu, who talked with parents, students and teachers, the

primary reason students attend juku is to “keep up with or get ahead of their peers

both socially and academically” (p. 129). Results gained from the present study

support the notion that students will go to juku to surpass others academically,

mainly because of the comparisons they can make with others. Unfortunately, this

theme was not explored further in the present study, nor was the social dimension

evinced by Shimizu investigated.

Discussion of Overall Findings

This research investigated the English language learning motivation and

obligation orientation of two Japanese high school third-year kumi (n = 66) by use

of quantitative and qualitative research methods. The quantitative method was

based on a questionnaire that explored the overall motivation and obligation

orientations of the students and allowed for the gathering and selecting of

additional information and topics to be explored in the qualitative phase of the

research that consisted of a series of interviews with several of the schools’

students and English teachers.

Based on the quantitative findings, the students in the two kumi appeared to

have an overall instrumental motivation to learn English that was mostly aimed at

their passing their university entrance examinations (43 students, or
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approximately 65%, ranked university first as their reason for studying English).

However, numerous students expressed further applications of their English

language learning such as their desire to communicate in English. One-third

ranked first their being able to communicate in English as the most interesting

thing about studying the language (21 students, or approximately 32%). The

future merit of being able to communicate in English was both the first-highest

and second-highest ranking (28 students, or approximately 42%, and 18 students,

or approximately 27%, respectively), which surpassed other very instrumental

uses for English such as the language being useful for a job. Taken together, this

and other information gleaned from the questionnaire indicates the possibility that

the students in general have a need to study English in order to pass the university

entrance examinations but that they would like to apply the English they have

learned to other uses.

The questionnaire also revealed the students overall to be cooperative with

regard to their classmates and their studies. 45 students, or approximately 68%,

thought maintaining good relations with classmates was more important than

gaining ability in English while 40 students, or approximately 60%, regarded

themselves as being cooperative and not competitive in their approach to their

English studies. Such results were expected as they are in line with the

collectivistic nature of Japanese culture and the kumi structure. In spite of these

findings, the questionnaire also revealed that many students possessed an

individualistic and competitive stance toward their studies and toward others,

namely because of a shift to individual rather than group work during class time
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in the third year, because a majority of students viewed their classmates as being

competitive in their approach to their studies (34 students, or approximately 52%),

and because the students thought their classmates caused them to keep up with

their studies (which was the first-ranked response of 36 students, or

approximately 55%).

The qualitative findings from the interviews with six students and two English

teachers revealed that the students have as their almost solitary goal for their

English classes in the last year of high school the passing of the university

entrance examinations, despite the fact that they professed to have numerous other

mostly distal goals for learning English that were either unrelated to university

entrance or were related in an indirect manner. The conclusion generated from

this finding was that the students, regardless of their perceived motivation

orientation, tended to adopt an instrumental motivation to study for and pass their

university entrance examinations so that they may later complete their distal goals,

that is, the goals that were found to be more in tune with their original language

learning motivation orientations.

The second conclusion drawn was that the students are overall both

cooperative and competitive in their learning of English in high school. They are

cooperative because of the friendships made over the years as they studied and

interacted with the same classmates in their kumi. However, due to the shift in

focus of the third-year English classes that aims to advance the students to

university, the students begin to adopt a competitive stance that is not intense but

that nevertheless encourages the students to make rivals out of their classmates as
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they compete for things like higher test grades.

These first two conclusions show the interrelated nature of the students’

language learning motivation and their obligation orientations and directly

provide an answer to the research question of this study, which inquired about the

influence of perceived group needs versus perceived individual needs of Japanese

EFL high school students on their foreign language learning motivation. During

the last year of high school, group goals and a focus on harmony among students

in the classroom are abandoned in favor of university entrance examination

preparation. As all the students realize the import of these examinations, the group

that is the kumi is no longer sustained and supported by overt harmony-

maintaining practices, which was the case in previous grades. At this grade level,

attention is no longer paid to the needs of the group; the students all strive

individually to fulfill their own need for examination preparation.

The students in this study, it was found, seek ways to become motivated to

study for the examinations that they desire to pass. Instead of looking into

themselves, they look to others as a means to generate said motivation. They

identify those in their surroundings (e.g., classmates) with better grades or who

appear to study hard and convert them into their academic rivals. This

identification of rivals, in turn, spurs the students to become motivated to study,

although friendships are not sacrificed and are actually maintained in the process.

The final conclusion drawn from this study centers on the additional benefit of

juku. Because of the upcoming university entrance examinations, many students

will receive additional instruction outside of their regular high school classes. It is
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well known that such instruction, which includes juku, yobikô, and private

instructors (Blumenthal, 1998), provides students with extra information on

examination subjects and examination-taking techniques. What was found via this

study was that such additional instruction served a further purpose: to allow the

students a wider range of potential “rivals” whereby they can gauge their own

efforts, their own abilities, and get a better sense of how much more they need to

study in order to enter the university of their choice. With such rivals identified,

much the same as in the high school English classes, the students can then

become more motivated to best these competitors.

Limitations of the Study

As this study was a preliminary inquiry into the motivation and obligation

orientations of Japanese high school students, the research conducted was

occasionally limited and restricted. The limitations encountered in this study were

discovered during both the data collection and data analysis phases.

The first limitation was the broadness in scope of the research undertaken. It

was understood at the outset of the study, well before the commencement of data

collection, that the study would encompass numerous topics and factors. This

became evident with the background research in the literature review that covered

the three topics of motivation, the individualism-collectivism dichotomy, and the

Japanese academic system. To an extent, this broadness could not be helped, for

one topic was inherently related to another and all three topics were deemed

necessary to explore. It was also my belief that the orientation of personal

language learning motivation should be added to the integrative/instrumental
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motivation dichotomy, especially for Japanese learners, which thereby added

another element to the study.

Unfortunately, each element that added to and aided the development of this

study also proved to be a hindrance. With a limited number of participants

accessible for a restricted amount of time, each element could not be adequately

addressed in the questionnaire or in the interviews. An extended look at the school,

the students’ school lives, and their activities would likely have alleviated some of

the problems generated by the broad scope of the study, but such an examination

could not take place.

Questions related to the students’ motivation, their obligation orientations, and

other additional topics like juku and the students’ study habits all had to be asked

within a short amount of time. Ideally, several months or an entire semester would

have provided the necessary timeframe in which to approach all of the questions I

would have liked to ask. I was pleased and satisfied with the amount of time given

me for the purposes of the study, but I still realized that greater access to the

school and to those who study and work within the school would have allowed

more and deeper questions on pertinent topics.

A second limitation revolved around the selection of constructs that are

popular in Western academic and research spheres yet may not clearly apply in

other cultural contexts. For instance, utilizing the Western notions of instrumental,

integrative, and personal motivation orientation and even of the

collectivism/individualism dichotomy may show a Western epistemological bias

that does not accurately reflect Eastern conceptions. It is therefore possible that in
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trying to bridge the gap that exists between cultural contexts in motivation

research, which was one of the overarching aims of this study, the various

orientations I was attempting to uncover in this study fail to accurately represent

how the participants themselves view and define the world. Additional research

into Eastern and Japanese views of motivation and obligation orientation would

have been of benefit, for it is conceivable that the participants did not understand

the terms and concepts I used in this study in the manner in which I assumed they

did.

A third limitation concerns the generalizability and applicability of this

study’s conclusions. This limitation, I find, is based mainly on the limited number

of study participants. Conclusions were drawn mainly by my looking at how these

two English teachers and these six student participants responded to the questions

put to them. It must be pointed out that the conclusions, because they were drawn

from the composite picture painted by the responses of those who participated,

may not be entirely representative of, and hence not completely applicable to, all

of the students in the two kumi observed, all the third-year students studying

English at this school and who will take the university entrance examinations, nor

all Japanese third-year high school students. It cannot even be said that the

conclusions drawn here are fully representative of all six student participants.

It must be acknowledged that the responses generated from this study reflect

only these participants and this one study site. One of the potential drawbacks to

any small-scale study such as this one is its limited scope. As with any study,

quantitative or qualitative, participant responses on questionnaires or in interviews
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must be viewed with an amount of skepticism. Wolcott (1995) was correct in

saying that what participants state cannot be taken as truth, only as an expression

of their lives and experiences. The conclusions of this study were drawn only

from the interpretations from these limited expressions.

A further limitation was that only the students’ English classes were examined

and not the greater scope of their academic lives, which includes other classes,

other teachers, and other activities such as their club activities. One drawback to

much of the preceding research on language learning motivation has been the lack

of awareness of other academic issues that may burden students while they are

learning a language in school. The students do not spend their days solely in

language classes. The students have other classes and other academic

responsibilities that can vie for their time, attention, and energy.

This study found that the students have the need to concentrate on other

courses and other academic subjects, specifically those related to their

examinations. As this theme of the students being busily engaged in other

academic activities in school emerged after the commencement of the study, I

made no attempts to examine what happens in the students’ other courses and did

not inquire as to whether or not shifts similar to those found in the English classes

occurred during the third year in their other classes. This study only marginally

inquired about the lesson patterns of the students’ other classes. As a result, some

of the emergent categories, themes, and conclusions from this study can only be

discussed in relation to the English classes and may or may not be applicable to

how their other classes function and progress.
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For instance, it was discovered that the third-year English classes are

conducted in a manner far different from the first-year and second-year classes

because of the shift away from communication practice and toward heavy

grammar and vocabulary instruction. Whether or not such an examination-

inspired shift can be found in the students’ other courses, such as in their math

and science courses, was not explored. It is therefore only assumed, possibly

erroneously, that the other courses also shift in a manner similar to that of the

English classes. In other words, it remains unknown whether or not the third year

acts as the time where the students are prepared and instructed in all their courses,

particularly those relevant to the examinations, on what will be on the

examinations and how to pass them. If such a shift occurs across most or all of

their courses, the students would be even further pressured to make the passing of

the university entrance examinations their single goal for all of their classes.

Yet another limitation was acknowledged: that of interviewing only students

thought to possess motivation to learn English. Partly due to time constraints and

partly because apparently motivated students were the focus of the research, I

only meant to identify and interview “motivated” students. In the course of the

interviews it was discovered that the six student participants chosen could be said

to have had motivation to learn English (which is why they were selected as

participants), but it is still unclear as to whether or not all the students in these two

kumi in this shingakkô can be said to have language learning motivation, even if

just to get to university. Future studies similar to this one may benefit from

researchers selecting and interviewing a broader sample that includes students
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who do not appear motivated to learn English.

One of the major limitations discovered from this study was the occasional

failing of the translated questions. Although translation precautions were taken

and I was quite satisfied with the quality of the translations used for the study,

there were discrepancies discovered during data collection between the intended

meaning of the translations and the meanings understood when the participants

interpreted them.

For instance, the chosen Japanese translation of the term “obligation” was giri.

An apparently perfect translation in every respect (e.g., it seemed the most

appropriate term when compared to other possible Japanese terms, it was

ascertained to be an appropriate translation of the term “obligation” by two native

Japanese who were also bilingual English speakers, etc.), this term was taken by

at least one student to mean something other than obligation in the sense of

cooperation and competition, which is how I intended to use it. If other students

did not associate obligation with cooperation and competition, there may have

been substantial confusion on the part of the students as early in the data

collection process as the questionnaire. Future researchers would do well to pilot

participant understanding of the main terms used.

Additionally, how the participants reacted to the questionnaire and interview

questions, it can be surmised, was reflected through the prism of their cultural

background and interpretations of the questions presented to them. Even though I

had the impression that tatemae was minimal and that all the participants seemed

friendly and forthright, that may have been a mistaken impression.
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Generalizations from this single site, then, are difficult to make, but further

focused studies on this group of language learners will provide further evidence to

support or disprove the conclusions generated in this study.

Implications of the Study

It is important to reiterate that this was a preliminary study conducted at only

one site with a small number of participants. Looking beyond its limitations, this

study can aid researchers and practitioners alike because of its derivable

implications.

Although it is not my intention to criticize the academic system of a country

and culture different from my own, I as well as others (both foreign and native

Japanese) question the value of language instruction that is guided by the need to

pass examinations to university. Instruction in high school classes focuses less on

student development and more on student information retention. It can even be

surmised that most or all of the students at this and other shingakkô feel

compelled to advance to university and thus follow along with the “proven”

instruction practices.

However, it can also be stated that the instruction the students receive

becomes personally relevant only so far as university admission is concerned. Any

original or inherent motivation in the students to learn English is neither factored

into instructional practices in the third year nor is such motivation encouraged to

develop. A single goal for a single school year suppresses that which could aid the

language learning of the students. As Ushioda (1996) states, this kind of learning

that tells the students what their goal must be “will be perceived as something
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externally imposed, abstracted and alien, rather than as personally relevant and

meaningful in relation to the learner’s own view of life” (p. 40), which is what

their own language learning motivation, if it existed prior to third year, would be

like.

That there would be washback from the Japanese university entrance

examinations onto the lower level curricula is not a novel concept. Brown and

Yamashita (1995) discuss the negative washback effect of the university entrance

examinations on modern language teaching methods. Even so, they do not discuss

how those methods affect the students embedded in the system. All they mention

is that the MOE wants the students to increase their listening and speaking skills

but that only six universities in 1993 and four in 1994 at least put a listening

section on their examinations. With so few universities attentive to the dictates of

the MOE’s Course of Study, it is hardly likely that the students will want to learn

how to improve their abilities to listen and speak in English while in high school

because these skills are of so little importance in the face of the examinations.

High school curricula and pedagogical practices are not the only things to

suffer from washback. The influence of the examinations are felt in the altered

goals, and hence the altered or even coerced, motivation orientations of the

students. The students feel compelled to study for and pass the examinations, and

in their need to do so are likely to change or even abandon whatever previous

motivation they had to study English. As long as these university entrance

examinations continue to exist and test almost exclusively a small range of skills

(e.g., grammar and vocabulary), the temporary or even permanent shift to
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instrumental motivation (and the potential loss of language learning motivation

altogether once the examinations are concluded) is not likely to abate.

Teachers of high school students, including those at juku, need not be helpless

in the face of students becoming instrumentally motivated to pass the

examinations. They can and should still be aware of other types of language

learning motivation, for they can either try to keep these motivation orientations

alive and use them to direct students’ studies toward the university entrance

examinations and what lies after because of the discovered “string of goals” or, if

they find the pull of the university entrance examinations effectively diminishes

or extinguishes other motivation orientations, they can work to indicate how

language learning can be integrative, personal, and even instrumentally important

in the students’ lives once the “examination hell” has been completed. The

importance and significance of the examinations should not be ignored, but

neither should they be allowed to overwhelm other potentially beneficial types of

language learning motivation.

The student participants in this study were deemed to possess motivation to

learn English and, it would seem, already realized the importance of learning

English for the university entrance examinations, most likely because they had

entered a shingakkô. From the students interviewed, it was ascertained that they

still had clear goals for using and learning English, if at all, once they had made it

over the hurdle of the examinations. For most of these students, their use of

English would not end once they entered university.

Unfortunately, these six participants do not constitute the whole of the
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Japanese high school student population. Those without motivation to learn, or

those with motivation but who find their own motivation “insufficient” for the

language learning goals at hand (i.e., their motivation is not instrumentally

focused on the passing of the university entrance examinations) should be

informed that the examinations are important but that it is also important to see

how one wishes to use English in the future. Stated differently, the students should

be told that there is more to learning English than just the examinations because

some students may in fact not see or may come to lose sight of the “string of

goals” in their language learning endeavors and may resign themselves to view

the examinations as their final interaction with English.

Johnson’s (1996) study with Japanese university freshmen studying English

indicated that their learning orientations included learning and using English for

everything from experiencing another culture to a future job to enjoyment,

precisely in line with the three motivation orientations postulated in the present

study for Japanese learners of English. Because of these varied orientations, even

after matriculation to university, Johnson advises English language teachers to “be

aware of the various reasons their students feel English may be important for

them, and incorporate into their lessons material that would satisfy students with

different orientations” (p. 56). I agree with his suggestion, as motivation to learn

English for Japanese learners need not begin and end with the university entrance

examinations, and I would say that teachers need not wait until university to be

aware of other reasons behind language learning. Such an awareness can begin

earlier.
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In a related vein, it has been found that the language learning motivation of

Japanese students peaks in high school just prior to their university entrance

examinations (Berwick & Ross, 1989; Teweles, 1995). However, the type of

motivation involved may be an issue. For instance, the motivation they discovered

to have peaked appears to have only been instrumental motivation to pass the

examinations, for, as Berwick and Ross (1989) state, “once the university

examinations are over, there is very little to sustain this kind of motivation [i.e.,

motivation to study grammar and translation methods that lack communicative

value]” (p. 206).

If this instrumental motivation is the kind of motivation that peaks, then it

remains unclear as to what happens to other previous motivation orientations that

may have existed during the examination study period. There is no information on

other kinds of motivation. It can only be speculated that because the students

examined in the above-mentioned studies may not have understood the “string of

goals” that they may not have returned to their original motivation orientation (if

any) after they took the examinations. They may also have changed how they

view English as a result of the examinations, or they may have simply “burned

out” from the study process and the “examination hell” and hence thought that

they have little use for English, especially because it is not needed while they are

in Japan.

It should be mentioned once again that the university entrance examinations

are seen as a rite of passage for the students (Shimahara, 1979). This is believed

because the examinations serve as the basis for how the students will secure
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membership in future groups such as universities and companies. However, the

examinations serve an added dimension to this rite of passage. In their process of

studying for the examinations, the students look more at others as they search for

ways to stir their motivation to study for and pass the examinations. This outward

view is “very Japanese,” and by the time the examinations are finished they have

learned more than just information and the value of effort. They have learned the

very Japanese sense of “others.” Therefore, the examination system can be said to

function on a level in tune with the Japanese collectivistic ideals and morals.

Finally, beyond just pedagogical implications there are other implications that

I deem important for describing the motivation of this group and other groups of

language learners. Because it was found in the present study that the students’

motivation orientations to learn English were intimately connected to both their

proximal and distal goals (i.e., the university entrance examinations and their

goals for English usage after graduation, respectively), the current method of

classifying learners’ motivation as strictly “instrumental,” “integrative,” or even

“personal” lacks the descriptive power to more accurately depict the sometimes

fluid and changeable motivation of language learners.

The “snapshot” picture of the students’ motivation at the time of the study

showed many students, including those students who participated in the interview

sessions, to be instrumentally motivated to learn English, the main reason for such

an orientation being the existence of the university entrance examinations.

However, many of these students evinced other motivation orientations because of

how they planned or desired to use English in the future. Following from the
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“string of goals” model developed from this study, it would be much more

accurate to describe the students’ motivation first in terms of what they are

motivated to learn English for in the present and second in terms of what they

plan or hope to use their knowledge of English for in the future. The static

motivation orientation categories currently popular with researchers and

practitioners fail to disambiguate language learning motivation inspired by current

language learning concerns from those further in the learners’ futures.

It would therefore be more practical for learner motivation to be described in

terms of multiple time frames (i.e., the “knots” perceived by each of the learners).

For example, to label many of the students in this study as “instrumentally

motivated” does not capture their desires to go abroad and interact with native

English speakers once they have progressed to the university level, even though

such desires may be equally strong or even stronger than their current desire to

pass their university entrance examinations. For such students, to be labeled

“instrumental” only depicts their motivation as it is briefly exhibited prior to the

university entrance examinations but it fails to capture the motivation behind their

long-range goals. It would be more accurate to label their motivation as

“instrumental/integrative,” the former orientation describing the motivation

behind their proximal goals and the latter describing the motivation behind their

distal goals. In this way, one will be able to see how motivation can change (or at

least be realized) by the learners at various points in their educational and

language learning experiences.
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Future Research Agenda

With the results and conclusions from this study in mind, there are several

paths open for further studies and additional research with Japanese high school

students learning English.

First of all, research conducted on a scale wider than that of the present study

would be of tremendous benefit. Three simple ways to expand the research would

be to (a) spend more time in a single location, such as an entire semester or school

year, (b) administer questionnaires to more students in more kumi, possibly even

in several schools, and (c) vary the types of target students, that is, sample across

sites in different regions of Japan, across high school grade levels, and/or across

types of high school, such as shingakkô, vocational high schools, etc. Such an

expansion would allow the results discovered here to be confirmed or refuted.

Conducting longitudinal studies would also be an option for future research.

As some of the students in the present study remarked, prior to their third year

they had original and different goals for their language learning, but with the

advent of a new pattern to the English classes that focused on information and

strategies to pass the examinations, their previous goals either disappeared or

were put on hold until after the examinations. It would be of great interest to

many to identify students with goals unrelated to university entrance in their first

year of high school (or even before) and see if and how the students lose or alter

their motivation orientations as they begin their examination studies and if and

how they regain or otherwise take on motivation orientations once the

examinations have been completed.
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Related to the present research and the possibility of examining students over

a longer period of time, it would be of benefit to conduct studies that take into

account more of the students’ high school experiences. All of the classes and

activities in the school need to be taken into consideration. Past research has only

taken into account the language learning motivation of students in their language

classes because they have only assessed the students in these classes and have not

looked at the rest of their current learning experiences. They have failed to factor

in the students’ other classes like their math or science classes because they

appear completely unrelated to their language studies.

As was hinted at in this study, the students’ other classes impact when and

how the students will study English in high school, especially the classes that are

related to the university entrance examinations. Researchers can no longer afford

to ignore the impact of other school courses and events and must no longer

examine students’ foreign language studies in isolation.

In the West such research measures may be marginally acceptable because of

the lack of university entrance examinations and the generally unrelated nature of

one class to another. However, in countries like Japan that have such

examinations, numerous classes can be said to be related because their subjects

are the objects of testing on the examinations. As such, the students do not see

each class as unrelated and distanced from the other classes they take; they see all

the classes relevant to the university entrance examinations as necessary and

worthy of their time, energy, and concentration. To assume that in Japanese high

schools, as would be assumed in classes in the West, that foreign language classes
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can be examined without taking into account other classes would be a grave

mistake. The students have other classes to study for in preparation for the

examinations, which could impact how they study the language (e.g., the

strategies they use), how much they study the language (for they have other

classes to study for which also require their time and energy), and could in turn

affect how motivated they might be to study the language for reasons unaffiliated

with university entrance.

Finally, the present study could be said to have been beneficial in that it

attempted to complement the traditionally quantitative research methodologies

into language learning motivation by incorporating qualitative methods that

include cognitive approaches that explore motivation in terms of patterns of

learner thinking and beliefs instead of only measurable activities (Ushioda, 1994,

1998). This study looked into the cognitive processes of this group of language

learners as it examined what the students thought and believed about their studies

and their motivation to pursue those studies as well as the reasons why they made

the choices they did concerning their language learning in the present and for the

future.

A call can still be made for further motivational research that identifies the

dimensions of learners’ obligation orientations. For instance, some researchers

(Matsumoto, 1999; Takano & Osaka, 1999) challenge the “common view” of

individualism-collectivism advocated by Markus and Kitayama (1991) that states,

in general terms, that Asians like the Japanese are considerably more collectivistic

while Westerners like Americans are more individualistic. This study found that
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students were not completely collectivistic in their approaches to learning English

because of their seeking and identifying rivals in their environment in order to

best them and to improve their own chances of university admittance. Thus, along

with longitudinal studies, it would be beneficial to ascertain students’ obligation

orientations prior to high school entrance to see if they are indeed more

collectivistic or if the students are more individualistic in nature and hence could

be considered to not really undergo any obligation orientation changes.

As this was a preliminary study that attempted to more fully incorporate

additional dimensions to the motivational construct (i.e., include personal

motivation along with the traditional integrative and instrumental motivation

orientations), future research could, for instance, more closely follow traditional

research and examine if students with one orientation have better performance on

test scores. Such research could occur either before or after the university

entrance examinations.

Although rejected for the purposes of the present study, the mastery vs.

performance dichotomy prevalent in Western studies of motivation could be

qualitatively examined in Japanese students preparing for the university entrance

examinations in order to assess if the students believe mastering the material

would lead to better examination scores or if performance (i.e., doing better than

others) really provides them with the best indication of how they will do.

Last of all, there are additional aspects about juku that warrant further study.

In a look at the Japanese juken industry, Blumenthal (1998) mentions that the two

functions of juku and yobikô, in relation to the university entrance examinations,
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are the teaching of the material on the examinations and the selection of students.

By this second function Blumenthal means that juku test the students via mock

examinations so that the students may know at which universities they may apply

(in other words, so the students will know which universities’ examinations they

can pass). Students should attempt the examinations that test the upper limits of

their ability because it would be considered just as erroneous to take a university’s

examination that is too difficult and fail (and thus become a rônin and not go to

any university) as it would be to take a university’s examination that is too easy

and miss the chance to enter a more prestigious institution.

Based on the conclusions of this study, there is a third function of juku and

yobikô not addressed by Blumenthal or anyone else: the motivational boost that

such schools provide students because of the additional rivals (and hence the

additional comparative measures the students can make about their own efforts

and abilities) in the students’ environment. It would behoove researchers to take

more notice of the juken industry and how it affects the students, for not all taught

or learned in juku revolve around information on how to pass the university

entrance examinations. The students may find additional benefits of juku.
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APPENDIX A

Presented here (in Japanese and English) are the questionnaire questions, the

instructions read to the students on how to fill out the questionnaire, and the

sample questionnaire questions.

The actual questionnaire cannot be presented here due to format and paper

size discrepancies. It should be noted that that the questions were not numbered

(to keep the students from thinking how long the questionnaire was) and that the

questions were presented in an easy-to-understand manner. That is, each question

was placed in its own box (with the exception of the first nine questions, as these

were questions meant to gather background information on the students).

For most of the questionnaire questions, the students were provided space to

fill in their own opinions if such answers were not provided in the multiple choice

lists or if they were asked to explain why they answered the way they did. For the

sake of brevity these spaces are, for the most part, not reproduced here.
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Questionnaire and Instructions (Japanese Version)

英 学習者へのアンケート

[アンケートを渡す前に読む事項]

今から、アンケートについて説明しますので、よく聞いてください。

始める前に再度繰り しますが、アンケートに記入するかしないかは自

由です。研究調査への同意書は提出したが、今はもう参加したくない場

合には、アンケートに答えなくも結構です。成績や、先生・学校との関

係、研究に関する人との関係に影 は全くありません。

これから、日本の 校の英 学習者に関する調査を始めます。この研究

は日本の英 学習者にとっても英 教師にとっても大切なものです。英

学習へのやる気や義務感に関するもので、皆さんがこれから書くこと

はとても大切な情報です。

ほとんどの日本の 校生は、英 を学ぶことに対してのやる気や義務感

について、自分たちの考えや意見を表す機会がないと思います。それで、

このアンケートを作成した研究者は、皆さん自身のことや皆さんの意見

を知りたく、皆さんが考えていることすべてに興味を持っています。ア

ンケートには恥ずかしくなるような内容のものは入っていません。すべ
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ての答えは秘密扱いとなります。真の研究者として、倫理に従い、皆さ

んの情報を先生方や学校等には流しませんので正直に答えて下さい。

では、まずアンケートに添付の番号カードとアンケートに記載されてい

るアンケート番号が同じかどうか確認して下さい。違う場合知らせて下

さい。（少し待つ。）では、番号カードに名前を記入し、性別に丸をつけ

てください。終わったら、ブライアンが集めに回りますので、番号カー

ドを渡して下さい。

では、今からアンケートの記入方法を説明します。みなさんの意見や情

報を聞く 問に書いて答えて下さい。日本 でお いします。辞書を使

ってもいいですが、スペルや漢字をあまり気にしなくても大丈夫です。

２つのうち１つを選ぶという 問もあります。その場合は自分の答えに

い項目の四 （□）に印を付けて下さい。

その他の 問には、いろいろな選択項目が けてあります。答えが１つ

だけの時は、１のみを付けて下さい。答えが１つ以上の場合、順番をつ

けてください。四 の中に１番 い答えに１、２番目に い答えに２と

付けて下さい。

例えば：
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例１：

あなたは家族の中で外見的にだれに一番似ていますか？

□ 父 □ 兄
□ 母 □ 弟
□ 祖父 □ 姉
□ 祖母 □ 妹

□ その他:

 ⇒_______________________________________________________

お母さんだけに似ている場合、お母さんの についている四 に１を付

けて下さい。１番お母さんに似ているが、お父さんのように背が い場

合、お母さんの四 に１、お父さんの四 に２と付けて下さい。お母さ

んに１番似ているが選択項目以外の人（例えば、おじさん／おばさん）

に似ている場合、お母さんの四 に１、その他に２と付け、矢印の先に

おじさん／おばさんと書いて下さい。その他の所に１つ以上の答えがあ

る場合、その他の四 に X をつけて、２つ以上の答えに順位を付けて下

さい。

では、１つ練習してみましょう。例２を見て下さい。
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例２：

動物園へ行って、見るのが好きな動物は？

□ 象 □ ライオン
□ 猿 □ きりん

□ その他:

 ⇒______________________________________________________

２０秒あげますので、実際やってみて下さい。スタート。

私の場合、１番好きなのは猿なので、猿の四 に１と入れました。次に

虎も好きなので、その他の四 に２を入れ、矢印の先に虎と書きました。

ライオンが１番好きな人は四 に１とのみ記入して下さい。他に好きな

動物がいない場合、それだけで終わって、次の 問に行って下さい。ラ

イオンに１、その他の四 に２と書き、矢印の先にカバと書いて、きり

んに３、としても結構です。正 、不正 はありませんので、自分の意

見・考えに従って順位を付けて下さい。何か 問がありますか？

では、２５分以内でアンケートに答えて下さい。研究者が望んでいるだ

ろうと思われることを書くのではなく、皆さん自身の意見・見 のみを

正直に記入して下さい。必ず全ての 問に答えて下さい。
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英 学習者へのアンケート

あなたについて

＊ あなたは日本人ですか？
□ はい  □ いいえ

＊ 出身はどちらですか（県、 市等）？

＊ 母国 は何 ですか？

＊ 今何才何ヶ月ですか？
＊ 校一年生からずっとこの学校に通っていますか？

□ はい  □ いいえ
＊ 小学校に入ってから一年以上海外に住んだことがありますか？

□ はい  □ いいえ
＊ 何年英 を勉強していますか？

＊ 校に入る前、英 が好きでしたか？

□ はい  □ いいえ
＊ 今現在、全体的に見て（文法、会話、授業、すべてを考慮）英
   を勉強するのが好きですか？

□ はい  □ いいえ

・日本人が英 を勉強すると、どんな利点があると思いますか？

□ 外国人とコミュニケーションができる
□ 国際的に活 ができる

□ 外国で困らない
□ 世界が広がる
□ 国際的な仕事ができる
□ その他

・あなたにとって英 学習の利点は何だと思いますか？

□ 外国人とコミュニケーションができる
□ 国際的に活 ができる
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□ 外国で困らない
□ 世界が広がる
□ 国際的な仕事ができる
□ その他

・日本人が英 を勉強すると、どんなことが不利になると思いますか？

□ 発音やアクセントの点で日本人は英 をマスターするのはむず

      かしい
□ 日本 がおそろかになり、日本 力が落ちる

□ 不利になることはない
□ その他

・あなたにとって英 学習の不利な点は何だと思いますか？

□ 習った英 の使える機会がない

□ 英 学習にあまりにも自分の時間がとられる

□ 英 はむずかしい だ

□ 不利になることはない
□ その他

・英 学習の一番面白い点は何ですか？

□ 英 でコミュニケーションができる

□ 英 が分かるようになる

□ 欧米のもの（映画、本等）が経験できる
□ 英 力がつく

□ 英 に対する知 がつく

□ その他
・英 学習の一番面白くない点は何ですか？

□ 英 はむずかしい

□ 単 ／文法

□ 英 が理 できない

□ その他
・英 が一番楽しいと感じる時は、どんな時ですか？

□ 英 で本、 誌等を読んでいる時

□ 欧米の音楽を聞いている時
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□ 英 でコミュニケーションができる時

□ 欧米の映画を見ている時
□ 英 が理 できる時

□ その他
・では、英 はぜんぜん楽しくないと感じる時は、どんな時ですか？

□ テストがある時
□ 悪い点数をとった時
□ 英 が理 できない時

□ 単 ／文法を勉強する時

□ その他
・英 の授業から特に何を得たいと思っていますか？

□ テストの点や成績を上げるためのスキル（英 力）

□ 基本的な英 力

□ コミュニケーション力
□ 英 の知

□ その他
＝上記の目的のために、あなたは英 を勉強したくなりますか？

□ はい   □ いいえ
＝なぜですか？

・あなたにとって、英 を勉強する主な理由は何ですか？（少なくとも

  ３番まで順位を付けて下さい）
□ コミュニケーションのため
□ 外国に行くため
□ 大学のため（受験、授業等）
□ 将来のため (特に:______________________)
□ その他

＝なぜそれに１番を付けましたか？

＝その理由で、あなたは英 を勉強したくなりますか？

□ はい   □ いいえ
＝なぜですか？

＝１番以外の他の理由で、あなたは英 を勉強したくなります
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  か？
□ はい   □ いいえ

＝（はいの場合）なぜですか？

・今英 を勉強することによって、将来どんな利益があると思いますか？

□ 仕事のために使える
□ 国際的な活 ができる

□ 英 力

□ 外国に行ける
□ 英 でコミュニケーションができる

□ その他
・英 のような外国 の知 を得ることによって何が可能になると思い

  ますか。その知 で、どんなことができたら１番満 ですか？

□ 大学に入る
□ 将来の仕事のために英 を使う

□ 字幕なしで欧米の映画・ビデオが見られる
□ 英 で書かれたものを読んで理 する

□ 外国人に会える
□ 外国の人と交流する
□ 欧米の歌の歌 が分かる

□ その他
＝１番以外の他の理由で、あなたは英 を勉強したくなります

          か？
□ はい   □ いいえ

＝（はいの場合）なぜですか？

・あなたの英 に対する興味を今よりも深める要因となるものは何です

  か？
□ 欧米の映画
□ 欧米の音楽
□ 欧米の本
□ 英 でコミュニケーションがとれること

□ 外国に行けること
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□ その他
・努力すれば努力するほど英 は上達すると思いますか？

□ はい  □ いいえ
＝なぜですか？

・学校の英 の授業環境はあなたの英 学習にどんな影 を与えていま

  すか？
□ 英 を勉強しなければならない状況に自分をおく

□ 英 学習の手助け

□ 英 に対する知 の向上

□ 英 （学習）能力の向上

□ その他
・あなたのクラスメートはあなたの英 学習にどんな影 を与えていま

  すか？
□ 英 の勉強についていかなければと思う

□ クラスメートは私の英 学習に影 しない

□ 刺激してくれる
□ 助けてくれる
□ その他

・あなたの英 の先生達はあなたの英 学習にどんな影 を与えていま

  すか？
□ 英 の知 を与えてくれる

□ 先生によって影 を与えてくれるものが違う

□ 先生達は私の英 学習に影 しない

□ 英 力をつけてくれる

□ その他
・英 の授業中、あなたのクラスメートがあなたの英 力をどう思って

  いるか気になりますか？
□ はい   □ いいえ

＝なぜですか？

・あなたはクラスメートの英 力が気になりますか？

□ はい   □ いいえ
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＝なぜですか？

・英 を習う際、だれが一番喜ぶべきでしょうか？

□ 自分自身
□ クラスメート
□ 先生
□ 家族
□ その他

・朝日 校の去年の英 のクラスと現在の英 のクラスの全体の 囲気

  を教えて下さい。
・朝日 校の去年の英 のクラスと現在の英 のクラスのクラスメート

  の性格や英 力を教えて下さい。

・人生の中で多くの大切なことがあると思います。例えば、仕事や家族

  をとても大切に思う人がいます。このような人は仕事で成功したいと
  うと同時に、家族ともうまくやっていきたいと うことでしょう。

  しかし、１つのことをより優先的にしなければならない場合も出てき
  ます（つまり、仕事をより大切に思う人もいるし、家族をより大切に
  思うもいます）。
  同様に 校生のあなたにも、大切なことがたくさんあると思います。

  そしてその中でも優先順位があると思います。あなたにとってどちら
  の方が大切ですか (１つのみをチェックして下さい)？

□ クラスメートと良い関係を保つこと
□ 英 の力をつけること

＝なぜですか？

・あなたの英 のクラスでは基本的にグループ活動をすることが多いで

  すか？それとも一人一人で作業する（グループではなく）ことが多い
  ですか (１つのみ Xをつけて下さい)？

□ グループ
□ 個人

＝なぜですか？（例をあげて下さい）

・クラスでの英 学習に対するあなたの態度を表すとしたらどちらの方

  が適当な 葉ですか？（１つのみ Xをつけて下さい）
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□ 競争的
□ 協力的

＝なぜですか？

・英 学習に対するクラスメートの態度を表すとしたらどちらの方が適

  当な 葉ですか？（１つのみ Xをつけて下さい）
□ 競争的
□ 協力的

＝なぜですか？

・今現在や過去の経験から英 学習について何か他につけ加えたいこと

  があったら書いて下さい。

貴重な意見を頂き、本当にありがとうございました。大変参考
になります。
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Questionnaire and Instructions (English Version)

English Learner Questionnaire

[PART TO BE READ TO STUDENTS BEFORE

HANDING OUT QUESTIONNAIRE]

I will now explain to you about the questionnaire, so please listen carefully.

Before we begin, I want to remind you that completing this questionnaire is

voluntary. If you have given consent to participate in this pilot study but have

decided that you no longer wish to participate, then do not fill out the

questionnaire. Your grades at school, your relationship with your teachers and

your school, nor your relationship with anyone related to the research will be

affected in any way.

You have been asked to participate in some research being conducted with

Japanese high school students learning English. This research is important for

Japanese students learning English and for those who teach them. This research

deals with student motivation to learn English and what student obligations are

when learning English. Your help is needed with this research, and the

information you provide is very important.

Most Japanese high school students do not have the opportunity to express

their ideas and opinions concerning their motivation and obligations about
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learning English. Therefore, the researcher who has made this questionnaire wants

to know about you and your opinions and would be very interested in anything

you have to say. The questionnaire does not ask for any sensitive or embarrassing

information. All your answers will remain confidential. As a researcher, I must

follow a code of ethics that keeps me from sharing this information with your

teachers and your school. Your name will not appear on the questionnaire so all

answers are candid and anonymous.

Now, please check that the attached number card has the same number as that

on your questionnaire. If the numbers are different, please tell me now. (WAIT A

FEW SECONDS) Now, please write your name on the card and circle if you are

male or female. When you are finished, Brian will come around and collect the

cards.

I will now explain about how to fill out the questionnaire. Please answer the

questions by providing your opinion or the necessary information. Please write in

Japanese. You may use a dictionary if you wish, but it is not necessary. You do not

have to be concerned about spelling or kanji.

Some of the questions on the questionnaire will ask you to choose one answer

out of two choices. In such cases, put a mark in the box next to the answer that

you agree with more.

Other questions give a list of choices. If you only give one answer because

only one selection is closest to your way of thinking, just put a “1” in the box next

to the choice that is closest to your opinion, put a “2” in the box that is second

closest, etc.
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For example:

Example 1:

Who do you most resemble, appearance-wise?

□ father □ big brother
□ mother □ little brother
□ grandfather □ big sister
□ grandmother □ little sister

□ other:

 ⇒______________________________________________________

If you think you resemble your mother the most, put a “1” in the box next to

“mother.” If you think you most resemble your mother but are tall like your father,

put a “1” in the box next to “mother” and a “2” in the box next to “father.” If you

think you most resemble your mother but also resemble someone not on the list

(for instance, your uncle or aunt), put a “1” in the box next to “mother” and a “2”

in the box next to “other” and write “uncle” or “aunt” or whomever on the line

indicated by the arrow. If there is more than one answer for the “other” box, put

an “X” in the box and then rank the answers you write on the line indicated by the

arrow.

Let us do another sample question. Please look at Example 2.
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Example 2:

Which animal do you most like to watch at the zoo?

□ elephant □ lion
□ monkey □ giraffe

□ other:

 ⇒______________________________________________________

You have 20 seconds to complete this sample question. Start.

In my case, I like to watch the monkeys the most, so I put a “1” in the box

next to “monkey.” I also like to watch tigers, so I put a “2” in the box next to

“other” and wrote “tiger” on the line with the arrow.

For those people who like lions the most, put a “1” in the box next to “lion.” If

there are no other animals you like to watch, then that is all you have to do. You

may go on to the next question. Some people may put a “1” in the box next to

“lion,” then a “2” in the box next to “other” and write “hippo” on the line with the

arrow, and then put a “3” in the box next to giraffe. This is perfectly fine. There

are no right or wrong answers, so please indicate your opinion or your way of

thinking. Are there any questions?

You will be given 25 minutes to complete the questionnaire. Please do not

write answers you think the researcher would like to see, but your own opinions.

Be sure to answer all questions.
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English Learner Questionnaire

About You

* Are you Japanese?
□ Yes  □ No

* Where were you born (prefecture, city, etc.)?
* What is your first language?
* How old are you right now (in years and months)?
* Have you attended this high school since you were a first-year student?
□ Yes  □ No

* Have you lived abroad for more than one year after you entered elementary
  school?
□ Yes  □ No

* How many years have you studied English?
* Did you like English before you entered high school?
□ Yes  □ No

* Right now, looking at everything (including grammar, conversation, the classes,
  etc.), would you say you like studying English?
□ Yes  □ No

・What are the advantages for Japanese people to learn English?
□ They can have communication with foreigners
□ They can be active internationally
□ They can expand their world
□ They will not have problems abroad
□ They can do an international job
□ Other

・What are the advantages for you to learn English?
□ I can have communication with foreigners
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□ I can be active internationally
□ It can expand my world
□ I will not have problems abroad
□ I can do an international job
□ Other

・What are the disadvantages for Japanese people to learn English?
□ It is difficult for Japanese to master English pronunciation and accents
□ The Japanese language will weaken and their ability to use Japanese will

      decrease
□ There are no disadvantages
□ Other

・What are the disadvantages for you to learn English?
□ I have no chance to use the English I have learned
□ Studying English takes up too much of my time
□ English is a difficult language
□ There are no disadvantages
□ Other

・What is the most interesting thing about learning English?
□ Being able to have communication in English
□ Being able to understand English
□ Experiencing Western things (e.g., movies, books)
□ Getting ability in English
□ Getting knowledge about English
□ Other

・What is the most uninteresting thing about learning English?
□ The difficulty of English
□ Grammar / vocabulary
□ Not understanding English
□ Other

・I feel that English is most fun when I:
□ Read things like English books and magazines
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□ Listen to Western music
□ Can communicate in English
□ Watch Western movies
□ Understand English
□ Other

・I feel that English is least fun when:
□ There are tests
□ I get a bad grade
□ I don’t understand English
□ I study grammar / vocabulary
□ Other

・What do you most wish to gain from your English classes?
□ English ability for better grades (on tests / overall)
□ Standard English ability
□ Communication ability
□ Knowledge of English
□ Other

＝Does the objective you mentioned above cause you to want to study
          English?

□ Yes  □ No
＝Why or why not?

・What is the most important reason for you to study English? (Please rank at
   least 3 choices)
□ For communication
□ For going abroad
□ For university (the university entrance examinations, for university

      classes, etc.)
□ For the future (especially: ______________________)
□ Other

＝Explain why you ranked your number one choice as being first.
＝Does that reason make you want to study English?
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□ Yes  □ No
＝Why or why not?
＝As for the other answers you ranked besides that of the one you

          ranked first, do any of them make you want to study English?
□ Yes  □ No

＝(If you answered “Yes”) Why?
・What are the future benefits to learning English now?
□ I can use English at my job
□ I can be active internationally
□ I will have English ability
□ I will be able to go abroad
□ I will be able to have communication in English
□ Other

・What do you think you will be able to do with a knowledge of a foreign
   language such as English?
□ Enter university
□ Use English for a future job
□ Be able to watch Western movies / videos without the use of subtitles
□ Understand that which is written in English
□ Be able to meet foreigners
□ Have exchanges with foreigners
□ Understand the lyrics of Western music
□ Other

＝As for the other answers you ranked besides that of the one you
          ranked first, do any of them make you want to study English?

□ Yes  □ No
＝(If you answered “Yes”) Why?

・What causes you to become more interested in English than you are now?
□ Western movies
□ Western music
□ Western books
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□ Having communication in English
□ Going abroad
□ Other

・Do you think increased effort will help you improve at English?
□ Yes  □ No

＝Why or why not?
・What influence do you receive from your English class environment?
□ I am in placed in a situation where I have to study English
□ It helps me in my English studies
□ It improves my knowledge of English
□ It improves my English ability
□ Other

・What influence do you receive from your classmates?
□ They make me keep up with my English studies
□ They do not influence my English studies
□ They stimulate me
□ They help me
□ Other

・What influence do you receive from your English teachers?
□ They give me knowledge of English
□ It depends on the teacher
□ They do not influence my English studies
□ They give me ability in English
□ Other

・Are you concerned about what your classmates think of your English ability
□ Yes  □ No

＝Why or why not?
・Are you concerned about the English ability of your classmates?

□ Yes  □ No
＝Why or why not?

・Who should you most please when you study English?
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□ Yourself
□ Your classmates
□ Your teacher
□ Your family
□ Other

・Please tell me about the overall atmosphere of your past and current English
  classes here at Asahi High School.
・Please tell me about the character and English ability of your past and current
  classmates in your English classes here at Asahi High School.
・There are many important things in people’s lives. For example, there are some
  people who think that both their job and their family are important. Such people
  want to do well at their job but they also want to have a good family life.
  However, sometimes one is more important than the other (in other words,
  some people will think their job is more important while others will think their
  family is more important).

As a high school student, I think that you also have many things you think are
  important, some being more important than others. Which of the following is
  more important for you? (Please check only one answer)

□ Maintaining good relations with classmates
□ Gaining ability in English

＝Why?
・Do you generally work in groups in your English classes or do you generally
  work individually? (Please check only one)

□ Group
□ Individually

＝Why ? (Please give an example)
・Which best describes your stance in class toward your English studies?

□ Competitive
□ Cooperative

＝Why?
・Which best describes your classmates’ stance in class toward their English
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  studies?
□ Competitive
□ Cooperative

＝Why?
・Please write anything you would like to add concerning your past or current
  English studies.

Thank you very much for your participation.
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APPENDIX B

The following are the semi-structured questions and topics asked of the

teachers and students during their interviews. These are provided here in English,

although during the interviews the participants were queried in Japanese. Japanese

translations of the questions are not provided here because, first, as these were

semi-structured interviews, in some cases the questions were asked in a slightly

different manner with each participant. Second, the meanings of the questions in

Japanese were compared against their English translations, so there is still

comparability between the questions in the two languages.

Additionally, there are some interview questions listed here that were not used

in the actual interviews, either because they became superfluous (for instance,

answers to the questions came out of the interview before the questions could be

asked), because of time constraints, or because the researcher found during the

course of the interview that the questions did not need to be asked.

Teacher Interview Questions
1. Teacher background information/warm-up questions

A) Name / position at school / length of stay at this school
B) Other teaching experience prior?
C) How many classes? Every day? Which classes?

2. Teacher views of classes / school
A) What is the ranking of this school? Are you concerned about the ranking?

Are the students concerned? How does this reflect how / what you teach?
B) The socio-economic level of the students in general
C) Level of students at this school as a whole
D) What is the level of the English classes you teach? Are the students at this
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level?
E) What is stressed in the classes from the students (e.g., correct answers,

progress, grades, social growth, etc.)?
F) How do they perform in class? How about grades?
G) Impressions about current / past English classes
H) How are the students taught?
I) How are the students evaluated?
J) In your opinion, what is a “good” English language student?
K) What materials are used in the classes (e.g., textbooks, dictionaries, etc.)?

How are they used?
L) How much do you use English in the classes?
M) Tell me about the Course of Study. Do you follow it?

3. Student motivation
A) What would you say are the main goals of the students in your classes? (If

only academic goals: Do they have any other goals, like social or personal goals?)
B) Are the students given specific goals to strive for? Are they from you, the

school, or the MOE? Are these long- or short-term goals? How are they assessed?
C) Are the goals pursued as a class?
D) Have you ever thought about their motivation to learn English?
E) What do you think are the characteristics of a high school student in Japan

who is motivated to learn English?
F) Are there any students in your English classes now (or in the past) that you

think exhibit motivation to learn English? In what way(s)? Why do you say that?
G) In the U.S., many would say motivated students always do things like ask

questions, do their homework, or get extra help if they do not understand
something. Does this sound like a description of motivated students in your
classes?

H) Explicitly describe a motivated student in Japan.
I) Based on your description today of motivated students, can you name some

students who appear to you to be motivated – or very unmotivated – to learn
English?
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J) Based on answers to the questionnaire, it appears that most students have
a(n) ABCD motivation orientation. What do you think about this? How do you
think this affects how the classes study and learn English in general?
4. Obligation orientation

A) Can you explain what morals taught in the Japanese school system from
elementary school entail? Do they encourage cooperation and discourage
competition?

B) How do the students evince this morality?
C) Is harmony stressed? Does that mean the students work for the group as a

group or not?
D) How well do the students interact with each other in class? With you? Do

they appear to seek harmony?
E) Describe the ways in which the students appear to function as a group.
F) What is stressed in the classes you teach: cooperation with classmates or

competition to gain skills?
G) Does the class have a “group goal?” If so, who assigns it? Who assesses if

it is achieved or pursued?
H) Do students appear to pay attention to the opinions and statements made by

their classmates?
I) In your opinion, are the students then more concerned about what others

think of their progress / learning or more concerned about gaining skills, getting
good grades for themselves, etc.?

J) Is there anything else about their obligation you would like to talk about?
5. Final section

A) What would you say is the most important obligation or responsibility for
these students?

B) Based on answers to the questionnaire, it appears that most students appear
motivated to learn English for EFGH reasons and that most students have a(n)
IJKL obligation orientation. What do you think about this? How do you think this
affects how the students study and learn English in general?

C) As you know, my research revolves around Japanese high school student
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motivation and their obligation orientation. As a foreigner, I find it contradictory
that Japanese students can be collectivistic and care for members of their in-group
yet get involved in an academic system that is highly competitive. What is your
opinion about my thought that the students appear to be engaged in a balancing
act?
6. Cool down

A) Tell the teacher you have most of the information you need right now.
B) Ask if there is anything he would like to add now that the first interview is

almost over.
C) Ask if there is anything that seemed important to the topics discussed but

was not addressed.
D) Thank them for their participation and that you might need to have a

follow up interview at a later date. Also, add that a meeting might be needed to
assess the gathered information.

Student Interview Questions
Interview 1

1. Student’s background information / warm-up questions
A) Name and age
B) Family questions (number of siblings, etc.)
C) Do you live close to the school?
D) How do you come to school?
E) Do you have any pets?

2. Their views on English usage in Japan
A) When did you start studying English? Why? Where?
B) What did you think about English when you started studying the language?

And now?
C) Is English useful to know in Japan? Is it indispensable to know? Why or

why not?
D) Many people think English is the global language. What do you think

about that?
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E) Opinion about English: like / dislike (from questionnaire)
F) Why did you answer this way? What about specifics (s/l/r/w)?

3. High school specific questions
A) School impressions (new/old, free/restrictive, etc.)
B) School’s atmosphere characterized how? Why?
C) Why did you choose this high school?
D) What is the most important aspect of going to school for you?
E) Opinion about teachers in general
F) Opinion about classmates in general
G) How are your grades overall? English class grades?
H) What are your plans after graduation?

4. English class specific questions
A) What English classes are you taking now?
B) Why are you taking these English classes? Necessary? Part of a program?

Future intentions?
C) Tell me your impressions about your English classes.
D) Would you say that this year’s English classes are similar or different from

previous years? Why?
E) Your English classes are similar to your other classes?
F) On the questionnaire you said you wanted to gain MNOP. Can you

explain?
G) Would you say that you concentrate more on acquiring English skills or

completing assigned tasks? Why is that more important to you?
H) How much effort do you put into your English classes? Homework?

Preparation?
I) Do you have any role models for speaking English?
J) Tell me about your English teachers: ability, enthusiasm, caring…? Do you

have good relations?
K) What about foreign teachers?
L) Do you feel your English ability is constantly being evaluated by them?

How about by your classmates?
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M) What is emphasized most in your classes?
N) Are your English classes at Asahi High School enough for your language

learning needs? Do you go to juku? Is juku necessary to learn English for your
purposes?

O) How do you feel about using English in class (s/l/r/w)?
P) Do you have a chance to use English outside of class? When, what, how? If

so, how do you feel?
Q) Is there anything you would change about English class? If so, what and in

what way?
5. Cool down

A) Tell student you have most of the information you need right now.
B) Ask if there is anything s/he would like to add now that the first interview

is almost over.
C) Ask if there is anything that seemed important to the topics discussed but

was not addressed.
D) Ask if there are any suggestions for the next interview.
E) Remind student when the second interview will be.
F) Thank them for their participation and that you look forward to talking with

them again soon.

Interview 2
1. Warm-up / clarification questions

A) Can I check the answers you gave me last time?
B) I would like to ask some questions about whether or not English is useful

or indispensable in daily life in Japan.
C) I also briefly want to ask your opinion about QRST (from the responses to

other interviewees).
D) From the questionnaire it appeared that you had UVWX motivation.

Would you agree that that describes your motivation to learn English?
2. Motivation questions – goals

A) When talking about motivation, people often talk about goals. Can you
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name some of your specific goals in your English classes? Do you have any
specific goals besides academic ones?

B) Do you pay the most attention to these goals? What in your English classes
do you concentrate on most? Why?

C) Have you ever reached these goals? How do you know?
D) Why are these goals important to you? Tell me how you approach these

goals. Are some more important than others? Do you pursue them
simultaneously? How?

E) Do you feel in conflict with different goals?
F) Are you provided with specific goals in your English classes, for example,

does the teacher or school say, “As a student of Asahi High School your goal is
YZAB?”

G) Would you say that the class as a whole has a goal?
H) Are your goals for learning English in any way connected to the group’s

goals or the goals of others?
I) Success in school means what to you?
J) Would you say your goals are similar or different from the goals of the

other students? Would you say your goals and their goals are connected in some
way? How?
3. Motivation questions – motivation orientation

A) Why are these goals important to you? Tell me how you approach these
goals. Are some more important than others? Do you pursue them
simultaneously? How?

B) Based on the questionnaire answers you provided, you replied that your
main reason for learning English / motivation orientation was CDEF. Tell me
about that.

C) Do any of these things, in your opinion, have a strong impact on how you
study English? On how you perceive English?

D) Who or what makes you want to study or learn English? Explain. How is
this related to your GHIJ motivation?

E) What do you think the motivation of your classmates is: the same as or
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different from yours? Why? Are there other possible motivations they might have
besides yours?

F) Do you think you can be successful at English language learning with your
KLMN motivation? Why do you think you have this motivation orientation? Is
this motivation orientation supported in your school environment? Would other
motivation orientations be better/more successful?
4. Cool down

A) Tell student you have most of the information you need right now.
B) Ask if there is anything s/he would like to add now that the second

interview is almost over.
C) Ask if there is anything that seemed important to the topics discussed but

was not addressed.
D) Ask if there are any suggestions for the next interview.
E) Remind student when the final interview will be.
F) Thank them for their participation and that you look forward to talking with

them again soon.

Interview 3
1. Warm-up / clarification questions

A) Do you have any thoughts or opinions about the interviews thus far, like
the contents?

B) I would like to check the answers you and the other students have given me
thus far about:
・Juku
・Most students say they approach their goals (university entrance examinations,
future dream, etc.) by studying. Can you give me an example of how you study
for your goal?
・From the last interview, I got the impression that the English students learn here
in high school is considered by many to be a foundation. Would you agree?
Explain that foundation (just for university entrance examinations, mainly for
your future, etc.).
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・From the questionnaire it appeared that you place more emphasis on a OPQR
obligation orientation than on STUV obligation orientation. Would you agree with
that assessment?
2. Obligation – preliminary

A) Do you consider yourself as part of the “in-group” of your English classes?
B) Based on the questionnaire, you said you saw the English classes as

(cooperative or competitive) and not (cooperative or competitive). Is that right?
Can you tell me why you think that?

C) In the future you said you wanted to be / do (job / plans)? Is English
needed for this? So do you think it better to be cooperative or competitive in your
English classes? Why?

D) Is group productivity stressed in the classes or individual improvement?
E) Can you do well in your English classes alone or are you dependent upon

your classmates? Why?
F) Are there times where you are engaged in competition with your

classmates? Is harmony with them broken?
G) In your opinion, does the class see itself as a group or just individual

students at the same school? Do you consider this a positive (good) thing or not?
Why? Are there any positive / negative aspects, then?

H) So then how would you say the students go about learning English at
school (i.e., completing tasks, doing homework, etc.)? Actively working together?
Concern about the progress of others?
3. Obligation – main

A) Ask questions that confirm students’ goals and motivation orientation.
B) Your responses to the questionnaire made you appear to be quite conscious

or concerned about (important people in your environment or developing skills
for yourself). Would you say that is a fair assessment? Why?

C) What about comparing that with being concerned about the other (e.g.,
important people in your environment or developing skills for yourself)?

D) Do you think one is stronger or more important for you?
E) Do you think one is stronger or more important for you as far as learning
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English is concerned? Why?
F) Explain how your relations with your classmates affects your motivation to

learn English (positive or negative things).
G) It is said that things like giri, on, and wa are important in Japanese society.

As a foreigner I do not understand how they could possibly work in academic
settings because they look contradictory to your academic responsibilities. What
do you think of that?

H) Finally, now that your apparent motivation orientation for learning English
and your obligation orientation have been explored a little bit, tell me your
thoughts about the two of them. Do they appear accurate or strange to you? Are
they compatible? Does one affect the other? How?
4. Cool down

A) Tell student that was the last interview and you got wonderful data.
B) Is there anything to add now that the third interview is almost over?
C) Is there anything that seemed important to the topics discussed but was not

addressed?
D) Thank them for their participation.
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APPENDIX C

The charts below indicate answers provided by the students (n = 66) who

filled out the questionnaire, who consented to its use in the study, and who were

not disqualified because they did not meet the conditions of study participation.

Numbers on the left-hand side in the first column indicate the questionnaire

question based on the order of the questions (i.e., because the questionnaire

questions were not numbered, the number “15” here corresponds to the fifteenth

question on questionnaire). No number indicates additional information extracted

from the data.

Numbers in the chart represent the number of students who answered a

question in a particular way and their respective percentages. Some rounding error

was encountered.

Note: The wordings of the questionnaire questions listed here occasionally differ

from how they were presented on the actual questionnaire. Also, questions that

were open ended, such as why a student answered a question the way he or she

did, are not considered here as such questions were used for verification of

orientations and for additional background information to be used in the

interviews.
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Chart 1: Questionnaire Answers (Numerical and Non-Ranked Answers)

Class 1 Class 2 Total
Gender of students
(by observation on
the day of the
questionnaire):

M: 11 (31.4%)
F: 24 (68.6%)

M: 12 (34.3%)
F: 23 (65.7%)

M: 23 (32.9%)
F: 47 (67.1%)

Gender of students
(whose
questionnaire data
can be used):

M: 9 (27.3%)
F: 24 (72.7%)

M: 11 (33.3%)
F: 22 (66.7%)

M: 20 (30.3%)
F: 46 (69.7%)

(1) (2) Native
Japanese born in
Japan

33 (100%) 33 (100%) 66 (100%)

(3) Native
Japanese speaker

33 (100%) 33 (100%) 66 (100%)

(4) Average age of
students

17 years 9
months

17 years 8
months

17 years 9
months

(5) Attended this
school since
entering high
school?

Yes: 33 (100%) Yes: 33 (100%) Yes: 66 (100%)

(6) Lived abroad
longer than 1 year
since elementary
school?

Yes: 0 (0%) Yes: 2 (out of the
original 35

students who
filled out the

questionnaire)
(5.7%)

Yes: 2 (out of the
original 70

students total
who filled out the

questionnaire)
(2.9%)
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(7) Average
number of years
spent learning
English

7 years 7 years 7 years

(8) Liked English
before entering
high school

Yes: 22 (66.7%)
No: 11 (33.3%)

Yes: 23 (69.7%)
No: 9 (27.3%)
No answer: 1

(3.0%)

Yes: 45 (68.1%)
No: 20 (30.3%)
No answer: 1

(1.5%)
(9) Currently like
English

Yes: 17 (51.5%)
No: 16 (48.5%)

Yes: 16 (48.5%)
No: 17 (51.5%)

Yes: 33 (50%)
No: 33 (50%)

Change from like
to dislike of
English

8 (24.2%) 8 (24.2%) 16 (24.2%)

Change from
dislike to like of
English

3 (9.1%) 2 (6.1%) 5 (7.6%)

No change in liking
or disliking English

22 (66.7%) 22 (66.7%) 44 (66.7%)

Did not answer
about like or
dislike of English

0 (0%) 1 (about liking or
disliking English
before entering

high school)
(3.0%)

1 (1.5%)

(18b) Does the
above-mentioned
objective (of what
students especially
want to get out of
their English
classes) make you
want to study
English?

Yes: 26 (78.8%)
No: 7 (21.2%)

Yes: 24 (72.7%)
No: 9 (27.3%)

Yes: 50 (75.8%)
No: 16 (24.2%)
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want to study
English?
(19c) Does your
first choice (for
main reasons to
study English)
cause you to want
to study English?

Yes: 21 (63.6%)
No: 12 (36.4%)

Yes: 19 (57.6%)
No: 13 (39.4%)

No clear answer:
1 (3.0%)

Yes: 40 (60.6%)
No: 25 (37.9%)

No clear answer:
1 (1.5%)

(19d) Do any of the
other reasons you
listed (for main
reasons to study
English) cause you
to want to study
English?

Yes: 23 (69.7%)
No: 10 (30.3%)

Yes: 24 (72.7%)
No: 9 (27.3%)

Yes: 47 (71.2%)
No: 19 (28.8%)

(21b) Are there any
reasons besides
your first choice (of
what is most
satisfying to do
with one’s English
knowledge) that
would cause you to
want to study
English?

Yes: 24 (72.7%)
No: 9 (27.3%)

Yes: 16 (48.5%)
No: 17 (51.5%)

Yes: 40 (60.6%)
No: 26 (39.4%)

(23) Do you think
increased effort
will help you
improve your
English?

Yes: 32 (97.0%)
No: 1 (3.0%)

Yes: 30 (90.9%)
No: 3 (9.1%)

Yes: 62 (93.9%)
No: 4 (6.1%)

(27) When you are
in English class,
are you concerned
about what your
classmates think of
your English
ability?

Yes: 6 (18.2%) Yes: 7 (21.2%) Yes: 13 (19.7%)
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in English class,
are you concerned
about what your
classmates think of
your English
ability?

No: 26 (78.8%)
No answer: 1

(3.0%)

No: 26 (78.8%) No: 52 (78.8%)
No answer: 1

(1.5%)

(28) Are you
concerned about
the English ability
of your
classmates?

Yes: 15 (45.5%)
No: 18 (54.5%)

Yes: 16 (48.5%)
No: 17 (51.5%)

Yes: 31 (47.0%)
No: 35 (53.0%)

(32) Which is more
important for you?

Maintaining good
relations: 23

(69.7%)
Gaining English

ability: 8 (24.2%)
Cannot compare:

2 (6.1%)

Maintaining good
relations: 22

(66.7%)
Gaining English

ability: 8 (24.2%)
Cannot compare:

2 (6.1%)
No answer: 1

(3.0%)

Maintaining good
relations: 45

(68.2%)
Gaining English

ability: 16
(24.2%)

Cannot compare:
4 (6.1%)

No answer: 1
(1.5%)

(33) Which is more
common in your
English classes?

Group work: 1
(3.0%)

Individual work:
31 (94.0%)

Neither: 1 (3.0%)

Group work: 1
(3.0%)

Individual work:
30 (90.9%)

No answer: 2
(60.6%)

Group work: 2
(3.0%)

Individual work:
61 (92.4%)

Neither: 1 (1.5%)
No answer: 2

(3.0%)
(34) Which word
best describes your
attitude toward
your English
studies?

Competitive: 12
(36.4%)

Cooperative: 20
(60.6%)

Competitive: 11
(33.3%)

Cooperative: 20
(60.6%)

Competitive: 23
(34.8%)

Cooperative: 40
(60.6%)
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your English
studies?

(60.6%)
No answer: 1

(3.0%)

(60.6%)
No answer: 2

(60.6%)

(60.6%)
No answer: 3

(4.5%)
(35) Which word
best describes your
classmates’
attitude toward
your English
studies?

Competitive: 18
(54.5%)

Cooperative: 14
(42.4%)

No answer: 1
(3.0%)

Competitive: 16
(48.5%)

Cooperative: 15
(45.5%)

No answer: 2
(60.6%)

Competitive: 34
(51.5%)

Cooperative: 29
(43.9%)

No answer: 3
(4.5%)

Chart 2: Questionnaire Answers (Ranked Answers)

K-1 = Kumi 1

K-2 = Kumi 2

T = Total

R-1 = Ranked first

R-2 = Ranked second

Note: the responses listed in the chart reflect the number of first and second

responses given. In some cases students skipped questions entirely or only

provided a first-choice ranking. Thus, in some cases, the number of responses for

a particular ranking for a particular question may not add up to the total number

of students per class who filled out the questionnaire.
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K-1
R-1

K-1
R-2

K-2
R-1

K-2
R-2

T
R-1

T
R-2

(10) Advantages for Japanese people
to study English:
 ・ Communication with foreigners 11 7 11 8 22 15
 ・ For international activities 5 6 6 5 11 11
 ・ To expand one’s world 7 7 11 3 18 10
 ・ To not have trouble abroad 5 4 1 0 6 4
 ・ To be able to do an international
job

4 5 2 0 6 5

 ・ Other 0 2 1 0 1 2
(11) Advantages for you (the student)
to study English:
 ・ Communication with foreigners 15 9 13 7 28 16
 ・ For international activities 1 1 4 2 5 3
 ・ To expand one’s world 8 11 9 5 17 16
 ・ To not have trouble abroad 4 8 2 5 6 13
 ・ To be able to do an international
job

4 2 2 7 6 9

 ・ Other 1 0 2 1 3 1
(12) Disadvantages for Japanese
people to study English:
 ・ It is difficult for Japanese to
master English pronunciation and
accents

13 2 19 1 32 3

 ・ The Japanese language will
weaken, and they will lose their
Japanese ability

0 0 2 0 2 0

 ・ There are no disadvantages 19 0 11 0 30 0
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 ・ Other 1 2 1 1 2 3
(13) Disadvantages for you (the
student) to study English:
 ・ No chance to use the English
learned

14 0 14 1 28 1

 ・ English studies take up too much
of my time

2 2 2 2 4 4

 ・ English is a difficult language 7 5 8 3 15 8
 ・ There are no disadvantages 9 0 8 0 17 0
 ・ Other 1 2 1 1 2 3
(14) Most interesting thing about
studying English:
 ・ Being able to communicate in
English

11 2 10 5 21 7

 ・ Being able to understand English 10 9 8 11 18 20
 ・ Being able to experience Western
things (movies, books, etc.)

3 5 11 5 14 10

 ・ Getting English ability 4 4 2 1 6 5
 ・ Getting knowledge about English 3 3 2 4 5 7
 ・ Other 2 1 0 1 2 2
(15) Least interesting thing about
learning English:
 ・ English is difficult 8 3 4 5 12 8
 ・ Vocabulary/grammar 17 3 22 3 39 6
 ・ I cannot understand English 4 5 3 3 7 8
 ・ Other 3 2 3 1 6 3
(16) I feel English is most fun when…
 ・ I am reading an English book or
magazine

1 1 0 1 1 2

 ・ I am listening to Western music 7 7 8 9 14 17
 ・ I can communicate in English 6 8 11 4 17 12
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 ・ I am watching a Western movie 2 9 7 2 9 11
 ・ I can understand English 16 2 6 11 22 9
 ・ Other 1 0 1 0 2 0
(17) I feel English is not at all fun
when…
 ・ I have tests 6 6 8 4 14 10
 ・ I get a bad grade 8 7 8 8 16 15
 ・ I cannot understand English 10 7 9 4 19 11
 ・ I study vocabulary/grammar 7 2 6 3 13 5
 ・ Other 1 2 2 0 3 2
(18a) What I especially want to get
out of my English classes:
  Skill (English ability) to raise my
test scores and class grades

10 2 8 4 18 6

 ・ Standard English ability 9 10 14 9 23 19
 ・ Communication ability 12 7 6 9 18 16
 ・ Knowledge of English 2 5 5 1 7 6
 ・ Other 0 0 0 1 0 1
(19a) What is (are) your main
reason(s) for studying English?
 ・ For communication 3 10 1 16 4 26
 ・ To go abroad 1 8 1 5 2 13
 ・ For university (university
entrance examinations, university
classes, etc.)

21 5 22 6 43 11

 ・ For the future 8 7 8 5 16 12
 ・ Other 0 1 1 0 1 1
(20) What future merits are there to
you studying English?
 ・ I can use it for my job 12 8 7 9 19 17
 ・ I can be active internationally 2 3 4 3 6 6
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 ・ English ability 1 1 3 2 4 3
 ・ I can go abroad 4 5 3 5 7 10
 ・ I can have communication in
English

13 10 15 8 28 18

 ・ Other 1 0 0 1 1 1
(21a) If you know a foreign language
like English you can do many things.
With that knowledge, what would
make you feel most satisfied?
 ・ Entering university 11 2 11 1 22 3
 ・ Use English for my future job 5 7 4 7 9 14
 ・ Be able to watch Western movies
and videos without subtitles

1 10 5 4 6 14

 ・ Understand things written in
English

1 1 2 4 3 5

 ・ Meet foreigners 0 0 0 2 0 2
 ・ Have exchange with foreigners 13 6 10 5 23 11
 ・ Understand Western song lyrics 2 5 0 6 2 11
 ・ Others 0 0 1 0 0 1
(22) What causes you to become more
interested in English than you are
right now?
 ・ Western movies 3 9 8 6 11 15
 ・ Western music 11 3 5 11 16 14
 ・ Western books 1 1 1 2 2 3
 ・ Having communication in
English

11 6 11 6 22 12

 ・ Being able to go abroad 7 6 7 0 14 6
 ・ Other 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(24) What kind of influence does your
school’s English class environment
have on your English studies?
 ・ It puts me in a situation where I
have to study English

11 3 21 4 32 7

 ・ It helps me with my English
studies

6 3 2 2 8 5

 ・ It improves my knowledge of
English

3 7 2 5 5 12

 ・ It improves my English (study)
ability

11 7 8 11 19 18

 ・ Other 2 0 0 0 2 0
(25) What kind of influence do your
classmates have on your English
studies?
 ・ I have to keep up with my
English studies

18 2 18 1 36 3

 ・ They do not influence me 6 0 5 1 11 1
 ・ They stimulate me 8 5 8 7 16 12
 ・ They help me 0 7 1 4 1 11
 ・ Other 1 1 0 0 1 1
(26) What kind of influence do your
English teachers have on your English
studies?
 ・ They give us knowledge of
English

14 4 16 5 30 9

 ・ The influence received depends
on the teacher

9 3 8 3 17 6

 ・ They do not influence my
English studies

1 1 0 0 1 1

 ・ They give me English ability 9 9 9 5 18 14
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 ・ Other 0 1 0 0 0 1
(29) When learning English, whom do
you most have to please?
 ・ Myself 33 0 33 0 66 0
 ・ My classmates 0 0 0 1 0 1
 ・ My teachers 0 0 0 1 0 1
 ・ My family 0 2 0 1 0 3
 ・ Others 0 1 0 0 0 1
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